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PREFACE

The great Arab conquests of the seventh century transformed
eyery aspect of West Asian society.

The transformations were bound

to be different in the different regions of West Asia, because the
Arabs took over Sassanid and Byzantine territories which had been
governed by means of quite different institutions.

The object of

this book is to shed light on the characteristics of early Islamic
society by examining, from the viewpoint of socio-economic history
and in particular of fiscal history, how Egypt - which was a con
stituent of West Asian society which occupied special position as a
rich agricultural country with an ancient past - came to be Is
lamicized, or Arabicized, by the conquest, and how the institutions
established then changed and later collapsed.
Fiscal history does not mean the narrow or schematic description
of institutions.

When the Arabs emerged as the rulers of West

Asia, they did not at first have much knowledge of “land’うand as
problems arose in the processes of conquest and consolidation of
power they worked out policies to solve them: thus a narrow in
stitutional survey would have no meaning.

Rather,

I

think, what

is called for is a grasp of the evolution of policies on the part of the
Arab authorities and of their interaction with the vanquished Egy
ptlans.
Of course before one can arrive at this point there are many
obstacles in the form of problems not yet solved.
number of studies of early Islamic fiscal history.

There are a

But most of these
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巴ith巴r have methodological defects or deal only partly with the
period I want to address, and it is scarcely possible to speak of any
systematic study of fiscal history.

I shall try in the following pages

to map the process of change in Egyptian society during the early
Islamic period, while thoroughly assessing the value of the various
sources which bear on the subject.

What I am calling the early

Islamic period refers to the age of the so-called diwan system, the
financial order created by 'Umar I, under which the government's
administrative agencies collected taxes from the peasantry and
distributed them as stipends to the armies, and which persisted in
one way or another until the establishment of direct military
control over the land with the military iq｛ゲsystem.

This is in effect

equivalent to the period from the great Arab conquests to the fall
of the 'Abbasid state in the middle of the tenth century.
The end of this period came rather late so far as Egypt was concer
ned; the military iq{a ' system did not become the fundamental in
stitution of the state until the time of the Ayyrrbids in the twel丘h
century. This is because the Sr'ite Fatimids, a丘町they arrived
from North Africa as conquerors in the middle of the tenth cen
tury, maintained, in theory, the 'Abbasid financial, economic,
and social order, whatever their religious and political inclina
tions may have been.

For this reason I will touch on some

Fatimid developments.

Of course in the strict sense, the Fatimids

like the Buwayhids in Iran and Iraq represent the period of transi
tion from the diwan system to the age of the military iq{a' system:
just where the cha時eover occurred is subject to dispute.

This

is a problem relevant to the issue of periodization in Islamic his
tory.

But as this issue goes beyond the purposes of this book, I

shall deal with it only in a very simple fashion.
In the 電Abbasid period, the quasi-independent Egyptian regimes
of the τrrlunids (A.H. 254-292/868-905) and the Igsrdids (A.H.
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but financially

they were no different

from the 'Abbasids and so I have treated them together with 'Ab
basid rule.
The re出on for limiting the regions analyzed to Egypt is simply
that compared to other regions there is relatively abundant evi
dence.

Really this sort of topic should be capable of being dealt

with in connection with the problem of unification in the 'Abbasid
Empire - the 'Abbasid stat巴as an interaction between the unitary
c oncepts of Islamic law

(Sada)

and the actual“unified empire”．

The present book is only a first step towards regional history in
this S巴nse.

This book is a translation of the first part of a book published in
Japanese under the title,

Studies in the Fiscal Administration of Egy,bt in

the Early Islamic Period (Shoki Isuramu jidai F;j争uto Zeiseishi no Kenkyu,
Tokyo, 1975), the gene山of which was my doctoral thesis,

砂stem of Egypt in the Early Islamic Period,
sity in 1968.

Taxation

submitted to Kyoto Univer

I would like to express my gratitude to Mr. Michael

Robbins for the English translation.

I should al品 like to express my thanks 制he Japanese Ministry of
Education, Science and Culture for the grant-in-aid for publication
of this work.

K. MORIMOTO
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Transliteration of Arabic characters used in this book is as follow:
’（except when initial), b, t,
q, k, 1,

m,

t，ιl;i, :g,

d, Q, r,

n, h, w, y. ta’marbufa=a, a t.

wels: a, L百.

Dephthongs: aw, ay.

z,

s, s, �＇

9, ！，あら吉，i

Article: al・＇ 1・.
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INTRODUCTION

MUSLIM CONTROVERSIES REGARDING
THE ARAB CONQUEST OF EGYPT

Early Islamic legal thinking made a fundamental distinction in
respect to the modes of taxation when it cam巴to collecting taxes
from the subject peoples, in accordance with whether they had
been subj時ated by force ('anwa) or by treaty （�ul&) .

Slightly later

on, therefore, wh巴n the problems connected with fiscal administra
tion arose, the learn巴d Muslims, and the j uri山 (fuqalza’ ） in par
ticular were apt to argue over what the terms of subjection in a
given place had been: �ul& or 》nwa. The fiercest of these con・
troversies pertained to the Sawad (Iraq), but the controversies of
this kind long continued concerning the conquest of Egypt as well.
Consequently, for the study of the fiscal institutions of the lands
conquered by the Arab-Muslim armies, it is necessary as a precondi
tion to ascertain the views of Muslim jurists and historians on the
form of the conquest and to take up the related problems.

This

is so also because the Muslim sources which we must use for studying
the tax system are colored by these controversies.

The excellent

work by D.C. Dennett, Conversion and the Poll Tax in Early Islam
(1950), devotes mor巴 space to Egypt than to any other area and
deals with the controversies over the nature of its conquest.

But

there are aspects of his presentation which one may hesitate to
accept.

I would like to begin by examining the “conquest pro

blem”in Egypt with a reappraisal of Dennett’s study as the starting
point.
For the chronology of the conquest of Egypt, the standard works
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of A. Butler and L. Caetani can be combined, despite mmor
discrepancies, to give the following list of dates.
December 639 (A.H. 18):

'Amr b. al－＇互s crosses into Egypt.

January 640 (A.H. 19):

Fall of Pelusium (al-Farma).

恥fay 640:

'Amr’s raid into the Fayyum.

July 640:

Battle of Heliopolis ('Ayn Sams)

September 640:

Siege of the fortress of Babylon
begins.

October 640:

Treaty of capitulation made by
Cyrus (al-Muqawqis) repudiated by
Heraclius; Cyrus recalled.

F巴bruary 641 (A.H. 20):

Death of Heraclius.

April 641:

Surrender of Babylon.

June 641:

Attack on Alexandria begins.

September 641:

Return of Cyrus.

November 641:

Capitulation

of

Alexandria

by

）
1i
円4
AH位

fl、
戸hu
qムr
ATρlv
pob

h m
C
C
＆EL
FL
a
P
Z
1s
E
h

Cyrus.
Death of Cyrus.
Byzantine army evacuates Alexan
dria.

End of 645 (A.H. 25):

Romans led by Manuel recaptur巴
Alexandria.

Summer of 646 (A.H. 25): Arabs reconquer Alexandr同
The most problematic item of tl、is list is th巴 treaty entered into
by Cyrus and 'Amr b. al－堤瓦s in October 640.

The Muslim his

torians record it, but Caetani denies its existence and argues that
Cyrus was not in Babylon, and that the Muslim authorities con・
fused the capitulation of Babylon with that of Alexandria.

In

this con・

町ction Dennett uses the Chronicle ofjohn, the Bishop ofNikiu (Niqiwus,
a town in the Delta), to buttress Caetani’s assertion.

In this Cyrus

does not appear in the treaty at Babylon, the contents of which are

3
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m : the garrison withdrew from the citadel after handing
very si ple
of Nikiu does, on the other hand,
its arms over to 'Amr. John
to the capitulation of Alexandria, which contained
refer in d巴tail

negotiated by Cyrus, who“set out
seven clauses, saying that it was
to the Moslem" for the purpose.1 Dennett
and went to Babylon

argues that“it was Cyrus' presence on this occasion which con
fused the :tv1uslim authorities，＇’ and regards the treaty recorded in
detail by the Muslim historians as the Babylon treaty as being in
fact the treaty for Alexandria, and its eight articles as altogether
different from the seven described by John.2 Is this int巴rpretation
really acceptable?
consideration.

This is the五rst problem which requires re

Dennet moreover says， “Wh巴n Alexandria was taken for the
second time, the agreement with Cyrus was abrogated, since the
Greeks had violated it. There was, how巴ver, an understanding
with al-Muqawqis.

This could not have been with Cyrus, who

was dead, nor could it have been with a Greek, since the terms
refer to the Copts exclusively.

Probably, therefore, al-Muqaw

qis in this instance was the Coptic patriarch, B巴njamin.

There

are two versions of the understanding，＇’ and he goes on to introduce
the two sourccs found in al-Bala.dun and al-MaqrizI. 3
there mav

exist

Here too

some room for doubts.

After discussing the advance of the Arabs into the Pentapolis,
where the chief city, Barqa, made an arrangement providing for the
payment of

a

fixed annual sum of 13,000 dinars, Dennett argues

that with the completion of the conquest four systems of tax乳tion
came into existence, and continues that“The confusion among the
Muslim authorities as to whether Egypt was taken by force or by
treaty is easily understood in terms of the facts of the conquest.
Egypt ·was taken both by force and by treaty.

The Copts and

the Pentapolis had treaties; Alexandria and the confiscated estates

4
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did not. "4

Dennett argues in this fashion and then proceeds to

discuss the fiscal organization.

Here I want to go over the pro

positions he advances, preserving the same order.
First of all, is it possible to affirm that the Babylon treaty was in
fact part of the Alexandria treaty?

In this connection it is necessary

to clarify the circumstances of the conquest of Egypt.

There are

many historians whose works delineate the outlines of the con
quest, but al-Maqrizi, Ibn Ta吉ribirdi, al-Suyuti, and Eutychius
all belong to a later generation and all do no more than transcribe
Ibn 'Abd al開I:Jakam’s narrative.
Al-Suyu戸does utilize the al-!Jita! of al-Quc;la'i, but the latter’s
source is Ibn電Abd al-I;Iakam. 5

Eutychius, the Mdikite patriarch

of Alexandria, along with the Jacobite (Coptic) Severus (Sawirus
b. al
the standpoint of the vanquished side and their‘ wor‘k contains
pass a宮es of great interest, but their accounts of th巴 conquest are
derived i旨om Ibn屯Abd al”I:Jakam’s.6
As for the other Muslim authorities, al・Kindi’s narrative is ex”
tremely simple, reporting merely that Alexandria was subdued by
force and the Pentapolis by treaty.
Babylon treaty. 7

He does not mention the

In al”Tabari, the traditions ascribed to Ibn IsJ:iaq and Sayf b.
'Umar are fairly detailed.

The former does not touch on the

Babylon treaty; it merely records that a氏er the conquest when
電Amr advanced on Alexandria and had come as far as Balhrb, the
rulers of Alexandria dispatched envoys and requested the return
of the prisoners on the condition that gizya would

be

paid, that in

response to this 'Amr applied for instructions from Caliph 'Umar,
and other matters indicating that the negotiations between the two
sides took place. 8

But as these negotiations took place before th巴

siege of Alexandria, and as the principal concern was the measures
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prisoners of war, this is irrelevant to the problem under
regarding the
considerat10n.
There are two traditions ascribed to Sayf b. 'Umar, of which
one states that when 'Amr arrived at Babylon and was joined by
the reinforcements, al
of Mi�r, Abu Maryam, and others to negotiate with 'Amr, but the
Egyptians ultimately did not accept their authority and broke off
the negotiations, whereupon 'Ar町marched towards 'Ayn Sams.9
However, the negotiations related in this tradition happ巴ned before
the siege of Babylon, and the gap of time between them and the
negotiations which resulted in the so・called Babylon treaty is con
siderable, so this tradition creates no problems.
The second tradition ascribed to Sayf b. 'Umar similarly locates
the scene of the battle at電Ayn Sams, and claims that despite the
fact that the Arab army conquered it by

'
anwa,

it was treated as if

it had submitted by ·Ful� and its inhabitants were guaranteed dimma
or protection; then it describes the contents of a J叫I deali時with
the inhabitants not of宅Ayn Sams but of all Egypt. 10 But here the
Nubians, who do not appear in any of the other traditions, emerge,
and the contents are quit巴 different from any other version: probably
it is a forgery.

There are other traditions to be found in al-'fabari

but none of them can serve as the source.
The Ta'rr� of al”Ya'qub1, though brief, contains reliable informa
tion and is generally regarded as a valuable source.

In connection

with the Babylon campaign, he says that“the Muslim army pro
moted a �ul&,'' and afterwards contents himself with introducing
the arguments for both the
avoiding the problem.

'
anwa

theory and the �ul& theory,11

In the case of Alexandria, he recognizes

that a treaty was contracted between 'Amr b. al-'A号and alふ1u・
qawqis and relates the details of the controversy over the correctness
of the treaty which Heraclius waged with al-Muqawqis;12 there
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are errors in his dating.

When the Alexandria treaty was con

eluded, Heraclius was already dead, and moreover al-Muqawqis,
out of rage at the emperor, had been urging 'Amr not to make
peace with the Romans any longer-the tradition to this effect, as
will be shown below, is in fact connected with the Babylon tr巴aty
and has nothing to do with Alexandria.
formation is not of primary value as

a

Thus al-YゲqubI’s in

source.13

In the Futu� al-buldan of al-BalagurI, the notices of the events
have been constructed both from the notions prevalent among his
contemporaries, perhaps assembled by the author himself, and
from chains of transmitters or isnads; for facts about the conquest
the latter sort of material has greater value as a source.

But these

traditions must be subjected to strict criticism; the only thing one
can say for the traditions is that the chains of transmitters are plau
sible and there is no possibility that forgeries exist among them.
According to the general view concerning the Babylon campaign,
“He conquered the fort by 'anwa, and the Muslims seized all that
was inside, but 'Amr pacified the people by granting them dimma
and a悶悶d gizya on individuals and �arag on the land.

He re

ported these matters to 'Umar b. al司写anab, who legalized them."14
Babylon was conquered by force of arms and not by treaty, but
the people were guaranteed dim.ma.

However, the clearly con

trasted terms giりG and �arag were not contemporary, so this tradi
tion must reflect the views of a later generation.15
Further, 'Amr’s son, 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr, is reported by th巴 most
detailed tradition in al-BalagurI to have said，“People do not un司
derstand the facts about Egypt very well.
quered by force, others say by treaty.
matter that... ＇’

Some say it was con

But here is the truth of the

What follows is an account of the transactions

which took place between 'Amr and the ruler of Babylon, centering
on taxation.16

Here I shall not stop to criticize the tradition in
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detail, but it is definitely a fake and cannot be used as a source・
Then there is tradition no・5 35 which specifies the various con
ditions of the �ul� agreed upon by al・恥iuqawquis and 'Amr,17 but
this is identical to the text found in Ibn 'Abd al－早akam, and it is
moreover partly corrup.18 And the last part is the sam巴as the text
of Aba 電Ubayd’s tradition.19
Tradition no・547, which mentions th巴 treaty between al・Muqaw
qis and 'Amr,20 is an abridged version of Abu 'Ubayd’s Amwal no・
387.21

This belongs to the same chain of transmitters that is found

in Ibn 'Abd al－早akam,22 as can be seen from the sections where
Heraclius, enraged at the Babylon peace treaty, sends an army to
Alexandria and challenges the Arabs to battle and where 'Amr
conquers Alexandria and reports to 'Umar. It is thus sufficient to
examine the tradition recorded by the latter.
Among the prevalent views regarding the conquest of Alexandria,
there is th巴 following tradition.

Only the Copts were hoping for an

arbitrated settlement, and al-Muqawqis sent envoys to request a
sul� and an armistice for a definite period, but 'Amr rり巴cted these

proposals and subdued Alexandria by force of sword (saJf).

Movable

property was collected as spoils, but the inhabitants were granted
dimma in the same way the Babylon people had been.23 This of
course refl巴cts the notions of later generations, but it is valuable if
one wants to know how people thcugh about the conquest of Alexan・
dria.
Apart from this, and including the items al-BalagurI copies 合om
Abu 'Ubayd, there are many other traditions, but nothing that can
be consulted as

a

source bearing on the problem under consideration.

As far as thc :Muslim historians are concerned, there is no way to
deal with the situation of Egypt at the time of the conquest except
by a strict examination of the traditions in lbn 'Abd al-J:Iakam,
whose notices are the most detailed that remain extant.
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Ibn 'Abd al・Hakam’s account is a melange of different tradi
tions, complicated and confusing.

vVhen one has sorted out the

material related to the conquest, two or three principal chains of
transmitters emerg巴 as C巴ntral, and one can see that bits of traditions
from different chains have been insert巴d in, as it were, the form of
annotations.

First, with respect to the process of the conquest

itself, the followi時chain of transmitters (isnad) provides the central
traditions:
'Ubayd Allah b. AbI Ga'far)
'Ayyas b.てAbbas al-Qitb ぉ叶 → Ibn LahI 'a→＇Utman b.加lil;i
Others

}

Let us provisionally call this the first syst巴m of tr
五rst g巴n巴ration，冗Jbayd Allah was a jurist (faqih) dt山1g the tenure
of the governor Ayyub b. Sura};ibil (in o伍ce A.H. 99-101), and on巴
of the three men in Egypt who participated in fut)!iJ.

His dates are

A.H. 60-132, or according to another theory A.H. 135 or 136. 24
電Ayyas was a traditionist who died in A.H. 133.25
a jurist and traditionist who worked as

a

Ibn LahI'a was

j吋ge (qaef,z) in Egypt under
His dates are 96

the 電Abbasid caliphs al・Man�ur and al・MahdI.
or 97 to 17'1.26

'Utman b. Salih is one of Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam’s

most important sources: he was a judge in Egypt and died in A.H.
219. 27
There does not seem to b巴 any problem with this chain of tran
smitters.

Since the first two transmitters were active from the end

of the first c巴ntury A.H. to the second, there are still two gen巴rations
missing from the conquest down to their time.

But this indicates,

rather, the high value of this tradition as a source, since later genera
tions presumably did not tamper with it and doctor the gaps.

The

main contents of the first trandition mav b巴 summarized as follows.
(1)

Al

電Amr b. al－＇互ザinvasion of Egypt. 28

9
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The Arab army ope町d the gate of Babylon a吋rod巴 in
phrase to the effect that‘＇they conquer巴d
Ther巴is no explanatory
9
”
it by fore巴． 2

(2)

(3) Al・Muqawqis, fearing for his own safety and that of his

followers, sought a {td& from 'Amr b. al-'A� on co吋ition that each
male Copt pay two dinars in taxes to the Arabs, and 'Amr accepted
0
this arrangement.3
Dennett’s main basis for arguing that the Babylon treaty is in fact
the Alexandria one is the proposition that the Muslim authorities
are confused in believing that al-Muqawqis came to Babylon for
the purpose of negotiating a peace treaty for Alexandria.

But in

the foregoing account there is no trace of con usion. If the facts
under he旦di時（ 1) ar巴 correct, al-1\1問awqis had arrived in Babylon
before the siege began.

Furthermore, the ass巴rtion that al-Muqaw

qis went to Babylon for peac巴 negotiations during the campaign
against Alexandria is found nowhere but in the Chronicle of John.
According to other sour℃es, 'Amr was directing the battle for Al・
εxandria in person,31 so that without a positive explanation of this
point, Dennett’s equation of the two peace treaties on the basis of a
supposed confusion on the part of th巴 Muslim authorities lacks
persuasiveness.

Even if one is willing to grant that the Alexandria

peace treaty was negotiated at Babylon, that would in no way
preclude the separate existence of a Babylon peace treaty.
Concerning the negotiations over the Babylon treaty, there is a
rather detailed account based on the tradition transmitted by the
following chain of transmitt巴rs.32
a group

of

(Ha.lid b. J:Iumayd)
tabi＇伽→写a.lid b. Yazrd→｛）
｝
l Ya ];iya b. Ayyub J

→写a.lid b. Nagrl;i→＇U1man b.与alil;i
I shall call this the second tradition.

Tabi'un means the s巴cond

generation of the Arabs who conquered Egypt. 写a.lid

b.

Yazid
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was a jurist who died in A.H. 139.お 写alid b. I;Iumayd, a tradi圃
tionist who died in A.H. 169.34 YaJ:iya b. Ayyub was a jurist, said to
have died in A.H. 16 3 or 168.35 写亘lid b. NagI]:i is unidentifiable,
but seems to have collected and collated the traditions of the first
two, which 'Utman b. Salih utilized as they stood.
There may be nothing wrong with this chain, but one senses danger
in the characterization of the first transmitt巴rs as a group of tabi'un.
Possibly this also reflects the opinion of the jurist写alid b. Yazid;
here the contents require strict scrutiny.

The following points in

this tradition are noteworthy.
( 1)

The peace negotiations began one month after the siege of

Babylon, but required a good deal of time, and the war continued
during this period.
(2)

The Arab army did not approve of �ul& or gizya, a吋in

tended to effect a complete subjugation and make all the land into
their fay’ and h仰na.

But 'Amr b. al·・＇A� approved of a peace

treaty in accordance with a promise he had made to Caliph 'Umar.
(3)

Th巴 treaty was for the Copts, not the Romans; the position

of the Romans was not to be considered until the Byzantine em
peror’s answer had been received, and a truce was maintained during
this interval.
(4)

Al・Muqawqis, enraged at the emperor’s refusal, eventually

concluded a treaty dealing with the Copts, but none dealing with
the Romans was concluded.
There is no space here for a detailed consideration of the con
tents of this treaty, but it is easily seen that its articles are all entirely
different from the Alexandria peace treaty described by John.36

If

Dennett’s assertion that the two treaties are the same was correct,
one would expect there to be many common points between the
two.

Clearly these are two different peace treaties, and to treat

them as identical makes it impossible to reconcile their various
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provisions.
Moreover, when Dennett argues that“on account of the rebellion
in Alexandria in A.H. 25, the peac巴 treaty with Cyrus was abro
t the status of the Copts under the agreement with al
gated, bu
:Muqawqis did not change，’＇ but his basis for this assertion, the words
.of al-Muqawqis in al-Balaciur‘I and al
than a part of th巴 tradition noted abov巴（h巴ading no. 4).

Of two

sources offered by Dennett, the second3 7 here and the first,38 taken
as a variant of heading ( 4) above, are after all identical to what
Ibn 'Abd al-I;Iakam reports.39

So Dennett’s theory that al-Mu

. qaw qis is not Cyrus but rather the Coptic patriarch Be吋amin ca孔
scarcely be substantiated. Even if the Romans had been 巴xcluded
仕om the peace treaty without waiting for the rebellion of Alexan
dria, th巴 status of the Copts would not have changed. Thus, the
battle against th巴 Romans continued even a丘町the Babylon peace
treaty. Chronologically, the death of Heraclius was followed by
the surrender of Babylon and the beginning of the campaign against
Alexandria.
Furthermore, according to Severus, at the time of the fall of
Babylon the leadi時citizens of the city made an agreement ('ahd)
with 'Amr; the Copts obtained protection but th巴 Romans were
-destroyed.40

In short, whether or not it was Cyrus who concluded

the Babylon treaty, the treaty was indeed concluded in one form or
another.

In the extant Chro1昨leザ John, the section pertaining

to this matter must be regarded as having been lost.
How was the conquest of Alexandria recorded?

The second

system of traditions mentioned above moves immediately to the
conquest of Alexandria, stating that at each strategic point the
Byzantine army was routed by the Arabs.

But the account of the

conquest of Alexandria as such is rather simple, merely passing on
tr吋itions concerning the political measures taken, at the very end
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of the story.

Herc Ibn 'Abd al-I;Iakam incorporates a large nu・

mber of variant traditions to supplement the narration.
Traditions apart from the second system which allude to the
mode of conquest and to postwar dispositions w巴re transmitted
with two chains of transmitters.
(a) al－早usayn b. Sufayy → al-I;Iasan b. Tawban → Musa b.
Ayyub and Risdayn b. Sa'd → Bani’ b. al-Mutawakkil.
(b)

Yazid b. Abr 早abib41 → al・Lay! b. S山l → ＇Abd Allah b.

SaliJ:i.
I shall refer to these as the third and fourth systems of traditions.
In the third, al
Sufayy b. Ma.ti電 （d. A.H. 105),42 who died in A.H. 129.43

Al-I;Iasan

b. Tawban (d. A.H. 145) was a traditionist who governed the city
of Rasrd.44 M百sa b. Ayyub (d. A.H. 153) was

a

jurist.45

Risdayn

was a traditio吐st, considered rj,a＇ず（weak) by Ibn Sa'd; he died in
A.H. 188.46 Hani’ b. al-Mutawakkil is one of Ibn 'Abd al-Ha
kam’s most important sour℃es, but I have not been able to deter
mine any facts about his life.

In any case the people in this tradi

tion are not very w巴11-known.
In the fourth tradition, Yazid b. AbI早abrb was a famous jurist
and traditionist who, along with 'Ubayd Allah b. AbI Ga'far and
other participated in futya in Egypt in response to Caliph 'Umar
II’s orders.

Because he was famous his tradition seems not to

suffer from later interpolations to any great ・extent. His dates are from
about A.H. 53 to 128.47 AトLay! b. Sa'd was a younger relative
Yazid’s and also was engaged in futya.
165 or 175.

of

His dates are A.H. 94 to

According to Ibn Sa'd, most of his tradition is ac・

curate.48 'Abd Allah b.号aliJ:i w出al-Layfs amanuensis; he died
in 22 3.49

In utilizing this tradition it is necessary to take care to

note whether‘it is reflecting Yazid’s opinions as a jurist or not.
The main points of these tradition-systems are as follows.

In
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so
the second system,
(1) Except for Alexandria and three villages including Sultays
which assisted it in resisting the Muslims, all Egypt was su�jugated
by �ul�・

(2)

The Muslim army wanted to make these three villages and

Alexandria into their fay'.
(3) Caliph 'Umar accorded dimma to Alexandria and these
three villages on behalf of the Muslims [collectively], made them
pay �arag, and ordered that they should not be made into fay’ and

enslaved ('abzd). 50
In the third syst巴rn,s1

(1) In the conquest of Alexandria many captives on whom
�arag was levied were obtained, and the Muslims claimed that

these should be distributed to themselves.
(2) Caliph 'Umar did not distribute them, a吋mad巴 them
fay' on behalf of the Muslims [coll巴 etively], levying �arag on

them.

(3) 'Amr counted the inhabitants of Alexandria and made
them pay Garag.
(4)

The whole of Egypt was co同町r巴d by �ul�…

(5)

But the people of Alexandria paid the Garag and gi:ya at

the desire of those who were in authority over them, because Al・
exanclria was subdued by電anwa without any agreement,

and

they

had neither sulh nor dimma.
In the fourth traclition,52
( 1)

'Amr b. al-'A� reported to Caliph 'Umar that Alexandria

had been conquered by 電仰初め without any sort of agreement.
(2)

The Caliph thought that his opinion was foolish and or

dered him not to commit such errors again.
Further, Yazid’s words were transmitted by al-Layt b. Sa'd, to
電Utman b. �alil;i; here all of Egypt save Alexandria is said to have
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been subjugated by {Ulb, and only th巴 latter conquered by 'anwa.53
What needs to be noted in the s巴cond and third syst巴ms is that
the term｝り’ is used in di汀erent senses. According to .J. Shimada’s
studies of the development of the doctrine ofjay', the word originally
meant war-booty that was to be distributed by the conquering
armies, but was by order of 'Umar II, who institutionalized the
Umayyad policy of not distributing land, changed into a term
denoting the retention of conquered territory for the common
benefit of the Muslims as a whole.54

Thus the third system of

traditions would have to be reflecting the notions of a period after
·•umar II.

Further, the two traditions are in complete disagree

ment as to whether a guarantee of dimma was granted or not. There
is not enough room to go into this problem in detail here, but the
third system is incoporating a good deal of policy from a丘er the
middle of the Umayyad period. Moreover in the fourth system,
there is also the tradition that Caliph 'Umar I made the people of
the three villages

the name of one of them differs from the version

in the second system
the Copts in Egypt.55

into people of dimma along with the rest of
Therefor巴 one may say that the fourth

tradition holds views almost identical with those of the second.
The fact that Yazid avoids using the term fay' may be

a

reflection

of his delicate position.
But at all events the insistence that Alexandria was conquered
by force is common to all the important systems of traditions. There
is no mention of a peace treaty.

Yet according to John’s Chronicle,

the concluding of a peace treaty with Alexandria was a fact.

Ibn

叱Abd al－早akam also recognizes that such a tradition did exist, but
he relegates this to the position of a note on th巴 peace treaty of
Babylon.56 Why, despite the fact that there is not much lapse of
time between the first transmitters of this tradition and the actual
conquest of Alexandria, was the Alexandria peace treaty excised
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In fact, the rcasoロis connected with Umayyad
frorn the record?
y.
taxation polic
According to the plan of Caliph 'Umar in about A.H. 15 when
n
w
the Sawad as conquered, ew territories would be differentiated
in to dimma and fay’ lands, the former to be le丘 alone, the latter to
be distributed among the conquerors. What becam巴 the object
of distribution, the �al.lψincluding the Sassanid royal estates in
the Sawad and the lands of indigenous inhabitants who had resisted
the Arabs, had fallen into the Arab armies' hands by force.57 But
having distributed the rich and extensive lands of the �awafz, it was
im possible to use them as a customary financial base for the govern圃
ment and thus for the Islamic community was a whole.

In his

las t years, 'Umar shifted his policy, and insofar as was possible
granted dimma to the inhabitants of conquered territory and did
not allow it to be parcelled out, paying salaries out of 'a( a’ and
rizq from the government to the Arab armies to keep them happy.

The dlwan system of the early 20’s (the late 640、） stemmed from
this decision.
The conquest of Egypt occurred at just about this time.

When

the Babylon p巴ace treaty was concluded, the Arab authorities were
still expected to subdue the indigenous Copts by �ul& and the ruling
Romans by 電anwa.

But a fierce struggle ensued, and Alexandria

was in the event overcome by force of arms.56

Yet Caliph 'Umar

ventured to conclude a treaty of peace and granted dimma to the
inhabitants. The contents of the peace treaty described by John
in his Chronicle make it clear that the Byzanitine army was com
pletely defeated.

The next Caliph 'Utman seems to have carried

on with this new program of 'Umar’s; according to al-Ya 'qub1,
when Alexandria revolted in A.H. 25, Caliph 'Utman permitted the
restoration of the first di仰nat (i.e., that granted by 'Umar) to the
captive inhabitants.60

The second conquest was of course forcible,
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but in ord巴r to pr巴elude the distribution of lands to the Arabs and
to levy taxes on the inhabitants, he had no means but to grant the
In the early Umayyad period, tax administration

dimma to them.

was entrusted to the indigenous institutions of local government,61
and this was what the granting of dimma by 'U!man meant.

The

second and fourth systems of tradition, dating from before the
time when 'Umar‘ II’s new interpret且tion of fa_〆had beeome ae・
cepted

have, perhaps intentionally, eonfused 'U!man’s actions

,

with those of Caliph 'Umar.

Ibn Lahl'a's addition to the tradition

in the fourth system of the note that“this was something that hap
p ened after the second conquest of Alexandr句”62 may be an un
expectedly precise account of this situation.

The cause of this sort

of confusion was an attempt to conform to a certain degree to the
policy of the Urnayyads.
Ibn

'Abd

al－早akam introduces the

'

anwa

theory alongside the

�ul& theory, but most of this is either interpolation or formula,

、vith no basis in r巴ality, to the effect that “sorn巴！コody says that
Egypt

＇、．

that 'Umar I I claimed that this was true.64

This kind of tradition

appears also in Abu 'Ubayd65 and al司 Baladurr. 66

Without any

regard to the facts, the caliph’s notional statement is adopted as
'

theory.

This applies not only to Alexandria

but to the \vhol巴 of Egypt.

This doctrine of conquest by force

the basis of the

anwa

was held by the Umayyad government, from Caliph Mu 'awiya I's
time, for almost its whole duration, this being necessary in order to
carrγout increases in the rate of taxation.

The Umayyad govern

ment occasionally raised the rates, whieh meant that it was ignoring
the日rst a凶cle of the �ul& which specifies that taxes are not to be
raised.
Mu'awiya I ordered the五nancial director of Egypt, Wardan (in
o伍ce A.H. 43-44), to raise taxes, and Wardan resigned after re-
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－�� 叶 n o- that the contract with the Egyptians forbade this.6 7
pre �じ山一口
Isl;iaq which al－ τabarI records,
fur ther oree i the tradition of Ibn

8
the words of an authority6 who criticized the policies of the Umay

cluded; according to him, the Umayyad caliphs re・
vads are in
the governors of Egypt that Egypt 凶 been sub
ula 均 wrote to
due d b y forc e, that the Egyptians were slaves, that the governors

�

were fre巴 to i mpose tax increases or new categories of taxation upon
the rn as they deemed appropriate. 69 This tradition clearly dates
fro rn after the beginning of the 'Abbasid dynasty, and thus can
co rnrnand no respect as testimony about the time of the conquest.
But the int eresting point is the authority’S comment regarding the
notio n that Alexandria and the villages surrouding it were con”
q uered by force in the absence of any treaty a notion which de
rives, he argues, from Umayyad policy. The second and fourth
traditions transmit opinions 'vhich are partly in accord wi th Umay
yad policy, and the third, which is based on 'Omar I I's faJi’ theory,
incorp orates dynastic doctrine to an even greater ext巴nt .
Thus the Umayyad government reinterpreted conquest by �ul�
as conquest by

電

仰wa

in order to legitimize tax increases and foil

the co mplaints of the indigenous inhabitants.

But when the colla

tion of traditions was undertaken in the 'Abbasid period from
around A .H. 14370 the fact of �ul� was hard to gloss over.
least it W出 believed to be so.

At

The notion that Egypt was indeed

subdued by �ul{z became established around the middle of the 'Ab
basid period, 7 1 but a further theoretical shift had preceded this.
That is, a theory dating from the middle of the second century
whereby the conquered j砂’ territory which since 'Omar I I's time
had been allocat巴d to“the Muslims as a body" was now regarded
as the product of subjugation by �ul�一had com巴 into being and
wお firrr
over tul� and

'
anwa

had become quite meaningless, and even though
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the theory that Egypt was conquer巴d by w砕had become establish巴d,
the 'Abbasid authorities could levy tarag, unlike their Umayyad
predecessors, without wrestling with theoretical problems.
In short, a proliferation of theories on the part of the Muslim
jurists and historians of subsequent ages regarding the conquest of
Egypt originated in a certain historical context, that is, they over
looked or deliberately confused the fact that historical facts were
overlaid with political concerns-such as the {Ul� of Babylon, con
eluded on the basis of a program of conquest which distinguished
between sulh for the inhabitants and 'anwa for their rulers, the
Alexandria {Ul�， which granted dimma to the people despite the almost
total use of force in the subjugation of the city because of 'Umar
I's policy shift, which precluded the distribution of conqu巴red land
and people to the conquerors, as well as the revolt and r巴conquest
of Alexandria which led to a misunderstanding concerning the
putative abrogation of the treaty, and the Umayyad doctrine that
conquest by force had occurred, which was necessary to justify in
creased taxes.

There is no question of the controversies over the

conquest having originated, as Dennett claims, from the simple
fact that the mode of subjugation differed in di汀巴r巴nt regions.

CHAPTER

I

TAXATION UNDER THE ARAB CONQUEST

1.

A

Critical Sur百り of the Muslim Traditions

In order to analyze the system of taxation in the territories con
quer巴d by the Arab armies, one must first take into account the
issues connected with the form of the conquest and controversies
about it among the Muslim historians and juri山. This is as true
for Egypt as for anywhere else, as I have shown in the introductory
section.

In this chapter I shall address the question of what kind

of fiscal regime was created in Egypt following on the Arab con
quest.
As we have already noted, D.C. Dennett says that the following
“systems of taxation" came into being in Egypt just after the Con
quest: 1
1.

The Arabs had an agreement with the Coptic communities

providing for

the

payment of a money tax based on the rate of two

dinars for each adult able-bodied male and one dinar on each
faddan of land.

In addition there was a tax on the produce of the

land. Lastly, special contributions of food, clothing, and enter・
tainment were demanded for the Muslims.

This “tribute” was

not a lump sum, but a rate for the assessment of taxes.

2. Alexandria had been taken bv force and was therefore �ariig
land at the complete disposal of the conqueror.
3.

The Pentapolis paid a fixed, annual sum, to be neither in司

creased nor decreased.

The territory was 'ahd.
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4.

Finally there were the domain lands and th巴 former auto

pract estates... The Arabs.. .appropriated the estates, as ' Umar
had confiscated the possessions of the Sassanids in the

From

East.

these lands，五efs wer巴later given.
Dennett’s views stand in contrast to a number of
previously by C.H . Becker and

A.

Grohmann.

with th己question of whether a giz_ya of two dinars

points

advanced

Thcre,

tribute or a

was a

poll tax,2 Dennett raises the controversial points one

starting

by

on巴and

gives the evidence for his hypotheses within the fram巴work of his
four categories.

Whether or not thes巴 interpretations are justified

is the main problem with regard to Dennett’s views, and it may
be difficult to avoid repeating some points which

have

already been

made.
First I巴t us巴xamine the question of th巴Coptic community.

The

treaty of capitulation （�ul�） contracted by th巴 Patr
(al-M刊a、vqis) and 'Amr b. al-'A� was summed up as an agreement
containing th巴 following articles :3

1.

All male Copts must pay a poll tax of two dinars each.

2.

Children, old men, and women are exempt.

3.

The Copts must provide three days’ hospitality to travelling

Muslims.
4.

Lands, possessions, and churches of the conquered will not

be seized or violated.

5.

The Arabs may establish military garrisons where they wish.

6.

Landholders, in addition to the two同dinar poll tax, must

provide each Muslim with three artabae of wheat and two qis{s
each of vinegar, honey, and oil. . .
7.

Landholders must also pay o n grain lands on巴dinar plus one

half artaba of corn plus two wayba of barley for cach fadrlan of grain
land, or one dinar plus three artaba巴 of corn per garzb.
8. A complete set of clothing must be provided for each Muslim .
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Dennett is merely putting together the various traditions reported
by Ibn 'Abd al-I;Iakam, al- Suyup, al-Ya' qubI, Eutychius, and
aI-BaladurI, and setting forth the conditions described in his sources;
but the uncritical use of the traditional materials of the :Muslims
this fashion is exceedingly dangerous. Before entering them into
evidence, one has to examine the nature of each of th巴se traditions.
in

Except for the notices of Eutychius and al-SuyutI, which are simply
copied from Ibn 'Abd al-I;Iakam and can therefore b色left aside,
shall perform this operation for each of the traditions which Den
nett uses as a source concerning the treaty of capitulation.
I

nヲn 電Abd al－ 早akam's account of the treaty is deri\
following chains of transmitters (isnad日）：
d
→I凶LahI電
(a) ：
！
s
f H亘lid lコ． 早umaydl
写alid 1コ. Yazid → Y a l 亘1】 Ayyi:
(b) A par‘ty of刷R冨f
n
写alid b. Nag1J;i→＇Utman b. �alil;5

��；I ご 忠よ� ��＇らi���� ｝

(c)

l

Yazid b. AbI 早abib→Al-Layt b. Sa' d→＇Abd Allah

b.

�alil;6

(d) Yal;iya b. Maymun→［Yazid b. Abr 早abrb］→Ibn Lahl' a→
宅Abd al-Malik b. Maslama7
Apart from these four there is one other chain of transmitters
which indirectly

that is, by being added into the tradition con

cerning the conquest of Alexandria

explains th巴｛Ul� of the whole

of Egypt, as follows :
(e)

al－ 早usayn b. Sufayy→al

→Hani’ b. al-Mutawakkil8

fMusa b. Ayyub 1
l Risdayn b. Sa' d J

As I have already introduced (a), (b), (c), and (e) above as the
first, second, fourth, and third chains of transmitters, there is no
need to repeat the details here . 9

In (d), Yal;iya b. Maymun was a

judge in Egypt appointed by the Umayyad Caliph Hisam, and died
in A.H. l 1"1.10

'Abd al・Malik b. Maslama proved impossible to

identify, though al-I;Iakam cites his traditions a nurn.ber of times.
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But these citations are always brief, and often take the form of notes
appended to the principal traditions, so that the level of reliability
would appear to be low.
The (a) chain of transmitters records the process of conquest
from 'Amr's invasion of Egypt to the fall of the fortress of Babylon
in considerable detail ; the contents read rather like a military ro・
mance.

Furthermore,

the

problematic

treaty of capitulation

appears momentarily as an incongruous interruption and is then
disrr
his companions’ fates, and at this time he sought a �ul� from 'Amr
b. al-'A�， on condition that each male Copt pay two dinars in taxes
to the Arabs ; 'Amr granted this”.

Whether these two dinars are

gizya or, as Dennett holds, poll tax is completely unclear.
As we have already seen, the traditions designated (b), (c) , and
(e) are especially weak when it comes to the historical facts of the
conquest of Alexandria, and cannot be treated as accurate reflec
tions of the immediate post-Conquest situation.

They unquestio・

nably embody opinions from later generations, (b) and (c) predating
the reign of 'Umar II-or at any rate the formulation of the so・
called "fa_〆theory”一一and (e) postdating this period.

The tradition

of the (c) chain concerning the capitulation treaty appears as notes
to the (b) tradition, and like (a) reports simply that“the treaty was
agreed on condition that each Coptic male was to pay two dinars
taxes”.

The tradition of the (d) chain appears in two places,

五rst in the same way as a note to (b) .

The contents again are

very simple ; the Coptic men must pay two dinars, and a corollary
condition is that this is limited to adult males, and women, old
people and children being exempt.

But the statement that “at

the time these people were so enumerated, they numbered 8,000,000”
tends to reduce the degree of confidence one can feel in this tradition.
The most detailed tradition, as far as the treaty is concerned, is
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(b), and the first through fi氏h conditions which Dennett specifies

are derived mainly from this one. Yet when the term gizya appears
here, and even when it is stated to amount to two dinars per capita,
there is never the slightest indication that this gizya means “poll
tax”rather than “tribut巴” or “taxes in a general sense". If there
was a poll tax we should be able to assume the existence of a com
land tax, but, at least as far as tradition (b) goes, there
plementary

is nothing but the information that th巴rights to the land belonged
to the Copts-and nothing about any tax on land. This contradicts
the sixth and seventh of Dennett’s conditions. 11 Moreover, al
Ya'qubI, cited by Dennett as a source dating from the same time,
again has nothing but the simple statement that a tax of two dinars
per capita was the condition of the treaty.12
The main source for the sixth, seventh, and eighth conditions of
Dennett’s is the tradition no. 534 in al・BaladurL 13 This takes the
form of 'Amr's son 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr narrating, and is constituted
by the following chain: 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr→Abu Firas→YazId
b.

AbI Habib→Ibn LahI'a→＇Abd Allah b. al

b.

Muslim al－ 写warizmI.
'Abd Allah b. 'Amr accompanied his father on the Conquest.

There are different views about the date of his death, but the year
A.H. 65 is most probable.14 Abu Firas is a personage who rarely
appears: in this tradition of al-BalagurI’s the only other time he is
cited is when he describes the circumstances of 'Amr's death, and
how the dying 'Amr sent for his son 'Abd Allah and gave him in
structions as to what to do after he died, which電Abd Allah carried
out ; with a few minor variations, this is recorded in several sources
in addition to al-Hakam.1 5

He was 'Amr's or 'Abd Allah’s mawla,

of the same generation as 'Abd Allah.

In Ibn Sa 'd, he is present
at the first /abaqa in Ba�ra, presumably as a rather elderly man.16
Yazid b. AbI I;Iabib and Ibn LahI'a have already been identi・
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fied. 17 電Abd Allah b. al-Mubarak was a scholar fron1 Merv who
was the source of many traditions ; he travelled, it is said, to Iraq,
I.fi言az, Syria, Egypt and Yemen collecting traditions.
are A.H. 1 18 to 18 1.18

His dates

Ibrahim b. Muslim al-HwarizmI could not

be iclenti白eel, but al-Balac;lurI uses him as a source twice in his Futuh
al・Buldan and E巴veral times in his Ansab al-asrぇr;19 treati時him as

a contemporary of al-I.fusayn b. 'AII al・Aswad (d. A.H. 254) and
'Amr b. :Mul;ammad al-Naqid (cl. A.H. 232).20
The first thing that strikes one about this chain of transmitters is
that, unlike the traditional authorities in al-Hakam introduced so

far, the first generation here goes back to the first half century of
the Hegira era.

Even al・早akam, who predates al-BaladurI, cites

first-generation authorities who go back at most to the end of the
first century or to the second century, and moreover a good deal of
later opinion is reflected in their information.

The ostensible fact

that this goes back another generation, and that it begins with
' A mr's son 'Abel Allah, makes one suspect that the chain

of transmit司

ters is a fake. This becomes even clearer if one consults the chains of
various traditions concerning 'Amr’s death, mentioned above. 21
The author of this tradition, in order to enhance its value, has simply
used the tradition of Abu Firas in which 'Abd Allah appears.
the chain of transmitters is fake, then so is the tradition itself.

If
In

deed, from the way this tradition has been written up, this is quite
obvious.

Here 'Abd Allah says ，“People do not understand the

facts about Egypt very well.
others say by treaty.

Some say it was conquered by force,

But here is the truth of the matter that . . .

＇’

It is impossible to believe that the controversy over the conquest
had already begun during電Abd Allah’s lifetime: her巴 we can reco
gnize the compiler's act of forgery.

Furthermore, this tradition

regards th巴 fortress of Babylon and the city of Babylon (Mi�r) as
the same place, and says that both opened their gates on the basis
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a single treaty of capitulation: this is contrary to 仏ct.22
In this way, by showing that this tradition is a forg巴ry, I have in

attention to Dennett’s error in using the tradition
tended to call
without any sort of criticism. In order to retrieve this tradition
as usable evidence, the contents would have to be carefully examined
and sorted out, all the while being treated as the views of a later
generation. Even though it is not usable as a source for the con

quest period, it may have its uses as a description of conditions some
years after the conquest. We can arrange the parts of this tradition
which deal with taxation in the following list.
(1) The commandant at Babylon proposed to submit under
t he same conditions 'Amr had accepted in Syria, namely that giζya
should be levied on the Christians and Jews, the land should remain
in the possession of the indigenous i凶abitants, and �arag should be
paid.
(2) Apart from some persons who wanted the land to be distri
buted, the Muslims agreed to this.

(3)

Two dinars of gi毛pa per capita w出 assessed on all but the

poor, and the landown巴rs had to pay, apart from the two dinars,
an allowance in kind (rizq) consisting of three artabae of wheat
and two q勾s each of oil, honey, and vinegar (this being the amount
to

be paid for each individual Muslim).

(4)

The population of Egypt as a whole was to bear the cost of

providing one set of garments for each Muslim annually.

( 5)

Women, children, and chattels were to be retained by the

inhabitants.

(6)

Caliph ' Umar endorsed the foregoing stipulations.

( 7)

The land thereupon became Garag land (arrj, Garag).

(8)

The lord of Babylon, having made these arrangements with

respect to Babylon, proceeded to contract a �ul& on behalf of all
the people of Egypt on the basis of these articles, which were equi-
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valent to the provisions of a �ul�.
( 9)

!farag w部levied on the lands of Egypt, to the amount of

one dinar plus three artabae of wheat for each garib, and so was
on the head of each adult male two dinars.
Dennett’s sixth, seventh, and eighth conditions are based on (3) ,

(9), and (4) above.

He regards these conditions as having applied

to the entire population of Egypt, but aトBalagurI’s traditions are
constituted in two parts一 （ 1) to ( 7) and (8) plus ( 9 ）一， the former
referring to the city of Babylon and the latter to Egypt as a whole,
so that it is impossible to treat this material as a single treaty in the
way Dennett does.

Furthermore, according to Dennett the seventh

article of the treaty says that “landholders must pay.. . one dinar
plus one half artaba of corn and two wayba of barley for eachfaddan
of grain land", citing Ibn 'Abd al-I;Iakam as his source,23 but this
passage has nothing to do with the treaty under consideration; and
there is no reference to “one dinar" in the original.

Perhaps,

speculating on the basis of al-BaladurI's statement (9), Dennett
deliberately tampered with the meaning of al-I;Iakam’s text.
A special feature of al-BaladurI’s no. 534 is that it clearly uses
“長ζya＇’ in the sense of“poll tax”：therefor巴“�arag" takes on its
antithetical meaning of “land tax.”

The differentiation of taxes

on persons and taxes on land, if not conceptually at least termino
logically, into the poll tax giそya and the land tax �arag and the use
of these terms as an antithetical pair are something that dates from
a later period.

Even in al-I;Iakam, this use

of

gizya and �arag as

antitheses occurs only in the tradition with the (e) chain of tran
smitters which reflects the views prevalent after the time of ' Umar
II.
Thus, the statement that“the conquered lands were not divided
among the Muslim forces, but were reserved for the Muslims collec
tively, and gizya was levied on the head of each inhabitant while
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harag was I巴vied on the land, so that it became !Jarag land" is the

notion of Iraqi jurists, beginning with Abu I;Ianrfa (d. A.H. 150) ;24
durr's no・534 is simply transmitting the vi巴ws of this
and al Bala

s chool of thought. The only value which this tradition has as a
source is its bearing on the views of j urists仕om the second c巴ntury
-0n and perhaps on the situation slightly before their time.
Dennett’s theory that “the Coptic communities just after the
conquest were made to pay two dinars in poll tax and one dinar per

a a
with a tax in kind as land tax" clearly stems from the
J dd n along
uncriti cal use or forced interpretation of the traditional sources.
Is it true that“the result of Alexandria’s conquest by force was

that it was !Jarag land at the complete disposal of the conqt町or” ？
This conquest of Alexandria by force is of course a reference to the
suppression of the rebellion of A.H. 25.

On the ground that the

rebellion meant the abrogation of the treaty and after its suppression
there was neither renewal of the tr巴aty nor a new arrangement made
for the Romans, Dennett maintains that Alexandria became !Jarag
land, adducing no sources and regarding this point as being self
evident.25 Of course Muslim historians who state that“Alexandria
by its rebellion abrogated the peace treaty” do exist, but this is noth
ing but the notion of a later period. 26 As I have shown above, when
the Al巴xandria reb巴!lion occurred in A.H. 25, Caliph ' Utman
granted a restoration of the first dimma to the captive inhabitants,27
and in fact the early Umayyads entrusted the tax administration
of Alexandria to the citizens themselves until A.H. 74.28
As for Alexandria’s becoming "!Jarag land” ，at the beginning the
Arabs did not possess the concept of “!Jarag land” .

This W出 a

technical terms of the Muslim j urists, a concept dating from later
times.
Dennett’s point concerning Pentapolis does not raise so many
problems, and moreover Cyrenaica can be considered separately
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from Egypt proper in a historical sense, so that there is no need to
discuss the region here.
Concerning "the domain lands and the former autopract estates"
which are the fourth point, Becker's studies are the only referenc巴s
cited29 and no extended treatment is given to the subject. A con
sideration of this problem will be deferred until later on.
2.

Contradictions in the Muslim Traditions

It has been shown above that except in the case of Pentapolis
Dennett’s theories are exceedingly doubtful.

Even using the same

l\1uslim sources, quite different conclusions can probably b巴 rcached.
In Dennett’s two principal sources, the traditions represented by
Ibn ' Abd al-I;Iakam’s (b) chain of transmitters
to as I;I akam (b)

hereafter referred

comprise two points with respect to evidence

about thc period before the fqy' theory took shape:
( 1 ) Adult Copt were assessed two dinars per capita, and this
was referred to as gizya.
(2)

Coptic land tenure was undisturbed and there was no land

tax.
In this connection al-Baladurr's tradition no. 534 embodies later
juristic opinion as follows:
( 1 ） “Poll tax ” はi zy a) was levi巴d on adult males to the amount
of two dinars.
(2） “Land tax" （�arag) was levied, and landowners had to pay
per gar'lb one dinar and three artabae of grain.

This grain was

used as an allowance (rizq) for the Muslims.
The contradictions between these two traditions are fundamental,
and it is plainly impossible simply to cite them side by side.
There are sources which for unkown reasons Dennett did not use,
among which are 早akam traditions. One of these is a chain of
transmitters (' Ubayd Allah b. Abr Ga' far-al-Layt b. Sa' d-Hi泊m
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Is};iaq al－＇瓦mirI) citing ancient reports that at the time of th e
conquest of Eg ypt a tr巴aty ('ahd) was contracted.30
(1) The Copts had three documents (kitabs), addressed to Talma

b.

the head of Igna, Quzman the head of Rasrd, and Yohanna the
head of al-Burullus.
(2) Th巴terms of the {Ul�i were that each Copt was to pay gzZ:_ya
of

two dinars and also an allowance in ki n d (rizq) to the Muslims.
(3) Six co吋itions were attached, whereby the inhalコitants could

not be

forcibly

removed,

women,

villages and lands could not be

imposed, and tax increases were forbidden.
' Ubayd Allah and al-Layt b. Sa'd hav e already appeared

abovc.31

Hisam b. Isl;iaq al－＇λmirI proved unidentifiable; he s e l dom appears
in Hakam. A tradition to th巴 same effect, though very abbreviated,
trans江市ted by ' U bayd Allah b. AbI Ga'far-Bakr b. Muc;lar
冗Jtman b.与alil;i also exists.

Bakr b. Muc;l且r belonged to the s am 己

tabaqa as al-L�：yt b. Sa'd, and lived from A. H. 102 to 174.32

'Utman

encountered.33

b. Salil;i has already been
Abu 'Ubavd is also recorded in this tradition of Hakam’s.3 4

But

the “villages”（kurur) in (3) appears in Abu 'Ubayd as “treasures"
(kunuz).

The chain of transmitters is: ' U b ayd Allah

Bakr b. IVIudar→Hassan b. 'Abd Allah.

b. Abr

Ga'far→

Hassan lived around

the middl巴 of th巴 second century, and transmitted a number of
traditions. 35

Thus

this tradition has come down to

us

in the follow

ing sequence:
71 al-Layt b. Sa 'd→Hisam b. Isl;iaq→＇Abd
G
'UbaydAllah b. AbI a'far 二 Bakr b. Muc;lar→＇Utman b・ 号alil;i /
�I:Iassan b. 'Abd Allah

al-Hakam

→Abu 'Ubayd
The most important figure in these transmitters is of course the first
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one, ' Ubayd Allah.

He is the first link in the (a) chain of trans

mitters wherein the taxation conditions arc reported very simply:
“Two dinars were levied on each Coptic man”.

v川mt need at司

tention in this tradition are the facts (2) that gizya of two dinars per
head was levied in cash and (3) that this was not taken from the laロd.
The only differ巴nce between this and the (a) tradition is that the
term gizya appears only in the former: th巴re is no contradiction as
far as the contents are concerned.

Both endorse the statements of

' Ubayd Allah. And these agree almost perfectly with the (b)
transm1ss10n.
There is also a tradition which coincides with ' Ubayd Allah with
respect to the "six conditions".

This states that “the governor

句Uqba b. 古mir (in o節目A. H. 45 to 4 7) was given permission to be
granted land from l\1u' awiya I, but was ordered to find out whether
the land was fUl� territory or not.

He replied that there were six

conditions: protection of the lives of the poeple, nothing to be taken
from their women and children, no tax increases, and defens巴 against
enemies". 36 According to another version of the same tradition,
these were“no impost on land, no tax increases, no excessive taxation,
nothing to be taken from women, and defense against enemies”. 37
A

combination of the two chains of transmitters would go as follows:

メ Yazrd b. AbI I;Iabib→Ibn LahI' a → Yal;ya b. 'Abd
Abu Gum' a /
�＇Ubayd Allah b. Abr Ga'far →Abu S urayl; → Ibn
Allah b. Bukayr

＂－.、
:! 'Abd

Wahb→＇Abd al-Malik b. Maslama/'

al-Hakam

Abτi Gum'a was a 1叩wla of governor ' Uqba弘but according to
Ibn Sa 'd he was one of the Prophet’s companionむwho was in

.Syria but later settled i n Egypt.38

Between Abu Gum'a and Yazid

or 'Ubayd Allah there is a generation gap, so that both ch乱ins of
transmitters are unsatisfactory.

Thus both traditions may be

considered fakes, the forger having borrowed the name of Abu
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Gurr九. B ut the fact that among the six conditions，“no impost
o n land" occurs only in 'Ubayd Allah’s and not in Yazid’s is worth
noticing. ' Ubayd Allah and Yazid were contemporaries, who
flourished from the end of the first century A.H. The differences
in these traditions may bespeak unexpect巴d disagreements con
cerning“land". 39
On the one hand, ther巴 is I:Jakarr内 （e) tradition which agrees
with al・BalagurI’s no. 534. This tradition concerns the conquest
of Alexandria, but in fact dates from after the time of ' Umar II.

But here the {Ul� applied to the whole of Egypt is explained thus:

( 1 ) All of Egypt became {Ul� [land] on the basis of giζyat ra's
payments of two dinars per head, a per capita amount that must
not be exceeded.
(2)

Seed land w出 to be taxed according to acr巴age.

(3) Alexandrians were to pay �arag and gizya.
The crucial point in this tradition is that the two dinars per capita
are difined as“giz)1at mγうclearly referring to a poll tax. 早akam
(b) simply says "giz:.ya'', so that it is unclear whether this means
“tribut巴円 or “poll tax” ．

Secondly, the stipulation concerning

land agrees with al-Baladuri’s no. 534 reference to“one dinar plus
three artabae of wheat per garrb” ， but the unit of measurement for
acreage is not specified. Also, al-Balaguri calls this �arag, but no
such clear expression is used here.

Since it is stated that in Alexan

dria, subdued by force (' anwa), �arag and giζya were to be paid,
perhaps because of the fact of “｛Ul� conquest" with regard to th巴rest
of Egypt, which was subdued originally by {Ul�， th巴 term“�arag'’
was avoided despite the acknowledged existence of land taxes.
The (e) tradition clearly embodies a transitional viewpoint, dating
企om after the fay' theory had made its appearance.
Thus the contradictions between Dennett’s two principal sources,
早a1町n (b) and al・Baladuri no・ 5 34， 山m from differences in the
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dates of composition.

The period of change was the reign of ' Umar

I I when the new fay' theory was worked out, so that there are fairly
significant differences resulting from the dates of the traditions,
and we can se巴 traces of the developemcnt of contrasting views and
opinions as between the two periods.
In al-Ya'qubI there is an extremely simple account of the method
of taxation ：“m A. H. 20, 'Amr b. al－＇瓦s conquered the whole of
Egypt

and

the basis

Alexandria, and collected 14,000,000 dinars in taxes on

of

a

tax

on heads （�arag rz九＞） of one dinar apiece and a

grain tax （�arag gall at) of two artaba per hundred". 40

The pro・

blem here, of course, is the one dinar per capita poll tax as well as
the two artaba per hundred grain tax.

Neither of these is reported

anywhere else, but th巴re may be a genuine issue here. A look at
Arab taxation policy towards the conquered peoples before the
conquest

of

Egypt will demonstrate this possibility.

At the tim巴 of the Prophet the word ＂�arag" did not exist, and
the taxes paid by the p巴ople of the book (ahl al・kitab) were called
gizya.

This“gi毛ya＇’ was used in the broad sense, but included the

meaning of "capitation tax” .

The contents of Mul]ammad’s gizya

at the time of the expedition of Tab吐 （A. H. 9) are cl巴ar-it
based on a uniform capitation tax rate of one dinar.

W出

Later on, the

gizya which th巴 Arabs collected in al-l:IIra on the basis of a {ul&

amounted to fourteen dirhams for each male, which meant Mu
l]ammad’s one dinar (i.e. , ten dirhams) added to the lowest rate
for the Sassanid poll tax, four dirhams.

In the villages along the

Euphrat巴s, gizya as defined in the {U中came to mean the Persian
four dirhams per capita and also a given total quantity of tax allo
cated according to relative wealth. 41

Probably at first this given

total quota of tax was equivalent to a land tax, but in light of the
gizya of al-l:IIra, one may take it that corresponds to Mul]ammad’s

one dinar of capitation tax.

In Syria also as a rule one dinar per
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capita

was

leviecl.42

Thu s 'Amr,

who conquered Egypt a氏巴r subduing Syria and Jor

clan and

having been engaged in the conquest since the time of the

Prophet,

an d who knew nothing of the existing

Egypt, would

system

of taxation in

most likely have instituted, on the basis of his prior

experience with

illlιthe one-dinar poll tax in Egypt as well.

One

also infer this from the Upper Egypt papyrus documents which
show t he peasants paying an average rate of one dinar (one叫idus).43
may

The

two art且ba per hundred of grain in tax in kind does not ap

n
e
p ar i

any other sources. al-Balagurr mentions an allowance in

kind for l\fuslims, but this is a r巴al acreage tax. Collating this with
Hakam (b) and al-BalagurI no. 534, it may be inferred that the seem”
ing contradictions are again a matter of dating: before the establish
ment of an acreage tax, ther巴 was a tax levied in kind and based on
the amount being produced. Whatever the rate may have been,
one can see this also in the fact that after the conquest Caliph ' Umar
ordered th巴 Tr付an Canal from Babylon to the Red Sea to b巴 dredged
so that grain could be shipped to Medina.44 But whether the
tax in kind ·was 1巴vied on acreage or against a fixed percentag巴 of
the crop is not clear on the basis of these sources alone.
Thus if one uses the Muslim sources to formulate a hypothesis,
one may argu巴that the earliest standard of taxation was a poll
tax of one dinar and a conceptually unclear land tax,

which

was pro

bably assign巴d to villages and communities as units, and

which

worked out on the average to one dinar per capita.

3.

The ChronicleザJohn

None of the Muslim traditions faithfully report the real situation
of taxation immediately after the conquest ; juri山 and traditionists
with different standpoints introduce the opinions of their own ages
into the narratives.

、年hen one peels away the accretions and gets
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down to the authentic evidence preserved in the traditions, there
remain nothing but clues towards an understanding of the tax sys・
tern.

Changing one’s point of view, it may well be that these mater

ials are very helpful for comprehending the changes in the tax system
in the mid-Umayyad period.
Is there any detailed source for taxation in Egypt just after the
conquest?

The concept of “conquest” 角的）
（
as understood by the

Arab armies has to be considered in this connection. They thought
not of the conquest of “Egypt” as a single entity but of the com・
munities that constituted Egypt, and treaties were concluded with
the cities representing these communities. It was later Muslim jurists
and historians who regarded the treaties of Babylon and Alexandria
as having applied to all of Egypt.

For the conquerors, conquest

meant the imposition of treaties and the control of cities as independent
political communities with jurisdiction over their own hinterlands,
and the extraction of some kind of tribut巴 from the inhabitants, re
gardless of the kind of resistance encountered.
But there was an intermediary method of conquest: contracting
a treaty with the inhabitants and continuing to make war on their
orginal rulers, the Romans.

This was not so much the program of

the Arab armies as a historical realty.

The Roman armies had no

choice but to fight for their control or to withdraw, and for the Arabs
it was necessary to continue the holy war against enemies who re
sisted. There is much evidence of situations like this in the conquest
of Syria and Palestine.45 電Amr came to Egypt with experi巴nce of
these campaigns.

But ' Umar I partly revised the Arab scheme of

conquest with the establishment of the dzwan system in early A.H.

20 (late 640) .

The treaty of Alexandria w出 concluded a丘er this

policy shi丘 of the Caliph’s.46

Dennett ignores conditions from

電Amr’s invasion of Egypt until the first conquest of Alexandria, and
takes the suppression of the Alexandria rebellion in A.H. 25 as his
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nt, but one must not fail to pay attention to the system
ter:rninal poi
before this year.
of taxation
The :m ost detailed and reliable source on the conquest period is

the Chronicle of John. But the extant version is a translation at
two re:rnoves from the original, and the text is corrupt and incomplete
in :many places, so that it is very difficult to use. Also .John as a
:rne:rnber of the conquered Christian clergy shows considerable con
sciousness of being a victim of the conquest. But as against these
points, the Chronicle does not reflect the biases of the Muslim jurists.
John, who appears in Severus' History, was born just at the time of
the Arab conquest. 47 His chronology ends in 643/44 (roughly A.H.
23), at the time of 'Amr's first governorship. Let us examine what
he reports about taxes in Egypt during this period.
How does John describe the Arab program of conquest and the

treaties contracted with the vanquished peoples? In the table of
contents, chapter CXIV of the Chronicle is： “How the Moslems
Took Mi�r in the Fourteenth Year of Cycle and Made the Fortress
of Babylon

Open Its Gates in the Fifteenth Year". 48

Mi�r was the

city near the fortress of Babylon, i.e . , the “town of Babylon". But
in the text

of

the Chronicle this chapter does not exist : the passage

regarding a treaty which might have been contracted at the time of
the surrender of Mi�r has vanished from the text.

Thus indirectly,

at any rate, there is an indication that the Egyptians did make a
treaty with 'Amr.49

We do not know the contents of the treaty,

but it is certain that it embodied a difference with respect to the
Romans and the Copts. 50
A method of taxing the Coptic peasants seems to have been de
vised, and before long “そ Amr doubled the taxes on the peasants
and forced them to carry fodder for their horses", while the Roman
magistrates were arrest巴d and forcibly despoiled of much of their
property. 51

This is enough to establish that the Arab program of
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conquest as reported in the Muslim sourccs-"force" for the Romans
and“treaty円for the Copts－～vas a fact. This becomes cv巴n clearer if
one looks at the eparchy of Thebaid (Upper Egypt).

Be for己th巴

仏11 of the city ofNikiu (May 13, 64 1) 'Amr sent an adva町C party to
Antinoe (An�ina), the capital of the Thebaid ; the Byzantine fortress
was besieged and fell, and "all the inhabitants of the province sub司
mitted to the Moslem and paid them tribute". 52 The payment of
tribute implies the existence of a peace treaty with the Arabs. But
what this tribute was is unclear. Dennett5 3 regards what the
Muslim sources give as the treaty of Babylon merely as

a

section of

the treaty of Alexandria, and considers that at Babylon the garrison
simply withdrew after receiving guarantees from 'Amr ; he bases
himself on the information given by John戸but this concerns a
Byzantine army which was defending a fortress after the city of Mi�r
had already surrendered and has no relation at all to the treaty a丘二
ecting th巴 city.

The Byzantin巴 army received assurances of safi巴

conduct and unilaterally withdrew.
The withdrawal of the Byzantine army in this fashion was repeated
at the time of the treaty of Alexandria.55

But th巴 keγpoint is that

only the Byzantine armies which had resisted the Arabs at Alexan
dria were forced to withdraw ; the repatriation of the other Byzan
tine armies was not allowed. As the battle of Alcxandri乳was the
last to be fought in Egypt, these other Byzantine armies can only
have been the forces which had already submitted to the Arabs.
The Alexandria treaty is the one reported in most detail by John’s
Chronicle. Most of the inhabitants of Alexandria at the time were
Romans, though tl町巴 were Jews among them, and this treaty was
clearly aimed at the Romans.
"And the Egyptians (Copts), who, through fear of the Moslem,
had fled and taken refuge in the city of Alexandria, made the
following request to the patriarch：‘ Get the Moslem to promis巴
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that we may return to our cities and b巴COlll巴 their subjects'.
And he negotiated for thモm according to their request”・
'fhe above lines indicate that another capitulation was concluded
for the Copts who had fled in Alexandria and was the last treaty

neg otiated by Cyrus. Thus John continues， “The Moslem took
of all the land of Egypt, southern and northern, and trebled
p ossession
their t axes .56

Thus, the白 rst condition of the treaty of Alexandria was a fixed
trib ute. Up to this point the Arabs had usually fought the Romans

the finish, made them withdraw completely, or seized their pro司
perty ; here for the白rst time the Romans were allowed to pay tri
to

bute.

Permission by the Arabs to pay tribute meant the granting

of dimma to the inhabitants and the guarantee of their property.
This change in the program of conquest resulted from Caliph ' U
’
57
mar s policy shift.
The tribute began with the signature of th巴 treaty, and was
levied during the eleven-month armistice as well. 58
mies came into Alexandria to receive their tribute.5 9

The Arab ar
The tribute

seems to have been paid in monthly sums,60 but the figures of the
amount are not recorded.

But the total seems to have been large,

indeed an especially sever巴 imposition compared to what other
Egyptians were paying.

The m巴thod of collection is not clear.

As“the rich men of the city concealed themselves ten months in th巴
islands",61 whatever the standard of taxation may have been, the
rate was certainly not uniform.
When the Byzantine withdrawal was complete, 'Amr entered the
city.

Immediately afterward, he is said to have raised the total

tax levy to 22,000 gold dinars.62

Thus the treaty was soon violated,

but John not巴s that the prefect of Lower Egypt, Menas, raised the
assessment even higher, to 32,057 gold dinars.63 Menas was a holdo
ver in o伍ce from Byzantine times, known as an oppressor of the
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Copts.64

Faced with this huge monthly sum of tribute, there were

some Alexandrians who o妊ered up their children instead, and
Copts who for this reason alone abandoned Christiantity for Islam
and even took up arms against the Christians.65

Menas was dis

mi町d by 'Amr in the Coptic year 360 (643/44）.“
The monthly rate of 32,057 gold dinars seems to have been pre
served without much change. According to Severus, in the first
year of A
' bd al-'Aziz b.

Marwa山governorship, 65/685, Alexan

dria’s tax rate was 1,000 dinars a day.67

With a monthly tax instal

ment of 30,000 dinars, this agrees quite well with the tax quota given
by John.
The problem here is a matter of terminology.

There is no di”

伍culty with the term“tribute" in the section concerning the treaty
of Alexandria, but this becomes “taxes" in the passage “＇Amr in
creased the taxes of Alexandria and五xed them at 22,000 dinars”.68
One guesses that in the Arabic original, gizya for the former and
barag for the latter were translated into the Abyssinian version.

!farag here was used in the general meaning of “tax", but judging
from the circumstances it was indeed tribute.

Thus the fact that

"barag" was translated while gizya went untran山ted suggests that

when the Arabic translation was made the tax of Alexandria had
already ceased to be called giz;ya. As shown above, Alexandria
paid more tribute than other places, and after the conquest the tax
quota was immediately increas巴d, so there was a rebellion in A.H.
25

-

thus among the Muslim authorities there soon arose the opi・

nion that“immediately from the conquest of Alexandria barag was
assessed".69

Th巴 Arabic translator knew that “tribute” as the

result of a �ul� was called gizya: probably this was the general under
standing of the meaning of giz;ya at the time.
This method of translation is parallel to Severus’， who as a man
of the late tenth century was thoroughly familiar with the usages of
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a
took !J,arilg in the sense of “taxes in general" or "land
bis day nd
tax" and gizya in the sense of“poll tax.” Thus, as a matter of course
also in the above case of 'Abd al-'Azrz b. Marwan, the “taxes”

people of Mi�r after their representatives made a treaty
b
p aid y the
' mr are rendered not by gizya but by !J,araf 7°
with A
In short, Alexandria’s taxes originally were tribute in a fixed
arnount, but the Arabs did not carry out the agreement strictly, and
m oreover the Roman holdover administrators soon raised the tax
quota. This last indicates that Roman impositions on the Copts
continued even after the Arab conquest.
The failure of the Arabs to adhere to the agreement was not re
stricted to Alexandria, but seems also to happ巴ned with 'Amr's treaty
with the Copts:

John reports this, together with 'Amr's implaca

bility towards the Copts, and bewails his savagery.71

The patriarch

Cyrus is supposed to have died because of his despair at the Arab
authorities’ rejection of the Copts' wishes and failure to honor the
agreements.72 John may be exaggerating, but one can see here
the Arab authorities in their aspect as conquerors - and one can
also infer the presence between the Arabs and th巴 subject Copts of
the old Roman elite, which was trying to gain th巴 advantages of
a middleman. Dennett, while he uses John’s Chronicle as a source,
ignores this reality, and depends wholly on Muslim sources which
reflect the views of later times.
According to John, the treaties respecting the Copts were directed
at the city of Mi�r and its hinterland (perhaps the old eparchy of
Augu山mnica), the eparchy of Thebaid, and the refugees from every
quarter who had fled to Alexandria.

The only treaty dealing with

the Romans wぉthat of Alexandria. “Romans" means citizens,
not the Byzantine armies which had been repatriated.

Prior to

the仏11 of Alexandria the“Romans" had generally been conquered
by “force", but this primarily means the armies and the upper-
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echelon administrators: the treatment of the ordinary citizens is not
clear.

Probably the Arabs did not distinguish between them and

the Coptic populace, and included them in th巴organization of each
district.

This can also be inferred from the continuance in office

of the Roman governors in the various eparchies.73
The tribute specified by the first article of the treaties was a fixed
sum, but was soon raised.
tax base was.

Unfortunately we do not know what the

From the fact that the tax was rais巴d repeatedly, we

know that Dennett’s statement that the Muslim historians' rate of
two dinars per capita had exist巴d since the very start of the conquest
is certainly meaningless.

The old Roman elite was still filling the

governors’ seats and the system of taxation being imposed was pro同
bably the Byzantine one.
According to John, in Lower Egypt and Arcadia (al-Fayyum), on
the orders of the Roman pr巴fects the supplementary taxes of fodder,
fruit, honey, milk, leeks, and other things were collected and tran
sported in addition to the ordinary rations.74

This notice deals with

the truce period after the Alexandria treaty was signed, but this
sort of collection of provisions began aft巴r the surrender of Mi�r.75
Its purpose was of course th巴 support of the Arab armies; it was a
sort of draft of the wealth of areas under occupation.

Luckily

there are papyrus documents which testify to this kind of levy.
PERF nn. 555,556, 557, 558 are all requisition orders dating from
A.H. 22.76
PERF no. 555, dated 30 Choiak, 1st indiction / 26 December 642,
is from th巴commander of th巴 expeditionary corps to Upper Egypt,
'Abd Allah b. Gabir, to the bishop of Psophtis, and commands
payment of three solidi worth of fodder for a certain general along
with one artaba of wheat, a month’s ration, for each soldier in the
army.

No. 556, to the pagarch of Herakleopolis, is almost the

same as no. 555, further containing an order for receipts for the
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o
o f fodder and the ration o f wheat demand巴d: the receipt
two s lidi
d by the general appears on the back. The date is a fortnight
signe
later, 1 3 Tybi / S January 643. No. 557 is a circular from the com
m ander to the H巴rakleopolis pagarchs Christophoros and Th巴odo
rakios, ordering the one-artaba ration of flour for the soldiers and
also ol ive oil, dated 1 Mechier/26 January 643. No. 558 is another
circular from the commander to the two pagarchs ; it is bilingual,
and is a receipt for 65 sheep for the support of his army. The date
G
is 30 Pharmouthi 1 st indiction or 29 町品da I 22 / 25 April 643 .
The ration of one artaba of wheat to the soldiers was the Muslim
77
rizq, which according to al-KindI was figured at one artaba per
month.78 This is the same as the amount given in the papyri. al
BalagurI’s no. 534 giving three artabae is a fake.

This sort of re

quisition was always based on the actual consumption needs of the
Arab armies, never on the population or acreage of the Copts who
were paying it, contrary to what some Muslim historians say.

In

-0rder to resolve the contradictions here, a closer examination is
7
required. 9
4.

The Village Communities and the Structure ef Taxation

The foregoing more or less sums up what one can learn from the
Chronicle of John, thus:

(1)

Tribute in a fixed amount was agreed on at the beginning

.of the conquest, whether for Alexandria alone or for the whole
Egypt, and this was a money tax.

For Alexandria however the tax

burden was especially oppressive.
(2)

The standard of taxation for the taxpayers is unclear, but

whether it was a combined poll and land tax or whether these were
differentiated, the actual collection took into account differences
between rich and poor.
(3)

Conversion to Islam meant some degree of exemption from
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taxes.
(4)

The tribute quota was repeatedly raised.

(5) In addition there were requisitions in kind, of wheat, fodder.
etc. , based on the actual consumption needs of the Arab armies
rather than acreage.

These amounted to an extraordinary tax.

This is all very vague, but none the less, by separating the parts
which are corroborated bv the Muslim sources from thos巴 which are
not, the important clues concerning the system of taxation at the
start of the conquest period can be deduced.
There is a famous tradition in Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam which descri‘
bes 'Amr's taxation measures, 80 and which answers the present pur
pose quite well.

The natur巴 of this tradition is rather different from

the I;Iakam traditions (a) through (e) given above, but I shall refer
to it 出 早akam (f ).
K.

It has been cited by many scholars; in Japan

F吋imoto has explicated it. 81

The Arabic is difficult in places,

there are variant interpretations, so that it has not been rendered
fully viable as a source. For convenience’ sake I shall merely sum
marize it here, though it would be preferable to translate it integrally
and analyze each passage.
This tradition was transmitted by the chain Yazid b. Abr 早abib,
lbn LahI' a, ' Utman b . 号alil:i : there are no problems with the trans
mission itself.

It opens like this ：“［The conquest having proceeded

another stage] and as it became possible to turn to administratiye
matters, 'Amr b. al－＇互� allowed the Copts to collect autonomously
the taxes in accordance with the Byzantine taxation usages (gib
ayat al-Rum)" .

The “autonomous collection of taxes in accordance with the
Byzantine taxation usages” here appears to contradict the {Ul� pri
nciple of taxation as described above, that is that “adult males shall
pay two or one dinars apiece”.

But this is not so.

The latter was

the Arabs' standard for assessing the Copts' taxes, and so is entirely
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question pertaining to the Arabs. The actual collection was left
to the Coptic tax collectors and was a continuation of the Byzatine
c
s. The interrelations here must not be misinterpreted.
pra tice
for how the Coptic taxpayers digested the lump sum of tribute im

a

them by the Arab authorities, and how the traditional
posed on
:Byz antin巴 taxation procedures dealt with the tribute demanded by
theArabs, are the key points in the history of the fiscal system. At
the beginning the Arabs were a small minority of military formations,
and they had no choice but to leave actual tax collection to the
b ureaucrats of the old regime; when called on to collect taxes from
the

Copts on behalf of the Arabs, their m巴thods were naturally those

of Byzantine

times.

The main points of the tradition go as follows .

( I ) Tax collection (gibaya) was based on a fiscal census ( ta'
dil) , in other words on the prosperity (productivity) of th巴 village
and its population.
(2)

Each village held a deliberative 町民mbly, to decide the vii

lage's tax quota (qisma) on the basis of producti\
-0f th巴 village secretary, headman, and representatives of the poeple.
(3)

The totals were submitted by the villages to their respec

tive kura (pagarchy), and the kura authorities together with the
village delegates decided the total amounts of tax for the kura on the
basis of taxpaying ability (mainly the population figure) and acreage,
allotting the tax burdens of individual villages.

The village dele

gates returned home with their local quotas (qasm) .
(4)

The village authorities adjusted the quotas with the !Jarilg

{money tax) quota legally levied on the people and land of the
village, and allocated individual shares.
(5)

But the lands belo時ing to churches, public baths, and ferries

were exempt巴d, their acreage - the unit was the faddiln - being
subtracted from the total.

Also subtracted were lands assign巴d to

provide entertainment for the Muslim armies (efryafa) and expenses
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for visiting officials.
(6)

v江l且gc merchants and !alコorcrs wer‘巴 assigned tax bur en s

in accor喝<lane巴 with thぞ i r ability to pay.
adult men
(7)

or

The

But this was limited to

married men.

rcrr凶ini時 amount of �arag was allocated to villagers

in accordance with acreage.

But the allocation depended on

ability to cultivate the land, and was applied to those who volunte・
cred to do so .
(8)

Th e

lands

of

those who were unable to cul tivate m引e re

assigned to others who could, or to those who offered to pay mor巴
on the same lands .

In the case of complaints, the lands were as

signed in accordance with the number of applicants, at one dinar of
tax for

(9)

t～‘』

The cul tivators had to pay as a tax in kind (efariba) one・half

artaba of wheat per faddan and two wの1ba of barley, but clover was
exempted.
As is clear from a glance at this material, the administrative
unit for taxation in Egypt was the ordinary Coptic village commト
At this time, in the cities as well as the villag es, the responsi

nity.

bility for paying taxes rested with the community as a whole.
( 1)

above, the main principles of taxation are set forth.

In
The

factors determining village tax rates were population and produc
tivity, and so a fiscal investigation, in other words a population
census, and a survey of acreage were undertaken.

In Egypt“pro

ductivity” was not simply a matter of acreage : floods had to be taken
into account, as the extent of the flooding determined the produc
tivity of the land.

The result of this series of investigations establi

shed, via the village assemblies, the tax assessment of the villages,
and was reported to the kura (pagarchy) bureaucrats.

Of course

it is probable that this report was accompanied by documentary
proof.
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Accordi ng to (3 ) , the kura o fficials fixed a total figure for all th e
their jurisdiction and again consulted with the village
villages under
in ass ig ning each village’s burden, to avoid inequity.
representatives

Pro bably this was a n impor tant role of the head of the kura, the
Though no t mentioned here, the pagz.rch also had to inform
pagarch.
the fiscal aut horities at the next level, the eparchy, of the tax quotas

that had been fixed. In the Byzantine period Egyp t was divided
into five ep a r chi c s , E gyptus, Libya, Thcbaid, Augusta mnica , and
Arcadia, and as John makes clcar82 th is arrangement was tempor
arily con tinued in the Islamic period. Mor巴over, during 'A mr's
governorship the central government at al開Fust可 had net γct been
established ; this happened during the tenure of the second governor,
A
' bd Allah b. S a ' d (in office A. H. 23 3 5 ) , and the centralization of
the tax admin istration dates from this time. 83
After the village delegates returned home, they assigned the tax
quotas which they received from the kura officials to the people of
their villages. The text here invites misunderstandings, and the
interpretations up to now have been imperfect. The section sum
m arized in (4) reads ： “They would adjust their quotas ( qasm) with
the � arag [levied on the population] of each village and the arabl巴
Concerni時 the “�arag" here,
both A. Grohmann and Dennett take it as meaning ‘ ＇ land tax”， a

land within it, then parcel it out."

a very forced interpretation, while Fujimoto, taking it as“taxes in
general", is too free with the meaning of the term and produces an
overly bold intぞrpretation.
taken in

a

The phrase“taxes in general" must be

strictly limited sense, not stretched as Fujimoto would

have it to mean“village tax” or“taxes of all expenses necessary for
the village itself ” ． “主farag" in addition to“land tax” or“taxes in
general” can n1ean“money tax", and her巴 that is what it does mean.
This “money tax" is contrasted with the “tax in kind" (ef,ariba)
which appears in (9) . Adopting this interpretation, ( 1) and (2) clearly
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show that “people” and "land” were the objects of the taxation,
and that before the first“village" in the “village and arable land
within the village" which is the phrase that elaborates� oロ what is
meant by ljarag, the phrase “taxpaying population” is missing.
In other words this money tax was composed of a poll tax and a land
tax. The money tax on the village as a whole had to be matched
with the allocated quota (qasn
ously-interpret巴d verb ‘gama γ ， clearly does not mean “add up"
6

or “apply to” or “collect” but rather means to “adjust＂，“match
up" the two quotas.

The tax which the village community had

to pay to the government was from one point of view an allocated
quota (qasm) , from another a money tax (ljarag) , and as these were
not two separate things ther巴 can b巴 no question of “adding up”
tvlO different quotas.
“Allocation” does not refer to something uniform, and further
more was not entrusted entirely to the Copts to be worked out ac
cording to their own lights; in assigning quotas to individual tax
payers, taxes wer巴 assigned as much as feasible along the lines of
poll tax or land tax. The Arabs entrusted the work and the method
of tax collection to the Copts, but their overall program of taxation
was adhered to by the Copts, like it or not, even within the village
unit. Whatever th巴 situation at the start of th巴 conquest, by the
fall of Alexandria a real tax administration had begun to function
and the Arab authorities distinguished clearly between poll taxes
and land taxes: however they were collecting both at once as a
‘money tax".
Part (5) indicates that lands used to provide collective revenues
for the village community were not tax巴d.

The quota allocated to

the taxpayers was, as (6) and ( 7) show, first assigned as poll tax to the
non-farming population, and then the rest was assigned to the
peasants according to acreage.

The "ljarag in "ljarag for the rest
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o f the q uota" of course means“money tax. ” The peasants did in
additio n pay poll tax, but as the p巴asants and the land were fiscally
inseparable it may be inferred that the distinction between poll tax
an d land tax existed only in theory or on paper at the tax registries
an d not in actuality for the peasants themselves.
Part (8) shows the method of allocating taxes on - depending on
how one views it - land or peasants . A literal interpretation of
the original suggests that all the land was seen as held in common
by the village. The peasants paid taxes on their acreage and also

a poll tax. And apart 企om the money tax ther巴 was, as (9) indica
tes, a tax in kind of one-half artaba of wheat and two wayba of barley

pe1τJadd加．
One could summarize the structure of taxation levied on the
village communities as follows.

First, apart from incom巴 for the

support of churches and th巴 entertainment of the Muslims 一－ the
former on behalf of the village itself, the latter for th巴 Arab-Muslims,
but both being consumed internally 一一 there are other revenues.
As for the taxpayers, they are mainly divided into peasants and
non-peasants ; the latter pay only poll tax, the former poll tax and
land tax.

The vi!lagザs money tax is constituted out of these.

The peasants further pay taxes in kind on the basis of acreage, and
both kinds of taxes ar巴 hauled to the Arab authorities. A diagram
of the system would look like this.

J Non-peasants二一 Poll tax 1 Money
tax 、l Sent to
Village community i Peasa山
Land tax {
一一一 ＇. Tax in kind J the Arabs
of
churches
Support
&c. l Cousumed
· Entertainment of th巴 Muslims &c. J internally
司

:

一一一

This source is very valuable indeed, as it sheds light on so many
diverse points.

Of course, the information here should be compared

with the tax collection situation of Byzantine times: this will be done
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in the next chapter.
tax and
5.

a

Th巴 principal Byzantine taxes were a money
tax in kind, so thus far ther巴 is no discrepancy.

Conclusion

So let us look again at the various Muslim traditions, John’s
Chronicle, and I:Jakam (f ) which we have just r巴viewed.

The

Muslim traditions, as already pointed out, may be reconstituted into
three : I:Jakam (b), al-Baladuri no. 5 34, and al-Ya' qabi.
All of these, and the tax system of Byzantine times too, hav巴 the
existence of a money tax as
made up

of

a

common point. Whether this was

poll tax and land tax or not is unclear in John, but all

agree that poll tax was included .

But whether this means that the

mon巴y tax is a poll tax not including any land tax immediately be
comes a problematic point.

早akam (b) does say this, as its second

article notes， “There was no tax on land” .

But in the traditions

of Yazid b. AbI 早abib, dating 企om the same time, this clause does
not occur.84

In I:Jakam (f ) the existence of the land tax is clear.

As for the stipulation that land was not taxed, the authority for
I:Jakam (b), 'Ubayd Allah b. Abi Ga' far, adhered to the {Ul& theory,
and probably he added this statement himself with a view to pro
tecting the position of the Copts.

Rather, his “two dinars per

capita as giζya” may be divided into one dinar of land tax and one
dinar of poll tax.

This can be said on the basis both of the Muslim

traditions and of the fact that the poll tax for the peasants was gene
rally one dinar.85
In the case of non-peasants, as land tax was not paid, one may
take the statement that “主ζya was two dinars" as meaning, just as it
stands, the poll tax.

But as the land tax was paid according to

acreage, the one dinar per capita can have been nothing but an act
of imagination, for convenience' sake, on the part of the Arab rulers.
Unless we suppose this, it is impossible to see how the poll tax of the
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no n- peasants could have been set at two dinars. The “gizJ1a" in
“ two dinars per capita as gizya＇’ means the“tribute” paid in cash
by easants and non-peasants alike, and is simply a label from the
p

.Arab poin t of view. One cannot simply take this as Dennett does to
tax”・ This use of ‘ 事qa" continued under the Umay
“
mean poll
yads as well, and the “ giζy a " appearing in the demand notes

(ivrfxrcα） address巴d to villages among the papyri from Aphrodito in

Upper E g ypt is also used in this sense, so from these facts alone it
would appear that th巴 Greek equivalent is 071µ6 σ t α （public taxes).8 6
goes witho ut s aying that this“tribute” is not such a uniform thing
as C . H . Becker suggests.
It

This tribute was assessed as a fixed quota by the �ul� at the time
of the

co nquest, but the Arabs violated the agreement and the quota

was repeatedly rais巴d until the conquest had procεeded farther.
This is clear from the Chronicle of John .

If there were increases,

they applied to the land tax, as the poll tax was fixed at on巴 dinar
per capita. Thus the one dinar per capita of land tax estimated by
the Arab conquerors must have be巴n the result of the increases.

The

Arabs were not coll巴cting one dinar per capita in land tax from the
very beginning. As the conquest proceeded， “tribute" came to
mean two dinars of combined land and poll tax, but this "giζya
tribut巴” was later on restricted to mean“poll tax" and land taxes
came to be co!lected separately. At the time of this fiscal reform,
perhaps the Arabs came up with a formula for assessing land taxes
on acreage.

In other words, at the stage recorded in I:fakam (f ) ,

land taxes were levied o n acreage, but this was the affair o f the
villages themselves and the tax rate itself was not suggested by the
Arab authorities.

The only case in which t he rate was stipulated

was that of the tax in kind.
In I:fakam (f ) , this ef,arlba (tax in kind) is differ巴ntiated from
taxation such as the entertainment of the Muslim armies and others,
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and furthermore is limited to wheat and barley.
a “corn tax.”

This was really

This is the same “efariba” as that which occurs in

the aforem巴ntioned

demand notes.

But it contr百licts John’s

Chronicle and th巴 several bilingual papyri dated A.H. 2 2 . 87 Act
ually, though, the contradictions are a matter of dating.

In John,

there is no wheat or barley but rather fodder, milk, honey, fruit and
so forth for the Muslim armies, and the contemporary papyri make
it clear that the standard of taxation was simply what the Muslim
armies required at a given time.

Of course there were no laws

concerning the taxes in kind during the conquest, which these sources
are describing, and even the grain for the soldiers was levied mili
tarily, as a sort of temporary surcharge.
When the tax administration took shape a丘町 the conquest had
gone far enough, taxes in kind were collected as they had always
been in the past, and the rate of this efarlba, limited to wheat and
barley which were easy to store and transport, was dctermined.
As J:Iakam (f ) indicates, the coll巴ction of this tax in kind was merely
the utilization of the Byzantine concept of taxation in kind. As far
as the standard of taxation is concerned J:Iakam (f ) and al-Ya 'qubr
are mutually contradictory whether by acreage or by productivity. 88
From the standpoint both of Byzantine usages and of later practices,
however, the acreage standard is probably the corr巴ct one.

In

any case there would probably be no great difference in the quota.
When this way of collecting taxes in kind became institutionalized,
the concept of “entertainment of the Muslims" became clear.
Such concepts imply a sort of temporary, miscellaneous tax, left to
be dealt with by the village community. Also in the case of the
village as it appears in 早akam (f ) , this sort of tax collection has to
be examined concretely, as will be done in the next article ; from the
Arab viewpoint, the important things about assessing taxes can
be summarized as follows.
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the case o f the Coptic communities :
onents of taxation were a money tax and a tax in
( I ) The comp
Arabs regarded the former as“tribute”， called it "giz
ki nd . The
In

)'a", and

ca lled the latter“rf,arzba".

The“tribute" wぉ assigned in

a fixed quota which was repeatedly raised.
( 2) The money tax w出 divided for th巴 peasants into a “poll
tax” and a “land tax", the former of one dinar per adult male, the
latter of on the average one dinar. The land tax was based on
acreage, and both taxes were paid in one lump sum. Non-peasants
ad a
p i

(3)

po ll tax of two dinars.
The tax in kind was levied on the land itself, with a fixed

rate per Jaddan, and collected from the peasants on the basis of the
extent of their holdings.

(4)

Funds for the entertainment of the Muslims, mainly for

military support and to lodge travelling officials, were allocated at
the village or kura level.
(5 )

Village overh巴ad 巴xpen日es wer巴 talイ

without int巴rf<巴rence from the Arabs.
In the case of Alexandria :
(I）

“Tribute"

was

levied in mo町y.

There was a fixed quota,

but from the start it was heavier than for the Copts, and it was
repeatedly raised.
(2)

Unlike th巴 Coptic villages, the main component of the

meney tax was a poll tax.

Tax administration was entrusted to

the Alexandrians and the Arabs did not fix any per capita standard.
The levy per capita followed Byzantine usages and rich and poor
were differentiated.

( 3)

Even after the rebellion in A.H. 25, none of this changed,

and the tribute quota remained almost unchanged until early
Umayyad times.

CHAPTER

II

TAXATION DURING THE UMAYYAD PERIOD

I.

Changes in the Meaning of“Giζyα”
The key terms in Islamic taxation are “barぜand ‘京zya".

In

traditional Islamic law the former means “land tax＂’ the latter
the “poll tax” levied on non-Muslims. But this concept had not
exis ted in this form since the very beginning. Th巴 early documents
are very confusing as far as its usage goes, and sometimes the terms
are used in opposite senses, as in
the land”.

"

barag of the head" or “gizya of

For this reason a number of attempts have been made

to explain systematically the usage of these terms, of which the
classical, or authoritative, example is that of Wellhausen's theory,
which many have subsequently accepted .
But he fails to take into account regional variations in explaining
these usages, and commits the grave error of treating the entire
Islamic domain as a unified entity, an error severely criticized by
F.

L¢kkegaard1 and, especially, D . C . Dennett .

But in their ideas

too there are unclear points, and their notions do not measure up
to a theory that everyone can accept .

The problem of b arag and

giζya is not simply a definitional question, but rather a m巴tter of the

taxation history of the early period ; without going deeply into the

history of taxation there is no way to grasp the usage of the key terms.
Bearing these points in mind, I shall continue on from the very
early period already covered to the tax institutions of the Umayyad
period, with an ultimate view towards arriving at a better under-
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standing of the m巴anings of these terms.

At the beginning of

Islamic times in Egypt, the term �arag was scarcely used at all,
and does not therefore merit such detailed consideration; here the
usage of "gi句dうand with it the development of the Umayyad taxa
tion system, will be taken up.

Embodying a point of view within

the usage of this term is som巴thing that, consciously or not, all studies
of Umayyad taxation have hitherto done : the approach here will be
to criticize these viewpoints as a means of approaching the subj ect.

The nevv edition of the EncyclojJaedia of Islam in its article on “ dJi z;1a ＇’

makes it clear that there are some doubtful points .

I ts author, C.

Cahen, notes that there are many unsolved problems and prefaces
his discussion with the statement that it is no more than a “pro
visional guide円.

He offers three reason s for the confusion surround

ing the origins of giz;1a: (I) , that 'Abbasid writers, faced by contra 

dictory usages of gizya and Ga r ag， “ tend e d to interpret them accord
ing to the meaning which had become current and best defined in

their own time” ， （2) that the post-conquest system of taxation W出
“not uniform” and was based on a variety of different agreements,

and ( 3 ) that the new institutions of the conquerors were gra丘ed onto

a vari巴ty of pre-existing institutional arrangements.

The first and second reasons have probably been adequately taken
into account above, but the third involves subtle problems and
room for disagreement .

I shall pay special attention to the way in

which the antithetical concepts of Garag as land tax and giζva as
poll tax were institutionalized in Islamic law.
1へlellhausen’s explanation tried to give theoretical reasons for
the confusions in usage, holding that Garag and gi砂G were originally
synonyms meaning simply the “tribute” collected from a commu
nity, and that the differentiation into land and poll taxes occurred
in the late Umayyad period, after the fiscal reform of Na�r b. Say
yar, the governor of 写urasan .

Many scholars have followed this
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int erp reta tion, C . H . Becker especially arguing that it applies to
Egyp t.

On th is view, the Arabs assessed each adult male at the rate of
two dina rs, and collected a “tribute” in kind which corresponded

t o the Byzantine embole, leaving the mode of collection to the Egyp
tians ・ In other words, following the Byzantine system, the Arabs

did not distinguish between land and poll taxes. Thus the Egγp
ti a ns could be frでed of the tribute by converting to Islam . The
governor 'Abd al-'Azrz b . Marwan ended this system with a po!!
tax on monks of one dinar, beyond and in addition to the old tribute .
With this precedent, the poll tax was extended to other people,
an d it became a permanent feature as the result of 'Ubayd Allah b.
al-I;Iabl;iab ’s in九百tigation of fiscal affairs in A . H . 1 06 . Therea fter the
sy山m of land and poll taxes, �arag and giζya, was in effect, with
everybody paying the land tax but only non-Muslims the poll tax . 2
Becker’s interpretation was later more or less endorsed by A.

Grohmann and H. I . Bell.

But Grohmann held that the “as gizya,

two dinars per capita were levied on adult males" of the Muslim
traditions did not necessarily mean that "g旬。” was not "poll
tax", and on th巴contrary takes gizJ'a as referring to a poll tax, hold
ing that a poll tax included in the “tribute", corresponding to the
Greek avoρcaµo<;, was in Arabic called "giζya on the head" .

But

he regards the poll tax on monks as a suppl巴mentary tax, and agrees
with Becker that when this was extended to all Christians and
Jews, gizya in the tru巴 Arab sense of poll tax was born. 3
These theories all differ over fine points, but all agree in holding
that changes in the period of “tribute” led to the differentiation into
land and poll tax ; and this has for long been the accepted theory.
The fact that there are no Muslim sources concerning this change
is the principal weakness of the theory.
Dennett criticized the existing theories and offered a new one.
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According to Dennett, �arag and giζya as synonyms did not mean
“tribute" but simpl y“tax", so that ＂�arag of the head円 is translated
as “poll tax" .

Apart from the sense of “taxes in general’＇， both

later on and from the very start �arag is stated to have had the
meaning of“land tax” and gizya that of "poll tax" .4

In sum, he

takes Becker’s temporal evolution in the meaning of the terms, from
“tribute” to“land tax” and“poll tax”， back to the same period and
makes this simultaneous .

Becker’s theory is shown to be wrong

with respect to the insistence that the Arabs took over the Byzantine
tax system and that the reasons for the institutional evolution from
the Byzantine to the Islamic system should perhaps be sought in
this fact.
But Dennett denies the existence of a tribute assessed to a fixed
amount, and holds that the Islamic tax system was in force from
the very start .
cal.

But Dennett’s argument may well be too theoreti

\Vhat I want to emphasize is that whether one thinks that

there was change and evolution from a tribute system to an Islamic
system or whether one holds that Islamic institutions were in effect
from the very beginning, the interpretation hinges on one’S an
alysis of the meaning of “giζya".

We have already seen above

that “two dinars of gi。ia per capita" cannot simply mean a “poll
tax" and that there was no uniform "fixed quota of tribute ” . 5

This

is the point to be expanded on in order to approach the evolution
of the post-conquest fiscal system.
First, let us look at Dennett’s criticism of Becker’s tribute theory.
According to Becker the tax of two dinars per capita was employed
as the theoretical rate for assessing taxes at th巴 time of the Arab
conquest, and a number of different kinds of tax were incorporated
into this tribute .

That is, the Byzantine poll tax was also included

within the two dinars per capita of gizya.

Dennett responds to

this that the Muslim sources do not say anything of this sort and,
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rath er, contradict what Becker says, and he adduces evidenc e to
sup port this criticism . Of course his aim is to argue that the two
din ars of gizya was one sort of tax, i . e . , a poll tax, and that apart
from this ther巴 was a separate land tax being collected.6 Denn巴tt’s
eviden ce is as follows :
1.

two
3.
4.

And he made incumbent on each landowner in addition to the
dinars, three artabae of wheat, etc. (BaladurI, I, 252 ) .
And he imposed the harag on the land of Egypt and placed on

2.

each gailb of land one dinar plus three artabae of wheat and on the

head of each adult male two dinars (Baladun, I, 252) .
The people of the gizya in Egypt capitulated [a second ti me]

in the Caliphate of 'Umar a丘町 the first capitulation, and in place

of wheat, oil, honey, and vinegar, they agreed to pay two dinars

in addition to the two dinars (BaladurI, I, 254) .
All Egypt capitulated on the basis

of

a tax of two dinars on

each man ; and the gi�ya of the head could not be increased but each
man owed according to the size of his land and crops （早akam, 84) .
5.

'Umar assessed the �arag on the provinces, districts, cities and

villages, and he collected the poll tax （おwall) and the tithe (Aga
pius, PO, VIII, 468) .
6.

Qudama says that Mu'awiya permitted the Egyptians to com

pound maintenance in kind for nine dirhams and fixed the gi弓la
at twenty-four dirhams＝ニtwo dinars (On the authority of Groh
mann, Zum Steuerwesen, p. 1 29) .

7.

The poll tax was levied only on adult males : Do not impose the

f;izya on anyone except those who use a razor, and do not impose
it on women, nor on children, nor (according to the Leyden Mss.;
cf. Torrey, p . 1 5 1 , n . 20) on monks (l;Iakam, 1 5 1 ; Baladun, I, 252 ) .
Taking in the foregoing material a t a glance, one feels that Den司

netintot’sit

argument must be eminently reasonable.
carefully, doubts about this evidence arise .

But if one looks
Paragraph ( 1 )
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is a passage from al・Baladun’s tradition no. 5 34, and as I have
shown in Chapter One, this tradition is a fake which dates from a
later period . 7

It cannot b巴 entered into evidence in this case.

The same applies to paragraph (2), also a piece of al-BaladurI no.

5 34.

Paragraph (3) is from al-BalgaurI no . 5 3 7 , but if it is taken

as accurate, it would mean that the tribute in kind dates until
'Umar‘I's reign, at the latest until A . H . 23, which is entirely con・

trary to historical fact.
evidence .

Thus this passage also cannot be used as

Paragraph (4) comes 合om Ibn 'Abd al-J:Iakam, a

passage which was criticized above as the （巴） tradition

I have

shown that this reflects the views of the period after 'Umar I I ' s
time, a n d that it belongs t o a rather recent stratum in Ibn 'Abd
al・Hakam’s traditions, so that this too can not be used as direct
evidence. 8

Paragraph (5) , from Agapius, belongs to the late 1 0th

century, a Christian chronicle : the passage cited is a quotation from
an Arabic “History of the World” .

But this is something meant

-·

to apply to the entire Islamic zone, and moreover it uses the term
“おwalz”，an 'Abbasid word for “poll tax"

this too is no evidence

for the problem under consideration .
Paragraph (6) on Qudama's statement is quoted by Dennett 企om
Grohmann’s article and not directly from Qudama’s MS . , but if
one looks at the Kopriilii Library’s MS. of Qudama, it is clear that
Qudama is in this section not talking about Egypt at all but rather
about Diyar Mm;lar, a province of Upper Mesopotamia.
is simply misquotation, then .

This

As for th巴 早akam tradition of

paragraph ( 7 ) , there are doubts concerning the chain of transmi
tters of this tradition itself, and it would seem to be a forgery . 10
This is no evidence either.

In short there is not a single satisfactory

piece of evidence in this list.

The reason why Dennett has fallen

into these eηors is, as noted above, that he has used the Muslim sour
ces uncritically.

I have already analyzed the Muslim traditions
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involved above, in the introduction and in Chapter One, and so
will not repeat myself here : the key point is of course that the Muslim

tra diti ons incorporat巴 the standpoints and beliefs of the historians
an d ju ris of later perio d s. If one changes one’s point of view and

reexami nes these traditions, it is by no means impossible to chart
the ch ronological evolution of the usage of the term "gi叩1a". The
following list gives the traditions conc巴rning the conquest of Egypt
the chronological order of their composition .

in i.

s hed :
(a)

（�ul�）

Before ' Umar II, or before the fiザtheory became establi

-

Gi:qa of two dinars was levied on the basis of a peace treaty
this was a money tax on adult males .

(b)

There was no land tax .

(c)

!f arag was levied on places which had been taken by force,

s uch as Alexandria.
ii.

The system of traditions dating from after 'Umar II's time.

(a)

Thc gizya is clearly specified as “主主ya of the head", (gizyat

d仏amounting to two dinars per capita.
among the terms of a �ul�.
(b)

Even

if

But this is said to be

lan d was being taxed, the terms on the land tax

are not spelled out.
(c)

Alexandria, conquered by 'anwa, had to pay both giζya and

主arag.
iii .

The system of traditions dating from late Umayyad to

ear句史Abbasid times.
(a)
(b)

Gizya of two dinars W出 levied on adult males.
!farag was levied on land, at the rate of one dinar and three

artabas of grain per garzb.
I n the first system of traditions, gi毛ya is generally d efined as the
“tribute” resulting from the contraction of a �ulι

This is con

nected with the Arab program of conquest, whereby �ul� would
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be contracted with communities and protection granted in exchange
for tribute, with the mech anism of tax collection left up to the
communities' own practices .

The early jurists cared mor巴 about

the mode of conquest than about the contents of the taxes. The
“gizJiat raγof the second sy山m of traditions originated when i t
became necessary for the Arabs to clarify some notion of “ pol l
tax” an d thus by adding “raγ’ to distinguish gizya in this sense
from the general concept of “tribut♂.

From the vaguencss evi

dent her巴 in a legal sense, it can be inferred that this system marks
a transition between the first and third systems .

In the third system,

�arag and gizya generally appear as antitheses, giζJia clearly re
ferring to a poll tax .
Islamic law.

This is in accord with what is usually called

It r巴presents the maturity of this juristic th巴ory.11

In other words the term “gizya" evolved from the sense of “tri
bute" to that of “ poll tax” through the intermediate stage of the
ad hoc phrase "gizyat mγ＇ . 1 2

But there is no need to follow Becker

in taking the tribute involved as a fixed overall quota.

The change

in legal concepts is fully consonant with the change in documentary
usage, as we can see from the papyri.

According to the Muslim

sources, the use of Arabic in taxation··related documents dates
from A . H . 87,13 but in papyri from A . H . 90-9 1 ， “gizya” is still being
used in the sense of “tribute円．
In the Aphrodito papyri, there are over ten demand notes from

the governor addressed to various villages in whieh the term b zya
occurs.

These ar巴 bilingual, and the format of the doeuments are

the same in both languages, with the governor addressin g the vil

v

lages thus ： “Verily, it hath fallen upon you as your part of the
gi:;:_ya of the year eighty-eight, X X counted dinars, and of the corntax (cj,arzbat al-{a'am)

YY

artabas of wheat. " 14 “ Gi:qa＇’ means a

money tax as opposed to the “cj,arzba" paid in kind, and moreover出
the units addressed here are villages, the sense of “tribute" is included.
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The mea ning of "poll tax” does not occur. ’fhis is evcn clearer
from the Greek version. Th巴 translation of “g;ヲ1a" is o可μ何tα
This δ 71 µ σt α i s an abbreviation of
:meaning “public taxes" .

0

xρ uσ！Ka 0 η µ o at α （ money tax) , andおwe shall sec belO\
inclu ded both land and poll taxes.

This meaning of giζy a as "money tax”is also clear from ether con・

temporary documents, letters concerning arrears from the gover
nor Qurra b . Sarrk to the pagarch of Aphrodito （�a{zib al・kura)
Basilios. Among these is an Arabic document, P. Heid. III . No.
1, from Ralコr' I 91 /F巴bruary 7 1 0, demanding "giz)!a＇ ’ arrears仕om the
pagarchy15,

and on巴 in Greek, P. Lond . no・1 349, with the same

contents, dated 1 9 Tybi, 8th indiction (8 Rabr' I 9 1 /4 January
7 1 0) , in

so me similar documents the Arabic version such as APEL n o . 148
gi ves "mal円instead of “giz)!a". The Arabic “mal" means "money” ．
In a

Greek document, P. Lond . no . 1 357, dated 5 Pachon, 8th in

dict ion /30 April 7 1 0,

this

becomes xρuσ！Ka何µ8acα.

Th u s

“giz)'a” a h�可s refers to the “money tax" a間ssed on the vil lage as
a u nit .

But this usage

a l so

su ggests that even for the Arab au・

thorities there vvas no question of a simple uniform “tribute” here.
But a little after this time, the phrase "giz_yat ra γ ’ st乱 rts to ap
pear. The oldest such document is a poll tax receipt in the Bodleian
c ollection; bili時ual, the datc is 与afar 1 0 1 or on the Coptic caler1 圃
dar 2 Epagomenai, 3rd indiction /25 AL耶

ment, giζ〉’at 1刀，s is tr、anslated as δtαTρ［αゆ百.；－］ (or δtαTρ［αゆ0ν］ ) . 15
OCαTPαゆ奇C i11eans “poll tax円．

Also in a poll tax payment order

for A.H. 1 1 3 addressed to an inhabitant of

Usmun

in Upper Egy p t

living in al-Fuspi!, the term “giz.yat raγ’ occurs . 1 7

addition
Du -

there are examples o f "giz.ya” alone mean i噌 a poll
tax. The “giz.ya" in pa叩orts from Sa 'ban 103汀anuary or February
7 22, and
1 l;t i 説 a 1 1 2/ 1 4 February 73 1 is used in this way.18
In
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I

Another locus is a document authorizing travel between RabI'
and Rahr' I I 11 6.19 As Dennett correctly points out, 20 Becker’s
notion that as a result of the financial director 'Ubavd Allah b. al
Habhab’s fiscal investigation in A . H . 1 06 poll tax was extended
from the monks to the populace in general cannot be accepted ,

..

but on the basis of the foregoing one is bound to infer that between
A H 91 and 101 there were definitely some changes in the fiscal
system .
There are a number of later papyri which also ref<巴r to “gizyat
.raγ＇21, but from the middle of the 'Abbasid period on the poll

taxes paid by non’Muslims W巴re called ‘‘galiアa" ( rコJ u町ir al : gawali) ,
and ‘＇giζya" was simply a literary name for this. 22 This was pro
babl
means of avoiding confusion .

In any case, except for this special

usage, it is und巴niable that there was a change in the meaning of
"giζ向日， 合om "tribute円 to the Islamic poll tax, that同the poll
tax paid by all nonふfuslims .

But one can scarcely accept Becker’s

theory, on this ground alone, for changes in terminology do not
necessarily imply changes in the fiscal system.

This is a limitation

of the viewpoint we have been relying upon so 仏r.

The usage of

T
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gizya bei時 制I出hing that must be understood as a precondition
for understanding the Umayyad tax system, the next stage of cl ari

fying the mea凶時 of gizya must be to view it in light of the concrete
circumstances of the fiscal institutions of the time .

）
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The most irr.portant sources for the history of taxation in Egypt

during the Umayyad period are the Greek papyri from Upper
Egypt.

Thes巴 include documents from Aphrodito (Kδm ISqaw) ,

Apollonopolis (Edfu) , and Aτ山oe (al-Fayyum) : the Aphrodito
papyri are the most detailed.

But these ar巴 limited in tim巴 to the
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rnid -Umayyad period . According to the study of H. I. Bell, who
e di te d and published the papyri, 23 taxes were first of all divided

（
int o “public taxes”（ 071µ0σtα） and "extraordinary taxes” 比σTρα6・
were
former
divided
into
gold
or
money
taxes
(
xρuσt ICふ
a
））
;
the
ρ t α）
（
, and moreover the former
釘μσtα） and corn taxes かβOA骨）
（
, poll tax (otcqρα¢ov), and mairト
inclu ded land tax δηµ8σtα斤c:)
tenan c e (oα吋V7J). 24 This classification agrees with the fiscal dis
p en sation as regards the village communities at the time of the con
q u es t.25 The most problematic of these is the "money tax”， that
is, th e “giz_ya＇’ with its connotations of tribute . 26
Be ll incorporates Becker’s theory as it stands ：

“The Arabs

demanded a lump sum of money from Egypt as tribute, and left
the o 伍cials to raise the money in what propotions they pleased out
of the existing taxes.

Part of the money would come from the

Roman land司tax, part from the Roman poll-tax, but it is misleading
to spe ak of these taxes as if they were recognized Arab imperial taxes
and identical with the later kharaj and ji毛yah. The unanimous tes··
timony of Arab historians that on the conquest of Egypt the Jizyah
was fixed at two dinars a head must mean . . . . . . that in fixing the
amount of th巴 tribute the Arabs reckoned it on a basis of two
dinars for each tax-payer. "

He concludes ： “It is clear that the

taxes are those of Byzantine times and entirely d istinct from the
Arab jizyah and kharaj”. 27
Here a comparison with the Byzantine tax system is necessary.
There were changes in the fiscal administration during Byzantine
times, and in the sixth century especially there was confusion in
the tax system and no unified institutional arrangements . 28

Under

the Byzantine system there were both money taxes and taxes in
kind : the former was generally known asδ可µoatα or xρuσt!Ca. The
most important direct tax was the land tax, collected in both money
and kind, the former being further divided into ordinary taxes
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(xρuσtκ＆δ卯QCσα） and extraordinarv taxes ( ef＇ραoρfjcほρtα）＿？9

At a glance, it would appear that this system resembles what was
in effect under the Arabs .

The important point here is that the poll

tax included in the Xρuσuraδηµoacα of the Arab period does not
appear in the Byzantine equivalent .

Whether there was any poll

tax under the Byzantines is a subject of dispute, and it is impossible
to give a definitive answer.
In Byzantin巴 papyri, there is a tax called fieαrραゆ丹or o ca r ρα¢ 0 ν，
and according to one interpretation this is the same as the ocarρα伽ν
(poll tax) of the Arab period, a sixth-centt町δrαrρα付poll tは
corresponding to the capitatio of the Eastern Empire.
most 五rmly urges this interpretation .

It is Bell who

But his basis for arguing

thus is the concept that “ there was an intimate relationship between
the tax system of the early Arab period and that of the Byzantine
age".

G. Rouillard notes that there is no evidence to support this

theory. That is, there are cases ofδtαrρα妙手and rh;µoacαappearing
side

by

side, and in an account book of fieαTραゆキ for the sixth century

the units of taxation appear as “streets", and the same sort of do
cuments can be found in the Arab period as well.

All this means

is that th巴 fj cαrρα同of Byzantin巴 times was the same as the Arab
δ carp α妙。 ν which was a poll tax .30
Johnsoロ and West also dispute Bell’s interpretation ： “However
the δtαrραφキis limited to cities, and at Arsinoe is usually an as
S巴SS口問1t on a particular street (Aα6ρα） of the city or on members
of guilds . . . . . . The hαrραφ奇is probably a tax on trades located in
certain quarters of the city but whether it was an assessment per
capita is unknown”. 31

They are rather trying to demonstrate that

no poll tax existed in Byzantine times.

The problem is not so much

the cities as the villages, but apart from records that a census of the
rural population was carried out in two places in A . D . 309/ 1 0， “th巴
papyri give no evidence for a poll tax on the villages” .

There are
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two or three vague references to a sort of property tax levied on the
guil ds and to payments by representatives of the peasantry to make

u p the arrears of defaulters, and though there are also many pieces
of evi dence from the late fifth century, there is “no entry that can
p ossib ly be construed as a per capita tax". 32
Apart from ocarραφ o ν there is another term meaning “poll tax”，
aJJoρrσµor;; in the Arab period . Even whenδcarp α¢01ノ appears on a
tax re gister, inside the register itself aν3ρtσµor;; is used . 33 But the

term aJJoρcaµor;; was unknown in Byzantine tim巴s.

Thus this must

h ave been a term coined at the beginning of the Arab fiscal regime .
The Arabs at the time were aware of the distinction between land
and poll taxes, but the concept of a land tax was rather thin, and
“person s” tended to be the taxable units as far as the Arabs were
con cern ed .

Strictly speaking， “person” meant aη adult niale .

'AJJoρtσµor;; derives probably from avoρor;;, i . e . genitive case of b加，

meaning “man”， and this may well b巴 equivalent to the adult male
which appears as the taxable unit in the Muslim traditions.

The

lan d tax, as far as the Arabs of the conquest period were concerned,
was always a land tax paid through the intermediary of “persons”．

In their program of taxation the Arabs took what may be described
as the standpoi nt of the personal principle .
The Byzantine fiscal system was on the contrary firmly based on
the territorial principle .

Tax rates varied according to cropping

patterns and categories of land such as imperial domain lands and
autopract estates, but the basis of taxation was acreage, in units of
apouρα. 34 Generally speaking the term o可µaσtα， or public taxes,
referred as such to land taxes, and land taxes were the main com
ponent of taxation; a “street tax" was levied on non-peasants, so
that the territorial unit was always the basis of taxation .

The

question of the possible existence of a poll tax in Byzantine times
must be connected with this tendency to emphasize the territorial
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principle .

B y such a rule o f thumb, a poll tax would not seem t o be
Thus the existing mode of taxation and machinery

called for.

for tax collection were based on a territorial principle, and the
Arabs brought with them a fiscal program based on the persona l
principle .

In this way the Arab conquest led to the establishment

of a poll tax.

But this poll tax was different from the later Islamic

As
will be shown later, this was somewhat similar to an income tax. 35
poll tax.

Let us call this earliest poll tax the “Arab poll tax".

For investigating the gold tax (Xρ u σitca 071，凶σtα） ， there are
excellent sources in the papyri .

These are the lists of taxes due

for each taxpayer, known as assessment registers （µεptσµoi).

These

regi sters were composed for each of the villages ( xwρrα）， which
were the smallest fiscal units, by one or more assessors ( €πcJ..E:roµεVOt,
i . e . , "selected men") chosen by the head宜
3
ncipal men （πρwrεv oνTεi;;-) of the village . 6 The names of the asses『
sors are inscribed at the beginning.

What the assessors did was to

list the names of taxpayers and allocate each category of taxes on
the basis of wealth .

Tables I , I I , and II I which follow are samples

of these assessment registers, somewhat simplified from the origi
nales.

Table I concerns a subdistrict of the pagarchy of Aphrodito

called . “Five Fields” （II€vu Ihocaoci;;-), for the 3rd indiction (704/05,
A . H . 85/86) . 37 The allocated tax is 1 6 7 2 / 3 solidi of land tax and
230 solidi of poll tax, the total of 397 2 / 3 solidi, with a corn tax of
1 4 1 artabas of wheat .

The corn tax is for the year after the year

for the gold tax, the 4th indiction.

The date of compilation of this

register is 24 Pay叫5 th indiction ( 1 8 June 706/ 1 Ragab 87) .

Table I I , for “Two Fields’＇， (Liva Iha 1 a oε i;;- ) is based on a do

cument which is less satisfactorily preserved than the source for
the Five Fields .

The year is the same 3rd indiction, the land tax

allocated is 1 7 1 1/ 2 solidi and the poll tax 401/ 3 solidi, the total of

2 1 1 5/ 6 solidi, and the amount of corn tax is unclear.

According
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to P. Lond . no. 1 4 1 2 (see below) , which records tax assessments
for va rious districts of Aphrodito, the gold tax quotas for both Five
Field s and Two Fields were the same in the previous 2nd indiction.
Tab le I I I is for the small village of “Three Fields" (Tρε1, Ileo1aoc(),
in the 2nd indiction (703/04, A . H . 84/85) , with la吋 tax assessed
at 2381/3 solidi, poll tax at 1 29, the total at 3671/ 3 solidi, and a
co rn tax of 2 1 S1/2 artabas .

year.

But the corn tax is for the following

Also, unlike the preceding two, in addition to land and poll

tax there is an assessment for maintenance ( oαn:aνη） as well .

The

dat巴 of the register is 3 Phamenoth, 3rd indiction (27 February 703/
3
2 7 号afar 86) . 8 The assessment of 3671/ 3 solidi agrees with the
figure for the same year given in P . Lond . no. 1 4 1 2 .

Similar pa

pyri, P. Loncl. nn . 1 422 (Three Fields) , 1 423, and 1 424 (Five Fields)
are extant : nn. 1 422 and 1 424 are discussed below .
The format of the日巴 three tables is almost the same.

The first

column lists taxpayers’ names, the second the names of their 五elds,
as the taxpayers might own more than one piece of land or fields
in different places.

For example, there is Belekau which is listed

first for F ive Fields : Menas A pollδs did not own it all but only a
piece of it, with others owning different pieces .

The right-hand

column after the double-line records land and poll taxes for each
taxpayer ; in Table I I I , the addi tional maintenanc巴 tax and also the
gold tax which was the combined total of taxes are entered .
unit is the solidus.

The

The last column records the corn tax, in artaba.
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叩y師
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In the case of persons holding more than one piece of land, the
gold and corn tax for each piece is listed separately.

These are

the figures in the left-hand column a丘町 the double lines.
Among the taxpayers listed in Tables I and II for Five Fields and
Two Fields we do not know who the headmen are, but in Table III
for Three Fields we know from other documents, including Coptic
3
ones, 9 that number two, Apa Kyros Samuel, was the headman .
From the same sources we also know that Pwδnesh Gamul (n山nber
twenty-eight) 40 and Psacho Patermuthios
were village notables or officials .

(number forty-three) 41

As these men’s fields and their

assessed land taxes are bigger than the average, it is quite clear that
they were indeed among the principal persons in their village.
With the holdings of such leading personages, personal names are
often attached after the names of their fields .

For example, Horuo

nchios Onnophrios in Table I owns much of the land in this cate
gory ; this is either because these people w巴re absent from the village
or because they had entrusted themselves to his protection - he
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(Note) Main. =The additional tax for the maintenance of officials and others.

had obtained the proprietary rights in place of these persons and
was paying the taxes .
The listing of taxpayers’ names gives peasants preced巴nee over
non-peasa nts .

Whether there w行re non-landowning peasants at

the time is not clear.

Even if they did exist, in the registers they

are treated as non-peasants.

I 口 Tables I and I I peasants and

non-peasants are listed without distinction, but in Table I I I the non
peasants are called o c

ardr::c(

and declared to h “exempt from

the land tax” － the distinction is clear.

Thus in the case of pea

sants land and corn tax quotas are listed, but for those exempt from
land tax of course only the poll tax is recorded .

They are mainly

village officials （帥eenth from the bottom in Table I ) , merchants
(third and twenty-ninth from th巴 bottom in Table I ) , daylaborers4 2 ,
herdsmen (forty-second from the bottom in Table I ) , and fugitives
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from other places (twentieth and twenty-fi rst 企om the botto m in
Table I I I ) .4 3

simply

Amo 時 these exempt from land tax are persons list ed

as th e "son of so-and－δ0 ” .

"The son of Makarios Sik l ttj "

is fourteenth from the bottom in Table I, and he is certainly

the
the

same as, t ht� son of “Makarios Tsekruj ’s wife＇’ number twenty-t hr e e
in this table : this means that Makarios has died, his widow has
become the head of the household, and son though not head of

is

household

old enough to pay the poll tax.

The other “so n s ”

listed pro bably are simi lar cases .
Land taxes being literally levied on the land, it made no di任erenee
if the propri巴tor was young or old or male or female : women an d
minors appear as taxpayers .
paying the taxes.
they

paid

the rest.

“ So-and-so’s wife” means a widow

＂＼へfhen children inherited the land collectively

th巴 taxes collectively.

Or

one of them might represent

Number fourt巴en in Table I I I is “the

wife of

Enoch Phib

and others”， wherein the wife and children become the successors
of the dead householder ; according to P. Lond no. 1 422

I. 37,

years later the sons Johannes and Job became the taxpayers.

i til c d

one fa m ly

four

When

land in different places, the taxes were assessed on

each field but payment was made in a lump sum .

Under the

heading of “taxpayers” in the registers th巴re are occasional cases
of “ the holders of allotments from the common land of so-and-so"
(!CA可ρ ovo;_i o c)44, mea出1g - since none of them paid poll taxes -

perhaps that smallholders had clubbed together to pay a tax assess
ment and named one of their number to represent them .

Also

there are cases of lands registered by place and not by personal
name (Numbers 24, 25, and 56 in Table I I ) . For the peasantry as

a

whole these collective holdings were very few.
Bell lists land tax, gold tax, and dapane (maintenance) as the com

ponents of the gold taxes, but it is questionable whether the Arab
authorities regarded the dapane as a part of the money tax (gizya) .
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"rnain ten ance" i s not used i n a sp ecific sense b y the source fo r
Th is
I I I , but from other evidence it is clear that it meant provisions
c t flour) and transport expenses for the governor and his

'feableep
deenpeendents,
in al-Fm！可 and
iannd
ae pn
(x

g

v•

central officials, the Arab troops and their familie s

ra lly known as Muhagi訓 （ MCtJ αTαρ Jτ αc) who were quartered
Alexandria, local officials, workmen who wer巴

req ui sitioned

l- t t

i n corvecs for the granaries in a F us a . , the mosque
J e ru s a l em , the caliph’s palac es and othe r construction proj ects,
vi llagcrs to serve as sailors for raiding fleets .

Moreover this
tax
was
not
collected
c
c
all
at
once
n
an
t
e
but
rather levied in
rn i
r s o n se to der:rnnd notεs issued by the authorities and earmarked
5
for specitハ1c purposes . 4
F or example P. Lond . no . 1 3 75 is such a demand note, in Greek,

wh巴reby the whole pagarchy of Aphrodito was ordered to pay quan
tities of sheep, oil, boiled wine, dates, onions, greens, poultry, vinegar,

raisins, firewood, etc. for the governor and his dependents, cash
conversion rates being specified .

An interesting feature is that at

the to p of thε document there occurs the sentence ： “The cost for
the maintenance of the governor, his dependents, and his subordinate

o伍cials" (taman" 1匂q i l-amzri 問中asiyatihi wa-'ummalihi) , 46 in Arabic,
and that the term corresponding to oαπaJ.Iマ is ζ ＇taman rizq”. "Rizq”
at

the

time was

antithetical to 'a(ii.', the cash stipend, meaning an

allowance in kind - and this was usually what the corn tax was

considered to be, so that in this document it is provisions apart from

wheat which are regard巴d as rizq.
As

against this, in the demand notes for gold and corn taxes, the

gold taxes arc assessed at the combined figure of land and poll
taxes, and no quota for maintenance is recorded .

Moreover let

ters concerning arrears in gold and corn taxes indicate that thes巴
were going to the Arab troops and their families. 47

Thus, the

maintenance was surely not included in the gold taxes ; the gold
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taxes included precisely the land tax and the poll tax. Also, th e
kind of maintenan ce appearing in P. Lond . no. 1 3 75, for the governo r
and his depende nts, was a rather regular levy.48 Maintenance for
the skilled work men and laborers involved in building mos ques
and others were of course temporary. 49 At any rate, this canno t
be treate d together with the gold taxes, which were levied on an
annual basis .
nary taxes .

The dapane must go into the cat巴gory of extraordi・
Leaving this topic to one side for the time being, let

us turn to the land and poll taxes .
3.

Land and Poll Taxes

I n Tables I through I I I, persons paying land tax but no poll tax
are surprisingly numerous .

In Table I, with 45 paying poll tax

out of 73 land-tax payers, there are thus
tax .

28

people who pay no poll

In Table I I - the condition of the source-papyrus being

poor, this refers only to th巴 legible parts - 37 out of 45 pay no poll
tax, with 64～59 not paying out of 92 with 5 not clear in Tabl巴 I I L
What could all this mean ?
I n Islamic law the poll tax was levied on non-Muslims, but these
people not paying poll tax are all nonふ1uslims so this can be deemed
irrelevant to Islamic law.

The Muslim traditions all assert that

the obj ect of taxation was the adult male, suggesting the inference
that those who are not supposed to pay poll tax are not adult males.
Looking at the 1 24 names on th巴 tables of those who do not pay
poll tax, we find only 1 7 women and only five who are clearly minors.
These people were presumably exempted first, in line with Arab
ideas on taxation.

Then there six priests, a prior, and a deacon.50

But there are six other priests who were paying poll taxes, so this
status was clearly not enough to secure an exemption .

Further,

there are people like Apa Kyros Samuel in Table I I I who own large
tracts of land but pay no poll tax.

He was the headman (lashane)
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of

Thr ee Fi elds, and it may be that head men were traditionally ex
mp te d from poll tax . There are similar cases : the “assessor” at

e
Table I, Phoibammδn Biktδむ the “scholar” Senuthios,
the to p of
Psacho Paterm uthios who has already appeared, and in Table I I
the “gu ard” Enoch. Later on we shall examine an edict of 'Umar

I I 's which gives evidence to support the fact that such privileged
stat u ses existc d ： “ ＇ Umar I I commanded that the poll tax should
be ta k en from all men who would not become Muslims, even in
cases where it was not customary to take it” . 51

Ap art from such exceptional cases, one notices that th巴 land-tax
a mo un ts paid by non-poll tax payers are generally smaller than
those who were paying . One may infer that they
those held

by

were poor peasants, as of course they had less income from their
s can tier acreage . The most extreme cases are when such marginal
farmers band together as “the allotment-holders of so-and-so" .
Th ere are six cases o f this and none o f them pay poll tax.

An

esp eci ally interesting case is that of Philotheos Makarios in Table I I I,
wh o with his fellow-allotment-holders tills four pieces of land and
p ays a total of 71/3 solidi, but later he seems to have become in
depen dent a n d turns up in P. Lond . no. 1 422, an asssessment register
for th巴 same Three Fields village ; 5 2 here, four years later, h巴 is till同
i時 only one of the four 五巴lds, called Abba Jakδb, and in addition
to paying the land tax is paying 1/6 solidus of poll tax or maintenance
(see number nine, Table V) .

Sometimes there are two or three

names of taxpayers described as "so-and-so and his brothers＂’ who
seem to b巴 non-paying marginal cultivators like the collective
allotment-holders .

From this it would appear that the tax on cul

tivators was basically a land tax, and that when there was sufficient
ability to pay more a poll tax was additionally levied .
different if the peasants had other sources of income .

But it was

According to

these tables, the average poll tax payment of a peasant was one
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solidus per capita.
The poll tax on non-peasants who did not pay land tax varied
en ough to su ggest that it may have been assessed according to wea lth .
The rate was le丘 up to the village authorities and in particular th e
assessors, but at the t ime there does not seem to have b een a
strict principle to the effect that these were “adult males円 an d
should t herefore presumably have had to pay a poll tax at a given
rate in dinars.

There are good documents bearing on this, P .

Lond . nn. 1 422 and 1 424.

The latter is an assessment I℃gister

eight years later than the one in Table I for Five Fields.

for

I t covers

the 1 1 th indiction ( 7 1 2/ 1 3, A . H . 93/94) , and is dated 4 Mcsore, 1 3th
indiction (28 July 7 1 4) .

The former is for Three Fields four years

after the time of Tab1e I I I, in the 6th indiction ( 70 7/08, A . H . 88/89 ) .
Comparing these two registers, there are cases both of the same
persons cultivating the land during four or eight years, and of di
ffere nt persons succeeding them.

For convenience I have arrang巴d

these in two tables ( I V and V) . 53
From these tables it is evident that while there were no big changes
in eight years, there are taxpayers who formerly did not pay poll
tax and now pay it, or the reverse, and cases of poll tax assessments
being raised .

And although the time is not clear, there are persons

whose poll tax assessment goes up in j ust one year.54

From this

one can say that the poll tax in the early Arab period was really
something close to an income tax .

This accords well 'Nith the

Arab program during the conquest, which as we have seen above
provided for land taxes from pe出ants and poll taxes from non
cultivators .

I have termed this the “Arab poll tax" : but this poll

tax later 1ost its income tax-like features and gradually e＼ァolved into
a pure poll tax, that is, the Islamic poll tax .
From these five tables, it is difficult to ascertain the rate at which
1and taxes were assessed .

The only thing that is clear is that the
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p roportion of cash to grain was generally set at one solidus to one
artaba.

But it is possible to learn the rate of taxation from the

papyri . P. Lond . nn . 1 42 7- 1 429, which are assessment registers,

?
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Table V
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provide this information : unlike nn . 1 420-25, instead of the names
of the taxpayers’ fields, the acreage of the fields is specified in units
of aroura.

But according to nn . 1 428-29, the rate was di丘erent

for irrigated and norトirrigated fields. No. 1 428 gives the rates for
both types of land in Two Fields, with th巴 total assessed acreage,
and according to this irrigated land was taxed at 1 and
per four aroura, dry land at only 5/6 solidus .

1

/6 solidi

Both nn. 1 42 7 and

1 428 are fragments of assessment registers for Two Fields in a 1 st
indiction (732/33, A.H. 1 1 4/ 1 5 ) , perhaps pieces of the same register.
Here only no. 1 42 7 is given in tabular form (Table VI ) . 55 According
to this source, the rate per four aroura was most often one solidus .
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But the rat巴 was variable, and may have depended on th巴 ferti lity
of the soil .
As for poll tax, there arc three entries : number of persons, rat 巴
for a full man (KC仰れσ，a a r; ) , and poll tax .

“Number of persons"

mea ns literally the number of persons paying poll taxεs : nothin g
is written in for those who do not pay.

The “rate for a full man"

indicates whether the taxpayer is being assessed at a full rate
at half the full rate . P. Lond . no. 1 426 bears on this matter.

or

This

is a fragment dealing only with “those exempt from land taxes" :
after the names arc written the numbers, poll tax, "full mat'l’s rate",
maintenance, total, and corn tax.

The poll tax quota having been

revised later on, it does not agree with the "rate for a full man", but
as the totals are not r巴vised, by subtracting the maintenance taxes,

it is possible to calculate the amount of poll tax paid . The rates
5/6, 2/ 3 , and 1 / 2 , and except in three
i町lude such figures as
cases two solidi are levied for a full man’s rate of one. According

I,

to PGAA no . 76, the usual full man’s rate was 1/ 6 , but big landlords
(magni ρossessori:s) were taxed at one instead .
In this way the dangers of a uniform poll tax were avoided, and
poll taxes wョre assessed at a rate that could be varied according
to relative wealth .
1nan’s rate of one ?

But how many solidi corresponded to a full

On

the basis of the no. 1 426 example, Dennett

puts the figure at two solidi, on the average, and says this was the
same as the two dinars per capita reported by the Muslim historians56 .
The two solidi I町巴 are j ust a single example, and it is going too
far to connect this with the two dinars of the Muslim traditions.
No. 1 42 7 (Table VI) shows a full rate of three solidi, no. 1 428 usually
also three or four for those not paying land tax, no. 1 429 gives four
solidi, while in no・ 1 430 the figures do not add up - perhaps be
cause the sum has been revised - but the rate can still be put at
ten solidi.

Given all this variation, it would se巴m that the full
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tions
rate w as variable and was designed merely to facilitate calcula
h o w m any solidi it correspond巴d to would depend on the actu al
assessm e nts of the village authorities.

C o mparin g Tabl巴 VI with Tables I to I I I, there is a striking

di ffer enc巴 i n the format. There is in particular a basic diffi巴ren ce
with re spect to whether acreage figures are given or not. The only
othe r do cument giving such figures is P. Lond . no. 1 4 1 6 . D,57 a con
tempo rary source. 58 The di汀erence aris巴s from the times of com
p osition ; from no. 1 424 (Table IV) , one may infer that betwe巴n 7 1 4
(A.H. 95) and 734 (A . H . 1 1 6) a fiscal reform was carried out. As
shown above, land tax in the conquest period of course took acreag巴
in to acc ount, but its collection was left up to the village authorities
and there was no fixed amount to be collected from a given unit of
area.

The 五rst three tables, in which no acreage figures are given,

may well reflect the situation of the earliest period of Arab rule.
The material in P. Lond . no. 1 4 1 9, a papyrus from the 1 5th indiction
(7 1 6/ 1 7, A.H. 9 7/98） ー this is not an assessment regi町r but a re
cord of actual receipts -, shows no acreage figures either, so that the
peri od within which the reform occurred may have been even
shorter.

The fact is that it was around this time that the compre

hensive Umayyad fiscal reforms were taking place.

This will be

,discussed b巴low, but here I want to point to the changes in village
land and poll tax assessments by way of noting a clue to the reforms
·of the period .
Only Three Fields and Two Fields can be compared over time,
the former from Table I I I , P. Lond . no. 1 422 and P. Heid . I I I . no.

k,

the latter from Tables II and VI and also P. Heid. III, no. 1 : these

comparisons constitute Tables VI I and VI I I .
Taking Three Fields i n Table VI I first, according t o P . Lond . no.
1 4 1 2, Five Fields and Two Fields had the same quota in 703 and
704, and this is clearly true also of Three Fields.

The land tax
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quota is unchanged over three years, and only the poll tax figure
increases .

This was probably true for Two Fields in 707 as well,

j udging from the case of Three Fields.

Possibly the poll tax increase

was restricted to non-peasants who paid only the poll tax, but more
likely it was because collection became stricter and previously allowed
exemptions were cancelled.

This sort of tendency in poll tax coll

ection gradually became more pronounced, as the literary sources
testify.

It was not a phenomenon restricted to Two Fields and

Three Fields .
In Table VI I I, the comparison between 704 and 732 shows marked
The number of persons paying poll tax increases only 60 % ,
but the amount paid more than doubles, while the land tax figure

change .

on the contrary falls to less than half.

The acreage of 2 79 arouras

which we know from Tabl巴 VI cannot have changed very much, but
the land tax being levi巴d on it has decreased about 40 % .
does this mean ?

Did the tax rate actually fall ?

of land being cultivated shrink ?

What

Or did the area

Considering that the number of

persons paying poll tax has increased and that the poll tax rate has
also increased, these possibilities are not very strong.

One is forced

to conclude that here, too, some sort of institutional change has
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.
taken pla ce in the fiscal system
j ust after the conquest, the levying o f taxes on individu al taxpay ers
w as le丘 up to the village authorities and the poll tax had features

remi nis cent of an income tax. But the Arabs, with their prin cipl巴
of p ers onalism, pressed for the thorough realization of a poll tax,

an d as there were limits on what the village authoriti es could ex
t ra ct they could only collect as poll tax moneys that had thitherto
b ee n p aid out as land taxes ・ The fall in the land tax rate must
refle ct this situation. This may have invited confusion in the land
tax, but the whole tax for the pagarchy of Aphrodito actually f巴11 to
a lo wer amount . 60 This was also a big problem for the Arab au
thorit ies . For this reason the previous indi釘erent policy of the Arabs
with regard to land taxes changed and there was impetus towards
the assessment of taxes on acreage without the intervention of the
village authorities, so that acreage figures came to appear in the
assessment registers .

It is for this reason that Muslim traditions

clearly describing acreage taxes at the time of the conquest are
all forgeries dating from later times, forgeries which were, of course,
concerned with legitimizing the fiscal reforms of the period in which
they were composed .
4.

The Mechanism of Tax Assessment

In order to examine such questions as how the village communi
ties allocated and collected the taxes assigned to them, and how
the taxes were transported to central and local treasuries, a review
of the structure of local administration is in order.
At the time of the con q uest the Arabs had no imperial experience,
and so in general the administrative institutions of the former re
gimes were left intact.

As we have seen above the Byzantine

division of Egypt into 五ve eparchies remained in force.

Of

the

五ve, two were in Upper Egypt along the Nile and two in Lower
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Egyp t .

OF

EGYPT

The admini strator of an epar℃by was the duke ( o o u() .

In

late Byzantine times the C巴ntral government in Egypt was we a k
and the eparchics possessed great au tonomous powers .

vVithi日

each c p archy there were autonomous cities not under the j uris d ic 
tion of its subunits, the pagarchies, as well as vast autonom ous
private estates enj oying legal privileges, so that a situation of gre at
decentralization prevailed .

The Arabs intended to rectify the

weakness巴s of Byzantine rule and install firm central government. 61
Acc orcli時 to al-Kindr, when 'Umar I died (A. H . 23) , Egyp t

was divided into Upper and Lower, Lower Egypt being gover ned
by ソ凶1r b. al－＇ 瓦 � a nd Upper Egypt by てAbd Allah b . Sa 'd,
be camε the second governor of Egypt. 62

who

This d巴centralization

probably resulted from mi litary considerations in the immedia te
postconquest period .

From the second governorship on, all of

Egypt was ruled by the governor.
of govcrnmc川 （dzwa1

The establishment of th巴 seat
in al-Fust亙！ is said to date from this time . 63

The C巴ntralization of administration had b巴gun, but it is doubtful
whether Bell’s and Dennett’s view of the direct subordination of
th巴 pagarchies to the center throughout the country is fully correct.
According to the Aphrodito papyri, the pagarchy was the pri司
mary administrative uni t and the pagarchs were directly responsi
ble to the governor in al-Fusta! .

But th e Apollonopolis papyri in

dicate that the pagar℃hy of Apollonos Anδ， belonging to the same
Thebaid eparchy as Aphrodito, reported to the duke of the eparchy
and not directly to al-Fusta！ ・

R . Remondon has clarified this point

and revised and supplemented Bell’s statements . 64

Probably the

reason why Aphrodito came under the direct j urisdiction of al
Fus！司 was connected with its status as a municipality with auto
pragia during Byzantine times .

Under the Byzantine rule Aphro”

dito was not an independent pagarchy but because of its special
privileges was not answerable to the pagarch but rather to the
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e p arc hy. The Arabs either took away the autopragia privile ge fro m
s u ch com munities and pla ced them under the pagarchγs j urisdic 
tio n, or else promoted them to the s tatus of pagarchy and made them
rep ort to the central government .
thε la tter case . 6 5 But j ust l

Aphrodito is an exam p le of

tio n went is unclear. But whether under the direct control of al
or under the duke, the pagarchy continued to play an im

fus!ii!

portant role as an administrative unit.
With respect to the procedures of tax collection, many

p旦rts

of

I b n ' Abel al－早akam’s tradition (I:!akam f) as detailed in the pre
vious chapter agree with what the papyi·i tε11 us. 66 First of all, the

register called Kαrcqρ αゆ a v for each village ( xwρ l oν） , ·which formed
the smallest unit as a tax district, was prepared .

The

registers

were mad巴 by assessors selected by the headman and the principal
men of the viliage ; the assessors took an oath to be fair and scrupulous.
The registers listed each man’s name, the amount of poll tax asses・
sed, and his holdings in vinyards and arable lan d, as well as special
imposts with or without orders from the central government.

The

village registers were assembled into a single book by the pagarchy.

According to 早akam (f) , at the next stage the pagarch in corト

sultation with the villag巴 delegates again allocated the tax quotas :
relations with higher-ech巴Ion officials are not clear, but from th巴
papyri it appears that the Aphrodito registers were sent to al-Fus；可
while the Apollonopolis ones were delivered to the eparchy of五cials
at Arsinoe.

At times the pagarch himself along with the village

delegates was summoned to al-Fust司 for furthcr consultations
about the registers .
The central government or the eparchy o伍cials, perhaps on the
basis of the assessment registers （µερtσµo c ) for the precedi時 year,
determined the annual quotas for the pagarchy as a whole and
fo r each village .

Then in the name of the governor or the duke,
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these quotas were embodied in demand notes (evrar c α） which we re
sent to the p agarchs and by them to the villages .

The eparc h y’ s
decisions on assessments were normally in need of endorsemen t b y
the central govern rnent.

In other words, the duke was usu ally

in al-Fusp1t, and he informed his representative ( r o rco r 卯 可吋＜：） in
Arsinoe of the quotas for the pagarchies under his j urisdictio n ; he
in turn informed the pagarchs . 68
The determination of village tax quotas by the central governme n t
means that th巴 latter had the ultimate power to decide, not that it
was engaged in making calculations about the payments of each
individual taxpayer.
o伍cials .

This was performed, rather, Ly the pagarchy

The central government either endorsed the pagarc h’s

allocations of the quotas as they stood or else adj usted th巴m in con・
formance with its overall fiscal requirem巴nts .
not necessarily change every year.

Thus the quota did

We can see this from P. Lond .

no. 1 4 1 2, an account of collections (see Table X) .

Furthermore,

the demand notes did not repres巴nt the total amount that the

vi

llagers had to pay, but only th巴 gold taxes ( demosia) and also the
corn taxes (embole) which had to be forwarded to the central govern
ment.

The “extraordina" or extraordinary imposts were the sub

j ect of additional, specific demand notes .
vVith respect to these demand notes, the governor Qurra b . S a
rrk’S specimen from A . D . 709, already introduced above69, uses the
term “gizya＇ ’ more or less in the sense of “tribute'', for which reason
Becker employs it as a key piece of evidence for his tribute system.
But as we have seen the fiscal system was by this time already mov圃
ing away from the tribute system, and even at the l巴vel of the cen ・
tral government things had evolved to a point at which taxes were
being levied after some investigation of the income of the taxpayers .
I t is going too far to o紅白 this demand note as evidence for the per”
sistence of the tribute system.

On this point, Dennett’s criticism
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" It was
o f Becker’ s statements and of B e ll’s acce p tanc巴 o f them
ffi
a rna tte r of indifferenc巴 to the o cials at heaιquarters wh ether

anY partic ular taxpayer 戸 id i n money or in kind" - is quite j usti

70

fied.
I t is a fact that the J-\.ra bs treated the village community as a
fiscal c ommunity, but this was for convenience in fiscal administra
tion .

Thus the argument over whether the tax arrangements of

t he tim e constituted a tribute system, or whether taxes were as
De nne tt holds levied against individual income, is really a dispute
c oncern in g di丘erent dimensions of the question and is at bottom
i nsignificant. Actually it would appear that the reason why the
tri b ute system collapsed and the central government shifted towards

th巴 investigation of tax assessment within the villages lies in the
resista nce of the Egyptian t昌xpayers to paying their assessments.
Large -scale reduction of quotas, arrears in payment, and flight
of taxpayers are phenomena which appear already in the later
years of 'Abd al-'Azrz b. Marwan’s governorship.
turn to take up this matter below.

九ヘTc

shall re

When the central government or the eparchy issued demand
notes, the pagarch in receiving them had to order that assessors

-

（ψilegomenoi) be chosen and assessment registers compiled.

cording to P. Lond . no. 1 536,

Ac

this may be for the extraordinary

taxes and public services, however - orders from the governor for
the compilation of assessment registers were indeed issued .

The

pagarch was ordered ： “Gather together the headmen and principal
men of each village and order them to choose trustworthy and in
telligent men ; and when th巴y are chosen under oath charge them to
draw up the ascssment of 巴ach village. "

When these registers were

compiled, the original had to be forwarded to the central govern
ment while the pagarch kept a copy.

The central government had

to be informed of the name and patronymic and place of residence
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of the persons who had made the assessment.

P. Lond . nn. 1 420-

1 429, already introduced above, are examples of this sort of ass es
sment register.

In compiling these registers it must of course have

been nec essary to consult the aforementioned katagraphon.

早akarn

(f) paragra_[)h four, in saying that“ the village authorities adj ust e d
their quotas with money taxe legally levied on the peopl巴 and arable
land of th巴 village, and apportioned the quota to individual popula
It is only now that

tion" , is doubtless referring to this situation.
taxation within the village becomes possible ・

In this way th e

pagarchy played the role of an intermediary between the central
government and the villages : a more detailed examination of its
administrative structur巴 is necessary for an und erstanding of the
fiscal system and its changes .
5.

The Mechanism of Tax Collection

Let us take Aphrodito as an example of pagarchy-level tax as・
sessment procedures in th巴 Umayyad period.

Administrative divi

sons within the pagarchy change over time on account of tax re
forms .

On

the basis of P. Lond nn. 1 4 1 2, 1 420, 1 42 1 , 1 442 . D, and

P. Heid . III, nn. 5, 6, a- 1 , we can see that in 698-709, this pagarchy
was made up of kδme Aphrodito, eight villages known as eπOl/Clα
(in Arabic, subra) and five monasteries, and moreover the Kδme

Aphrodito included in addition to the kδme itself three villages
called π1:ocao1:r;; , together with the “men who are at Babylon",
" the monasteri巴S”， and th巴 “men of St. Maria", for a total of seven
fiscal subdivisions.

But P. Lond . no. 1 4 1 3 shows no subdivisions

for the Kδme Aphrodito in 7 1 6-722 .

But this does not mean that

such divisions as the pediades had disappeared .

From P. Lond . no.

1 434, a docurr悶it from 7 1 .5 / 1 6, it is clear rather that the subdivisions
of Aphrodito were treated as equivalent to ψoikia and were assessed
extraordinary taxes and services .

This format is even clearer in
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p,

Lon d . no . 1 4 1 6, fo r 732/33, which shows that even a s fa r a s the
old taxes for the central treasury are conc erned, the pediades are

g
bein g tre a ted as equal to the ep oikia . The pediade.』 were only sub 
d ivisi on s, but were assessed more taxes than the ψoikia, so that
this was not merely a geographical unit but rather a fiscal unit and

w as so re garded when the changes were made . The “men who
are at Babylon" constituted a 五seal unit of the kδme of Aphrodito.

Acc ordi ng to P. Lond. nn. 1 4 1 3 and 1 4 1 4, which are account

regis ters, the taxes collected were divided under six rubrics :
( 1 ) Canon of public gold taxes （δ可µa σ r α） ．
(One per cent

of δηµ8 σ rα． ）

(2 )

Commissions ( rεraρr eα） .

(3)

Money composition for requisitions purchased at the cur-

ren t market price (mainly foods) .
(4) Money composition for requisitions purchased at a fixed
tariff (mai叫y cables ropes, anchors) .
(5) Money composition for milk to make bu tter .
(6)

Money composition for honey .

The “money composition" of items (3) to (6) was called a n:a
ρ ruρtσμ に i n the original .

Originally this represented taxes in

kind, but the levy had already been commuted into money.

The

quota termed !iπc（可τouµενα in P. Lond . no ・ 1 4 1 3, the collector’s
account of money required for the pagarchy of Aphrodito in six
years from th巴 1 5th to 5th indictions, i . e . from 7 1 6/ 1 7 (A.H. 97 /98)
to 72 1 /22 (A.H. 1 02/03 ) , is the first item in the list and generally is
expressed in units of solidi and carats, followed by the amount paid
to the treasury expressed in the same units as well as in solidi and
fractions, and then the “remainder” （ A O Cπむ） is noted, consisting
of the sum paid into the treasury subtracted from the ψizetumena
quota.
There is a technical problem with regard to these expressions of
th e gold figure .

The two kinds of notation for the tax quotas ー
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citl町 solidi and carats (twenty-four to the solidus ) , which i s ca lle d
€ xaµε ν α， or that employing solidi and fractions of a solidus, cal l ed
dρ ［ ｛） µα － are the problem .

Always the figures recorded for th e

latter are larger than for th� former, with the arithmia of one soli du s
equal to about 22 carats .

Bell explains the higher arithmia figures

as the nominal value, and the smaller ekhomena figures as the real
value. 71

This should rather be explained as R. Remondon h as

done, by saying that the former was the reckoning quota as a ssess ed
by the state and the latter was the amount of eash money actu ally
colleeted . 72

Thus the assessment was expressed in fractional ari

thmia and the aetual amount eolleeted in ekhomena.

The demand

notes informing the villages of their quotas all express the tax quotas
in units of arithmia.

Given the teehnology of the time, it was diffi

cult to mint coinage of altogether uniform value, and moreover silver
and copper coins had to be valued in terms of gold, so that errors
were inevitable .

Even when the tax quotas were identical it was

not likely that the actual amounts collected would be, and varia
tions in exchange rates were rather to be expected.
In P. Lond . no . 1 4 1 3, the φizet百mena quota is not recorded but
in ekhomena ; in P. Lond . no. 1 4 1 4 it is g・iven in arithmia units. According
to these, the ψizetumena quotas for the fiscal districts of Aphrodito is
arranged in Table IX. P. Lond . no. 1 4 1 2 一一 this gives only the public
tax (demo.sia) quota however - for six years from 698/99 (A. H .
79/80) t o 703/04 (A . H . 84/85) a n d no. 1 4 1 3 for six years from 7 1 6/ 1 7
(A. H . 9 7/98) to 72 1 /22 (A. H . 1 02/03 ) , record ψizetumena quotas
that do not change at all . 73

Thus in these years from 699 to 722 it

would seem that this quota was fixed and unchanging.

Bell tran四

slates “φizetumena" as “ tax-quota＂’ and concludes that the assess
ment quota on each village did not change from year to year, but
there are di伍culties with such an explanation as Bell himself notes. 74
Furthermore, the remainder left over after the amount paid to the
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subtracted from the total is sometimes bigger than the

am ount paid to the treasury

what is the meaning of such a huge

“remainder” ？
Dennett pays close attention to these points. 75

He denies two

I OQ
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hypotheses advanced by Bell namely that the whole r巴mainder was
collected and spent for local purpose, and that the Arab govern
ment did not always call for the full amount of the normal tax-qu ota .
It is implausible that such large sums would have been required for
local overhead, and for places like Psyros the amount paid to th e
treasury exceeded the epizetumena quota.

It is impossible to believ e

that more tax was being paid than the "assessment quota" s pecified .
Dennett holds that the solution of this problem lies in th巴 defin i
tion of epizetumena, and he takes the term as meaning not “yearly
tax-quota" but merely “tax quota”， citing these thr℃巴 examples :
( 1 ) that as the quota did not change between 699 a吋 72 1 , "it is
di伍cult to imagine why a yearly scrutiny of assessment rでgistcrs was
made by the Arabs at al-Fustaf う （2) that in P. Lo吋 . no. 1 4 1 6 the

epizetumena quota for 732 is different from that for previous years
and very close to the sums previously paid to the treasury, and
(3) that from P. Lond . no. 1 420, a me巾mos for 704 in Five Fields
and Two Fields, the amounts of assessment for these two villages
are identical to the amounts paid to the treasury in 703 as given in
P. Lond . no. 1 4 1 2, and moreover that amount collected as given in
P. Lond. no. 1 42 1 , an assessment register for Three Fields in 703,
is the same as the amount paid to the treasury as given in no . 1 4 1 2 .
Only the money to b e paid to the treasury was collected , and the
difference between the epizetumena and the money paid to the treasury
was not collected.
On this basis Dennett hypothesizes that “the ejJizetumena was
not the yearly quota . . . but the quota established at one of the
periodic censuses made by the Arabs” .

I think that Dennett’s

deduction about the ψizetumena is essentially correct .

But as the

epizetumena was expressed not in the arithmia units used to calculate
the assessment quotas but rather in gold units of ekhomena, and
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constituted the basis of actual taxation, the epize
th at th e latter
ust have been in the nature of a schedule for the actual
t rJ,m en a m

amo u nt to be collected in money, and thus to have been the founda
tio n of governm巴nt budgetary calculations. With the epizetumena
q uo t a col lectable from the villages and unchanging 仕om y ear to

year, the government would have had to treat it in this fashion .
This was perhaps a remnant o f the tribute system o f the earliest
perio d . The difference between the epizetumena and the amount

paid into the treasury was a sort of default on the part of the tax
payers, and the government could respond by tightening up on

t he taxpayers’ obligations to pay.
B ut the “amount to be paid into the treasury" w’as really more
im po rtant than the ψizelllmena quota, from the viewpoints of
both the government and the taxpayers. This amount was cal圃
culated both in arithmia and ekhomena, as noted above, and it was
this amount which was annually embodied, in arithmia, in the form
of demand notes .

The fact that the amounts to be paid to the

treasury as expressed in arithmia fractions were identical with the
q uotas figured in the demand notes is proved by P. Heid . III, no.
a demand note for Three Fields in the 6th indiction (707) , th巴

k,

assessment registers P. Lond . nn. 1 42 1 and 1 422, and the a ccount

of collections idem. no. 1 4 1 2, 1 . 4 78. 76

The arithmia unit indicated

the schedule for the amount to be paid into the treasury, the ekho・

mena unit the amount in fact collected .

In the latter account of

collections, the amount is specified in both units from 698 to 703.
This is difficult to tabulate, so I have arranged only the amounts
scheduled for the treasurv in addition to those for 704 and 707 in
Table X.

One can learn the figure paid to the treasury also from

P. Lond no. 1 420 for 704, from demand notes, a series of P. Heid .

I II , nn . 5, 6, a- 1 and APEL nn. 1 60 and 1 6 1 for 707 can be recon
stru cted in good measure .

From P. Lond. no . 1 4 1 3, the amount
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Table X The Gold-Tax Quotas for t he Villages of Aphrodito to be Paid to
Treasury （仕om P. Land. no. 1 4 1 2)

the
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I
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Total
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Sum Total
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1
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9

360%
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29
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47
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29
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1 20
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8
8
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17
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8
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360%
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287 1 %
1 20
26
8
35
84
17
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1 369:1/z
397%
367%
211%
37
382%
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I
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I 28陥 ｜
408%
1 07%
29
1 01/6
36%
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1 8弘
8%
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1
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397% 46 11;2
[ 367%] 400%
2 1 1 % 25311s
47九

｜一

498
1 3 1Va
47%
25Va
30%
104%
37

I 3953 138附： 35571/213如¥zi 3四川 3町% ｜

paid to the treasury for the period from 7 1 6 to 72 1 can be ascer
tained (Table X I , showing only the a問問d quotas. ) . In this case,
Kδme Aphrodito is not divided into subdivisions but treated as a
single unit .
Th e interesting thing about Table X is that in the three years
企om the fourteenth to the first indictions, Aphroclito itself and the
“men at Babylon" excepted, the same quota is imposed on all the
villages and moreover the quotas from the second indiction are
carried forward as they stand . 77

As for the 3rd indiction, Five

Fields and Three Fields also carry forward the previous year’s
quota, so that probably all the villages had the same quota as

in
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Th Gold-Tax Quotas for the Villages of A p hrodito to be Paid
to the Treasury （仕om P.Lond. no. 141 3)
ー一一一一一
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Table XI
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4920113
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35 1弘
38
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58%
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0
3 1 791h

I 3571h
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37%
2201/6
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I 0
1 3340%
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Ii
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I 37361h I 3881 %
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20
72 % 59%
35�
372%
40
41%
!
85
83%
I
� ,
I 3 I 1 3 I 7%
I 0 I 0 I 0
1 叩% ! 4723% i 4723%
422

In th巴 1 5th indiction kδme Aphrodito’s as

sessm ent had declined 合om the previous year, to 1 50 solidi (with
50 solidi for the “men at Babylon" for a total of 200 solidi ) , but this
seems to have been because for some reason extraordinary taxes
were levied and so the “gold taxes" were cut.

Also, even if th巴

previous アear’s quota was levied unchange on the whole pagarchy,
there was nothing to prevent the rates for individual villages from
changing .

This suggests that in determining the allocation of

taxes on the villages the pagarch played a big role and that the
government regarded the pagarchy as more important unit in this
situation than the village.

The same point can be noted from the

information for the 3rd to 5th indictions in Table X I .
From these two tables, w e can s e e that the tax assessments on
the pagarchy as a whole and on the villages were not revised only
periodically, but changed from year to year because of the produc・
tivity of the villages or policy decisions taken by the government, or
allowed to remain unchanged for five years at a time, or as in 7 1 6-
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4192

7 1 7 or 7 1 8-7 1 9 permitted to increase sharply within a single fiscal
year.

The governor Qurra b. Sarik’s order for tax assessments in

the 6th indiction made for an unprecedentedly big quota : this is
in accord with what the historical sources tell us.
he was far stricter in collecting taxes than any

of

Severus says that

his predecessors. 78

Even so, comparing these two tables with the ψizetum.ena quota

for th巴 public gold taxes as shown in Table I X, there are considerable
discrepancies.

As cases in which the assessm巴nt quota is bigger

than the epizetum.ena quota, there are Pakaunis in 698, 699, 703,

J Q5
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17200,1,

an d 7 1 9, Bunoi in 707 and 7 1 6, Keramion in 7 1 6, 7 1 9, and
an d Psyros except in 707 and 7 1 8, but the differe nces in all

th es 巴

exa mples are small : in Aphrodito as a whole, except for the

and 7 1 9-72 1 , the assessment quota does not amo unt to
years 7 1 6
of
the ψi ze t umen a quota. Since Table
gives only the
even half
g ol d tax it is no help, but in P. Lond . no・ 1 4 1 3 apart from the gold

X

taxes the extraordinary imposts are listed, and here both the “ te司
tartia ＇ ’ and the various money compositions have zeroes written

in

What could this mean ?

ag ain st them.

Th ere is another mysterious point .

P. Lond . no. 1 4 1 4

-

undated

b u t pro bably an account of collections dating from Qurra b . Sank’s
gives each rubric of the canon of public taxes,
governorship
tetarlia, and the several money compositions, all divided between the
amount to be paid to the treasury and an item called J. o r i a 1µa,
an d the totals for the amount paid to the tr巴asury and th巴 logisima
are given for each place .

But apart from the canon of public taxes

- the amount paid to the treasury h巴re is equivalent to the gold
taxes - the other items show that, except for a very few places,
these figures for the amount earmarked to the treasury are close to
zero and y巴t plenty of logisimα is being paid .
formation appears in Tabl e

XII,79

Tabulated, the in

but the question of what it means

remains, and when we look carefully at the source we see that this
logisima applied to each category of taxation has no relation at all

either to the canon of public taxes or to the money compositions.
In this account, logisimas of every category of taxation were totaled
for each place and furthermore the actual contents of the logisima are
clearly indicated.

The same kind of records exist for every place,

again with the totals for the logisima in each category writt巴n in.
Table

XIII

expresses only the section from P. Lond . no. 1 4 1 4, in

arithmia units . 80

On this Table (b） パc） パd) , (g) , and (h) refer to the

dapane, and in these dapane items as well as the other items in which

Quotas of Logisima Assessed for the Villages of Aphrodito (from P. Lond. no. 1414)

③ Cost of . . . for wo1 k at the southern stable
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弘
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making
butter
⑥
8Y6
for the public service
⑦ Cost of fodder for the post-horses of the
posting station at the village of Munachthe
of labourers employed on the
Maintenanc巴
⑧
estate of the governor in Dama scus
in the district l Z ¥a
⑤ Ma intenan白 ［ of
l3
(Aphrodito) and at Babylon
to 'lib宜 b. 'Abd
delivered
articles
of
Cost
①
I1 55 %
Allah the commissioner of stores
ivered to ' I l ba b. 'Abd Al l ah
① Cost of milk del
28%
the commissioner of stores

＠［
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the logisima appears it i s i n 仏ct a matter o f extraordinary taxes levied
as has already been noted was an ex・
in a gi ven year. 81
tra ordinary tax . Also, (f) , i . e . , the cost of fodder for the post-horses

D正ψane

a t the village of Munachthe was an extraordinary tax, as is clear
from P. Lond. no. 1 347, which refers to the demand notes sent to the
villages of Aphrodito for expenses for the post-station which include
the fo dder for the 8th incl iction ( 709 / I 0) .
Thus the “ logisima灯 、vas an extraordinary tax, and it has p oints
in common with the mon巴γ compositions of Table IX.

That this

logisima had no direct connection with the money compositi ons
gives light on the fact that at Qurra b. fan！ウ time the latter were
n o longer in use.
the treasury and

Thus given the gap between the amount clue to

the “e/Jizetumena

quota" as far as the canon of

public gold taxes is concerned, the pagarchy officials determined
to supplement the deficiency somewhat by adding quantities of

logisima to the canon of public taxes and figured the rest into the
money compositions under their various rubrics, or so it would seem.
In short the epizet umena table (Tabl巴 I X) w出 the basic register of
taxes collected in Aphrodi to.

We

do not know wh巴n th is epize

t 百rnena quota was cr℃ated, but it had already become incongruous
by 698-72 1 , and was used only for calculations in the registers.

0 v

0 )

The real quota was the amount to be paid to the tr巴asury, and this
had fallen even thou2·h the loσisima had been fiir nred into it. which
may be taken as an adaptation to peasant tax-resistance， 臼ight,
and the abandonment of cultivation - to serious and sharp social
change .
But in P. Lond . no. 1 4 1 6, a register for 732/33 dated 1 9 November
734/ 1 7 S awwal 1 1 6, a completely new ψizetumena quota is recorded .
This document is a fragment and does not contain the ψizetumena
quotas for every village : Table XIV lists the information for those
places for which it can be ascertained.

Here, the quota is even
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less than the earlier ψizetumena and corresponds closely to the pre・
vious amount to be paid to the treasury : the traces of reform are
clearly visible .

Perhaps, between 722 and 734, the old epizetu

mena which no longer was congruent with reality was abolishe d
and a new one substituted for it.

As Dennett suggested, this fiscal

reform was a result of the investigations of the tax administration
carried out by 'U bayd Allah b. al-J:Iabl;ab in A . H . 1 06 ( 724) . 82
The assigned taxes wer巴 collected locally at intervals, that is, in
two main payments （叩ταf3o J. α c ) each year, and each was made in
quarterly installments （記cq cα） at a maximum .

The taxes collected

at the pagarch’s seat were transported to the treasury in al-Fusta!
or Alexandria in places under central j urisdiction, or in cases like
Apollonopolis were transported to the eparchy headquarters
Antinoe and from there to al-Fust可 ・

at

But from the papyri it is

impossible to tell if the taxes were forwarded in accordance with
fixed uniform schedules .

Among the Aphrodi to papyri there are letters about the gold
tax from the governor Qurra b . S arik to the pagarch Basilios. Some
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One of these is P. Lond . no. 1 349, dated 1 9
Tybi 8th indiction ( 1 4 January 7 1 0) , which orders the p agarch to
a re quite interesting.

b egin the collection of the public gold taxes for the previous year
an d to forward these to the Treasury, noting that the people o f
Aphrodito had recently finished the sowing of their wheat crop and
that therefore the time was appropriate for them to carry out their
taxp aying responsibilities. This letter is also written in Arabic.
Heid . I I I no . 1 is the same thing, bearing the same date (Rabr'

PI .

91).

It was written in the month of Tybi, which in 'Abbasicl

times was always the start of tax-collection （加ita&) , that is, the

firs t month of the 五scal year. 83

The collection of taxes after the

next year’s sowing is completed also occurs in lbn 'Abd al－早旦kam . 84
This tradition also notes that the end of th巴 grape-growing season,
arou nd the mo引h cf Pachon (Bafans) , was similarly a ta》collection
period .
The key point here i s that th巴 order fo r taxes t o b e collected
refers not to the current but to the previous indiction, and moreover
the month of Tybi occurrs nine months after the 巴nd of the previous
year. There are four more letters arising from the failure of the
pagarchy to send the taxes in on schedule or from arrea rs problems .
These are APEL no. 1 48 (Arabic) written immediately a氏er the prec巴d・
ing one, P. Loη d . no・ 1 394 written in the spri口g of 7 1 0, P. Lond . no.
1 3 5 7 dated 5 Pachon 8th indiction (30 April 7 1 0) , and P. Lond . no.
1 3 80 dated 7 Payni 9th indiction ( 1 June 7 1 0) - the last of the four
being six months later than the first in the series .

According to

the late April letter, the public gold taxes had scarcely been sent
m at all. The last letter indicates that the taxes have been forwarded
but are deficient, and the governor severely reprimands the pagarch.
In this letter one finds the phrase， “ the two-thirds part of the public
gold tax es" - this refers to the approximately two thirds of the

annual quota that was due in the first payment period, so that the
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arrears problem concerns th巴 taxes collected in the first p己riod.85
The problem of arrears can be seen to have been general in this
period, on the basis of P. Lond . nn. 1 3 38, 1 3 39, and 1 340 which all
refer to the problem (the dates of these paypri are, respectively, 1 5
Thoth/ 1 2 September, 1 2 Phaophi/9 October and 23 Phaophi/ 20
October in the 8th indiction/709, but the last is the dat巴 of receiving
at Aphrodito) .

In order to investigate the tax administration

properly, the government called in not only the registers

but

the

pagarch himself and summoned him to al-Fust司 . 86
Judging from their dates these documents are concerned wi t h
gold taxes for the 6th indiction, but Qurra b . Sarrl凸 demand notes
are also for this year and their date is Thoth, 8th indiction (Aug ust/
Sq巾mb er 709) .

The Arabic version is dated �a仏r 9 1 (Dece mber/

January 709/ 1 0) , but the Greek version thus does not agree with
this date .

On the basis of P. Lond . nn. 1 338 1 340, one may a�sume

that the date of the Greek V巴rsions is correct.

Even so, the beginn

ing of tax collection, in comparison to the aforementioned Tybi
(.January) for the taxes of the 7th indiction is very late indee d.
Qurra L. Sank took up his post on 1 3 Rabr' I 90/30 January

709,

j ust at the time when he issued th巴 demand notes for the taxes of
the 6th indiction, but before then he may have had to dun for the
taxes of the 5th indiction le丘 over from the time of his predecessor
'Abd Allah b . 電Abd al-Malik . P. Abbot no ・ 5, in Arabic, and P.
Lond . no. 1 398, a fragment in Greek dated 1 4 Pharmuthi
diction (9 April 709) indicate this fact .

7th

in

But PERF no. 5 70, thought

to be a demand notc from al-Fayyu.m ( 1 st/ 7th century) is dated 27
Pachon 8th ind川ion (22 May) although it is a demand for t砿es
of the 6th indiction, and PERF no. 58 1 ( 1 st/ 7th century) simi·

larly is dated Mesore (.July/August) 3rd indiction though it is

a

<lemand for taxes of the 1 st indiction .
In the account of collection P. Lond . no・ 1 4 1 2, the dates at which
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Table XV

)I

Fiscal Years
(Indiction
12

j

Dates of the Tax-Payments to the Treasury ( I)

I

First Ins凶m ents

J 1 0 Phaophi 1 3 Ind.

69 )

(8. X.

13

30 Phaophi 1 4 Ind. (27. X. 700)

14

20 Hathyr & 5 Choiak
( 1 6. XI & 1 . XII. 7 0 1 )

15

9 I

1 6 & 23
& 1

( 12

4

I,

1

Ind.

Choiak Ind.
. XII. 702)

2 1 Tybi 2 Ind.
2

15

( 1 7.

I. 704)

2 & 22 Phamenoth 3 I nd.
(25, 26. II & 1 8 . I I I . 705 )

16

j
I

Sαond Ins凶ffi('lltS

d.

2 Phamenoth 1 3 1n (2 7. I I . 700) ,
4 & 14 Payni 14 Ind . (29. V &
8. VI. 700)

1 & 1 7 Payni
1 1 . VI. 70 1 )

15

Ind. (26. V

&

2 1 Epeiph & 8 Mesore I Ind.
( 1 5. VII & I . VIII. 70'.!)
24 Epeiph

& 1 Mesore 2 Ind.
( 1 8 & 25. VII. 703)
, 12 & 23 Mesore 3 Ind. (5 & 1 6
VIII. 704)

x.9

3&
6.

Phacphi 4 Ind. (30 . IX
70 5 )

&

Pharm1

taxes from Aphrodito are to be forwarded are specified (see Tabl巴
XV) . From this table it seems that the dates for payment became
later and later every year, ultimately becoming six months overdue
between the 1 2th and the 4th indictions. The tax collection in
the month of Tybi noted above also represents a considerable delay.

A

contemporary attempt to rectify the situation did not get beyond

a return to the arrears situation of six y巴ars earlier.

In theory tax

collection was timed for earlier dates, as is clear from P. Lond . no.
1 4 1 3, an account of collection for 7 1 6/7 1 7 to 72 1 /722.

This is

Table XVI, and from it we can see that within a period of about ten
years considerable progress was made in correcting the arrears pro
blem.

The taxes for the 1 5 th indiction were collected in the first

phase of collection in less than a month after the end of the fiscal

year 一企om
'Abbasid

which it is possible to infer that in principle the demand

notes were to b巴 issued immediately after the end of the year. The
month of Pachon was the time of the wheat and barley harvest, and

: in

tion.

times was th巴 start of the second period of tax collec
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Table XVI
Fiscal Years i
(Indiction) I
15

2
3

4
5

Dates of the Tax-Payments to the Treasury (II)
First Install men ts

30 Pachon 1 Ind. (2 5. V. 7 1 7)

7 Epeiph& 4 Mesore 2 Ind.
(1 & 28. VII. 7 1 8)
6 Hathyr& 20 Tybi 3 Ind.
(3. XI. 7 1 9& 1 6 . I . 720)
3 Epagomenai& 1 8 Choiak 4
Ind. (26. VIII & 14. XII. 720)
7 Phaophi 5 Ind. (4. X. 72 1 )
1 1 Phaophi

6

Ind. (28. IX. 722)

Second Installments

18 & 2 1 Phaophi 1 Ind. ( 1 5& 1 8.
X. 7 1 7) , 14 & 1 6 Hathyr 1 Ind.
( 1 0& 1 2 .XI . 7 1 7) , 30 Mecheir &
29 Phamenoth 1 Ind. (24. I I& 25.
I I I. 7 1 8 )
Mech目r 2 Ind. ( I / I I. 7 1 9) & 29
Payni 3 Ind. (23. VI. 7 1 9)

1 1 Pachon 4 Ind. (6. V. 720 )

15 Pachon 5 Ind. ( 1 0. V. 72 1 )
1 9 Tvbi& 24 乱lfecheir 5 Ind.
( 1 4. I& 18. I I . 722)& 1 1 Pachon
6 Ind. (6. V. 722)

6

25 Phamenoth I吋 （2 1 .VII.7 23 )

Though it is possible to speak here of reforms having been carried
out, the only “normal" period was at the very beginning and the
forwarding of tax revenues was in any case inclined to be delaye d.
The tolerance shown for arrears during the middle of th巴 U mayyad
period and the problems of tax collection are, it goes withou t say
ing, expressions of peasant tax-resistance .
Up to now I have been talking only about the gold taxes ; the
corn tax (embole) was sent in a year ahead of the gold taxes.
discussion of the a問ssment registers in Section (2) , Table

In the

Is

h o ws

the gold taxes for the 3rd indiction coming in together with the
corn tax for the 4th indiction. Qurra b . S ank’s demand notes of
the 6th indiction request both kinds of taxes simultaneously,

but

for the 8th indiction the corn tax alone is demanded - this is writ
ten in both Greek and Arabic . This demand note, PAF no. 1 0
and P. Lond . no. 1 407, is dated 1 M巴sore 8th indiction i n Greek
(25 July 709) and Ramac;lan 90 in Arabic . A letter of i nstruct10n
concerning the corn taxes is also appended to this demand note . BB
Demand notes for the corn taxes were normally issued

at

the

113
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time of the wheat harvest or immediately thereafter.

The 8th

indiction note was issued at this time and so was the 6th indiction
one. 8 9

The demand notes from the 1 4th indiction ( 7 1 5/ 1 6) fall

i n to the same pattern . 90

The timing is of course quite natural as

what was being collected was the wheat crop that had j ust been har
vested .

The grain had to be forwarded within th巴 same year. 91

In principle, the month of Pachon at the beginning of the year
was the time at which the previous year’s gold taxes and the cur
re nt year’s corn taxes were demanded ; the first installment on the
gold taxes was payable in cight monthes between Pachon and
Ch oiak, the second in four monthes between Tybi and Pharmuthi.
But these collection-periods were actually six months behind sche句
dule, and the payments soon got out of order again even when the
government tried to insist on payments according to the schedule,
as the peasants’ arrears gradually accumulated.

The fact that

under the 'Abbasids Tybi became the start of the first tax collection
period lasting until Pharmuthi, and Pachon till Mesore constituted
the second collection period, the r巴verse of earlier times, is certainly
connected with th巴 long-standing problem of arrears . 92

6.

The

Evolution ザ Fiscal Ins titu lions (a)

Here I would like to shift the focus of the discussion from the
mid-Umayyad period to the Umayyad period as a whole and try
to trace the evoluti on of fiscal institutions throughout the p巴riod.
Materi al for the early period is extremely scanty and as has been
shown above, the Arabs did not intervene very much in tax ad
ministration to begin with but entrusted fiscal affairs to Coptic
local authoriti es .
According to al-Ya'qubI, Mu'awiya I set the total tax quota for
Egyp t at 3,000,000 dinars. 93 This figure was much less than what
'Amr b. al・＇A � and the second governor, 'Abd Allah b. Sa 'cl, were
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said to have been collecting,94 and was close to the figure fixed
under the 'Abbasids. 95

Under Mu'awiya the fiscal system of the

early period was more or less stabilized .

The governors doubled

as financial directors, but the real work of tax administration de ・
volved on the chief of dzwan al-!Jarilふ the dukes of the eparchies,
and in important cities like Alexandria on the civil governors, all
of whom were Copts or Greeks. The shi氏 in these ranks to Arab s
or Muslim converts took place from the end of the administration
of 'Abd al-'Azrz b . Marwan (in o伍ce 65-86/685-705) to that of
'Abd Allah b . 'Abd al-Malik (86-90/705--708) .

The chiefs of th e

dzwan 。J・!Jarilg were no longer appointed among them after A. H.
87 or 705/06, the Greek (probably) Athanasios being the last man
to hold the office.

He was a native of Edessa appointed in the

middle of A.H. 65 (early 685), and together with his deputy the

Copt Isaac controlled the tax administration for twenty years.96

In Alexandria, the Greek Theodoros was for long in charge of

fiscal affairs and managed to assert virtual autonomy with resp ect
to the Arab authorities . 97

The governor merely act巴d out the

formality of coming to Alexandria to rec巴ive the taxes.98

Bu t

the Arabs seem gradually to have begun concerning themselves with
fiscal matters. When 'Abd al-'Aziz b . Marwan werrt to Alexandria
in A . H . 74 or 693/94, he summoned a conference of the local notables
and ordered all the kuras (pagarchies) to carry out fiscal investiga
tions, and then set quotas for taxes on arable lands and vinyards in
accordance with the ability to pay them99.
Once central control over taxation began to be asserted, it quickly
picked up momentum.

First there was a census of the monks by

the son of 'Abd al-'Aziz b . Marwan, al-A�baι resulting in a poll

tax of one dinar per capita on them, and increases in the n umbers of
monks were forbidden . This is said to have been the first p oll tax
-on monks.

Severus describes all this in great detail. 100

But on
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account of confusion in the sources it is impossible to establish j ust
when this order was issued .
Severus says that the new poll tax was levied when a short time
h ad passed after the accession of the new Coptic patriarch Alex
andros II who took office on 30 Barmuda 420 of the Coptic calendar
( 1 4 RabI' II 85/25 April 704) ; according to al-MaqrizI the year for
his accession is A.H. 8 1 /700. Severus does give the year of the death
of previous patriarch, Simon, as 24 Abib 4 1 6/ 1 8 July 700, and adds
th at his scat remained empty for three years. al-MaqrizI also re
p orts the three四year vacancy, but if this is true then the year of
Alexandros ’ installation would have to be 703 .
Al・KindI says that al-A�bag's first appointment as surrogat巴 for
the governor dates from A . H . 74 or 693/94 when the governor was
in Alexandria, and that he was appointed again the next year when
the governor went to Syria. 101 The governor went to Alexandria
two more times102 and may again have left al-A�ba富 山 his deputy,
so that much of the administrative power of the governor seems to
have accrued to him . Al・A�ba吉 died 20 RabI' JI 86/20 April 705, 103
so his assessment of poll tax on the monks has to have been between
A.H.

74

and 86.

If this was after the appointment of the patriarch

Alexandros, then Severus’ date is one or two years before al-A�bag's
death and al-MaqrizI’s is five years before .
Dennett mistakenly places the date of al-A�ba吉’s death i n 703,
and also, on the basis of a papyrus addressed to the inhabitants of
a certain district which contained a monastery, which uses the term
ocαrρα舛 （poll tax) 1へ he declares that Severus’ dates are wrong
and that the beginning of taxation O孔 the monks was in
or

A.H.

74. 105

But this is doubtful.

693/94,

It is questionable whether

these "inhabi tants" were monks or not.

And according to the

papyru s the inhabitants were waging a rebellion, which suggests that
they may have been peasants who worked on monastic lands .
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Severus also says that after al-A�baき collected poll tax from the
monks, he ordered the bishops of the ·whole country to pay 2000
dinars a year besides the taxes on ecclesiastical lands and also ma!
treated Christian s, forcing them to convert to Islam : in consequ色nc e
of which the duke of Upper Egypt, Petros, his brother Theodoros ,
and the son of the governor of Mary可 Theophanes all converted. 106
These incidents are all important in the history of taxation .

We

have seen above that in this period reduction of tax quotas, in
creased tolerance for arrears, and so forth were realities .

One way

in which peasants could escape the taxes was by leaving their villages
and attaching themselves to poll tax-exempt monasteries .

Al

A�ba吉 took steps to correct this， 五rst by taking a census of the mon ks
and imposing the poll tax on them .

His intention was to stop

people from becoming monks simply in ord巴r to dodge their taxes.
Al・A�bag's additional forbidding increases in the numbers of monks
was the finishing touch to this policy.
As for the churches, the treaties of the conquest period forb ade
their taxation . 107

But they soon did become obj ects of taxation,

and land taxes seem to have been levied .
far back as the reign of Mu'awiya I . 108

This fact is visible as

But the situation concern

ing monastic lands presents a doubtful picture .

The

epizetumena

table (Table IX) above shows that various monasteries in Aphrodito
- Abba Hermaδtos, Tarou, Pharou, Barbaru, St. Maria - were
assessed only light money compositions and did not have to pay
land and poll taxes included in the gold tax quota.

In P. Lond. no.

1 4 1 2 (Table X) , an account of collections from 'Abd al-'Aziz
Marwan’s time, the monasteries were not paying gold taxes.

b.

Bu t

There
seem to have been different characteristics among th巴 m onasteries.
“ the monasteries" in Aphrodito were paying gold taxes .

Within the kδme there are taxable groups such as the “me n of St.
Maria" and the “men who are at Babylon" - and
the “men

for
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o f St. Maria" we learn from the Arabic document of P. Heid . I I I
no・ i that these are the “people of Maria’s church" (a｛�ab Kanisa t
Thus it would seem that “the monasteries円 fell into the
same category as churches, and that th e peasants who were tenants

Marりほ） ．

on monastic lands were taxed.

O n the other hand, monasteries

like Abba Hermaδtos where the monks cultivated the land them
selves may have been routinely exempted from taxation .
It is unclear whether al・A?bag's reform, in which the previously
exempt monasteries w巴re made to pay poll tax, survived his and
電Abd al- 'Aziz’ deaths which occured within the next year or two.
It would seem that taxation on the monasteries continued inter
mit tently, including th巴 levying of the poll tax .
'Abd al・＇Aziz’ successor, 'Abd Allah b . 'Abd alふtfalik (in office

86-90/705-709), as we shall see below made Arabic the official
language and took a census, among other new fiscal policies, but
his policy towards monks is not clear.
churches . 109

He did continue to tax the
Under the next governor, Qurra b. S ank (in o伍ce

90-96/709-7 1 4) , the monks were defir由ely taxed .

In his demand

notes of the 8th indiction ( 709) for the taxes of the sixth, there are
assessments for monasteries which previously were not taxed at
al l

(see Tabl巴 XVI I) . But it is uncertain whether these incl吋ed poll

taxes.

Taxation on monks and bishops seems to have been rather

inequitable, and Severus states that a certain official proposed to
the governor, Qurra, that he be permitted to contract for the monks'
Table XVI I

Assessments for Monasteries in Aphrodito
The 6th Indiction (A.D. 707)

Monasteries

Gold-tax
�olidus

Abb a Hermaotos

28116

Pharou

Tarou
Barb aru

Corn-tax
artaba

APEL no. 1 63

P. H eid . I I I no. h

5

30116

IO

Documents

1 8弘

P. Heid. I I I no. f

P. Heid. I I I no. 6
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taxes and that heretical sects outside the Coptic rite b巴 charged at
double the normal poll tax rate, and permission was granted.U 0
After Qurra’s death, the financial director (96-99/ 7 1 4-7 1 7) Usama
b. Zayd carried out a census of the monastic population soon after
taking office, and at the same time branded each one of them on
his left hand with an iron identification bracelet which remained in
his possession inscribed with his name and that of thc monastery h e
belonged to, and the date according to the Islamic era, and ordered
that new persons coming to the monasteries should not be ordain ed
as monks .

Before long he ordered another census of the monas

teries, discovered many who had no brands on their hands,
had these supernumeraries tortur巴d and compelled to pay
dinar apiece . m

andone
in

This policy towards the monks was part of a
comprehensive policy dealing with fugitives and the issue of

ternal passports .

When 'Umar II succeeded Caliph Sulayman in 号afar 99/0ctob er
7 1 7, Usama b . Zayd was arrested and his policies abandoned.
" 'Umar I I commanded that there should be no taxes upon the
property of the church and the bishops, and began to set the chur
ches and bishops free from the impost on land . "

But Severus

says that when Yazrd I I succeeded 電Umar I I in Ragab 1 0 1 /February
720, he restored the taxes on ecclesiastical and episcopal property
which 'Umar II had cancelled . 112
Looking at P. Lo吋 . no . 1 4 1 3 (Tables XI and XVI ) , i n 'Umar
II’s time only the first and second indictions show sharp decreases
in quotas, which is evidence for the truth of the foregoing account .
But according to this register Abba Hermaδtos and other monas
But in P. Lond. no. 1 4 1 9, a register
bearing the date of the 1 5th indiction ( 7 1 6/ 1 7 ) which occ urred
during Usama b . ZayぜS tenure of office, the names of all these
teries paid no taxes at all.

monasteries are listed as taxpayers .

Then in P. Lond. n o. 1 41 3， ー
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dating from slightly afterward , the figures for these monaste ries
b ecome zero, which is perhaps a change in the way of comp iling
regi sters .
P. Lond . no . 1 4 1 6, a register for Aphrodito in th巴 I st indiction
da ted 23 Hathyr in the third ( 1 9 Novemb巴r 734) , shows these same
m onasteries being treated like any other tax-paying units, forward
ing their allocated quotas of gold tax.

This is from the time ( 1 1 6-

1 24/ 734-742 ) whcn al-Qasim b . 'Ubayd Allah was financial direc”
tor, which agrees with Severus’ statements from the same time
th at the monasteries and churches were paying land taxes. 113
on there are many references to taxes on church

Later

lands. 114 But

after Usama b. Zavc
mad巴 the monks pay poll tax .

Perhaps when 'Umar II can celled

the land taxes on monasteries he cancelled the poll taxes as \vell,
and when the former were restored afterwards the latter were not.
This can also be confirmed at the time of Hifam’s accession in
1 05/724. 口
Thus the taxation of monks begun by al-A�ba吉 started a str巴ng
thening of the tax administration which continued to deepen, a
process connected with the policy of Ar‘ab superiority maintained
b y the central government under the Umayyads .

'Abd al-'Azrz

b . Marwan was the brother of Caliph てAbd al-Malik, so that th巴re

was little central intervention in Egyptian affairs during his tenure,
but as soon as the governor died the director of diwan

al－�arag Athana

sios was summoned to Damascus, arrested, and an investigation of
Egypti an tax administration was carried out.

The Caliph made

his son 'Abd Allah the next governor.116
Re took up his post in G umada II 8 1 /June 705, and abolished
the use of Greek and Coptic as official tongues, discharged Athanasios,

and appoin ted Ibn Yarbu電 al・Fazarr from J:Iim� in Syria as the
next director. This was A.H. 8 7 or 7 05/06. 117 Before this time
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Arabic had been used alongside Greek, and both Greek and Coptic
continued in use for a short whil巴 afterwards, but from this time
onward complctε Arabicization was in sight.
In the tax administration, the existing quota was increased one
and two-thirds times, and a census of th巴 male population was
ordered .118

According to Severus, all young men over 20 were

assembled for the census, and two Arabs named ' A �im and Yazrd
were in charge of the project.

“They bro時ht down great tria ls

upon the people, and many were killed on this account .

And th ey

branded the strangers, i . e . , fugitives （φ v r aocr;; or galivas) whom th ey
found on their hands and foreheads, and sent them to places whi ch
they did not know . "

This census was similar t o al-A�bag's census

of the monks, in that its purpose was to track down the unregistered,
fugitives, persons not paying poll tax, etc . and assess them for taxes.
Poll tax collection became much stricter : Severus reports that if a
tax-evader had died, his body could not be buried unless someo ne
came forward to pay his taxes.
The situation which prompted the registration effort was the
same situation that made for lower tax payments and piled” up
arrears .

Fugitives were a social and financial problem not only

under 'Abd Allah b . Abd al-Malik but a丘町wards too, and

th e

government was deeplyc oncerned with ways of remedying the flow
of refugees.

The problem was worse than the monk problem

as

the refugees almost always had families accompanying them.119
Among the papyri also there are many references to refugees.
According to PGAA no. 1 3, the census of refugees began in 87/

This document dates from 2 2 Pharmuthi 4th indiction ( 1 7
April 706) , and is addressed to the pagarchs of the Thebaid e p r hy

706.

ac

from th巴 topoteretes of the eparchy, ordering them to mak巴 up
of

fugitives （山 r o vτε r;; ) , and strangers （五 νo c) , and

to

three solidi apiece from the latter and forward the fines

levy

lists

fines

of

to the trea-
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The fugitives are identified as peopl巴 from Apollδnos Anδ

who have 臼ed to other pagarchies, and the stra ngers as people from
o ther pagarchies who have come to Apollδnos Anδ . 12° The Arabs
th us at first entrusted th巴 registration of re ugees to the local au
tho rities, but they soon took matters into their own hands .

Accord

ing to P. Lond . nn. 1 3 32 and 1 33 3 (29 choiak 7th indiction/25
D ec ember 708) , commissioners for the fugitives were sent to Ar
cadia, the Thebaid, and the frontier eparchies, wher巴 they investi
gated the fugitives within the pagarchies, listing their names and
current locations along with their original addresses and either
sen ding them back home or allowing them to remain on condition
of contributing to the taxes ; the compilation of these lists was as
signed to local secretaries .
P. Lond . nn. 1 460 and 1 46 1 are specimens of these lists.

I n the

former the names of the fugitives and their present locations in
the places of Aphrodito are r巴corded along with their pagarchies
of origin .

They are divided according to the rubrics， “of twenty

years and upwards" and “of fifteen years and downward s”. In
some papyri the latter appears as "such of them as have fl巴d away,
from fifteen years and under” . 121
time they have been at large.

This expresses the length of

This list is the same as the list of

strangers in PGAA no. 1 3, showing those who have fled to Aphro
dito from the Thebaid eparchy, while P. Lond . no. 1 46 1 is a Est of
fugitives 企om Aphrodito who had fled to other pagarchies. From these
we may conclude that the phenomenon of refugees had begun con
siderably before the investigation of them, and that it was moreover
<m a wide scale .
As results of the census, those who were allowed to remain where
they settled were registered and assessed taxes while the rest were
forcibly returned to their places of origin .

Severus says that they

Were "s ent to places which they did not knowヘ perhaps meaning
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thos巴 who had grown up in their places of refuge : in fact this means
that they wer巴 sent to their places of origin.

for

The comissioners
the fugitives referred to above included 'Abd Allah b ・ 色Iray]:i for
the frontier, S urayJ:i b ・ al-Wa�il for the Thebaid, and Sulayman b .

Yuhamir for Arcadia ; the first of these enrolled six families wh o
had fled to Ptolemais Nome on the frontier, and there is a guarantee・
declaration to this effect from the vill丘ge officials, written in Cop tic
This is P. Lond. no. 1 5 1 8, dated 2 7 Pachon 7th indictio n /
22 May 708. The papyrus is addressed by three village offici als

and Greek.

to the governor 'Abd Allah b . 'Abd al-Malik, through the pagarch
Epimachos, and in it the village officials acknowledge the rec eip t
of the fugitive families, and undertake to keep charge of them u ntil
orders regarding them are received from the authorities ; the na mes
of twenty-two members of the six fam日ies are also recorded. P.
Lond . no . 1 52 1 is a similar guarantee-declaration addressed by two
village officials, regarding certain fugitive families whom the
Thebaid fugitive commissioner SurayJ:i b. al·-Wa�il had discovere d
at Antinoite Nome .
The refugees included not only peasants but townsmen as well.
These were persons who had given up their work on account

of

the corvees and returned to their native villages, or who had evaded
corvee by 自民ing to a different pagarchy. 1 22
The registration of refugees was carried on even more intensively
under Qurra b . Sarik.

Severus says that the main o伍cial re・

sponsible for the registration effort was 電Abd al- 'Aziz from Saha,
who collected the refugees, levied fines on them, and sent them
home . 123 Qurra in the year he took office ordered the pagarch of
Aphrodito to register all the population living in his j urisdiction,
and in a letter dated 1 2 Phaophi 8th indiction/9 O ctober 709 orders
him further to accompany this register with a list of fugitives to the
al・Fustat. 124 In P. Lond . no . 1 343 which is d ate d
headquaters

in
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two months later (4 Tybi 8th indiction /30 December 709) , th巴
p agarch receives detailed instructions about compiling registers for
fugitives and having them forcibly returned to their native plac es.
These registers list, apart from the fugitives' names, the tim巴
each person has spent in the pagarchy, the amount of his pro 
pe rty, and the names of thos巴 allowed to remain there . Persons
who had been unregistered for over twenty years are recorded .
S in c巴 everybody would presumably thus be registered somewhere,
it is clear that the government’s aim was the control of taxpayers.
Everybody not listed in the village registers was to be listed in the

fu gi tives' registers, and divided into thos巴 allowed to stay and those
forc ed to go. The governor had these registers collected by special
messen gers, and ordered punishm巴nts for the pagarchs if any new
fu gitives not on the lists came to light in their districts after the
lists were collected . These letters were copied and read to the
peo p le in the churches and elsewhere, and rewards for informants
were promised as well . P. Lond . no. 1 344 was an additional ex
hortation, the effects of the order not yet having made their ap
pearance.
Qurra also sent the pagarch Basilios letters about fugitives at
intervals later on.

These promise punishment for the pagarch and

his subordinates if fugitives are found in the pagarchy after they
have been ordered to leave .

Basilios is also ordered to pursue

fugitives into other pagarchies and to certify that he has caught
them to the local pagarchs.

After the fugitive registers were com・

piled, the government fixed fines of ten solidi for persons who con
<:ealed fugitives， 五ve for the fugitives themselves, and five apiec巴
for the administrators, headmen, and guards responsible, and also

-Offered rewards for informants of two solidi per fugitive. 125
Thu s it would seem that the fugitives lived for long periods among
the local villagers and were protected by them, and that the local
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authorities connived at this.

Moreov er, the “flight” took place

on a reciprocal basis between neighboring regions .

These “re

fugees" usually had families, often property, and among them were
the clients of big landlords.

From the viewpoint of the village

authoriti巴s they were a concealed labor force, a reserve of potential
taxpayers (see Table III) .

That registration and resettlement of

the refugees did not always go smoothly may be due to the rcsis
tance, or non cooperation, of the village authorities and the lo cal
peasants .

Even so, the r巴settlement policies were fairly effect ive :

When we look at village tax quotas, v11e can see (Tables VI I an d
VIII) that while the land tax figures did not change the poll tax
figures increased markedly. 1 26
7.

The E1!olution of Fiscal Institutio
At the death of Qurra, Caliph al・Walrd in 96/7 1 4 gave military

authority only to his successor and named Usama b . Zayd as finan・
cial director of Egypt.
monks.

We have alre且dy noted his census of the

By this time, people were absconding not only to escape

企om the taxes but also to escape from fines and punishments when
fugitives were apprehended, and many fled to the churches and
the monasteries.

The main obj ect of the monastic census was the

repression of further flight from the land, taking every opportunity
to discover fugitives.

Severus says that Usama b . Zayd “com・

mantled that no one should lodge a stranger in the churches or

at

inns or on the wharfs, and the people were afraid of him and drove
out the strangers that were in their houses, and that if a fugitive
or one that had not been marked as a monk was discove red, the
governor ordered that one of his limbs should be cut off＇ヘi21 The
local people were already becoming unable to protect the fugitives
out of fear for their own safety .
The issuance of passports was another device in the e妊ort

to
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Usama gave commands the gist of which

was as follows :
"Wherever a man is found walking, or passing from one place
to another, or disembarking from a boat, or embarking, without a
p assport, he shall be arrested, and the contents of the boat confis・
cated, and th巴 boat burnt" .
On account o f this command the roads became impassa ble and
travel and commerce impossible .

for

The grapes rotted on the vine .

carrying a load of goods, one had
In order to get clearance
to wait at home for two months. And if for any reason the
p assport was damaged, a new one could not be obtained wi thout
p ayment of five dinars . 128 The issuance of passports was not
res tricted to th巴 time of Usama b. Zayd, but continued from time
to tim巴 afterwards as well, as papyri make clear . 129 Extant pass
ports do not date from Usama’s time, but judging from their con
ten ts are not much different from the first issues . On these, after
the passport-holder’s name are given his distinguishing features,
plac e of origin, the purpose of his journey, and the time allotted
for the trip, with instructions for o伍cials along the way to let him
pass.

That these passports were closely connected with the poll

tax is evident from the entry alongside the purpose-of二travel part,
stating this in order that the payment of "giz;ya", here with the
exclusive sense of “poll tax”， might be completed.
Thus, the policies addressed to the refugee problem from 'Abd
All油 b . 'Abd al-Malik’s time onwards were in the first instance
concerned with their settlement on the land and the collection of
their poll taxes. At first, they were either sent back to their places
of origin and made to pay taxes there or else allowed to stay put
provided that they paid where they were, the government tending
to favor the first alternative. But under Usama b. Zayd we do
not hear much about forcible resettlement . I n fact such resettle-
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ment was difficult and costly, nor is it clear that fugitives of many
years’ standing could have found any land if they were resettled .
The government instead put a stop to the forced resettlement and
under a new plan accepted flight as a fait accompli provided that
the fugitives started paying their poll taxes.
But this was a different sort of poll tax from what people had
been paying up to this time.

Before, the poll tax had been collected

through the agency of the village communitγ， and its allocation had
exhibited “income-tax"-like features .

But the poll tax on the

fugitives was levied directly and according to fixed norms .
the existing poll tax was the “Arab poll tax”， this corresponded
the “ Islamic poll tax”.

If

to

Later on, the poll tax levied on non-Mu

slims, that is, the Islamic poll tax, would be called by exactly the
same nam巴 ： “おliya” . This fact is not unrelated to the taxes levie d
on the fugitives . 130
In section ( I ) of this chapter, the changes in the usage of the
term "g£zya” in the Muslim traditions and the papyri, that is, the
change towards the sense of “Islamic poll tax” from the older me・
anings of “tribut巴” or "gold taxes＂’ were attributed to some change
suggested to have taken place in the fiscal system between 9 1 /7 1 0
and 1 0 1 / 7 1 9 . 131

The most likely candidate for the role of this

change is 'Umar II's fiscal reforms .

But at least in the case of

Egypt, we have seen that the transition was occurring in the time
of Usama b . Zayd .

The rescript later issued by てUmar I I reads

as follows :
“As for those of the cultivators who have fled into other than t heir
own la吋， and whom gi宅問 is imposed in respect of their own

land, ther巴 is no obligation upon them other than that [giζ刈 ；

and the collector of taxes on their land is the proper authority

to claim the dues on it from them. "132
'T his rescript is no more than the institutionalization of

Usama
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b.

Zayd’s collection o f the poll tax from fugitives. 'Umar I I does
suggest that in this collection the existing quota for the giζya should
n ot be exceeded. I n Egypt, even before 'Umar I I 's time, the
poll tax was not simply a part of the money taxes (giζya) as they
h ad existed up till then, but was already being seen in the light of
th e concept of the later Islamic poll tax, and thus (as will be de
sc ribed below) the “主ζya＇ ’ which 'Umar II said, as in “ the people
of dimma who convert shall be exempt 企om the giz:ya", was un
d erstood by the authorities in Egypt, without any inquiry into
wha t 'Umar II himself meant by "gizya", as referring to the poll
tax.1 33

When Usama b . Zayd arrived in al”Fust可 he demanded

all the records of the kuras (pagard巾s) and had them translated into
Arabic. 134 The shift from the “Arab poll tax” to the “Islamic
poll tax" may be regarded as having taken place as a result of his
invest1gat10ns.
Usama b . Zayd’s strengthening of the tax administration was
partially relaxed after his arrest upon 'Umar II’s accession in A.H.
99, with the exemptions from land tax restored to ecclesiastical

lands
fiscal

and the abolishment of corvees, but the Islamic poll tax was

on the contrary strengthened and made more rigorous, and in
stitutionalized under 'Umar’s rule .

'Umar II attempted to esta

blish uniform norms for tax collection, to dispel the confusion which
practices throughout the Arab empire were producing, and

he issued a number of rescripts aimed at initiating changes, on
the following two bases :

( 1) His doctrinalism, which stipulated that the key distinction
was not between Arab and non-Arab but rather between Muslim
and non-Muslim .
(2) The so-called fay' theory, stipulating that all conquered
t rrito y was granted by God to the Muslims collectively, or in
words to the state, as war-booty (fay＇） ・

oether r
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There is no space here to take up his policy as a whol巴 ： I will
restrict myself to what is relevant to the issues at hand .
As noted above, 'Umar I I exempted ecclesiastical lands from
the land taxes.

Severus says that "he abolished the various taxes

and rebuilt th巴 ruined cities, and the Christians were in security
and prosperity" . 135

'Umar I I abolished taxes apart from the

gizya in a rescript ： “Those from whom t匂1a is exacted are of three
categories based on recognized authority : the cultivator who pays
his gizya from its produce ; the artisan who produces his giz_ya from
his earnings ; and the merchant who lays out his money and pays
his giz:.ya from that", and there is no such authority for the other
taxes which were currently levied on non-Muslims.1 39

The taxes

abolished by rescript included the "maks", a market or transit
toll, 137 the nのruz and mihragan gifts collected i n the old Sassanid
domains, register comm凶ions (tam.an al引（z’グ） , forwarcli時 expe nses,
messenger

fees,

money exchange commissions （�aゲ）， sal旦ries

functionaries, marriage taxes, etc .1 38

Corvees on

were also abolished as u吋 ust and oppressive .1 39

for

the peasants

Whatever the

case for the old Sassanid domains' 1zaJ1ruz and mihragan, it would
be hard to argue that all of the abovementioned taxes were in fact
abolished in Egypt.

But in any event, the various imposts known

as the extraordina were ind巴ed abolished there .
Moreover, those of the people of dimma who had already con・
verted to Islam were still being taxed at the same rates as before
their conversion, a fact of which the caliph was aware, and his

v

order that “ co即位ts shall b巴 exempted from the gi zya ＇ ’ was a means.
of indicating this concern to the financial director of Egypt, I;Iayy亙n
b . SurayJ:i. 1 4°

This rescript wa� a great blow to the Christian clergy

who were being a佐cted by the conversion of many of their brethren .
Michael the Syrian says ： “He decreed all manner of oppressio ns on
the Christians to make them become Muslims, and ordained

that
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any Christian who beca me a Muslim should not pay the capitation
tax . ”141
Whether 'U mar I I ’s “giz_JJa” here refers to taxes as a whole in
eludin g the land tax or only to the poll tax is a cont巴ntious question,
but in Egy pt at any rate it must be understood as “poll tax”.

This

is clear both 企om Usama b. Zayd’s concept of a poll tax distinct
from the land taxes, and also from Severus wh巴n he says, " 'Umar
II commanded that the poll tax should be taken from all men who
would not become Muslims, even in cases where it was not custo
mary to take it". 142
Vl/e have alrc乱dy discussed Usama b . Zaぅ叱 and in section (3)
we encountered the headman Apa Kyros Samuel of Three Fields,
who was an example of the privileged stratum of “those from whom
it was not customary to take" poll taxes although they may have
been paying a large amount of land tax (see Table I I I) - and thus
Severus’ ＂giz.ya＇’ does mean the poll tax.

Thus this rescript was

a precondition for the rescript ordering the exemption of converts
from gizya poll tax.

In other words 'Umar II, in order to distin

guish rigidly between Muslims and non-Muslims, collected the
poll tax from all the latter without exception while exempting all
the former from Bζya payments.

Whether or not 'Umar II was

familiar with the situation in Egypt, and he issu巴d a rescript ex
actly along the lines reported by Severus, at any rate the Egyptian
authorities so understood and accordingly executed his instruc
tions, and this is what Severus has reported .
It is clear that Egypt’s tax quotas fell in response to all these
res cripts, as Table XI, which is for the 1 st and 2nd indictions under
iU mar II for Aphrodito, shows with its sharply decreased amounts

of

quota.

According to Ibn Sa 'd and al-MaqrizI, the financial
director 早ayyan b. S uray l:t wrote to 'Umar I I ， “With the losses
(i. e. decreases in amounts collected) of gizya from the people of
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dimma who have conv巴rted, in order to make the

“people

of di

wan" pay their 電a{il’ completely, I have had to borrow 20,000 di
nars from al司Iarit b . Tabita”.

The Caliph was enraged at this

and had the financial director punished, and order巴d that even
if the quotas have to be reduced， “Those who have become Mu
slims must be exempted from the poll tax.
opinions as an ugly sin .

God regards your

God took Mul;tammad by the hand and

sent him to us : H巴 did not send us a tax collector.

The main purpose

of my life is to gather everyone into the embrace of Islam” . 143

This

tradition says that 'Umar I I 's exemption of coロverts from the giζya
led to the reduction of Egypt’s tax quota and finally to the ob
struction of stipend and allowance payments to the Arab troops and
their dependents .
The important point here is that the rescript exempting converts
from giζya payments does not mean that a great number of con・
verts had been appearing.

Those who benefitted from the rescript

included both those who had already converted before it and those
who proceeded to do so afterwards.

Concerning the giZ)!a exem

ptions, al-Layt b . Sa'd (d . A.H. 1 64 or 1 75 ) has this

to

say : ' "U mar

I I removed the gizya from the people of dimma who had accepted
Islam in Egypt and enrolled their 戸時 （or tali� ： appropriate am・
ount of pension) in the diwan, [actually] in the clan of the man by
whose hand they had become Muslims" . 144

According to this

tradition, converts were exempted from giζya and registered at
the “diwan " , i . e ・ ， roster of the Arab troops, and could continue to
receive their 電a[il’ and rizq, but a fixed procedure was necessary for
this.

The Umayyads made it necessary for converts to rely on

the intermediation of an Arab・：Muslim, as a sort of godfather,145
while the convert himself became the latter’5 mawla (client) . This
was registered in the government office.

APG no. 5, a late

yyad list of converts, may be an expression of this fact.

Uma·
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Table XVI I I
Conv出 I；

1

K亙mil

[

Patron

I

Name before
r
目
conversion

1

v!

I

:;>amrlg

I

' A�im

] d , Girge Apabule
I the blear-eyed

Personal features

I

m叫 b泡－bodie
伺吋l巴 s
having arched brows and somewhat
curly hair

Sakbannn 出e

� blear-eyed

I
II
I

ζL

beardless, of middling stature, hav
ing curled hair

I

I beardless, havi時 arched brows and
lank hair

I [
] dine Piheu I
!
I
I
I Mone Piheu

Nu� ayr

d

n
以

I

a
a

D

a

J'lsll n I

S ilaheu Chael

Sulayman i Menas Qolte
電U!man

Ayynb

Salim

]
Ibrahim

Yazid

Ibrahim

' Isa

Sa bah

: [
I

!

] Qolte

I

Bad ob

I

Sila

。f middling stature, having arched
brows, with a goiter on his neck, i
havi時 somewhat curly hair
young man of short stature, pug- D a o n
nosed, white in complexion, having
arched brows and curled hair

II f t

I

beardless, of short stature,

I

young man,

I nosed, [
] Ab言awllr ? I beardless, [

[
Yol;an町S the
I blear-eyed

[

Pla�e. of
ongm

beardless, hollow-cheeked, having
arched brows, [
]
beardless， 。f middling stature, brown
in complexion, [
]
young man, big-bodied, having
arched brows, hook-nosed, having
somewhat curly hair

Ayyub

Ayyob

I

of middling stature, brown in com・
plexion, bald, having rather lank
than curled hair

pゐ
p
’K
互
n
nA
ku
創
pi
RH
’H・
一一
γ
3
I
q“
．uι
可l」
－I
，d
Lu
M

:M aymn n l 'Ali
'

I

l1

と4示＝汀 削時

Sula n如I Cha
!

S a電id
'A li

!i

List of Converts, 2nd/3rd Century A.H. (APG no . 5 )

J

pug-

[

Qalis Yaz

young man of short stature, hook
nosed, having somewhat curly hair

Mone Har [

young man, [
somewhat curly hair

] , having I Abu Batn?

On this list, the convert’s Muslim name, the name of the Arab

whose maw恒 he is, his original name and patronymic and other

pers onal particulars are noted . 146 Somewhat abbreviated, this is
given as Table XVI I I . In order for such converts to receive their
allowances as Muslims, their names had to be entered at the dzwan
as membe rs of their mentor’s clan .

Given the complexities of conversion, those who benefitted from
the “giζya exemption rescript" can only have been the converts
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who had changed their religion before the rescript was issued, and
been living the same life as Arab-Muslims. That t h e converts were
indeed regis tered at the dlwan and received their due as :Muslims is
clear from al・Kind1’s account.

After he says that “in the year

[A . H . ] 1 00 fiv巴 thousands were enrolled in [the diwan of] the people
of Egyp t" （“people" refers to the Arab・Muslims) , he cites the
folloもving with th巴 chain of transmitt巴1‘s including

Ibn

Laln'a’ S旦＇Id

6 ‘ ＇Uma r
b . :r王 a!Ir b . 電Ufayr， 冗JIコayd Allah b . Sa電Id, Ibn Quday’
I I wrote to [the governor] Ayyub b . S ural;ibll ordcri時 him to
allocate payments to the troops, saying， ‘Join them to the members
of their appropriate families ( ahl al-buyutat al-{ali{za) .

They are

indeed a mountain of treasure : assess 25,000 dinars on the taxpayers
( ? g arim un ) " ' . 147

The term “mawali” does not occur her℃ but the

contents refer entirely to the converts, who have been regis tered at
the duι·an as members of the families of their mcr.. t ors
reeing entirely with al・Lay:t b. Sa 'd's tradition .

this ag

l'vforeover, from

this we learn that the number of converts involved here was as much
at 5,000 . 148
Concerning new converts, th巴 following rescript was issued.
“Wherefore, whosoever accepts al-I市m, whether Christian or Jew
or Magian, of those who are now subj ect to the giζya and who
j oins himself to the body of the Muslim in their abode, and who
forsakes his abode wherein he was before, he shall E吋oy all pri
vileges of the Muslims and shall be subj ect to all the duties laid
upon them ; and it their duty to associate with him and to treat
him as one of themselves .

But as for his land and his dwelling,

they are of the booty which God h as given to the Muslims collec困
tively. 円 149

As

far as one can tell 企om this rescript, und巴r 'Umar

I

converts

were treated insofar as possible like any other Aralコふ1foslims an d
were both subj ect to the same duties and liable to the same rights.
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受Umar II thought that a convert would no longer be n巴eding his
land and dwelling, as the land of Muslims belonged to the "Mu
slims collectivelγ ＇ ， i . e . , to the state .

This meant to the converts

that their homes and lands would be confiscated.

The transfer

of the converts' land to the Muslims coll ectively meant that tenure
p assed to the stat巴 while in actuality “ the land of the converts and
their dwellings were to become the holdings of those who remained
b ehind [among the people of dimma］ ”,150-as he said-and were culti
v ated by other villagers on the authority of the village communi
ties, so that the latter suffered no net loss in taxp旦ying power.
'Umar II in addition prohibited the sale of land, after he noted
the practice of allowing Muslims to buy land from the peopl巴 of

dimma on payment of a tithe, - a custom which seems to have cen
tered on Syria， 一一 and condemned it as “ the sale ofJay’ land which
b elongs to the Muslims collectively and a loss of d勾•a" . 151

Thus

it would seem that the land of the people of dimma in the conquered
territories had to have its taxes paid on it somehow, by somebody,
in the prescribed manner whether conversion or sale had changed
its cultivators or not.

Here the shift in Arab fiscal strategy from

the personal principle to the territorial principle can be detected.
In any case, 'Umar I I 's many rescripts full of stipulations con
cerning converts were no helrコ to the Christian peasants of Egypt.
Rather, one suspects that the loss of land through flight or other
means may have constituted a motive for conversion to Islam .

Moreover from the fact that 'Umar levi巴d poll taxes on the fugitives
and thus institutionalized a practice which the authorities in Egypt
.had at any rate already begun to carry on152 it can be surmised that
there w ere also many converts. For ordinary farmers, however,
who lived and farmed within th巴 fr‘amework of the village com・
munities, conversion with such conditions attached was virtually
Imp.ossib le.

And given the religious sensibilities of the time, ab-
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andoning their own religion and converting to Islam for purely
economic reasons would have been unthinkable.
The peasants were, rather, apt to choose as paths to freedom
from taxation either remaining in their villages and refusing to
pay, flight, or becoming monks .

“＇Umar II commands saying,

Those wh o wish to remain as they are, and in their own country,
must follow the religion of Mul;iammad as I do ; but let those who
wish to do so, go forth from my dominions， ， 一一 this rescript indi
cates the caliph’s real aim, namely to induce people to convert,
and the result was both economic and spiritual oppression of the
Christians. 153 'Umar II's reforms thus wer巴 a failure and did no
more than deepen the existing chaos, and this was because his
policies of confiscating the lands of converts and forbidding the
sale of land were quite unrealistic.

The next Caliph, Yazid II,

removed 'Umar’s appointees from o伍ce and cancelled many of his
rescnpts . 154
Still, Umar’s rescripts and particularly his fay’ theory open ed
the way for the territorial principle in taxation and are of great
significance in fiscal history.

The land taken from landlords or

cultivators who converted had to be tilled by somebody, and con・
crete arrangements for taxing it had to be made.

And as the

converts removed from their lands could well be tilling lands some
where else, the government, deprived of the poll taxes they used to
pay, had to depend on getting revenues out of the land .

Thus

land and poll taxes needed to be distinguished more stringently
then they had been before, and both in law and in practice methods
for guaranteeing the revenues from land taxes had to be found.
A program of taxation according to the territorial principle was
necessary.

From 'Umar I I 's reign on, this was an issue of prime

importance to the government.
Yazid II in reverting to pre-'Umar m巴thods and simply levying
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large quotas of tax was not heading towards a solution, at least
insofar as Egy pt was concerned .

I t was his successor Hifam who

contemplated a unified tax structure for the whole empire.

He

decreed that in Egypt receipts be issued to taxpayers, winning
p raise from the Christians, 155 and appointed as financial director
' Ubayd Allah b. al-I;Iabl;iab (in office 1 05 1 1 6/724 734) , to take
ch arge of reorganizing fiscal p rocedures . 156 It was in fact 'Ubayd
Allah who applied himself to the search for solutions to the basic
issues.

He carried out a full-scale investigation of Egypt’s finances

up on his arrival, including a census of male adults and livestock and
a cadastral survey.

All males between the ages of twenty and on巴

hu ndred vvere tagged with leaden badges and counted, and ani
mals were counted without regard for size.

He also issued pass

p orts, as we have already seen, in an effort to stop flight from the
land. These measures were all designed to strengthen the collec
tion of poll tax.

The land survey concentrated on arable land and

vin eyards, with not only irrigated land but also inferior lands scar
cely capable of being tilled entered into the registers.

Al-Maqrrzr

reports that he himself assisted in conducting the survey and that
thirty million faddans were regi山red in th巴 course of it.

Milestones

on the highways and boundary markers were also set up throughout
the country.

As a result of his investigations 'Ubayd Allah decided

that Egypt could afford heavier taxes and so reported to Caliph
Hifam, and then proceeded to raise the tax quotas .

Severus ex

aggerates in saying that “he doubled the taxes" ; al-Kindr states
that one carat was added to each dinar, so that the real increase
was one-twentyfourth of the existing rate. Moreover, he caused
the Christians to be branded on the hand with the image of a lion,
and ord ered， “If anyone is found in any place without the mark
on his h and, his hand shall be cut o吃 and he shall be heavilv fined,
because he has disobeyed the commands of the caliph and acted
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rebelliously towards him” .

To take charge of these measures he

stationed two of his sons in Upper and Lower Egypt. 157
Above I have suggested that given the di汀erences in the com 
pilation of registers, and especially indication or lack of indication
of acrea ge and the change in the ej;izet umena quota, that between
1 03/ 722 and 1 1 6/ 734 there must have an important 五scal reform,
i n par ticular a reform of the land taxes . 158

If on巴 searches for

eviden ce of this putative reform in the sources, thcr巴 is no likely
event save 'Ubayd Allah’s investigations of 1 06/ 724.

Indeed, it

is not too much to suggest that it was at this time that Egypt was
placed under the Islamic fiscal system based on the territorial pr i
nciple .
The Umayyad period must, on the basis of the ways in whieh
key Arabic terms were us巴d, be seen as a transitional period.

The

term “gizyat raγ＇ started to ap巴ar under 'Umar I I through the
financial director Usama b. Zayd to denote the “ Isla mic poll tax" ,
and under 'Ubayd Allah b . al－早ab』ab the two terms "giz,yat mγ ’
and “gi宅問” were in general

used

intercha時eably. 159

When

gizya came in this way to mean the poll tax quit巴 spcci五cally, the
land tax could no longer be included as a component of this same
“主ζya" in the sens巴 of tribute or taxes in general ; with the esta・
blishment of a fiscal regime based on the territorial principle it was
necessary to work out clear terminology for the land tax.
term one thinks of here is "!Jarag" .

The first

But this word does not appear

at all in the papyri from Umayyad times .
a吋s is “gi毛vat artj,”＿ 160

Rather, th巴 term one

This means “th巴 giζya on la吋’＇， and is clearly used as the a n
Thus in Egypt not
“ ｛！arag” but "giζyat artj,” was thε administrative term used to de
tithesis of “the giζya on heads" (gizyat raう） .

But the levying of taxes against acreage coincides
exactly with what was later on called “｛！arag” . Ibn 'Abd Al-I;Iakam,
note land tax.
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among his many citations from the j urist Malik b . Anas, quot巴S a
remark concer凶ng "gizya on the land” ： “ I know nothin g about this ;
'Umar I allowed the inhabitants to retain their land, and did no t
distribute it among the Arab conquerors : apart from this I do not
know how he disposed on the land" . 16 1

The Egyptian traditionist

'Abd al-Malik b . Maslama transmits this opinion : probably it was
the answer by Malik b. Anas, the famous Medina j urist, to a口
in quiry from some Egyptian j urist .

The use of thξ expression

“ gizya on the land" to refer to the land tax s巴ems to have b巴en
not only unique to Egypt but confined to the lat巴 Umayyad period .
With 'Ubayd Allah’s fiscal investigations and new tax system
based on the territorial principle, involving tax increases and forced
labor, 162 tax strikes occurred among the peasants of Egypt and in the
D elta region especially rebellions broke out.

This happened

first at Barra, �a, and Samannud, and at Nam, Tumayy, Qurbayt,
Turabiya, and the r巴bellions spread throughout Lower Egypt.

The

gove rnor, Al-I;Iurr b. Yusuf, led his armies against the rebels in
p erson after succeeded in repressing the r巴b巴Ilion after three months
and many casulaties . This rebellion, in 1 0 7/726, was accordin
to al’Kind! the first revolt of Egyptian P巴asants against the Aralコs . 163
Thereafter, until the expedition of the 電Abbasid Caliph al-Ma'
mun in 21 7 /832 resulted in the complete subj ugation of the pea
sants, they rebelled periodically during more than a century.

The

·earlier avenues to escape from taxation, flight, commendation to
monasteries, and so on, had been blocked by the fiscal reforms and
·Censuses and survevs and there was no recourse left but rebellion
for those wishing to escape the burden of taxation.

In another

:sense, it is fair to say that the rebellions testify to the whole suc・
屯ess of the whole series of fiscal reforms from al・A�ba吉 on in aひ

hieving

their purposes .

' U bayd Allah b . al－早abl:,iab was later removed from office for
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having raised the quotas again164, and his son Al-Qasim b . 九Jbayd
Allah was appointed to succeed him in RabI電 I I 1 1 6/May or June
734. 旧 According to Ibn ‘Abd al－早akam, it was j ust at this time that
the governor al-Walrd b. Rifa'a had personally cmbarked on a large
scale effort at improving the tax administration.

This was mainly

a census by villages, it seems, lasting six months in Upper and three
months in Lower Egypt and resulting in the levying of poll tax on
men in over 1 0,000 villages not counting those with populations
of less than 500 . 166
It is unclear whether this census was carried out in 'Ubayd All
ah’s time or in al-Qasim’s.

Al

to 1 1 7, and it may be that on account of defects in the fiscal inves・
tigations of A.H. 1 06 and the rebellions in A.H. 1 07, 'Ubayd All
ah proceeded to carry out another census and raise taxes again .
As Severus, o日 the other hand, says that as soon as al-Q昇sim took
up his post he posted special commissioners throughout the country
from Alexandria to Aswan, especially charged with stopping flight
from the land and strengthening poll tax collection, it may be that
this fiscal reorganization took place at the beginning of al-Qasim’s
term of o伍ce, in A.H. 1 1 6 and 1 1 7. 167
The rigorous tax collection promoted by al-Qasim b . 'Ubayd
Allah was cruel and harsh : during the seven years he was in o伍ce
taxes were actually raised despite droughts and pestilences.

Many

died of starvation, which indicates something about how strictly
the poll tax was collected : the bodies of adult males dead of star
vation could not be buried unless somebody paid their poll taxes,
and sometimes even the corpses of children were treated according
to the same rule . 168

This story suggests that the census was nearly
completely effective by this time, that the Arabs were fully in con
trol of it, and that there were institutionalized procedures for erasing
the namεs of dead men from the poll tax registers.

Perhaps as a
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result of this, in A.H. 1 2 1 the Copts rebelled in Upper Egypt. 169
In the late Umayyad period, after Caliph H踊m’s death in 1 2 5/
7 43, given the political instabili ty and the peasant revolts, there
was on巴 problem which the fiscal authorities had to take up.

This

is expressed in an order issued by the governor I:Jaf� b. aトWa1Id 110
in 1 2 7/745 ： “平a烏 b . alみγalid ordered that everyone in the pro
vi nces of Egypt should pray according to the laws of the Sunnite
ritual, and that all those who would give up their own religion
an d become Muslims should be exempted from the poll tax” . 111
Severus describes the situation at the time as a great affliction, but
as he relates it, it is clear that conversion in this case was to be ac
com plished not by force as thitherto but on a voluntary basis .

After

th e failure of the anti-tax rebellions, it would seem as those there
were considerable changes in the religious feelings of the Egyptian
masses.
From this one also understands that 電Umar II's stipulation that
.converts must give up their homes and land was in effi巴ct up till
this ti me.

Now converts need not leave their lands on conv巴rting

and yet would still be exempt from the poll tax.

Since 早a今 ceded

his position to the legally appointed governor in the following
year, A.H. 1 28, the question may arise whether or not his order
was continued in force .

With the establishment of the 'Abbasid

<lynasty, however, Caliph al-Saffal;i issued a rescript affecting the
whole country along the same lines. 172

This rescript made definite

the institutionalization, at least in theory, of an Islamic fiscal re
:gime whereby peasants who became Muslims were exempted from
poll taxes while continuing to pay the land tax.
:8 .
in

Conclusion
In

the preceding sections I have tried to deal with the main issues

the history of taxation under the Umayyads.

The usages of
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the term "gizya", the papyri, and th巴 literary sources taken alone
are fragmentary and inadequate, but together have made it possi
ble to i nvestigate complex facts and processes and to make concrete
observations about the fiscal regime .

Her c I want to sum up what

h as been learned about Umayyad fiscal history.
The political situation in Egypt was more or less stabilized by
Caliph Mu'awiya’s time and it was then that the system of taxation
introduced in the conquest period was institutionalized .

The

taxes levied by the Umayyads consisted of U J71µoa cα and eicarpa
opocνα， public and extraordinarv taxes, and the form巴r was further
divided into land taxes （ δ 仰6a c α r � ＜： ） and poll taxes （δ1cqραゆ o v)
which together constituted the gold taxes (xρu σ c 吋 δ 卯 6 σ tα） ， and

e

the corn tax ( µβ O A 今 ） .

The extraordinary taxes were collected

both in money and in kind, and when collected in kind were calcu
lated according to a money tariff.

The extraordinary taxes were

levied periodically to supply “maintenance” （oαπU可） for the gover
nor and his officials

sheep, oil, wine, dates, vinegar, onions,

poultry, vegetables, and so on
they were ad hoc levies.

or to pay for construction proj εcts :

I n addition to al l these taxes there were

fines ((71µcαc) collected as a kind of tax .
The Arabic terms used to designate these taxcs changed over
time.

In the first century of the Hegira era, public or money

taxes were called "gi ζya ＇ ’ and the corn tax “ rf,a r z ba " , while the
extraordinary taxes were usually known as “ a l- abwab ” or “ ab wab

alィnal" or "abwab alブurf,ul".

But there was no specific Arabic

term corrcsponding to either land tax or poll tax .

But after the

mid-Umayyad fiscal reforms discrete concepts of land and poll tax
appeared and specific Arabic terms to refer to them made their
appearance in consequence.

From about A.H. 1 00, the poll tax

was known as “ gi zya on the head" (gizyat raサ） and the land tax
as "gizya on the land" (gizyat arrf,) .
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males

were the units fo r the poll tax, but not everybod y

was paying it.

Essentially, peasants paid the land tax and non

Adult

peasants paid the poll tax ; peasants who could afford to do so were
a dditionally assessed poll tax payments .

This

tax was unlike

poll

the later Islamic poll tax, and rather resembled an incom巴 tax .
That this

poll t a x

came into being under the Arabs

of Byzantine times .

was

The Arab tax administration

not a legacy

was

based on

th e personal pr i nci p le, and assigned an annual quota to the pa

ga rchies to be distributed by local officials : this was however n ot

a

fixed sum of tribute, but a quota which varied with population

sh ifts and irrigati on-related changes which were taken into
co unt in the imposition of each year’s quota.

ac

There arc cases of

the quota’s bei n g changed every year and cases o f

the

same q uota

re maining in effect for several years on end .
At the beginning the Arabs intervened little

in 五scal 且£fairs, leav 

ing these matters to the discretion of the local auth orities .

Th巴

pagarch decided how to allocate the quota within his p己gmでhγ， and
the village o伍cials decided how to apportion the a日sessment on
individual taxpayers within their communities .

The Aralコ tax

program was not exactly ignored, but within the villages a giveロ
taxpayer m ight be assessed po l l tax, be given no poll

tax assess rncnt,

or have his assessment reduced on an entirely local basis.

Also

som巴 people were exempt from poll tax on a customarγ basis, with
no regard for their religion .

The village authorities took the land

tax far more ser iously than the poll tax.

This was because Byzan

tine taxation had been based on the territorial principle.
Because the Arabs introduced their personal principle into th巴
existing setup and introduced it only imperfectly, various irregu 
larities appeared and quotas were cut while arrears pi l ed up. I n
the mid dl巴 of the Umayyad period t h e Arab authorities began to
exert direct control over fiscal matters instead of continuing to
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leave them up to th巴 local authorities.

At an early step at that time,

the Arab government did not abandon the personal principle,
but rat her strengthened policies based on it and aimed at the com
plete collection of poll taxes : From al-A�baき to Usama b. Zayd there
were a series of new fiscal policies such as the census of monks and
the prohibition against expansion in the number of monks, the
various measures designed to arrest the 臼ow of fugitives, and the
issue of passports .

In the course of this process the existing inco me

tax-like “Arab poll tax” shifted towards the “Islamic poll tax”
which was levied at a uniform rate on all non-Muslims, and under
'Umar I I this achieved de facto institutionalization .
B u t a s the poll tax became stricter and better organized, the
only outlet for the harassed taxpayers was in the land tax which
was not so well organized .

I ndeed the land tax was sacrificed and

it was the poll tax which was paid .

The government separated

the land tax from the problem of conversion to Islam, and finally
arrived at the territorial principle of collecting the land tax re
gardless of the religion of the landholder .

'Umar I I ’s fiscal re

forms heralded this change, and it was embodied concretely in
the work of 'Ubayd Allah b . al-I;Iabl;ab.
Poll taxes and land taxes, even when designated by the

same

terms, differed fundamentally before and after these reforms : before,
they were based on the personal principle and after, on the terri
torial principle .

The land tax before the reform was more or

less a tax taken from the actual cultivators, and the poll tax more

or less an incom巴 tax, so that even among Christian peasants there
were many who did not pay poll taxes .

After the reforms the

poll tax became a kind of religious tax levied on all non-Muslims.
In the case of the land tax, though legally there was a key

difference

b etween land that was “conquered territory" and land that was
not, in actual practice became a tax levied on acreage .
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These changes are closely connected with the Arab authori ties '
search for a legal basis for the taxes they were collecting. I n the
b ilingual papyri, the money taxes （何µaσrα， gizya) were for the
cash pensions ('a(a’， /J a ra) for the M叫agirun (MwαT αρIrα仏 namely
th e Arab troops (gund) and their families, while the corn tax (k µ j3o J.. 0 ,

¢ariba) was in the same way collected for their allowanc巴 in kind
(rizq， ム o u (tJC o ν） ， as was impressed upon the taxpayers over and
ove r, and even the maintenance （δαπavマ） was identified as a part
of the allowance (rizq) due the governor, his d巴pendents, and the

Muhagirun. 1 73

In the documents sometimes the taxes levied on

th e people were described as the “dues of the Amir al-Mu'minzn,,,
with orders to “ collect the dues of the Amir al司Mu'minzn勺174 but
th e main はress was laid on the relation to Muhag叩n.
At least until Qurra b. Sank’s time, the basis of taxation was
construe d as the need of the conquering Arabふ1uslim armies for
m aintenance expenses ; this was of course connected with the diwan
system of 電Umar I, whereby the natives of conquered regions kept
p oss ession of their lands and paid taxes to the Arabs in the form of
stipen ds and allowances ー the basic system of the Arab Empire .
But after A.H. I 00 the situation began to change.

I n this year

旬mar II proclaimed the theory that “conquered territories are
granted by God to the Muslims collectively as fay”う 出 part of his
attempt to grapple with the issue of conversion.

Later this became

th巴 fundamental doctrine of th e so-called Islamic tax svstem.

But

the aim of 電Umar II himself was to make the conquered territories
indivisible and to legitimize the seizure of lands from converts, and
he did not go so far as to seek the legal basis for taxation in his jり’
theory.

Thus 'Umar I I 's reforms represented a basic chang巴 in Arab do
ctrmes with regard to taxation, but they offered no hope at all to
the Copti c taxpayers . The road to conversion was E丘ectually
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closed to them becaus巴 if they converted they would have had to
give up their land, and this unrealistic condition really meant that
they were oppressed simultaneously by land taxes and poll taxes.
Primarily for this reason, the Copts resisted the taxes and rose in
rebellion over and over again for generations.

At the end of the

Umayyad period, 'Umar I I 's conversion policies were abrogated
in order to soothe the Copts, and conversion, carrying with it ex
emption from poll tax, became possible without leaving the lan d .
This law was recognized bv the をAbbasid central government whi ch
came into being j ust after this point, and with this, what

is

calle d

the “Islamic fiscal system" had, at least in theory, become esta・
blished .

CHAPTER I I I

FISCAL INSTITUTIONS DURING
THE 'ABBASID PERIOD

Tax-Resistance Movements

1.

I have alrcadv said that the movement towards the unification
of the revenue system of the “Arab kingdomヘ initiated by 'Umar
II and urged on by Caliph Hifam’s forceful measures, led under the
'Abb asicls to the institutionalization of an Islamic fiscal regime based
on the twin pillars of the land tax (!J,arag) based on the territorial

princi ple and the poll tax （主 主ya) which was a sort of religious tax.
in Egypt this process of institutional transformation was ac

But

companied for a century and a half by repeated movements of tax
resistance on the part of the indigenous Copts and then of the Arab
Muslims.
Why did this h appen ?

Were institutional defects the reason for

the tax resistance movements ?
somehow ?

Or

Did the fiscal system deteriorate

was it simply that oppressive use of force by the

government provoked the Coptic peasants and the Arabs into reb
elling?

And if thi s was so, what was the political background ?

And how did these repeated outbursts influence the later develop司
ment of fiscal institutions ? In order to address these questions, the
reasons for and nature of the resistance movements obviously need
to be investigated . Here, at the risk of going into confusing detail,
I

Want to discuss these acts of rebellion and examine their connec 
tions with the fiscal system. I ndeed unless this is taken as the
starting point, it is scarcely possible to understand the fiscal problems
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of the 電Abbasid period.
Al-KindI says that the 五rst Coptic peasant rebellion occurred in
I 07 /726 . 1

I n Severus' History the 五rst mention o f a Coptic reb巴Ilion

comes at the same time. 2

As I have referred to this first outbreak

in the second chapter I will not go into detail about it here, but
one point deserves to be emphasized .

That is that the rebellion did

not occur all of a sudden, but that its longterm causes lay in the
strengthening of the tax administration and the fiscal reforms by
the Arab authorities, and more directly in the fiscal investigation
and tax increases perpetrated by the financial director 'Ubayd Allah
b . al-Habhab and the restoration of the forced labor service elim
inated by 'Umar I I .
Al・KindI says that the next rebellion took place i n Upper Egyp t
in A.H. 1 2 1 : the Copts battled with the tax collectors, and the
governor dispatched the regular army (ahl al-dWJiln) , killed manv
Copts, and repressed the rebels.3
for the incident.

He does not speak of the re出ons

Severus states that the financial director at the

time, al-Qasim b. 'Ubayd Allah, immediately upon taking up o伍ce

sent special comissioners to take up posts throughout Egypt (A.H.
1 1 6) and enforced the collection of poll tax from the fugitives (galfva)

-those who were “strangers＇ ’ （g抑制 not re副ent in their native
places, and that in consequence “he caused great trouble to the
p巴ople throughout the land and in all the provinces, both great and
small.

The great man devoured the small man, and the strong

devoured the weak, like the fishes of the sea ; and those who collected
the strangers’ money devoured the poor and seized their property,
until everyone was in distress. "
Moreover h e not only did not lower taxes despite droughts and
plagues lasting several years but actually raised them, so that many
died of starvation .4

Levying a uniform poll tax without regard for

distinctions of wealth afflicted the ordinary Coptic peasants and in
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some places provoked them to rebel. This rebellion in Upper Egyp t
in A.H. 1 2 1 was thus not an isolated phenomenon but the precursor
of the long-continu ing series of peasant revolts throughout Egypt.
With the death of Caliph Hisam in Rabi ' I 1 25, the Umayyad
d ynasty approached its downfall.

With chaos at the center, local

g overn口lent was of course influenced and Egypt was no exception .
In A.H. 1 25 Arab troops from Syria stationed in Egypt refused an
or der to return to Syria and staged a coup d’etat against the gover
nor, I:Jaf� b . aトWall:d .5

I n A . H . 1 2 7 Marwan II acceded to the

th rone and sent out a new governor general, but th巴 armies in
Egypt refused to obey him and supported the previous governor
I;Ia今 against the Caliph. 6 I:Jaf� at this exempted all Coptic con
v erts from the poll tax. 7

This was doubtless because he wanted

to gain the support of the Copts .

But at the start of the next year

H af� was removed from office and before long killed .

His under

takin gs vis a vis the Copts were presumably thereupon abrogated . 8
In this uncertain situation, 'Abd al-Malik b . Marwan b . Musa
bec ame financial director and in the following year concurrently
governor. 9

As a loyal o伍cial under Marwan II he taxed the people

heav ily and everyone is said to have suffered under his rule . 10
revolts against him broke out.

Soon

Al-Kindr reports a rebellion in A.H.

1 3 2 at Samannud in Lower Egypt, led by one Yul;iannes, who was
killed by troops sent to suppress the rebels. 11

Severus does not

mention these rebels but does giv巴 an account of revolt in Lower

Egypt,
of
y

including the rebellion of the people of Basmur led by Mennas
Apakyros12 and those of peasants in S u bra Sunba! and other villages
additional pagarchies : they rebelled against 'Abd al-Malik, oc

cupied territory, and refused to pay their taxes. The governor sent
troops in but they were defeated and had to withdraw. In the

the

midst of all this Marwan II, overthrown by
'Abbasids, arrived
in Eg p t m川l his troops on 2 1 S awwal 1 32/2 June 750. The Caliph
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issued a proclamation to the rebels ; it was refused and he pr巴pared
to attack them .

But the rebels were located in an impenetrable

swamp and it was the Umayyad army which was routed on account
of night attacks . 13

When the 'Abbasids advanced as

far

as al-Fa

rama, the Basm町 rebels hastened to j oin forces with them. 14
Al-KindI says also that after Marwan II arrived in Egypt, the
Copts at Rasrd (Ro児tta) rebelled and were put down by troops
sent by the governor. 15

This probably had some connection to the

Basmur rebellion described by Severus .

In sh ort th巴 Copts reacte d

to the approaching collapse of the Umayyads by revolting all over
Lower Egypt, and the revolt had already gone beyond mere tax
resistance.
I t was not only the Copts who were resisting the Umayyad caliph .
The Arabs in Egypt wer巴 also responding to th巴 ＇Abbasid call t o over
throw the Umayyads.

Examples include the inhabitants of al

早awf al- S arqI in the Delta, and al-Aswad b. Nafi' in Alexandria,

'Abd al-A'la b . Sa'rd in Upper Egypt, and Yal}.ya b . Muslim in
Aswan . 16 Finally the 'Abbasid armies invaded Egypt lat巴 i n A. H.
1 32 and Marwan was killed, ending the Umayyad dγn昌sty.
号alil}. b. 'AlI, the first governor under th巴 ＇Abbasids, rewarded
with land the Arabs who had earned merit in the war against the
Umayyads ; 17 it would seem that the Coptic rebels wer巴 similarly
rewarded as well.

Severus says that the Basmt r people were ex

empted from taxation and further granted gifts of revenues fro m
other districts .

And when the Coptic patriarch Abba Michael

requested the guarantee of church property although under the
Umayyads churches had been taxed heavily j ust like everything else,
his request was granted . 18 This sort of tax exemption and pre”

ferential treatment was probably extended to other reb els too .
Moreover, when Marwan I I burned al-Fusta! all the t ax regis ters
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and records were consumed, so that the new regime was in no
position to tackle the problems of Egyptian financial affairs at
first . 19

The Copts seem to have paid rather light taxes immediately

after the establishment of the 'Abbasids-but only for two years.
Al・Kindl: says that in A . H . 1 35 , in the s乱me Samannud where
the anti-tax rebellion against the Umayyads had broken out, there
was a revolt led by one Abba Menas (Abu Mi:na) , who was killed
when the rebels were suppressed by troops sent by the governor. 20
This was at the time when the 'Abbasid authorities were reorganiz・

i ng

the Egyptian fiscal system .

Severus says that in A.H. 1 34 the

caliph appointed 'A！ぜ b . S uraちbi:l as financial director and Safi: as

his deputy, and that the governor Ab立 ＇Awn 'Abd al-Malik resol
ved to restore tl児 島cal order of late Umayyad times, in addition
levying one new tax in Upper and two new taxes in Lower Egypt ;
full fiscal powers accrued to the two new appointees.

As of A.H.

1 35 when the revolt broke out, taxes collected from the Cop tic
Christians had doubled in the third year of 'Abbasid rule . 2 1
This “doubling" probably means that taxes doubled in comparison
with the amounts levied in the first two years of 'Abbasid rule .

The

'Abbasids at first rewarded the Copts for their anti司Umayyad e任orts
with tax exemptions, but after a mere two years reverted to the
previous system.

The Copts rebelled because they felt betrayed .

Severus states that the 'Abbasid authorities violated their agreem巴nts
with the Coptic Christians, and he is critical of this fact.

In the

meantime Caliph al-Saffal;i proceeded to order exemption from
poll tax for converts, whereupon many Copts who could not endure

the taxation promptly converted . 22
For over ten years after the A . H . 1 35 revolt the historical texts

record no

urther rebellions. There is mention only of the first
Sr 'ite reb ellion in A . H . 1 45, a small-scale struggle centered on al
Fus!a! .

The descendants of the Umayyads who were resident in
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Egypt were involved in this revolt. 23

It was the first indication

the coming internecine conflicts among the Arabs.

of

It would seem that the Copts passed a relatively tranquil decade
here, but the papyri suggest a differ巴nt story.

APEL no. 1 67, a

trilingual papyrus from A . H . 1 3 7- 1 40, bears on this point.
tells of how in the

kuras

This

of Abmim and Tahta the tax administrator

'Amr b. 'Attas and his tax collectors were used for unj ust levying
of taxes, and how the complaint was dismissed after the pagarch
summoned a council of village notables and investigated, and how
furthermore future complaints were to be accepted only if the village
headmen took col lective responsibility for their accuracy on pen alty
of a fine.

From this it is clear that the headmen in Upper Egypt

wer巴 mainly Christian Copts, that most of the peasants were to o,
that the 更Abbasid authorities were collecting taxes at an oppre ssive
rate, that complaints and suits were probably numerous but un・
likely to gain a hearing from the authorities .

The dissa tisfactions

of the Copts could perhaps find no other outlet than in rebellion .
Al ・KindI reports a peasant revolt in S品ba in the central D elta
in A . H . 1 50, in which tax collectors were attacked and chased.
The local administrator 'Abd al- G abbar b. 'Abd al-Rahman tried
to suppress the revolt at once, but while fighting with the Copts
at S 山ra Sun!Ja! the latter were j oined by Copts from the districts
of Basmur, al-Awsiya, and al・Bugum (al ・Nahum) .

At this the

gover nor sent in regular forces and Arab aristocrats resident

in

Egypt, but the Arabs were routed by the Copts at night and the
administrator killed ; they retired to al-Fusta! after burning the
Copts' camp. 24

In A . H . 1 5 6 the Copts at Balhrb near Rasrd re

belled and were suppressed by troops sent by the governor. 25
These revolts all occurred in the reign of al-Man�ur, the real
architect of 'Abbasid institutions (including fiscal ones) , who pat
terned his fiscal policy on that of the Umayyad Hisam and worked

'
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These revolts

presumably all had some connection with al・Man�町、 fiscal policy.
Indeed such tax-resistance movements were occurring outside of
Egypt as well during this period . I n Upper Iraq (al- G azira) the
peasants rose against tax increases introduced in A. H. 1 55 and a t
tacked rich landlords and city-dwellers . 27 In A.H. 1 58 th巴 financial
director of Palestine was attacked by the people . 28
These rebell ions were the work of the Copts, but from the reign
of Caliph al-MahdI onwards there is a marked change .

Arabs who

ha d settled in E gypt and become peasants or landlords began to
resist the 'Abbasid authorities, a resistance which included struggles
a gamst taxat10n .
First, from A . H . 1 6 7 t o 1 69 Dil;iya b . Mu'a��ib, descended from
the Umayyad Caliph 'Abd al-Malik’s brother 'Abd al・＇Aziz b .
Marwan, rebelled with his family a t Ahnas i n Upper Egypt and
refused to pay his taxes, proclaiming himself to be the caliph. This
Di!;iya had previously participated in the first S I'ite rebellion in
E gypt in A.H. 1 45 .

The governor knew this but had let him off:

Di』ya gained control of most of Upper Egy p t and began collecting
taxes there, whereupon the governor was dismissed from office.
A丘町 two years and three replacements of governors, Dil;iya was
suppressed and killed .

The interesting thing about this revolt is

that Dil;iya uphold the principle of Arab supremacy of Umayyad
times, leading to the alienation of Coptic mawali and Berbers in his
troops and thus hastening the collapse of his rebellion.

Dil;iya

insisted on distinguishing the Arabs from the maiほli, and r司 ected
the latter’s suits for equal treatment and an end to the discrimina
tion.

This reactionary doctrine had no chance of success within

.the movement towards unified Islamification already characteristic
of the 電Ab basid empire . 29
This revolt looks like

a

political movement sponsored by disgrun-
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tled Umayyad remnants, but it was in essence a tax resistance
movement .

This assertion can be proved on the basis of the Arab

revolt which followed in Lower Egypt .
In A.H. 1 68, when Dil,iya was still controlling Upper Egypt, the

u

governor and financial director ( 1 6 7 1 68/ 784-785) M s a b. Mu�＇ab
had doubled the acreage tax against the faddan and was also accept
ing bribes .

Consequently, in th巴 甲awf region which had contained

many Arabs since Caliph Hifam’s time when the Qβys tribe s巴ttled
there30 the tax collectors werε drかen away and the inhabitants
proclaimed a war of resistance to the authorities.

The two prin

cipal Arab tribes in the area, Qaysites and Yaman う雪， formed a n
alliance and also secretly made overtures to disaffected elements
within the army.

When the governor led all his forces into the

I;:Iawf to 五ght vvith the local Arabs, he was kill巴d a吋 his army
driven awav. 31
Concerning the Arab population of the 早awf, in late Umayyad
times there were said to be 3000 households around Bilbavs, the
main concentration, but under the 'Abbasid al-Man�ur the financial
director (A . H . 1 52 1 5 6) Mul,iammad b. Sa'Id3 2 seems to have
carriecd out a thorough census and found about 4800 households .33
Al-KindI says that when they first settled there they paid a tithe

（ �ada qa) . 34 Later, after the fiscal reforms, the Arabs were taxed
almost the same as the Copts, or so it would seem .

There is no

dir巴ct source stating what the tax rate was for the Arabs of the
I;:Iawf.

But at the same time in Upper Iraq the Arabs though in

theory liable only to the tithe ({adaqa, {adaqat al-mal) actually had
to pay far more, in fact 出 much as the Christian Syrians who were
ti Iii時 g a r ag l and . 35

And there are no differences so far as the tax

rate goes between Arabs and Copts in second- or third-century A.H.
tax registers among the Upper Egypt papyri.3 6
Whatever their tax was called the Arabs of the I;:Iawf were payin g
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more than they used to, given the fact that their tax rate was the
same as the Copts'.

The governor Musa b. Mu�＇ab who was killed

by the I;Iawf Arabs, in A . H . 1 55 1 58 had previously served as
governor of Upper Iraq under al・Man�ur and had carried out a
fiscal investigation ( ta'dzl) th erで which resulted in tax increases
and strictly enforced collection procedures and M百sa’s becoming
an obj ect of popular hatred.37
The revolts of the Umayyad descendan ts in Upper Egypt and
the Arabs in Lower Egypt indicate that the principle of taxation
whereby �arilg land tax was to be paid on conquered territory
regardless of the nationality or religion of the taxp且yers was being
applied to the Arabs.

One may suggest here that the establish

m ent of the tcrritorial principle of taxation in late Umayyad and
e arly 'Abbasid times was the basis of discontent among the Arabs,
with their strong consciousness of class privileges, and the thing
which drove them into rebellion .

The rebellion of the Hawf Arabs

was in any event suppressed in the following year, A.H. 1 69, by the
governor al-Fa<;l.l b . 与alil;i (in o伍ce 1 69/785 786) and their protests
against th巴 new tax program were quashed .38

But this one act of

repression was not enough to enforce the submission of the Arabs.
In A.H. 1 78/794 the governor and financial director Isl;iaq b .
·Sulayman carried out a fiscal investigation and levied tax quotas im
possible for 1問zari'un or peasants to meet and the Qays and Qu<;l.a'a
tribes in the I;Iawf rose in revolt.

The army failed to suppr巴ss them

when its commander was kill ed in the 白ghting.

At this th巴 governor

宮o ugh t aid from Caliph al-Rasrd and the rebels finally submitted to

Hartama b. A'van’s large army which had been sent from Baきdad
to attack them, and agreed to pay their taxes.

Ultimately the tax

·quotas imposed on them were in fact collected. 39
Al・TabarI identifies these rebels as Qβys and Qu<;l.ゲa tribesmen,
,al・Kin dI as “muzari 'un＇ ’， but it is not clear whether he means Arabs,
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the Coptic tenants of Arab l andlords, or both.

Concerning the

taxes paid by these people, al・Taban says vaguely that th巴Y paid the
“quota assessed on them by the government (wa伊γ 。l-sul(an） ”，
but al-Kindr refers explicitly to ＂�arag".

Here ＂�arag" probably

means “land tax · ’ rather than “tax巴s in general”.

In any case

the suppression of the Ifawf people by 'Abbasid power did not
continue for long before thei r discontent w旦s fanned by a new in
cident.
The governor and 五nancial director, Al-Layt b . 日l・Fa<;ll (in office
1 82 l 87 /798-803) , enforced annual tax collections very strictly,
and surveyors (rn街地s) sent to the 早awf in A.H. 1 86 measured the
land by means of instruments calibrated at less than the requisite
length of the qaJaba, so that tax quotas were determined on the
basis of more acreage than was actually undcr cultivatio n .

The

Qay 山es and other local people protested to the governor but were
ignored, and they marched on al-Fustat in a mass demonstratio n.
They were turned back by the army after a bloody confront ation,
but continu巴d to refus巴 to pay the taxes.

At the beginning of A .H.

187 the governor complained to al-Rasrd that the only way to
collect taxes in the Ifawf was by relying on the army, and he re
quested troops for the purpose.

One Mal:ifu手 b . Sulayman,

a

coutier, claimed that he was able to collect the tax巴s as a tax-farmer

without using whips and clubs, and the Caliph dismissed the gov
ernor and appointed Mal:if可 to be financial director.40
Severus says that al・Layt b . al-Fa<;ll was a good man who was
kind to the Christians, and he was popular among the Cop ts. 41
Thus this rebellion must have been the result either of his having
singled out the Arabs of the I;Iawf for heavy tax increases, or of
unfair surveys by his subordinates : but it is very likely that

in o d r
r

e

to collect more taxes the governor was secretly ordering these un·
j ust surveys himself, given the fiscal reforms in progress at the

time .

電
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The I:Jawf was probably not the only district where this was happen
ing .

I shall return to this point below.

The interesting feature of this incident is that it is the first case
of “tax-farming” to appear in Egyptian history.

But this v;as

p robably not an institutionalized system like the tax-farming syst巴m
(rj,aman) of the fourth century A . H .42 Nor did the tax-farming sys
te m in Egypt begin at this point .

Moreover the tax-farming in

th is case does not seem to have been very successful.

Mal;ifrrz

did not remain in office as financial director longer than, at the
latest, four years, as in A . H . 1 9 1 the governor al-I:Jusayn b. G amI I
was appointed concurrently to the post . 43

And in this year the

Hawf people revolted again and refused to pay their taxes.
One thousand rebels under

Abu

I-Nida’ occupied the strategic

p oint of Ayla on the Gulf of Aqaba, perhaps to block the arrival of
for ces from Baきdad, and even invaded Syria . Abu 1-Nida’ was
defeated at Ayla by forces sent from Ba吉dad and Egypt, and al
Rasrd’s general Yal;iya b. Mu'ad led his army to the I:Jawf seat of
Bilbays : the people agreed to pay their taxes.

Yal;iya spent eight

months there to keep the peace, staying until A.H. 1 92, when he
moved to al-Fustat.

Then he was recalled to Baきdad, and a decree

was issued to the people of the I:Jawf, telling them to go to al・Fusta!
.and negotiate an agreement on taxation with the new governor
Malik b. Dalham (in office 1 92- 1 93/808) : but really this was a

trick.

When the Yamanite and Qaysite leaders arrived in al

Fusta! they were arrested and sent in chains to Baきdad, in the
middle of Ra言ab 1 92 .44
After being tricked in this fashion it was not likely that the people
·of the I:Jawf would become docile taxpayers.

b.

At this point I:Jatim

Hartama, the governor and financial director, ceased to collect
taxes on the basis of unilateral decisions as hitherto and went to
l3ilbays wh ere he negotiated a �ul� concerning taxes with the peo-
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There is no way to learn the contents of the �ul& in this case,

but in Egypt at any rate it is the first instance of a compromise
on the part of the 'Abbasid authorities with armed groups of locals
whe reby taxes formerly levied by power and according to legal
norms came to be collected on the basis of an agreement.
I n the same year the agreement wi th the E;Iawf people was con
eluded, the inhabitants of nearby N"atu and Tumayy in the central
Delta rebelled against the tax authorities, and assembled under the
leadership of a G udarr巾e Arab named 'U!r時n b. Mustanir.

The

governor sent troops who suppress巴d the rebels ; 'Urman fled, b ut
one hundred influential Yamanite Arabs were seized as hostages
and sent to al-Fust可.46

These two kuras were parts of the scene of

th巴 自rst Coptic peasant rebellion back in A . H . 1 07 .

The inh a

bitants were probably still for the most part Copts, but inter巴stingly
here the leadership of the rebellion and many of the participan ts
were Arab .

Thus in these districts th巴re must have been con

siderable Arab settlement which had blended in with the indigenous
Copts.

This marks the first known collective rebellion of Copts

joined with Arabs ; up to now they had waged their tax resistance
struggles separately.
After al・Rasid died in A.H. 1 93/809 and al-Amin succeed巴d, re
lations between al-Amin and his heir and brother al-Ma’mun cooled
and before long a civil war broke out, affecting Egypt along with
the rest of the Islamic Empirc .

When al-Amin blotted al- Ma’mun

out of the succession and put his own son in A.H. 1 94, problems.
arose among the garrisons in Egy pt the following year. The Egyp
tian commanders secretly contacted al-Ma’mun and in A.H. 1 96
ceased to recognize al・Arr.In ; announcing that the former was the·
caliph as far as they were concerned, they drove out al・Amr n’ S·
governor and installed a new one.

Al-Amin then appointe d the
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Qaysite cl巾丘a in Rabr' b . Qays as governor a吋 called on 'U:tman
b . Mustanrr of r,,;am, th巴 rebel leader in A . H . 1 94, and the Arab
le aders of the I;Iawf to assist him : they responde d to his summons.
Thus the regular army comm anders were on al-Ma' mun’s side
wh ile the Qaysite and Yemenite Arabs who had been resisting the
Egyptian authorities, and the people of the I;Iawf, lined up with
al-Amrn.47

Fighting flared between the two factions and continued

a丘町 the death of al -Amrn in

A . H.

1 98 : Egypt was engulfed in a

civil war between feuding local centers of power which lasted twenty
years and comprised the Arabs, the Copts, the armies of the central
government, and the Andalusian pirates who were occupying Al←
xandria.
The frequent changes of side make the story of this vvar difficult
to narrate, and here only an outline su日cient to indicate its bearing
on the tax resistance movements can be given.

The immediate

cau se for the outbreak of civil war, against the background of the
rivalry between al・Amrn and al-Ma’mでm, was the action of the
general 'Abd al- 'Azrz al- G arawr who after being defeated by the
Qaysites in A . H . 1 9 7 sent his followers from the Lal}m and G udam
tribes to Bilbays and dispatched h is officials to collect the taxes for
Lower Egypt . 1 8
In A.H. 1 98, the governor al-Mugalib was dismissed after only
seven months in office, and al-'Abbas b. Musa of the 'Abbasid house
was appointed to replace him ; the latter’s son 'Abd Allah arrived
first as his father’s deputy and proceeded with his henchmen to
maltreat the armies and exploit the populace, so that the armies
rebelled against him and installed aトMugalib to be governor again.
Then 'Abd al-'Azrz al- GarawI established himself at Tinnrs and
seiz ed control of central and eastern Lower Egypt, while the Lal}
mites and G udamites occupied the west of Lower Egypt and Ale
:x:andria. Al-'Abbas was unable on his arrival to take up his post
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as governor, and repaired to Bilbays wher巴 he entreated the Qaysites
to help him ; a fow weeks later he was poisoned.

In A.H. 200,

al-SarI b . al- I;Iakam of Barh, the principal 五gure in the original
military mutiny, led troops from 写urasan against al-Muttalib an d
made himself governor, taking control of al-Fust司 and Upper Egypt.49
Thus began an age of separatism ; 'Abd al-'Aziz al-GarawI, the
d巴 facto ruler of Lower Egypt, recuited 50,000 private troops.50
Normal tax collection was doubtless impossible under the circum
stances : in A.H. 203 the Copts of Saha began an anti-tax rebellio n
against 'Abd al-'Aziz.

Moreover, 80,000 people of the Arab Mudlig

clan are said to have participated in this ; but al- G arawI suppre蹴 d
this revolt and scattered them.51
In A.H. 205, al- G arawI W出 killed while besieging the Andalusian
pirates in Alexandria5 2 and later in the year the governor al-S an
b . al- l;Iakam also died, but there was no letup in the military con・
企ontation as leadership in the struggle passed to their respective
sons.53

I n A.H. 206, al-Ma’mun’s appointee 写alid b . Yazid was

unable to take up his position as governor because of the resistance
of 'Ubayd Allah b . al-SarI who seized him after a battle and later
forced him to depart for Mecca. 54
The Caliph was obliged then to send emoys who permitted
'Ubayd Allah and his counterpart in Lower Egypt, 'A.II b. al- GarawI,
to farm the taxes in districts under their control (efarr
recognizing each as gov巴rnor in his sphere of influence.

This is the

first example of tax-farming being introduced into Egypt not for the
tax quota of the whole country but on a piecemeal local basis.

Of

course in this case the circumstances of autonomous regional regimes
dictated the policy to the authorities, but with the governor becom
ing concurrently a tax-farmer and publicly recognized as such , it
was nevertheless difficult in practice to collect the taxes.

F or ex”

.a mple 'Ab b . al・GarawI encountered the refusal of the I;Iawf people
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when he tried to collect taxes from th巴m, and ended up fighting
battles with 'Ubayd All ah b . al-Sasi becaus巴 the p巴ople had sought
he lp from the latter.55

The battle for control in Egypt between the

tw o contenders lasted until A . H . 2 1 0 .
Between A . H . 2 1 0 and 2 1 2, the Iranian general 電Abd Allah b .
Tahir who had been sent b y aトMa’mt n succeeded in pacifying
rnost of Egypt, including Alexandria, and the situation gradually
se ttled back to normality.56

But the general did not supp ly any

basi c solutions to the fiscal problems before returning to Bせdad : h e
wrote in A.H. 2 1 1 t o 'Ubayd Allah’s secretary Mu!;iamma d b .
Ashat that he was going to ‘ ＇determine covenants （�ulM conc巴rnin
taxes （�arag） ”57 and went no further than this temporary measure.58
In A.H. 2 1 3 /829 al

59

al’Mu'ta�im) became concurrently governor of Syria and of Egypt
S亘lil;i b . S irzad as financial director : the latter raised taxes

aanndd
the
any

committed other oppressive deeds, provoking an anti-tax rebel

lion in centering on the 早awf region in the following year, in which

the people assembled to combat an army sent by the governor’s
deputy 'Isa b . Yazid and almost comp！巴tely annihilated it, though
commander escaped.60

This was the start of a tax-resi stance

movement that lasted for four years and was on a larger scale than
previous rebellion.

The replacement for the governor’s deputy, 'Umayr b . al・九γalid,
set about recruiting soldiers and prepared for another campaign
against the Arabs of the 早awf. First he sent 'Abd Allah b . 甲ulays61
to the 早 awf to try and pacify the Q丹羽ites, but the plan backfired

alesade'Abr.d
Was

Allah actually went over to the Qaysites and became their

The l eader of rebel Yamanite Arabs in the same district
a Gu9_amite named 'Abd al-Salam . While 'Umayr was leading

the巴 my against th巴 rebels, Caliph al-Ma’mun sent envoys in an
effort to persuade them to surrender. The rebels rej ected this
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appeal and met 'Umayr’s army in battl巴 ； many r巴bels perished but
so did 'Umayr himself, who was stabbed by an assassin .

'Isa b .

Yazrd took over the command again, but failed t o suppress the
rebels after fighting many skirmishes with them.

At this point, Ab百

Isl;iaq himself received a mandate from his brother the Caliph and
attacked the rebels with elite Turkish slave troops and quelled th e
Qaysites and Yamanitcs, having their leaders executed in al・Fust可 .sz
The interesting thing her巴 is the appearance of the Turkish con�
scripts .

The regular army in Egypt whether made up of longterm

settlers or of soldi ers sent from other places by the central governme nt
was composed of Arabs, but after al-Ma’mun’s victory in the strug
glc with al-Amrn soldiers from 写urasan, that is Iranians, became
numerous, especially in the officer corps .

Consequently there was

growing antagonism between th巴 Egyptian Arab soldiers and the
Iranian troops, and moreover the Arab elements were relatively
sympathetic to the rebel Arabs in the I;Iawf, all of which had made
the suppr巴ssion of the rebellion more difficult to achieve .63

Ab u

Isl;iaq’s introduction of Turkish troops symbolized the coming
Turkification of the military in Egypt, but the Turks on this occa
sion did not remain in Egypt : in A . H . 2 1 5 they departed together
with A同 Isl;iaq .64

When he soon afterwards became Caliph al

Mu'ta�im, he enrolled the Turkish soldiers as the regular army of
the 'Abbasid government, which as everybody knows paved the way
for the turbulent contention of the Turkish warlords later on.
Half a year a丘巴r Abu Isl;iaq left Egypt the Lagmites in the West
甲awf revolted ; the local a凶horities suppr巴蹴d them .65

But “i

Gumada I 2 1 6 th巴 Arabs and th巴 Copts throughout Lower Egypt
rebelled, driving out the tax collectors and refusing to obey them" . 66
Both Arab and Christian sources say that these rebellions resulted
from u吋ust dealings on the part of the tax administrators.

Accord

ing to Severus, the two financial directors Al;imad b . Asba!

and
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Ibrahim b . Tamim kept on raising taxes despite repeated disast巴rs
which befell the people and demanding quotas impossible to meet ;
many starved to death on account of the rempant inflation of corn
p rices .67
Al)mad b . Asba! was the son of Mul)ammad b . Asba!, who was
the secretary of the quasi-indepenedent governor 'Ubayd Allah b .
al-Sarr a n d worked o u t the agreement about taxes with 'Abd Allah
b . Tahir in A . H . 2 1 1 .

Ibrahim b . Tamim was a

veteran

tax ad

mini strator first employed, according to al-Kindr, by al-Layt b . al”
Fac;l.l .68

This was about thirty years previously.

in al-Ya'qubr

He appears also

as the repres巴ntative of th巴 financial director at th巴

time when al- 'Abbas b. l\1usa was appointed governor.69

Under

the exactions of these two almost the whole of Lower Egy p t rose in
revolt, the maj or battlefields being the East and West f:Iawf, Nam,

Tu mayy, al-Aw向a, and Basmur (al-Ba8arud) , 7 0 along wi th part of
Upper

Egypt.

Severus reports in particularly great detail on the

revolt of the Coptic Christians in Basmur.
The tax administrator in Basmur was a man named Gayt;
Severus says that the Christians under his j urisdiction were oppressed
in a fashion rcmiD.iscent of the Israelites .

In order to pay the taxes

they sold their children ; th巴y hitched themselves to wheels like
beasts to mill the grain ; only death brought surcease from their
toil .

They knew there was no escape from their torments, and as

the district abounded in impenetrable swamps through which out
siders could not navigate, they j udged it feasible to resist and began
to refuse to pay the taxes.

mg

Local support was unanimous, and plann・

for a rebellion went forward in s巴crecy. 7 1

Severus paints a vivid

pic ture of the harshness and rigor of the local fiscal administration.
Al- Ma’mun ordered his brother Abu Isl)aq in Egypt to recall the
Turkish general al-AfSin72 who was campaigning against Barqa and
send him against the rebels. Al・AfSin arrived in Egypt within a
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month, but the Nile was then in flood and military activities were
impossible, so that he stayed in al四Fuspi! for four months.

In the

meantime the people of Nat1 and Tumay y assembled at IS!aym to
the south, intending to confront al・AfSin, and there chose the Arab
ari stocrat Ibn 'Ubaydus al-Fihn73 as their commander.

In the

West I;Iawf the MudliTites routed th巴 army sent against them unde r
the administrator of Alexandria, 'Abd Allah b . Yazid74, chased 'Ab d
Allah back to Alexandria, and besieged the city.
did not resist the Mudligite advance.
This w出 happening in S awwal 2 1 6 .

Th e citizens insi de

Later in the month al 

AfSrn and the deputy governor 'Isa b . Man�ur left al・Fus!a! an d
proceeded to defeat Ibn 'Ubaydus’ forces at ISlaym .

'Isa thereupon

returned to Alexandria while al-AfSin moved into the East 早 awf,
suppressed the rebels there, marched on to Mal;iallat Abr 1・Haytam
in the central Delta and killed the Lal}mite leader of the rebels
there, one Abu Tawr, and finally went north to Damira where he
supressed the Copts of al-Awsiya. 75 'Isa meanwhile went to Tu mayy
from al-Fustat and defeated the rebels there .

Al-AfSrn led his forces

through the West I;Iawf towards Alexandria, taki ng prisoners from
the Mudli草山 rebels he encountered on the way and beheading them,
finally reaching Alexandria on 1 9 Du 1-l;i増益a in the same year.

At

this point the rebels, Mu'a＼＇＼匂a, descendant of Mt九wiya b . 早udayg,
and leading Lal}mites, occupying Alexandria fled 企om the city.76
While al・AfSin was pacifying rebellions hither and yon throughout
Egypt, the Christians in Basmur continued to hatch their plot : now
they rose to slaughter the local o伍cials with stocks of weapons which
they had been laying in and made a pact never to pay their t砿es
and resisted anybody sent to convince them to lay down their arms.
The Coptic patriarch Joseph (Anba Yusab) was upset by the r巴volt
and wrote a letter to the rebels advising them that resistance would
be suicidal ; bishops were instructed to transmit the patriarch’s
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message, but the rebels attacked the bishops too .

Al-AfSin turned
from the recapture of Alexandria to deal with the revolt in Basmt r,
b ut got nowhere in the face of stubborn resistan ce and wrote to the
Caliph, then in Syria, to advise him of the problem . 77
In Mul;iarram of 2 1 7, alふ,fa’m百n himself came to Egypt in re司
sp onse to Al-AfSin's plea and took charge of the suppression cam
p aign.

He ordered the patriarch Joseph to go to Basmur together

with the patriarch of Antioch whom he had brought with him from
Syria to try and convince the rebels to giv巴 in.

But the rebels

r efu sed to listen to th巴 patriarchs and made it clear that they would
go on with the war. When he heard the patriarchs’ report, al
Ma’mun ordered al-AfSin to attack.

The Caliph brought people

from Tidah and Subra Sunbat to guide his forces through the
swamps and routed the rebels, whose children were carried o百 to
Ba吉 dad and sold as slaves. Later those Copts from Basmur who
remained in Egypt wer巴 all transferred by force to Ba立dad and im
pris oned until the accession of al-Mu'ta�im. During this time Ibn
' Ubaydus was arrested in Upper Egypt and sent to the Caliph at
Saga, where he was beheaded, and with this the year-long rebellion

in

Lower Egypt finally came to an end . 78
There is a story which sheds light on how the caliphate and the

Muslim jurists regarded the Arab and Coptic tax-resistance move 
ments in Egypt. 79 This concerns an administrative j udgment de 
livered on a complaint of excessive rigor on the part of the tax
colle ctors which was brought before Caliph al-Ma’mun . That the
petition came before the Caliph at all was a maneuver by al-Fac;ll
b. Marwan,80 the financial director of Ba吉dad and former secretary
to the Cal iph’s brother Abu Is』aq, whose aim was to us巴 the case

to suppress criticism of the Egy p tian tax administration : al-Fac;ll had

indeed p lanted secret agents among the critics to further this aim .
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The hearing took place in the great mosqu巴 at al・Fusta! before
a panel of j urists including the chief j udge of Ba吉dad Yal_iya b.
Aktam, 81 who had accompanied the Caliph to Egypt and served
as provisional judge of Egypt, the Mu'tazilite j udge Al_imad b .
Abi Du'acl, 82 who had also accompanied the Caliph t o Egypt and

was one of his principal advisors, th巴 Egyptian ma符Lim judge Isl_ia q

b . Isma'il, 83 and

at al-Fac;ll's request-the Egyptian Malikite ju rist

al-I:Iarit b . Miskm, 84 who served as chief j udge as part of a traplai d
for him by Fac;Il who had been informed that al
criticism against th巴 tax administration .

The plainti品 in the hear

ing asked that al－早arit himself be questioned concerning the doings
of the two tax administrators Ahmad b. Asbat and Ibrahim b.
Tamim .

But the plainti品 sought testimony from al－ 早arit, who

was acting as a j udge in the proceedings ; this seems to have bee n
disallowed on technical legal grounds, and they were given a stern
rebuke ; when al- l:Jarit himself was asked to give his opinion of the
two tax administrators, he replied that “both of them are wicked
oppressors”， and was told by al-Fac;ll， “This is not why w巴 have had
you appear in the court"-at which point there was pandemonium
in the courtroom.
Al・Fac;ll withdrew for a private conference with the Caliph and
suggested that "perhaps the people rebelled with al- I;farifs conni
vance" .

Al- I;farit was summoned to explain himself but gave the

same testimony as befor巴 and so was arrested .

Then he accompanied

the Caliph on the expedition against the rebels, and aft巴rwards was
questioned once again .

But this time al・ 早arit quoted the views of

おfalik b . Anas, to the effect that rebels who had abandoned their
loyalty deserve death while rebels who are goaded into revolt

by

government oppression may not legally be killed . The Caliph was
enraged at this reply and said that al- l:Jarit was a fool and Malik
b . Anas a bigger fool-if u吋 ust practices were being inflicted on
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the people, since dimma was granted to them they could appeal to
the caliph : they had no right to resort to arms and shed the blood
o f Muslims, he concluded, and rej ected al－ 甲arir’s argumetns . Pre困
se ntly al－早arir b. Miskin was stripped of his j udicial position and
then sent to Ba吉dad, where he spent the next sixteen years under
lo ck and key.
This incident suggests that while the j urists of Egypt were aware
o f the rapacious exactions of the fiscal authorities and deemed these

to be un lawful, feeling moreover a good deal of sympathy for the
Arab and Coptic rebels, the Caliph’s court preferred to insist on
maximum recognition for its claim to hold the decisive power and
disp osed of the illegal exactions by legalistic sleight of hand while
a ttem pting to crush the rebels by force.
not necessarily go this far.

The Caliph himself did

Al-Ma’mun indeed publicly reprimanded

the deputy governor ' Isa b. Man�ur, taking down his

ilag

and making

him wear white garments : the cause of this unprec巴dented scandal
was unduly heavy tax quotas, leading to the loss of arable land,
which had been concealed from the Caliph , and Egyptian o伍cials
were given harsh warnings about such behavior. 85
The attempt to police the behavior of local officials was not al
together success ul, however, because rea l power in Egypt rested
with Abu Isl;iaq, who was appointing all the officials .

This fact

was noted by, among others, the patriarch Dionysius of Antioch
who had accompanied the Caliph to Egypt from Syria.

When the

p atriarch told the Caliph that the root cause of the rebellion in
Egypt was the exactions of the two tax administrators, the Caliph
told him that if his brother Abu Isl;iaq heard about this denuncia叫

tion the patriarch would be a serious trouble as the two o伍cials
were Abu Isl;iaq’s subordinates-and the patriarch promptly and
in great secrecy fled the country.邸
At any rate, there are two historically significant points about the
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suppression of the rebellion by Al-Ma’mun in A . H . 2 1 6- 1 7 : first,
that rebellions in which only the Copts participated had already
become a thing of the past ; second, that the position of the Arabs
in the Islamic Empire had already weakened decisively.
Th巴 first point does not imply that the Coptic peasants had ceased
to rebel .

They had shifted their tactics from suicidal uprisings to

mor巴 subtl巴 forms of tax-resistance.

They were able, so to speak ,

to hoist the power of the state with its own petard .

Al・Maq rizI

says， “After [the defeat of the peasant rebellions] , God afflicted the
Copts throughout th e land of Egy p t and took their strength away,
so that no Copt could stand against the government.

The Muslims

subdued their villages, and afterwards they used craft and schemes
to deceive Islam and its people, overcoming their defeat by ente ring
their taxes on the registers with their own hands". 87
Al-MaqrizI does not spell out the concrete methods used by the
Copts to evade their taxes.

One method of passive tax-resistance

which the Copts continued from Umayyad times was to let arrears
pile up unceasingly, as a story from al-Rasrd’s time, in A.H. 1 76,
tells us.ss

But from the third century A.H. , they did not so m u ch

delay their payments as use all sorts of means includi ng bribery89
to get their assessments reduced .

I n another place al-MaqrizI says

th at ' · they came to serve as 白scal secretaries" 90, but the Copts had
always done so, as a matter of course in their localities and also to
a great extent in al-Fus!a!8 1 so that there must have been a good
deal of connivance between the tax clerks and the taxpayers.

Throu・

ghout the Islamic Empire the Copts had a reputation for unsavory
dealing with respect to tax affair、 as the tenth-century geographer
Ibn J:!awqal noted ： “The people of Egypt are Christian Copts…
Except for their connections with 白scal administrators and local

tax·

contractors (m仰qabbil) , they seldom engage in unj ust dealin gs’
This sort of passive resistance to taxation contributed greatly to later
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large-scale reforms o f the fiscal system, a s will b e seen below.
As for the Arabs, the result of the suppression of their rebellions
and of the introduction of Turkish troops can be learned from a re
sc ript issued by the Caliph in A . H . 2 1 8/833 .

Abu Isl;aq acceded as

c aliph in this year and sent the rescript to h is successor as governor,
K aydar, which ordered that Arabs be removed from the rosters of
p ersons kept at the “dzwan” and no longer be paid pensio ns （ 川ゲ ） ．
The governor tried to carry out the order, and Arabs led by Yal;ya
b . al
reb ellion , on the ground that “s topping th巴 更ata' means a denial
of our rights (baqq) and our fay’ ＂ .

But not many people j oined

th em ; al-Kinch puts their total number at a mere 500 .

They were

suppressed in A . H . 2 1 9 . 93
Since A . H . 20, the Arab-Muslims had received 'ata’ and rizq
sometimes referred to collectively as 'ata’ as the ruling stratum
in the conquered territori巴s, and the recipients included not only
regular soldiers but dependents and norトcombatants as well ; this
enac tment was the annullment of a long-standing privilege .

Under

the 'Abbasids the allotment for Arabs in the armies had been pared
down, it seems, as is perhaps evident from the fact that so few felt
moved to join th巴 rebels on this occasion.

Most of the Arabs in

Egypt by this time did not depend on government stipends for their
livelihoods .

But the abolition of 'ata’ did mean that a death-blow

h ad been dealt to the notion of Arab supremacy in the Islamic
world .

Rescripts to this effect were issued not for Egypt alone but

everywhere in the empire, and from the fact that al-TabarI and al-Ya

' qt br do not refer to them it would appear that the de-Arabization
of the armies in other regions had already progressed very far.

It

should not b e forgotten that alふ1u'ta�im’s abolition o f the 'a(a’ was

connec ted with his formalization of the position of the Turkish troops,
whom he had fostered since his days as heir-apparent, as the regular
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army of th巴 ＇Abbasids.
A relatively stable period ensued in Egypt.

The historical sources

record no more incidents during this time .

The reasons for this

calm included the exhaustion of the people after years of armed
struggle, fiscal reforms, and restraint on the authorities’ part when
it came to exactions of the peasants .

According to al-Kindl:, the

governor Anbasa b. Isl;iaq (in office 238-242/852 856) ordered the
tax administrators not to carry on unjust dealings, was vigilant on
behalf of the people’s welfare, saw to it that taxes wer巴 collected
correctly, and even in the I;Iawf introduced unprecedented public
order. 94

Severus gives this governor’s name as al-Gayr 'Abd al

Masi:l;i b . Isl;iaq . 95

He is described with loathing as the man who

.

carried out anti- Christian persecutions at al-Mutawakkil’s behest,
but this persecutions were religious and not fiscal.

In A H . 242

(until 253) Yazi:d b . 'Abd Allah succeeded him, and Severus praises
him to the skies as a good ruler who restored civil tranquility and
prosperity to Egypt and made everybody happy.

Moreover, the

j udge of Egypt al-:E;Iari! b . Miskin was far from being unj ust, and
at that time the governor, the financial director and the j udge
“were all alike in j ustice and good deeds towards everyone, so that
people forgot the trials and hunger which they had experienced.96
This j udge was in fact the very one who had been imprisoned

for

protesting over the depredations of the tax administrators at the
time of the great rebellion in A . H . 2 1 6- 1 7.
But not everybody in Egypt was content with this new dispensa
There was another rebellion in Lower Egypt, in A . H . 252-53.
The Mudligite G abir b. al

tion .

many of his clansmen and mawalrs.

The government troops in

Alexandria were defeated in an attempt to stop the rebels. Hearing
of G abir’s good success, malcontents b巴gan app巴arir from every
direction and flocking to s巴ek his prot巴ction.

Among the most im·
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p ortant were 'Abd Allah al-MarisI, the Coptic Christian G urayι
and the Nubian Abu I:Iarmala, who occupied Sanhτ町 Saga, S ar
qiyTI.n, and Bana with his large army and chased away the tax col
lectors, helping himself to the revenues ; Ibn Arqat, who was one of
his officers, was a descendant of 'Alr

when he was made a comm

an der of one army, other influential Arabs including descendants of
g overnors joined him, a吋 Ibn al-Arqat was given charge of Bana,
Bτl�Ir, and SamannTI.d .

The rcbels were thus in occupation of

most of Lower Egypt, and the Turkish governor Yazrd b. 'Abd
Allah sent his Turkish forces against them in repeated battles.
With aid from I raq, most of the rebels had been suppressed by the
en d of the year, and in the following year G abir himself surrendered .
There ·was also a separate rebellion of Arabs in the I;Iawf while this
was going on . 97
It was Al;imad b. Al-Mudabbir’s tax reforms in A.H. 247/48,
εspecially his introduction of the pasture tax (mara'i) , that was
bound to set off a violen t reaction among the pastoral Arabs.
this rebellion was not just a tax-resistance movement.

But

With the

government armies consisting mainly of Turks and the rebels of
Arabs, mawali who were not only Coptic but often Christian, Nubians,
and so on, one is compelled to regard it as a sort of anti-establish
ment struggle of conservative Arabs setting their faces against the
stream of change whereby the ruling class of the Islamic Empire was
being de-Arabized, in which Copts who could not adj ust to the
reconstitution of rural society in Egypt occasioned by many years
·of confused struggle j oined . If one takes the view that the battle

was

join ed mainly by the Arabs and that the principal struggle was
between Arabs and Turks, the affair may be considered to have been
the last organized Arab resistance to 電Abbasid authority, which was
effect sett ing them adrift. The brigandage and chaos of the
actual rebellion as Severus narrates it also suggest the symptoms of

in
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an age of breakup .
In 254/868 AJ:imad b . τ副司n became governor and the age of the
T副unids began ; almost year, fo r

claiming to be the descendants of 'AlI continued to rebel . 98
nephew of G abir b . al

A

that the Ar‘ab struggle against the establishment would seem to have
taken on a religious coloring ; but the seal巴 of these revolts was too
small to frighten the authorities .

Therea仕er there wcre no more

armed risings internally generated by Egyptian society, neither
tax-resistance movements nor political ones .
The foregoing account of resistance movements in Egypt can

be

summarized under five headings.
(1)

I n late Umayyad and earl y 'Abbasid times, the rebellions

which occurred up to al・Man�ur’s reign primarily involved the
Copts, were led by Copts, and were pure tax resistance movements.
When some Arabs rebelled against the Umayyads at the very end
for political reasons, tax開resisting Copts j oined them, and the anti
tax struggle took on a political coloration to outward appearances.
The rebellions of what may be referred to as this First Period of
rebellions were provoked by tax-resistance which existed for a
number of reasons, but mainly on account of increasi ng uniformity
and rigor in fiscal administration from the middle of the Umayyad
period onward and which the 電Abbasids did nothing to change ;
for the Copts, there was practically speaking a choice between
partial escap巴 from oppressive taxes by means of conversion or
suicidal resistance by means of armed rebellion .

This situation

was very different from what had obtained in the earlier period ,
when the principal means of tax evasion was flight and conversion
implied no certainty of lower taxes or at any rate meant that one
had to pay the price of forf(巴iting one’s lands.
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(2)

From the reign of al-MahdI to the end of the second century
A. H . , the Arabs revolted over and over again, mainly in the J:Iawf.
The revolts extended over a fairly long period, with the roughly
thirty years following the death of al-Rasid until A.H. 1 94 con 
stituting a Second Period of rebellions.

These rebellions had some

p olitical features, as descendants of the Umayyads were involved in
t hem, but tax resistance was the essence of the rebellions : the 'Ab
basids taxed according to th巴 territorial principle, so that even
Arabs who were holders of fa_〆 lands which theoretically were for
th e Muslims collectively had to pay �arilg land tax- with the ac
tualization of the Islamic tax system, Arabs who had formerly paid
light taxes or none at all now had to pay and resisted the new dis
pen sation fiercely.

After al-Rasid’s death th巴 rebellions sometimes

succeeded in so far as agreements between the governors and the
Arabs of the J:Iawf were concluded .

And the Copts and the Arabs,

who had hitherto resisted s巴parately, now in this second period
fo und common ground on which to merge their struggles.
(3)

The antagonism between loyalist Arabs and the Arabs of

the J:Iawf compounded with the civil war between al・Amin and
al・Ma’mun produced several decades of separatist regimes, which
·Collected taxes according to their own lights.

Tax resistance strug

gles during this period were waged against these local regimes, no
.doubt because of inevitable irregularities in their fiscal methods.
(4)

After the pacification of the local regimes by the 'Abbasid

armies, during the years of indirect rule (A. H . 2 1 3 to 2 1 7 ) by al
五fo電ta�im while he was heir-apparent, Arabs and Copts rebelled
·every year either separately or in concert. This could be called the
Fourth Period of rebellions. Tax resistance now was caused by
·opp ressio ns so severe that even the local j urists recognized them
as

illegal .

The 'Abbasid authorities suppressed the reb巴llions

ruthless ly, but j udging from the course of events afterwards, did
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take steps to reduce tax巴s in order to forestall future outbursts .
(5)

A丘町 al・l\1u' ta�im’s accession in A . H . 2 1 8, rebellions which

occurred during the next thirty years were politically motivated
anti田establishment movements, including religious strife waged by
th巴 SI'ites : the Arabs were the main participants, but these move
ments were of no significance as tax rでsistance efforts .
2.

Methods of Assessment
A.

The Poll Tax Exemption Rescript

From the rise of the 'Abbasids in A.H. 1 32 until the occupatio n
of Egypt by the Fa.timid army in A.H. 358, there is nothing in Arab ic
narrative or in the papyri concerning the 'Abbasid fiscal system ex・
cept fragments ; there is no source which conveys any systematic sense
of wh且t fiscal institutions were like during these 220 years .

Insofar

as any systematic account is extant, it is like al-MaqrizI the prod uct
of a much later period or else it deals with only a single brief period,
usually in very abstract terms .

Such sources as there are, more

over, often contradict one another.
As we have seen above, th巴 ＇Abbasid period, especially its first
half, was marked by violent tax resistance movements, which must
have had some connection with fiscal reforms and with the way
state power was being applied, yet the historical sources do
shed much light on the basic reasons for these movements.

not

There

is no choice but to analyze minutely the sources that do exist ; the
best procedure will be to take up first the legal problems-what
taxes were levied on the basis of what standards-and then
on to the administrative problems

move

how the taxes were collected.

There was no unchanging tax law which persisted throughout

the

period : the reforms of the financial director AJ;imad b. MuJ;iamm ad
b . al-Mudabbir in 248/862, in particular, brought great changes as
far as legal arrangements were concerned .

I shall be referring

to
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the period before A . H . 248 as the early 'Abbasid period, and the
period after as the later period .

Of

course it is impossible to ignore

Umayyad institutions in discussing the earlier half of the 'Abbasid
p eriod, but as I have already given an account of Umayyad practice
in Chapter II I shall avoid a recapitulation of the details .
After the establishment of the 電Abbasids, the fiscal situation in
Egypt lapsed into con usion for two years, and then reverted tつ
what it had been under the Umayyads as of A . H . 1 34, ·with れVO
new taxes in Lower and one new tax in Upper Egypt .

Severus

translates these new taxes simply as "maks'', so that what they were
From the t巴rm "maks" and the fact that only some

is unclear.

localities are record巴d as having had to p ay it on巴 can infer that
what was involved here were not general taxes but miscellaneous
imp osts .

Apart from these the 'Abbasids continued Umayyad fiscal

institutions as they stood with almost no change .

This naturally

i nvited resistance from the Copts, but al・Saffal;i's rescript exempting
c onverts a『om the poll tax produced a large new flock cf convcrts . 1
I t is significant that the first 'Abbasid caliph’s rescr匂 t o n poll
tax exemption should have been issued throughout the empire .
The distinction between land and poll taxes became clearer than
it had been, and «gizya" became fixed in its meaning of a tax on
heads.

As the antithesis of giz.ya, the notion of land tax also became

clearer.

A look at the wavs in which these taxes wer巴 collected

makes the matter clearer still .

Under the Umayyads, after the

fiscal reforms of 'Ubayd Allah b. al－早ab加b in A . H . 1 06, the diι
ference between land tax and poll tax was made explicit, but both

.

were collected in a single lump payment as before . A register of
taxes in A H . 1 1 4/ 1 5 (Table VI) makes it clear that land tax, poll
tax, a nd maintenance were collected in one sum. But the 電Abbasids
collected land and poll taxes separately. They issued receipts to
the taxpayers for each kind of tax separately, 2 and separate registers
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were kept,3 unlike those for the time when all th巴 taxes were col
lected as one payment.
Again, this rescript di汀ered from 'Umar I T ’s in that Copts who
converted were allowed to k巴ep thei r lands and dwellings without
fear of confiscation . 4

It was no doubt this fact as well as the actual

exemption from poll tax which created the large number of converts.
It would also seem that the earlier troublesome requirement that
an Arab-Muslim mentor assist at the conversion was simplifi ed or
dropped .
All this is closely related to th巴 emergence of the Islamic tax re・
gulations under the early 'Abbasids.

The antithetical concept of la n d

and poll taxes is a view common to the Iraqi jurists, including Ab1
I;Ianrfa ( d . A . H . 1 50) .

The Iraqi j uri山 held that “conqt町ed lan ds

should not be distributed among the Muslim armies, but retained
for the Musli
as 蹴d on their heads and �arag on their lands".

We have alre ady

noted in Chapter I that what is reported in al-BalagurI’s traditio n
no . 534, which incorporates the above viewpoint, is not the actual
situation of the conquest period, but reflects the views of th巴orists
of the later Iraqi school . 5

With this premise it was possible to

exempt converts from the poll tax while continui ng to make them
pay land taxes . 6

Al-Saffal;i, in order t o solve the convert problem

which had been left up in th巴 air by the Umayyads, issued his poll
tax exemption rescript, which embodied no doubt either the reality
or the legal views prevalent in contemporary Iraq .

This meant

that the inequitable tax system of regions including Egy pt was to
be unified on the Iraqi model.
The freedom of converts from having their lands confiscated makes
this even clearer. Al-Baladun: and Qudama b . G a'far relate th巴
j urists' views on conversion, but indicate that the j urists were unan
imous with regard to the question of whether infidels conqu ered by
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force should be allowed to keep their lands on payment of the �arag
tax, but not regarding whether or not zakat as well as �arag should
be paid 合om the crops : Malik b. Anas, Ibn Abr D i’b, Sufyan al
Tawrr, Ibn Abr Layla, al・Awza'r all advocate the paymen t of both
tax es while Abu I;Ianrfa and his followers rej ect both taxes. 7
I n the material embodying these legal opinions, the pro blem of
confiscation of lands from converts has already been dispensed
with and the focal point concerns the maintenance of the existing
land tax rate as a means of fixing converts to lands : this is the
meaning of the first part of the above statement.

The latter part

means that, because the perfected Islamic legal system, which is close
to the opinion of the latter group of j urists, made it absurd for the

s ame individual to pay both �arag and zakat ('usr) , the advocacy that
both of these taxes should be paid is clearly something that dates
fro m an earlier period. There were in fact cases under the Umayyads
of co nverts paying the land tax and also, as Muslims, the zakat
(tithe) 8 . In any case the di汀erent j uristic opinions were
or

'u'Sr

ultimately unified by the I;Ianafites, which means that th巴 issue of
conversion, a pressing problem everywhere by late Umayyad times,
had been dealt with by incorporating the Iraqi interpretations.
B.

Poll Tax

Apart from the reign of al・Saffa}:l, the only other times when
under the 'Abbasids a massive number of converts was generated
were the reign of al－お1utawakkil when his persecutions of the Chri

stians were under way,9 and the time of Ibn al-Mudabbir’s fiscal
reforms10 ; the number of converts seems to have been increasing
from year to year, but even so the majority of Egypt’s population
then was still Coptic . 11
The poll tax levied on non-Muslims was of course in Islamic law

called "gizya" or “gizyat ra

γぅ

but what about admini町ative usage ?

P ERF no ・ 670, a poll tax receipt dated Ramac;J.an 1 96, and PERF
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no. 677 , a poll tax register 仕om about the same time, use the term
“主zyat raγぺ

This is the late Umayyad usage, which was thu s

still in use in the late second century A.H.

But in the following

century '<°/5ゅa" and "giζ卯t ra's" disappear almost entirely,12 an d
the term used is "galiya" (pl . gawali) .

There are many examples

of this, and without listing all the papyri I will simply say that the
oldest specimen which I was able to see is PERF no. 7 1 5, dati ng
from A . H . 2 1 4 .
“Galiya" was used under the Umayyads t o mean “fugitive" . 14
It came to

be

used to mean “poll tax” on account of the evolution

of the fiscal sy批m .

When gizya was used to designate both “tribu te＇ ’

(really, the gold taxes) and poll tax, confusion loomed.

The notion

of a punitive poll tax on non-Muslims also evolved from the fines
levied on fugitives.

But why the 'Abbasid authorities phased out

"gizya" as an administrative term at the beginning of the third
century remains a problem.

Moreover, "gizya" by this time did

have in Islamic law the hard and fast meaning of "poll tax”．

of
Yusuf

In order to solve this problem it is advisable to look outside
Egypt.

I n the Kitab al-!farag of the f:Ianafite j urist Abu

(d . A.H. 1 82 ) , the plural form "gawali" occurs twice . 15

In a formal

legal context he does use the word "gizyaヘ but t町e he indicates
that already, under al-Rasrd in the late second century, the term
"galかa" was the admini町ativ巴 usage for “poll tax” in Iraq.16
This in turn suggests that the use of the term for “poll tax” in Egypt
had an Iraqi precedent.
But whether it was called "gizya” or "galiy aヘ how much did this
poll tax on non-Muslims amount to ?
tax rate .

Presumably there was

aa

fixed

According to Islamic law there were three tax br ckets :

dirhams a year for the rich, 24 for the middle bracket, an d 1 2
for the poor. In the gold standard zone including Syria and also
Egypt, this was tariffed at
2, and 1 dinars. The highest bracket

48

4,
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was reserved for landlords, slaveholders, money changers, textile
merchants, other great merchants, physicians, and so on ; the middle
for those with less income but nonetheless consid erable substance ;
the lowest bracket, for those who worked with their hands, artisans
and peasants. 1 7

Whether or not the three-bracket system for i n

c ome taxes was created by 'Umar I, the fact that it was a firmly
e stahlish ecl institution is suggested also by Ibn Mamm atI and al 
Magzi1mI, the historians of Fatimid and Ayyubid taxation, who
n ote that though very scanty amounts were added to the poll tax
it was still calculated according to the three-bracket system. 18
Table XIX

v
v

Fragment of a Poll-Tax Register
3rd/9th Century (APEL no. 202)

Taxpayers

Amount paid (dinar)

San百da, the servant

%＋%
3 + % + �� 4

Basinne Krisdodore
Chae! Basinne

% ＋ 弘8

Severos Apollo
Girge Paleu
Merq百re YoJ:iannes
Sisinna, the journeyman

%

v

I ＋%＋弘
%＋ % 十 %s
4 + % 4 + % s + 2 J:iabbas

�

Theodorakios and Apollo Sanuda

He has paid 1 1/s
2 + 1/s ＋ �;1.He has paid 1/s
1

'Abd al・tlaliq, called S-d

%

It is however very hard to tell whether poll taxes under the 'Ab
basids actually were calculated in this fashion .

Among the papyri

there are almost no well-preserved and datable poll tax registers,
an d the fragments which are extant suggest bewildering variations

existed.

APEL no. 202 is a third-century specimen with figures

XIX. This table
lis ts only ten taxpayers, yet there is a thirty-three-fold difference
between the highest and the lowest rates . APEL no. 203, a register

given in Arabic ; this has been arranged as Table

from the same time (Table

XX) , shows a more uniform rate and

moreover one that is close to that prescribed b y Islamic law for the
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Table XX

v

Fragment of a List of Poll-Tax Payers
3rd/9th Century (APEL no. 203)
Amount (dinar )

Taxpayers

I fo

Paheu Sise

I],')
+2/3

2 + 1h cara t
l �'i 2 + 1h carat

M one Pistos

l lh

Postolos Senyris

1%

Atanll:s Siya

I lh

4

Yohannes, the shepherd and his
children

1%

1 �＇） 2 + lh carat

Maqll:re Boqtor

1

Theodor Boqtor

I fo

6

carat

%s

Boqtor, the guardian

1 �'i 2 + Ya carat

Apollo Theodor
Pilatos Hillis

! Ya

1 1;') 2

Chae! Homlse

I fo

I fo

Qolte S iya

Ph
1

4 5ノ／ 8
4

Stefane
Homlse Chae!

%

Boqtor

%

n1 2
I8%s C ? )

dinar

fo
% carat

n1 2
38

Total

%

2

(Note) I dinar, i.e., 24 carats

poorest bracket, or one between the lowest and th巴 middle brackets.
APEL no. 2 1 1 , a galiya register, is close to no・ 203 with rates of
1 1/4 or l 1/2 dinars, with entries of 2 or 21/4 dinars which are prob

ably for the middle bracket.

APEL no . 207 from the third century

shows relatively high rates of 2 or 3 dinars .

APEL no. 208 from the

same time shows rates of over 2 and 3, and even as much as 7, dinars.
In late 'Abbasid times the methods of compiling registers changed
along with the fiscal system, and registers of poll tax only were no
longer kept ; instead there were comprehensive tax lists, of which
PER I nv. Ar. Pap . 5999 is a specimen : Table XXI gives only the poll
tax information from this papy rus .

Here the poll tax is very low,
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Table XXI

Poll-Tax Amounts to be Paid
（ 丘om PER Inv. Ar. Pap. 5999v)

Taxpayers
Papnate Apollo
Halimios Damone
Job Pc:l o te & Chae! Petre
:tfafara Apollo

Amount (dinar)

3 % s + Vs carat
% + }1 2 carat
2 114ノ 8
与を4
}24 + % carat

Apaheu & J:Iafara
Pamun Arnone

1%4
% + ¥6 carat
7/
11 2

Pilatos Dorothe
Theodor Baqaf
Job Yol]annes

% + 113 carat

The steward Pamun Lukas

%
3 % s + 1/a carat

Pelote & Pqam

、，

Patermute Chael
The steward Apa Kyros
G os[ ] Silvane
Theodor Fasile
Chae! David & Theodor
Mina Chae! & Pqam Chae!
The steward Pilatos

v

Merq百re Pamun
The steward YoJ:iannes Job
Sabib 月ilvane
Abi言e

Pqam Silvane

5ノ
12 4
% ＋ 弘 carat
J l14ノ 8

}2 4 + :Ya cara t
J l }24 十 % carat
%
% + 1/a carat

%

n'l. 2

Markos Apollo Bale
The guardian Apollo & others
Isaak Chae!

ヰイ6

弘 十 1h carat
3 71
14 8

'.?alma

Job Pamun & Bab
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a

The guardian Aplollo Chae!

？

3 % s + 1/a carat

？

3 5ノ
ノ4 8
% ＋ 与'1 2 carat

mostly less than one dinar, and the most 1 1/2 ・ APEL no. 238 is
a register of the same sort, and the poll tax rates are even lower :
fractions of a dinar, like 5/48 , 15/9 , 2 1/9 , and 1/ .
6
6
8
Th e tax receipts also o丘er clues to understanding the poll tax
rates .

Table XXII gives information that is clearly dated.

Here
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Table XXII

PERF n。726

Year

6 CU4

PERF n°670
PERF n。7 1 8

qd
1A
ワ白
qJh
。，h
’i

Documents

Poll-Tax Amounts Recorded in Di釘erent Receipts

PERF n。74 1

3rd c.

PERF n°746

227
229
241
244
253
265
297
302
320
330

PERF n。752
PERF n。762
PERF n。766
PERF n。787
PERF n°823
PERF n。887

n° 1 5
PERF n。908
PERF n。9 1 6
MPER p. 1 62
MPER p. 1 64

APW

344
344

Tax amount （出
%
弘
�'12 + >4 s
%＋%

%十%
弘
弘
弘
弘 ＋ ¥a + % s
%

3
l/z + ¥a + %4 + ¥a carat

2
% + % carat
%＋%
%＋弘

the rate is far from uniform, and there is no way to deduce a fixe d
rate from it.

As PERF no. 762 is for the "fi丘h installment” and

PERF no・ 823 for the “自rst installment", it is clear that payments
were made in several installments, and as these vary considerably
there is again no way to calculate the annual rate for any single
taxpayer.
The papyri do not permit us to discover anything like a fixed
rate for the poll tax, but in any case the Islamic legal standard
was not being applied in a uniform manner although relative wealth
was being taken into account ; the rates for the poorest bracket were
evidently capable of further fractionalization.

Severus says that

after Ibn al・Mudabbir’s tax reform in A.H. 24-8, poll tax for the
Christians doubled or tripled， “so that even from a poor man who
If this
true then the very poorest were being obliged to pay the high est
rate permitted under Islamic law. Calculating backwards to arnve

was scarcely able to live fifty dirhams a year were taken" . 1 9

is
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at the pre-reform rate, the poorest were paying 1 1/ dinars. This
3
is similar to the rate that appears in Table XIX. According to al・
Magzumr, writing at a much later period, the dimmis were nearly
all poor folk and there were few rich among them . 20 It is not
li kely that the distribution of rich and poor chan ged much in Egypt
bid times . From this we may perhaps
between 'Abbasid and

Ayyt

co nclude that Table XX shows what is more or less the average
処Abbasid poll tax rate .
C.

Land Tax

The land tax was more important than the poll tax .
speaking this was of course called ＂�arag'

Legally

but the Umayyads did

not use this term at all and referred instead to “主ζyat arrj,ヘ ぷ砂α
on the land, as we have alr巴ady seen.

The earliest example of the

use of " �arag" in the papyri which I was able to see is PAL no. 1 6,
from Sawwal 1 56 .

There ar巴 also the lease of land PERF no .

6 1 2 (cf. APEL, II, p . 38) , from A . H . 1 62, and the muzara'a contract

P.

Lo th. no. 1 from A.H. 1 69 ; after A . H . 1 70 examples become

numerous.

There is no direct proof in the A . H . 1 56 document that

＂�arag" means land tax, but from the contents it is clear that land
tax rather than “tax in general” is being referred to .

"!farag"

in the other two papyri clearly does mean “land tax” .

The year

156/773 falls in the late reign of al-Man�ur, so that we suppose that
the term “�arag刀 W出 introd山ed into Egypt at about this time.
This was perhaps an outgrowth of al・Man�ur's empire-wide policy
of fiscal unification .

As w e have seen, land taxes from converts continued t o be col
lected in the form of “land tax" . The main problem in Egypt is
whether the Arab settlers in the villages, who acquired land from
the Copts by purchase and other means and became landlords,
p aid taxes or not . 2 1

Jurists su ch as Abu 早anrfa, Abu Yusuf, and Yal;tya b . 五dam (d.
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A.H . 203) held that even if a Muslim bought a piece of �arag land
from di仰7協 who possessed it, the same �arag tax should be levied
on the land of which the muslim was the new owner, and that the
land did not change into "tithe ('usr) land" . 22 The “ Garag-land
tax” had to be paid on conquered lands regardless of the nationality
and r巴ligion of its occupants : the territorial principle was firmly
adhered to .

This was the basis of Islamic taxation .

These jurists

were in fact spokesmen for Islamic law at the time when its leg al
system had become a real system, and the principle was a historical
product and not something that existed from the very beginning o f
Islam .
Alコ1 Yusuf and others clearly regard the sale of land as a matter
of cours巴， and he specifically notes that it is perfectly legal. 23 But
earlier j urists arg凹d over this point . 24

Abu Yusuf and other in
�ul� but also lan d
novators held that not only land acquired

by

acquired by force should not be distributed among the conqu erors
but rather should remain in the inhabitants’ hands, and that it
could be freely bought and sold .

Malik b . Anas (d. A.H. 1 7 9) and

I;Iassan b . 号aliJ:i (d. A . H . 1 68 ) , who flourished at the begin凶 ng

of

the ζAbbasid period, recognized the legality of purchase and sale

for �ul� lands but not for lands acquired by force, which were fiザ
for the Muslims collectively. 25 The reason why the latter illegalized
the sale offC!_v' land acquired by forceーIraq and Egypt were deemed
to fall into this category in their opinions

was tha t they held that

if the Muslims acquired such land privately it would have to become
'u5r land and thus the state would be deprived of revenues.

This

in turn clearly means that in cases where Garag land passed into the
hands of Muslims, it was su伍cient

for

them to pay the tithe ('usr） ・

This custom assuredly did exist under the Umayyads : 'Umar
ordered an end to it, 26 but his prohibition did not eradicate
practice .

II

the

It was under al-Man�ur that whole issue, in Syria, was
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reconsid ered . 27
The history of the polemics between rival j urists faithfully reflects
the history of fiscal change .

Under the Umayyads Muslims acquir

ing conquered territory generally had to pay only the tithe, but in
電Abbasid times they had to pay �arag land tax just like everybody
How did this evolution proceed in Egypt?

els e, as did converts .

The beginning of Arab settlement was 'Ubayd Allah b . al・ Habhab’s
invitation to the Qaysites in A . H . 1 09, when he settled 400 house

h o lds of them in the eastern Delta . Al-KindI says that “ �adaqa of
a tithe ('usur） ” was collected from them . 28 The Qaysites gradually
ex p anded their holdings beyond the original government land
gran t, but they continued to pay only the easily-born tithe.
From the early 'Abbasid papyri, or at least from late second

i nr

Land-Tax Reg s ter for the Village of Samaw亙
2nd or 3rd / 8th or 9th Ce tu y (APEL no. 223)

Table XXI I I

Taxpayers

Sanロda, from Hu言ayr,
Badermude

vintner of

Maqare Abaqire
Maymon, the black

Tax amount
din ctr

Seed land
faddan
4¥s

3%

22% s
7%

2 2 %s
7%
］%
7 %s

Apollo, the fisherman
al-Sawda Malak

Hiras, client of G alil, called Dawas
Maron, son of 'Asmaras ( ?)

7 %s

3%

3 1;4
26113

26113

Masa b. Qurra
Basinna A�mak ( ?)

293 %s

Mul]ammad b . al・A与bag, called 'Ali

324与 4s

Mina Qoma, called Mila
Sanada Balate
Isaac Nastos

Chae!, the � uardian, called Chae!
Dam百ne m the household of ljiyar
Bilatos Batas

Boqtor

[

］ ロ re

[ 293 % s ]

2 %8

[ 2 %s ]

2%s

[ 324 % s ]
2 %s]

2% s

[ 2 %s]

%［
1H2

[

］

[[ J]
]

1 %4

%s [
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century tax registers, one can see that Arab landlords and marginal
Coptic cultivators were entered in the registers side by sid巴 and
mor巴over assessed taxes at the sam巴 rate .

For example, PERF no.

6 1 6, a second-century list of landholders, contains both 'Ubayd
Allah b. Sufyan with 1 001/2 faddans of land and peasants with a
mere two faddans.

The tax register for the village of Samawa in

the second or third century (Table XXII I ) , APEL no . 223, also shows
considerable spread in the distribution of land, whil巴 the tax rate
per unit of land is the same.
What these people were paying was of course "IJ:arag', so that one
must wonder when the Arabs stopped paying the tithe and start ed
paying barag.

There is no direct evid巴町e bearing on this point .

But from the incidence of tax-resistance movem巴nts on the part of
the Arabs in Egypt, we may infer that it happened in the reign of
al-Mahdr. 29 Whether the tax that the Arab landlords now had to
pay was called "IJ:arag" j ust like the Copts' taxes is another ques・
tion : morelikely it continued to be know as ＂�adaqa".

But gradually

the term "IJ:arag" became general , it would see叫 30 which raises
another problem .
Apart from the tax rate, the 'Abbasid authorities did in fact dis
tinguish between Arab-Muslim and Coptic land-tax payers as far
as administrative practice was concerned .

drmmis

Th巴 taxes paid by the

wer巴 called IJ:arag or «maqburj,ヘ while the Muslims' taxes

were called "baqf". 3 1

This is apparent from

the third-century

papyri, but not from any other sourc巴 ： the historical sources never
use the term “baqf" in this sense ・ Grohmann gives lines 1 2- 1 5 of
P. Berol 6602 as follows . 32
Report of the Copts’ IJ:arag (kitab IJ:arag a l- Qib !)
Report of the Muslims' baqt (kitab baqt al-muslimzn)
Report on particulars of the amounts paid to the Treasury
(kitab t仰J ma wurida ila bayt al-mal)
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Report on miscellaneous taxes (kitab al-efara’ib)
These are problem reports from low-ranking officials to their super
io rs ; the same antithesis between �arag and baq( appears in APR L
no ・ I I /8, which is an instruction from superiors to subordin ates.
As for papyri which give examples of the antith esis between
"baq{" and "maqbu{' (or “maqbuefa刀） , there is the 巴state survey
APW no. 88 from A.H. 246, and also the lease of land APEL no.
7 9 from the third century A.H. 33 The former gives one Muslim and
two Copts who are perhaps co”owners of a private estate (awsiya)

o f 287 faddans, which are identified as “land of baq( and m aqbuefa",

baqt being the tax which the Muslim pays and maqbuefa what the two
C op ts pay.

The latter is a contract between a tenant and a “tax

con tractor for baq( and maqbuef'', and in it occurs the line， “30

jaddans belonging to the baq( [land] known as Saf! of the estate
(¢ay' a) which . . . " . Thus it appears that baq( and maqbu¢ indicated
not o nly tax categories but an institutional distinction between
different types of land .34

“Baq(' is said to be derived from πa JC T O ν .

II aJC r O J)

appears i n

two mid-Umayyad papyri from Aphrodito, P. Lond . nn. 1 436 and
1 586, but in the latter at anv rate it is used to mean “leased land".
The term seems to mean “rented land" or “rent” .

Thus in the

lease of land cited above, 25 dinars are paid as rent for 30 faddans
-0f land, but usually this form of writing the amount refers to land

t砿 paid into the treasury. 35
sort of publicly owned land .

The “rented land" here refers to some
There are two possible explanations

-0f the “public land" involved here .

Under mature Islamic j uris 

prude n ce, all conqu巴red land was stat巴 property and everybody’s
land taxes were rent .

Previous doubtful title to land by Muslims
a
s
th
us
W
legalized, and “public land" in such a context means any
conquered territory.

is

The second possible explanation is that what

bein g refe rred to is not conquered lands in general but some specific
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form of state-held land, which is being occupied by privileged Mu
slims3 6 whose tenure takes the form of rental from the state and thus
requires the payment of rent (baq( ) .

I n both cases “baq（刀 is con”

nected with estates, which were speedily becoming more numerous
in the early third century, 37 and which were taxed at lower than
normal rates ; 38 "baq(" appears at the end of the third century,39 but
as th巴 theorv that the state owned all land cannot have been at
all effective by this time, it would seem that th巴 latter explanation
is preferable.
“Maqbuef" seems to resemble cc f!arag" at least conceptually, and
Ibn Ifawqal and al-MaqrizI (who is probably following him) use
the term to mean “ tax quota" as levied against acreage .40

This

usage of the term to indicate the rate for the f!arag land tax is quite
compatible with the use of cc ma qb uef " as the conceptual antithesis of
“』aq(".
At all eve此s, the levying of f!arag or maqbuef from the Copts while
the Arabs paid baqf is at variance with Islamic law and a phenomenon
It

confined to Egypt.

is not clear why the authorities instituted the

system, given the lack of evidence bearing on the question, but the
reason may well be that despite the classification of all the land in
Egypt as f!ai ag land, a priviledged class had managed to arrange

for

their own holdings to be taxed at lower rates .
D.

Land Tax Assessment Rates

I n taking up the question of how the land taxes were assessed,
there is a point that must not be lost sight of: this is the further
issue of whether the 'Abbasids did in fact, as one would like to
assume, carry on with the Umayyad system of collecting land taxes
in separate payments of gold and corn tax.

I n 'Abbasid Egypt l and

taxes were in principle collected on the basis of cadastral surveys
(misa&a) , and at first there were no distinctions on the basis of diι
ferent crops as there came to be later on : the rather simple method
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the amount of tax levied would presumably have varied a good deal
depending on whether the acreage tax was collec ted in kind or not.
Thus it is first necessary to solve the corn tax problem.
There are no literary sources indicating that the てA bbasids col
le cted part of the land tax in wheat or other crops.

The Umayyad

corn tax was used to supply the Arab-Muslims with their rizq, so
th at after the abolition of the stipends in A.H. 2 1 8 the collection of
corn for this purpose should have ceased to be necessary.41

Al・

KindI in a 児島町nce to an incident in A . H . 1 93 , when after a mil
itary riot the governor allowed th巴 ＇ata' entirely, in gold, cloth, and
wheat, provides the only reference to an allowance in kind.42 Al
KindI probably reports this because the payment of the full stipends
was already a rare event .

It is very probable thus that the collec

tion of corn taxes for the purpose of paying allowances in kind
ceas ed before A.H. 1 93 .
The papyri d o give i ndications o f corn tax (efarrba) collection .
These are some leases of land ; PERF no. 6 1 2 from A.H. 1 62 is the
-0ldest of these, the latest being APRL no. IX/6 from A.H. 1 82 .
There are i n all six documents o f this sort, all contracts which specify
that in addition to the usual �arag, some payments in kind must be
supplied.

I n leases of land from A.H. 1 90 this kind of condition

never appears, while the tax per faddan moreover is somewhat
higher.

This clearly means that between A.H. 1 82 and 1 90 there

was a fiscal reform in which the collection of both gold and corn
taxes, inherited from the Umayyads, was abolished and replaced by
a

single money payment.

This is more or less in accord with the

time when the corn tax was abolished as I have inferred it from al
Kind1.
Cons idering the rates of land tax expressed in these l巴ases of land,
the ones from before A.H. 1 90 in which corn tax is also stipulated
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gen erally show a rate of one dinar per Jaddan in addition to a certain
quantity of corn .

PERF nn. 626 and 63W both give the corn tax

rate at 1/2 ardabb of wheat and 1h ardabh of barley per faddan.
This rate is very close to what Ibn 'Abd al－早akam gives as the
figures for the post-conquest period ： “1/2 ardabb of wheat and
2 waybas (that is, 1/3 ardabb) of barley per Jaddan were levied . "43 In
the mid-Umayyad Aphrodito papyri, one artaba of wheat is levie d
along with one solidus (dinar) .

Some of papyri which do not in・

dicate the amount of corn tax order that it must be paid according
to the local custom .44

Thus there must have been considerab le

regional variations in the corn tax.

Whether the variations arose

from the lack of a unified system of weights and measures or

for

some other reason is however not clear.
The money rate of one dinar per Jaddan was the same at al同Fay
y umペ at Usmun,46 and at Samawa (Table XXI I I ) , so that it seems
not to have varied from region to region . But after A . H . 1 9 0 the
situation was rather diffi巴rent.
According to Ibn I;Iawqal, under al-Ma'mun and al
the standard tax rate (maqbarj,) was two dinars per faddan.46

This is

probably the most widespread rate for this period ; the leases of land

from aft巴r A.H. 1 9 0 indicate a �arag rate

leaving aside the b aqf

lands-of between 2 and 21/2 dinars,47 which agrees with what Ibn
I;I awqal says . Comparing this to the tax rate b巴fore A . H . 1 9 0, it
appears that the earlier corn tax was tariffed at a value equivalent

to between 1 and 1 1/ 2 dinars, though given contemporary wheat
and barley prices this represented something of a tax increase.

I

shall return to this problem later.
The tax rate in the late third century seems to have been extreme
ly multiform, with the assessment per faddan swinging between one
third and four dinars.48

But on the whole a rate of between 1 and
1 1/2 dinars seems to have been most common, which would mean
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Table XXIV

xc
aは
Tm
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j

] b. a地主 ag &

I

Tax
Land
area
amount
dinar
faddan

I

Ph

�egos b. [

1 1/2

Sulayman

2

3

Yusuf al司Fust亙ti

3

2

Ph

Mubarak b. 電Abd
al司Rahman b. Nauf

3

4

l弘

Abu

5

6弘

%

Yusuf al-Har

2 7ノ2 4 Kami! b. ljalil

2
10

5%

？

al-Hurr b. Isma'il

10

？

4

？

1%

？

%

？
？

I- 'Attaf

] b. Is J;iaq , the

miller

The cashier Musa b. Ayyロb

3

I

Remarks

I

41/2

'

Cooperative worked land

����urr has contracted
As’ad b. Rabi

Sulayman al- G inni
contracted last year

8弘

lentils, bitter-vetch

Land known as Abu 1Qasim, trefoil .

4

7

Ayyab & Gamm Maymon

3

3

Muhammad’s land

IsJ;i宜q [b .

9

9

Land of Ibrahim b. Isl;i宜q,
at the wage of 4 dinars

'Isa [b.

6

6

2

2
11
12
4

？

[ 1%]

Ph
1
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] b. l;I a烏
Isma'il [b.
] b. Ma言d
ヲ

Total

11
9
4

I

98

Muham �ad’s land, 14
] Gay! al-Qitri
Muhammad’E land

I

a slight decline in the tax rate compared with the earlier part of the
There are three points to be made about the land
tax i n the late third century : ( I ) the tax rate varied according to

third century.

the crops that were sown ; 49 (2) formerly the rates for individual
taxpayers as shown in the registers (e. g . , Table XXII ) did not change
so

much, but di百erent rates for each taxpayer without regard to
acreage became possible as A PW 26 (Table XXIV) shows ; ( 3 ) in the
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fourth century the tax rate went up while the “tillage contract”， in
which acreage figures are not expressed (qabala bi布 misa�a) , makes
its appearance, indicating a tendency to ignore the tax rate.
tillage contract will be discussed later.

The

The rise in tax rates is con

firmed by Ibn I;Iawqal’s statement that under the Igsrdids ( 323-

1

358/935-969) the fa ddan rate averaged 3 /2 dinars.50
The land and poll taxes were the most important taxes in the
earlier half of the 'Abbasid period ; there is virtually no information
on other kinds of taxes .

A term for special imposts (nawa’ib) appears

in P. Loth. no. 1 , a share-cropping contract from A.H. 1 69, so that
it would seem that the Umayyad extraordinary imposts were still
being collected in the early 'Abbasid period, but just what this really
was is not speci五ed .

There is also APEL no. 1 9 7 from A.H. 1 48,

a receipt for the alms rate （�adaqa) levied on livestock owned by
Muslims, so that some kind of livestock tax also existed .

This tax

was collected in kind and the names of its beneficiaries are listed,
but there is no information about how it was assessed .
How did the 電Abbasid authorities go about collecting all these
taxes ?

PERF no. 624, from the reign of al・R品rd, is an important

source here.

51

This is a document from the tax administrator

for

Ehnas and al-Bahnasa Sufyan b . Qur'a, under the governor 'Abd
Allah b. al-Musayyab (in office A . H . 1 76- 1 7 7) , addressed to all
inhabitants of Ehnas， “Muslims and people of dimma" .

The follow

mg passage occurs rn it :
“The Governor 電Abd Allah b . al-Musayyab has written to me
and to you a letter, in which he confirms to us what has

been

settled in the presence of the Commander of the faithful respecting
the assessment of the tax (gizaya)

of

.

Egypt l吋 （that is to say)

what belongs to their (Muslims') fay' (ajya’） and respecting . ＇ ’
I n short, the duty o f paying taxes i s incumbent n o t only on the
.<Jimmzs, the Copts, but also on the Muslims by virtue of the fact that
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Egypt consists o ffay’ land, and it is clear that the 'Abbasid authori・
ties sought the basis of thei r taxing powers in the fay' doctrine .
We can find similar exp ressions elsewhere . When Hartama
b. A 'yan became the governor of 写urasan under al・Rasid, one of
h is duties as indicated in the letter of appointment was to “coll巴ct
from the inhabitants every tax which is levied on them in a j ust
manner respecting the �arag of the Commander of th巴 Faithfu l and
th e fa_〆 of the Muslims [collectively] " . 52

From these examples it is

clear that actual administrative practice and Islamic legal theory
were in agreement at least as far as the legal basis of taxation was
concerned.
E.

T h e Reform s of l b n al・Mud a b b ir

Now let us consider the lat巴 ＇Abbasid period, after the reforms of
Ibn al-Mudabbir.

According to al-MaqrizI, it was Ibn al-Mudab

bir who 五rst fixed taxes apart 合om �arag in Egypt : this was a丘町
A. H. 250 when he was in charge of finances in Egypt.

The new

taxes which he introduced included the natron tax, the pasture
tax (mara'i) , and the weir tax (ma�ayid) .53

Al

does not mean only the land tax but indicates th巴 regular Islamic
taxes in g巴nr巴al ; but the statement that it was in A.H. 250 that
additional taxes were introduced is an error.
Al・KindI does not say when Ibn al Mudabbir held o伍ce, but
Severus reports that when al-Munta�ir usurped the caliphate (Saw
wal 247) he appointed new local o伍cials, and that Ibn al・恥1udabbir
at

this point replaced Sulayman b . Wahb and immediately imposed

cruel taxes on Muslims, Christians, and J巴ws ; this was in 5 78 of the
Coptic calendar or A.H. 24 7 /48. 54 There is a papyrus concerning
the pasture tax dat巴d
Tδt 248, PERF no. 7 7 7, which bears Ibn

13

al・ Mudabb ir’s name and indicates that the tax is for the prev ious
year, A.H. 24 7 . From these references it is clear that his tax reforms
Were op erative in A . H . 248, having commenced from the 247 fiscal
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year.

-M

I
Al-MaqrizI

Natron was natural carbonate of soda ; al

aqriz says that it had

hitherto b町n common property (muba&) and was now placed under
state control . 55
a tax .

Thus this was a really a state monopoly rather than

The basis of the pasture tax was similarly a decision to

regard pasture land as state property.

says that when

the Nile floods receded there was luxuriant pasturage which would
disappear when beasts were allowed to graze on it : officials would
be sent to count th巴 animals and would collect something 合om their
masters. 56

The weir tax was levied not only at lakes and on the

seacoast but wher巴ver weirs existed, such as within irrigation sys
tems using Nile water. 58
But Ibn al・Mudabbir established more than j ust these three taxes.
Severus says that he also taxed date palms and fruit trees, and
revived the long disused poll tax on monks . 58

It is true that in

papyri after th巴 late th ird century there are taxes which are never
recorded for earlier times .

For example,

APG

no. 4, which con司

sists of a fragmentary tax report for each village of a district in
Upper Egypt, lists the following :

(1)
(2 )
(3)

a tax on estates (mal al・tf,ay'a) equivalent to �arag

poll

tax (gawal i)

pasture tax （刀iara'z)

( 4)

date palm tax （ 仰が）

(5)

grass tax (tf,arzbat al－�atf,ar)

( 6)

vineyard tax (tf,arzbat al-karm)

(7)

sugar cane tax （戸rzbat qatab d・sukkar)

(8)

orchard tax (tf,arzbat al-ganna)

There are three categories of tax here : ( I ) , (2) to ( 4) , and (5) to (8)

each belong to a diffe白川 one.

(5) to (8) are classified as tf,arzba.59

P. Berol 1 5 1 3 1 , a receipt book from I:Jay干 S anuda, lists un der

general heading of "abwab al”mal" such taxes as poll tax,

th e

pasture
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tax, date palm tax, and also a garden tax (mi'al : pl. of ma'la) and an
alms rate （�adaqat ) . 60

APEL

no . 2 38 lists six taxes : a garden tax

(ma'la) , a tax on grazing lands (m w ug) , poll tax, pasture tax, palm
tax, and a trefoil tax (qur t ) . Al-MaqrizI's weir tax also app ears in
the papyri61, as do a vegetable garden tax (i加baqil : pl. of mabqala) , 62
a laba� harvest tax,63 a flax tax (kattan) ,64 oil an d bath taxes,65 and
a corn impost on behalf of the governor (gallat al-amlr） .“
These taxes were not all originated by Ibn al-Mudahbir.

As for

trefoil, Ibn 'Abd al-l;Iakam mentioned for th色 post圃conquest period
that ther司巴 v、
25 1 , r巴fers to the treあi! tax （�arag al・aqrat) ; it would seem to have
b een introduced by Ibn al-Mudabbir.68

But in fact what it means

is that he s亡t up a separate trefoil tax, so named : it does not mean
th at trefoil was not an obj ect of taxation before A . H . 248.

For

example the tax register APEL no・ 2 3 1 , from about A . I-I . 1 56, lists
the crops cul tiva ted by the taxpayers, including flax and trefoi l.
In A PEL no・ 232, from the early third century, there is a list of
crops i町Judi時 barley, wheat, trefoil, poppies （�as�as) , chickpeas

( hazar) , h巴rbs (Gall) , and lupin巴s ( tun
Tht叫 except for u町ultivated land (mu'at(ala) 69, any crops being
grown could find their way into the tax lists .

But the 電Abbasids

were really taxing the land rather than the crops and levied a land
tax without regard to what vvas growing on the fields .
in accordance with Islamic law.

This was

But Ibn al-Mudabbir introduced

new taxes against specific crops, broadening the scope of fiscal ad
ministration and indeed carrying out a wholesale reorganization of
the tax structure .
The method of fitting all taxes into one of three categories, which
we have already encountered, is the subj ect APRL no ・ II/7, a state
ment rende red to local o伍cials . All the taxes paid by the villagers
here are classi白eel as Garag, efara’ib , or abwab .70 It thus seems almost
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certain that Ibn al--Mudabbir’s reforms involved the 巴stablishment
of this tripartite classification.

There are uncertainties here when

it comes to determining j ust how taxes were assigned to a given
category.

But ( 1 ) �arag seems generally to have meant land tax

the obj ect of which was wheat and barley ; (2) abwab (or 。bwab al

mal) included the poll, pasturage, palm, and grazing land taxes ;
and (3) rj.arll’ib the trefoil, grass, vineyard, and other taxes.

This

method of classifying taxes differs fu吋amentally from that of the
first half of the 'Abbasid period, when land and poll taxes were the
Table XXV Account-Book on the Payment of Various Taxes,
Second Half of 3rd Century (APEL no. 238)
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main things .
But this system of classification was in some cases a scribal con
V巴nience,

in

use only on paper : it does not tell us what taxes were

being collected .

PER Inv. Ar. Pap . 5999r has the “ tax on grazing

la吋s円 （ηmrug) serving as the comprehensive name for poll tax,
pasture tax, date palm tax (sometimes including poll and bath
taxes) , while the vegetable garden tax (mabaqil) is likewise used to
comprehend pasture, palm, weir, and oliv巴 taxes (see Table XXIX) .
Tabl巴 XXV (APEL no . 238) shows the taxpayers paying almost iden
tical amounts

for

each category, which leads one to suppose that

a

fixed sum was being assessed for each taxpayer and distributed ap
propriately into several items of taxes.

These examples together

suggest that when the new systematization was put into effect,
there must have been a period of trial and error.
3.

The Tax Administration
A.

The Adm inistrative Structure

In order to examine the administrative framework for collecting
taxes and transferring revenues to the public treasuries, a brief look
at local government in 'Abbasid Egypt is in order first.
The Umayyads preserved the Byzantine pagarchies and eparchies,
with Egy pt divided into two Lower and two Upper eparchies along
with the eparchy of Barqa, all subdivided into pagarchies : but it is
doubtful that this arrangement was carried on with by the 'Ab
basids.

Taking the eparchies first and leaving aside Barqa in Libya,

the narrative sources and the papyri frequently us巴 the terms Lower
Egypt (Asfal al-An;l) and Upper Egypt (al－与がrd) , 1 which are not
mere geographical expressions but have definite administrative sig
n ificance.

Apart from exceptional periods like the civil war in the
second and third centuries, these two provinces were governed by

a

Walz who corresponded to the old duke. APRL no . I/5, around
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A.H. 1 8 0 , is a private letter concerning the appointment of a wall

for Lower Egypt and his financial and military responsibilities ;2
Severus mentions the post of "secretary to the walz of Upper E g y pt"
(katib al-wall fl l-$a'zd) ,3 in the reign of al・Mu'ta�im .
as a special district had its own

Alexandria

wall. 4

In I bn 写urdadbih’s third-century list of kziras, there occur names
which are thought to be those of eparchies, such as al聞 早awf al-SarqI,
al-Hawf al-GarbI, Asfal al同Ard, Batn al-Rif, and al-Sa'Id . 5

Al・

MaqrizI in explaining the administrative geography of E gypt first
divides the country into Upper and Lower, and then divides the
latter into three parts, al同I;Iawf al-SarqI, Batn al-Rif, a凶 al- I;Iawf
al-GarbI (including Alexandria) , further appending the names of
th巴 kuras within each subdivision.6

Thus under the 'Abbasids it

would seem that Egypt was divided into four provinces : three in
Lower Egypt with Upper Egypt constituting a province in its own
right.

With Barqa included in the figure Egypt would consist of

五ve provinces ; the sole indication that each had a zιali over it
comes in A . H . 292 with the recovery of Egypt from the Trrlunids,

when the five provinces of Egypt are identified as : Alexandria,

Taきr Tinnis wa Dimyat (Batn al・Rif) , al-Al;iwaf, Barqa, and al
Sa'Id .7
Thus it is clear that under the 'Abbasids as well Egγ pt was divided
into three or four provin ces, but the role of the provincial governor
was different from what it had been under the Umayyads.

Then,

the duke had been the link between central and local government
as far as fiscal administration was concerned, though the situation
was different in pagarchies governed directly 仕om al-Fustat .

Under

the 'Abbasids military and financial responsibilities were separated ,
and even when the governor doubled as financial director his finan
cial staff was clearly distinguished from his other officers.

The

provincial governor was charged only with military affairs, and
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日seal responsibilities devolved upon the tax administrators ('amils)
appointed by the financial director, who were directly responsib le to
al・Fusta! and had j urisdiction at th巴 kura level. This is clear also from

my reference to the A . H . 292, which has mentioned the financial
director being appointed simul taneously with the five provincial
chiefs, and it is even clearer if one looks at the papyri.

Although we

find innumerable examples of the direct relationship between the

kura tax administrators and the financial director (or th巴 governor) ,

there is not a single case of provincial authorities intervening be 画
tween them.

Thus the kura was the key financial district although one kura did

not necessarily constitute a fiscal district : two or more kura might
equal one fiscal di strict, or alternatively several vil lages might con
stitute an entire fiscal district. 8 ''\Tith the growth of estates (rf,iジ ザ）
from the third century, estates also came to constitute fiscal districts.

The phrase “the kura of the governor’s es tate" occurs in APRL no.

III/9, and in PER Inv. Ar. Pap . 5999r estates comprising the villages

of Qτi � and Maysara constituted one tax di吋ict. 9 The units of
fiscal administration became even more complicated with the rise
of the tax-contracting system. 10
These developments exerted especially great in臼uence on the
smallest fiscal unit, the “village" .

Under the U mayyacls the village

(xwρl oν） with its headman （µε i( (j)ν ： mazut) was an autonomous

community which played a key role in tax collection, and this re
mained unchang巴d until th巴 end . 1 1 At first the 'Abbasids maintained
this state of affairs .

According to APEL no. 1 6 7 （合om A.H. 1 3 7-

1 40) , the headmen in Upper Egypt were mostly Christians and were
regarded by the local Arab o伍cials as the people responsible for tax
collectio n at the village l巴vel . According to the tax receipt PAL

'no. 1 6 from S awwal 1 56, the Coptic headman (mazut) was the one
Who actually received the villagers' taxes, and village tax collection,
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it is clear, was performed under the headmen’s direction .
But after A.H. 1 56 I do not find any material which suggests that
the village headman continued to bear responsibility for collecting
“village” taxes .

Village taxes were collected by the tax administra

tors or their deputies and they did not require the mediation of the
h eadmen .

The fact that the 'Abbasids were deploying much greater

power than the Umayyads had been able to wield is visible h巴re .
I n any case, the changeover s巴巴ms t o have come about in al-Mahdr's
reign .

We have already seen from

PERF

no. 6 1 2 ( from A.H. 1 62 )

that ther巴 was a direct relationship between the tax administrato rs
and individual taxpayers when it came to deciding questions of ten
ancy and tax rates .
This rather highly centralized administrative structure-financial
director, tax administrator, taxpayer-came into being rather ear!v
on, and indeed was the precondition for the standard framework of
actual tax collection.

But the system was not altogether successfu l,

what with the tax resistance movements and later the growth of
es tat巴s, and still later of the tax-contracting system.

Here I shall

only take up the main points.
First, how did the absorption or partial absorption of a village
into a private estate affect the collection of “village" taxes, and
what was the landlord’s relation to the process ?
the landlord’s part was all too likely.

Intervention on

And the collection of village

taxes by a tax-contractor could scarcely take place under precisely
the same set of conditions prevalent when a public official was
doing the coll巴cting.
An important development in the fiscal structure is noted by al
Kindr for about 242/856 ： “The governor Yazid

b.

'Abd Allah
al・TurkI ordered the selection of mu�tars, and sent them out to the
kuras .

Yazid was the 五rst to appoint mu�t ars for the kuras”. 12

"Mu�tar'' means “chosen man”， and from this alone it is impos·
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sible to clarify the nature of their job.

But the system seems to
have been continued by the Tt lunids, and appears in the Sirat
According to this the m 吟tars were appointed to

A�mad b . τulun .

kura-level fiscal districts and known as “m11�tar al-na�fyaヘ and along
with the fiscal o伍cials （�a�ib-perhaps the kura tax adminis trators)
performed a k巴y role in assigning tax quotas at the di strict (or
village) level to individual taxpayers . 13 They are declared to have
b een analogous to the Umayyad assessors in tha t it was their job
to prepare the tax registers . 14 A丘er the end of village fiscal auto 
n omy un der the early 'Abbasids, the village communities the mselves
fell apart in the late second and early third century tax-resistance
rebellions, and the tax structure was reorganized in the A . H . 240’s ..
The appointment of the mu�tars was, along with Ibn al-Mudabbir’s
fisc al reforms, a facet of this reorganization.
B.

T h e Wor k of T a x Assessm e n t

In the actual levying of poll and land taxes, it was necessary to
b egin from a census of the non-Muslims and a survey of lands, b ut
there is almost no information on how censuses were undertaken or
how th e poll tax registers were actually compiled .

I shall therefore

deal mainly with the better-documented land tax.

As noted above,

in E gypt land taxes were assessed in theory on the basis of a land
“survey” （ misa1a) .

This means literally that the land w出 surveyed,

acreage calculated, and a fixed rate applied to the acreage .

The

functionaries who carried out the surveys are referred to as massa1
(or masi肘 15 and as qa��ab . 16

The differences in their functions are

not clear, but under the Fatimids the qa§§ab were the surveyors,
while m街地 calculated the acreage on the basis of the former’s
work17.

Thus under the 'Abbasids it would seem that the qaf{ab

Were the deputies of the maHa1.
Land registers were, one assumes, produced for each taxpayer as
a conse quence of the surveys, but it is hard to find any examples
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of such registers in the extant papyri.

But in the later 'Abbasid

period when tax rates differed according to cropping patterns, the
situation may have been quite diffi巴rent from the earlier period when
different crops were not taken into account.

Still, the early 'Ab

basids apparently did list not only acreage but crops as well in the
land registers, to j udge from surviving fragments of assessm巴nt re
gisters and rosters of taxpayers. 1 8

In the later period acreage is

clearly registered on the basis of what it was sown with .

I n small

units, reports of acreage were pr巴pared,19 and submitted to the kura
offices, where a comprehensive report of the surveys was compile d .
Table XXVI is a fragmentarγ example .

These reports were then

forwarded to higher-echelon o伍cials . 20 The central government proか
ably assembled into one book all the local survey reports.21
Table XXVI

Report on a Land Survey for Villages of a District,
3rd/9th Century (APEL no. 268)
Land Area
faddl!n

Villages
MaJ:iallat al-A [

]m

wheat land

1 5 口口%

barley land

1 379

53

22

pulse land

35

vineyard

trefoil land

681/z

chick-peas land

2

vine-shoots land

2

] land
vineyard
uncultivat巴d land

30
26Yis

%

ー， ．， － － · ，一－ ·『・』圃 － － ー晶

Natwl! ( ? )

cultivators' lands
[

] land
] land

[
vineyard

vegetables land

？

Th巴

681

63 1 % 2
36
13
3:1Af

vine-shoots land

弘

l 与1 2
口口27Y / x

'
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20 1

villag巴 survey reports divided all land into f!,arttg land (al- artj, al・
f!,arttgrya) and non- f!,arttg land (that is, e 山 te lan ds， めぜ ） and pre圃
se ntecl totals for ordinary arable, vegetable plots, and trefoil fielcls.22
Th ere are also survey r eports dealing only with estates. Thi s sug

of

the estates in th e third century, the cl ivi
gests that with the rise
of
land
into
f!,arttg fields and 巴state 五elds was in日titt onalized a s
sion
a legal practice.23

I said abov巴 that “land tax was i n theory bas巴d on the land

surv句”， but some evidences suggest not land survey but the imp osi
tion

o f'

a fix巴d money rate on the land .

These were known as the

“tillage contract" : it was referred to by the same term, "qabttla'',
as the “tax contracting" system, but is entirely distinct from the
latter.

This “tillage contract" was viewed by the tax administrators

as an alternative to the land survey (mistt&a) .

For example, APH

no・ 1 2 /a, a revenue statement from A . H . 294 for Dimnuh, Tadgaga,
Ust uradah, and al-Kufur, opens with the following phrase ： “On
the basis of land surv巴y (mistt&a) , tillage contracts (qabttlttt) , poll tax

(gawttli) , pasture tax (martt'i) , and in Dimnuh th e palm tax and the
-0rchard tax as well as all other categories of tax巴S円 .

Then the

specific amounts of tax are given ; it would seem that th e taxes were
actually classified in the way set forth at the following :
1 Land tax

(

Tax money (ma！ ） イ

I

r Land survey (mistt&a)

( f!,arttg ) i

\、 Miscelaneous

LTillage contract (qabttla)

ta ·es

（ Poll tax (gawttli)
I Pasture tax (martt'z)

I

� Date palm tax (naf!,l)

( abwab al-ma!) l

I Orchard tax (ganna)
\Other taxes

A

guaranty- commission （�aゲ） was levied as a sort of extra tax. The
referen ce of “land survey” and “tillage contract" means that the
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of such registers in the extant papyri.

But in the later 'Abbasid

period when tax rates differed according to cropping patterns, the
situation may have been quite diffi巴rent from the earlier period when
different crops were not taken into account .

Still, the early 'Ab

basids apparently did list not only acreage but crops as well i n the
la吋 registers, to j udge from surviving fragments of assess町悶
gisters and rosters of taxpayers . 1 8

In the later period acreag巴 i s

clearly regist巴r巴d on the basis of what it was sown with .

I n small

units, reports of acreage were prepared, 19 and submitted to the kura
o伍ces, where a compreh巴nsive report of the surveys was compil ed .
Table XXVI is a fragmentary example.

These reports were then

forwarded to higher-echelon o伍cials.初 The central government prob
ably assembled into one book all the local survey reports .21
Table XXVI

Report on a Land Survey for Villages of a District,
3rd/9th Century (APEL no. 268 )
Land Area
faddan

Villages
Mal}allat al-A [

1 5口口%

]m

wheat land

1 379

barley land

53
22

pulse land

35

vineyard

trefoil land

681h

chick-peas land

2

] land
vineyard

30
vine-shoots land

2

26Yi&

%

圃 圃 圃晶 圃 F”’・ー晶・，a、．‘同－町一 ・‘－

uncultivated land
Natwa ( ?)

cultivators' lands
[

] land
] land

[
vineyard

vegetables land

?

The

681

63 1 % 2
36
13
3弘

vine-shoots land

弘

1 �'i 2
口口 27 Y / x
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village survey reports divided all land into b,arag land (al-arrj, al
� aragrya) and non b, arag land (that is, estate lands, efiJ ぜ） and pre

．

se nted totals for ordinary arab le, vegetable plots, and trefoil fields .22
There are also survey reports dealing only with estates. This sug
g ests that with the rise of the estat巴s in the third century, th e divi
sion of land in to

a

b,ar

legal practice. 23

I said above that “land tax was i n theory based on the land

s urvey”， but some evidences suggest not land survey but the imposi
ti on of a fixed money rat巴 on the land .

These were known as the

“ ti llage contract" : it was referred to by the same term, "qabala",
as the “tax contracting" system, but is entirely distinct from the
latter.
as

This “tillage contract” was viewed by the tax administrators

an alternative to the land survey (misa�a) .

For example, APH

no . 1 2/a, a revenue statement from A . H . 294 for Dimnuh,

Tadgaga,

Usturadah, and al-Kufur, opens with the following phrase ： “On
the basis of land survey (misaba) , tillage contracts (qabalat) , poll tax

{gawalz) , pastur巴 tax (mara'z) , and in Dim叩h the palm tax and the
orchard tax as well as all other cat巴gories of taxes" .

Then the

specific amounts of tax are given ; it would seem that the taxes were
actually classified in th巴 way s巴t forth at the following :
1 Land tax

I

Tax money (mal) �

I

\ Miscela

r Land survey (misaba)

（�arag) �

l

Tillage contract (qabala)
( Poll tax (gawalz)
I Pasture tax （月間的）

I

� Date palm tax （ 仰を l)

〔abwab al-mal〕

I Orchard tax

(ganna)

\ Other taxes

A

guaranty-commission （�aゲ） was levied as

a

sort of 巴xtra tax. The

referenc e of “land survey" and “tillage contract" means that the
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·

r1
appear旦
from this document that the tillage contract was in gene ra l u舶 に
-- <Ul'
the most widespread kind of farmland including fields of s叶
taple

taxes could be assessed in di仔巴rent ways.

More

,

crops such as wheat .

The difference between the two methods of assessm ent bernrna- ...... ... .._J.℃� a
rne
bit clearer from the leases of land . In these documents
111s, ge nerally
known as kirゲ， the acreage of the rented land as well as the am
nn
u1uunt
of tax to be paid on it is clearly indicated . They are in fact b as ed
on the survey method .

But the tillage contract docume nts do n ot
specify acreage like the others, simply describing the amou nt of

tax due together with the phrase “tillage contract without l and
surv巴y” （qaba la bi-la m a&a) at th巴 beginr

Apart from this di百erence, the two types of land’rental contr、a ct are
virtually identical.

The tillage contracts were registered with the
local tax office, and the land registers which included these lands

had the notation “tillage contract without land survey" written i n
against them . 24
Analogous to these tillage contracts are another sort of docu ment
in which acreage is similarly not specified, the relevant unit being
the water wheel (saqfya) : these are called 勺勾りa bi-la misa&aぺ
These rent land on condition of a specified sum of tax being paid
per water wheel though the amount of land irrigated by one water
wheel is not spelled out ; again, they were registered with the tax
offices.

PERF no. 984 (identical to EPER no . 4) is a certificate of

registration (kitab al・5ψ＂ll) for one of these arrangements ; according
to this, Yol_iannes b . Isl_iaq rents an unspecified amount of la吋， with
crops also unspecified, containing three water wheels to 'Utman b.
Sa 'rd and two others in return for five dinars of land tax to be paid

in installments, and this is duly registered by the fiscal authorities.
The heading reads ： “Yol_iannes b . Isl_iaq’s three water wheels.
Without survey, they may plant whatever crops they please” .

This
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from

A.H. 339 : from the fourth century A.H. there seem to
refe ren ces to the water wheel sys tem. 25 At present there is no

o th at this antedates the fourth century.
pr of
A I-M aqrizI offers a very inter巴sting report concerning the establish司

of water wheels under th巴 Fatimids.

When al-Ma’mun b .

aJ-Ba! a’il;n was vizier ( 5 1 5 l 9/ 1 1 2 1 25) , he carried out a general
land survey in Upper Egypt and so found out how much land there
was wh ich contained water wheels. G巴nerally it was found that a
wa e r wheel could irrigate about 360 faddans at most ; in Esna, the land
so wa tered included date groves, vineyards, and canefields although
a mer e ten dinars of tax was being paid-a fact which is described

:as b eing in accordance with local custom.26

Of course in Egypt,

wh ere naturally watered agriculture is impossible, no matter how
much land one owned it was worthless unless it was irrigated .

But

the capacity of the water wheels seems to have been seriously un
dere stimated .

Moreover, this situation is said to have become

matter of local custom by this time.

a

The principl巴 of the land survey

can no longer be found .
The same sort of situation obtained as far as the tillage contract
was concerned .

In my materials, the oldest document dealing with

the tillage contracts is a land tax register from A.H. 273, APEL no.
2 7 1 ; in the fourth century A.H. such documents become more nu
merous.27

Thus tax rates came more and more to be calculated

without reference to acreage, whether by means of tillage contracts
,or by the water wheel method ; the reason why this system expanded
so greatly under the later 'Abbasids may well be becaus巴 the land
surveys were being abandoned.

If one searches the historical sources

in an 巴ffort to locate the reason, one is likely to conclude that it lay
in improper application of survey techniques.

The improper ap

plication of the land surveys came about at the hands not only of
the sta旬、 。伍cials but of the taxpayers themselves.
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Under the survey system, with tax rates based on acreag e, the
state tended to add a bit to the acreage in order to bid up the ta xes
Al-KindI says that the uprising in the I;Iawf in A . H . 1 86 came about
because of this practice, with surveyors deliberately using shor t
measures. 28 The petition against unfair fisc;:iJ practices of wh i ch
ABPH no ・ 7 is a fragment attests that 白 河 faddan s were being r e
gistered as six and a ha!fjaddan s . The taxpayers for their part tri e d
to make their acreage seem as scanty as possible in order to lower
their tax quotas .

This led to a variety of tricks including the de.

ception of the surveyors, falsification of survey results with the c o ト
nivance of high officials, and inducing the surveyors to give false
reports of the acreage and underestimate it. 29 When the tax- con
tracting system evolved aftcr the middle of the third century, there
came into us巴 two kinds of qa�aba (the unit used in surveying lan d) ,
"long” and “short" measures ; in years of drought, the tax-c o n
tractors, being obliged to supply the authorities with the specified
amount of taxes, used the short

qa�a b a

to measure the land : until

Al;imad b . τロlun prohibited this in A . H . 259 / 60, it continued to be
tacitly permitted by the authorities. 30

Given thc tolerance extended

to these irregularities, it is reasonable to suppose that the land survey
system lost its effectiveness precisely on this account and that other
methods of assessment therefore became increasingly prominent .
At the risk of a slight digression, I want to return to the subj ect
of the mechanics of tax coll巴ction .
ared by the officials responsible

for

When th巴 land registers prep
the surveys were aproved by

higher-level officials, the next step was to draft assessment registers
on the basis of the land registers .

What appears to be an important

role in the compilation of the assessment registers and the all ocation
of quotas to individual taxpayers was played by agents known as
"dalils".

In ABPH no . 7 (see above） 企om the third century, it w回

a fiscal administrator whose title is not given, Abu 1・＇Ulaym, and
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da lil named Yazid who were the culprits in transmo gr ifying fi ve
addans into six and a h乱Iffaddans with the result that twenty-four
J
a

dinars of land tax had become twenty-nine. At the b e g i nni n g of
no. 267, which is probably an assessment register, the term

APEL

«da lll" also occurs :

In the n ame of God, the Compassionate, the lvferciful .

Report of that which [the tax-administrator] A�ba吉 b . 'Abd al司

..

電 Aziz has transmitted . . . in the
the year
The

dallls therein

Ibrahm

b.

kura

of Taha, for the land-tax of

Sila and his mates.

The land of Manfafe ( ?)
Ibrahrm, the builder

M ay m u n b . Mihran, called I;Iarb b .
a l -'UrnarI

wheat :

77

70

wheat :

771 / 2

83 1/8
[ ]5
[ ] 1 12

64

\vheat :

Isra'Il‘ the watch man

Abu l\1arzuq , freedman of Hanas

26
correct

I;Iunayn & Mul;arnrnad , the sons of Farag,

Musa b . 'Abs,

wheat :

]I

wheat :

al- [

b . 'AII

Al;rnad

the lawyer

581/ 2
631/2

called Isl;aq al-Saf!I

32

[
[

]8

]

[ ]5

seed land
The phrase “the da l i ls therein" also occurs in PER Inv. Ar. Pap.
4493 .31

It

is clear that there were more than one of them .

A

summons inssued by higher占vel officials, APEL no. 1 78 (3rd
century) calls on Al;mad b. 'AbI and other

dallls

to present them

selves immediately, attesting further to their importance.
I n Arabic

" dalzl"

means “guide”， but in these fragments the term

should probably be rendered as “cadastral agent＂.

“Dalif' also

show up on the list of Ibn MammatI’S employees, their work being
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t h e com pilation of cadastral register (qundaq o r qanun) and cer tific a tes
( sif,illat ) , wl巾h included types of land, crops under cultiva tio 町 tax

quotas, and the names of the taxpayers ; the dalil signed th eir names
in order to witness to the accuracy of what they had writt巴n . 32 The

'Abbasid dalil definitely performed nearly the same functions ; the
assessment register introduced as a tax report, APEL no. 267, was
thus in reality actually the work of the dalil Ibrahim b . Sila.33

B ut

the dali/ of late Fa.timid and Ayyubid times while probably a pu bli c
o伍cial may not have possessed the same status as his counterpart
under th e 'Abbasids .

I n APEL no. 245 (3rd century) a taxpayers'

roster from Taqenis, a person with th巴 title of dalil appears as a
taxpayer, and in APEL no. 2 3 7 , an assessment register for the irri
gation impost for A . H . 249 in al-Usmt nayn, there is a taxpayer
described as “Isma'Il, the dalil of the village of Sifa", which s ug
gests that these “cadastral agents” were very much resident local
officials .
The assessment registers had to be registered at the tax office
once they wer巴 complete .
one. 34

P E RF no. 633 is probably a piece of

In a letter from al-Rasid’s reign (APRL no. I/5) , th巴 follow

ing passage occurs ：

“The peasants have been busy with their

sowing in the Delta, and the fiscal officials of the districts ( 'ui

al圃ku山war) have registered [the lease contracts] for them (tusagf,ilu） ”．
The “sowing" refers of course t o wheat a n d barley, which was
usuallv carried out in Hatδr and K1hak, i . e . , in November and De
cember, so that in the early 'Abbasid period the fiscal authorities
registered the peasants’ crops as they were sown .

At the same time,

with the tiller or taxpayer being entered in the registers, he was
also informed of his duty with respect to the payment of a given
quota and given a certificate of regi山ation (kitab sifill) to 勾nify
this.

PERF nn. 967, 9 7 1 , and 984, and APEL no. 83 are typical

examples.

Under the early 'Abbasids the term "sigill" was seldom
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use d, "kitab" (document) often appearing alone . There were some
ch anges over time in the format of these certificates and in the dates
at

which they were issued .

Among the documents whose dates can be determined, PERF
no . 6 1 2 is an exception a mong the early 'Abbasid examples in that
it was issued after the grain-sowing season. APEL no . 77, for A.H.
1 78 , was issued on 6 Rama<;l.an of the same year, i.e., 8 Krhak/4
December ; APRL no. IX/6 for A . H . 1 82 was issued in Du 1-qa'da of
the

same year, i . e . , between 1 8 Krhak and 1 7 τube/ 14 December

an d 1 2 January.

In the third century the date is a little earlier,

P ERF no. 759 dating from 1 3 Hatδr 238/9 November 852, APEL
no . 8 1 /82 for A.H. 253 dating from Sawwal or 4 October to 1 Nov
ember.

But in the fourth century certificates, PERF no. 955 for

A.H. 326 dates fr崎om D百 1-qa'da, or 30 August to 29 September, and
APEL no. 84/85 dates from Ragab 348, or 7 September to 6 October.
From these sources, it would seem that in the early 'Abbasid
period wheat crops were registered immediately after they were
sown, whil巴 in the later period or at least in the fourth century,
the crops were registered earlier, as soon as the Nile flood had re
ceded and the irrigability of the land known .

Ibn Mamman and

al-Maqrrzr say that the land registrations and the registers and
certificates of registrations were made out in the month of Tδt, that
is, in this earlier period j ust after the flood had rec巴ded. 35

That

means that the late 'Abbasid usage of compiling the registers and
certificates in the month of Tδt had become a fixed custom by their
time.
Without going into the format of the registration certificates, the
issuing authority is worthy of note .

The certificates were issued

at a fairly early period in the name of the tax administrator ('amil)
of the kura,36 but in the third century there are few exampl巴s of
this37 ; there are many examples of persons who appear to have been
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landlords issuing the certificates. 38

The landlords also made an

extra copy of th巴 document, which they forwarded to the distri ct
tax office .

B u t in the fourth century during the I\}sidid period the

provin cial chief or some equivalent personage bearing the title of

amlr was the issuing authority. 39

It would seem that the issue of

the certificates by landlords in the third century has some con nec
tion with the rise of estates .
Peasants who did not have enough seedgrain to begin sowi ng
could borrow it from the authorities ; the loans had to be repaid at
harvest ti me. This sort of seedgrain w田 known as taqiゆ1a ( plural

taqau;z) . Al-MuqaddasI reports a conversation about late 'Ab basid

and early F可imid taxation in Egypt which he had with a native,
who told him that “ther巴 are p巴asants who borrow seedgrain (taqwfva)

from the government, but in such cases the rents on their land

(kira al-ar¢) increase in accordance with the amount [and the pea

sants have to bear this］ ” . 40 "Rents on th巴 land" refers to taxes.
Thus alふ1uqaddasI is saying that seed loans entailed extra charges
over and above the land tax, which varied according to the
borrowed .

amount

Some sort of surcharge evidently was sought from the

peasants at repayment time .
Ibn MammatI and al-MaqrizI say that farm loans were made by
the authorities in the month of Tδt, at the same time as land re
gistration . 41 Al-Ma\}z1 mI says that this sort of loan had become
a custom,42 and the author of Sirat A�mad b . Tulun mentions annual
loans to the peasants during the early τl lunid period, that is,

A . H . 260’s . 43

the

In late 'Abbasid times, at any rate, the practice had

become a widespread institution . 44

、t\Thether repayment was in

kind or in money is however impossible to say.
The above has dealt mainly with tax collection insofar as
grain crops were concerned, but the same procedures of
tion and registration were applied to the collection of

staple

investiga·

oth er t axes
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Concerning Tlmロh-Bawit Village from a Report on a
Livestock Census, 3rd/9th Century (APEL no. 262)

Ownt'rs

Nohe

'

Maql!re
ditto
ditto
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一
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e
一
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52
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Table XXVI II

Heads of rams

21

Report o n a Livestock Census fo r the Villages of
al-Usmunayn, 3rd/9th Century (APEL no・ 263)
Heads

Surplus

Dalga

6, 299

1 , 209

Tahrah

2, 351

726

281

200

2, 1 68

3 1 , 000

25

[ ] 326
1,

Villages

Hafw互

Timah- Bawit
Ablyロh
Masロ1-Sansila

245

al-Raqw互

l , 067

Total

1 9, 397

as well,

for

［ [ ］]

546

example to the tax on livestock-generally referred to

either as the pasture tax (marii't) or as the grazing land tax (murug) .

APEL

nn . 2 6 1 and 262/263 are reports on these taxes which give
total s fo r owners of livestock, shepherds, and types and numbers of
animals on a village basis. Livestock registers were then compiled
at the

kura

l巴vel (see Tables XXVII and XXVI I I ) . These were filed
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with the tax office and registration certificates issued,45 though from
time to time animal censuses were not taken and instead a contrac
tual fixed rate was applied .

The phrase “bi-la i&{aヘ or “withou t

head count”， corresponding to «bi-la misa&a" in the case of lan d
taxes, occurs in these documents.46
on th巴 registration certificates.

The same notation was ente red

I n APEL no. 88 from A . H . 262 we

find a specimen of this kind of livestock tax without a census of
livestock : the amount of the tax is l 5 / 2 dinars .
4
C.

The Work of Tax Col lection

The taxes levied on the peasants were paid j ust as they been
under the Umayyads, on the basis of installment periods according
We have seen that Umayyad taxes were
collected in two installment periods (JCαTαβ o J.αc) or at most fo ur

to the Coptic solar year.

lesser installment periods (

ef

ar tα） .

But tax payments did not n e・

cessarily come in on time, and there were eras of considerable arrears
with fluctuations back to near normality.

The 'Abbasid installment

plan was almost the same in theory as the Umayyad one, though
differences existed .

The Arabic term for the fiscal period was nagm

(plural ang um or nug um) , or sometimes tabl (plural {ubul) .

There is

almost no difference in meaning between these two words.
I t is clear from the fact that these terms regularly appear in the
papyri that installment-plan payments were the rule throughout
the 電Abbasid period.

But there is much that is unclear about just

how the system worked, especially in early 'Abbasid times.

Th e

system is referred to in al-Rasid’s reign when 'Umar b . Mihran was
appointed governor of Egypt in A.H. 1 76 .

Here, the first and

second period payments were easy to collect, but the third tend ed
to pile up into arrears.47 There are no distinctions between the
terms used for these periods as there were under the Umayyads,
and moreover it does seem that the collection periods numb ered

four if the first two presented no problems while problems started
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But there is no way to tell when any of the periods

The first period was no doubt at the start of the fiscal year ;

began.

PAL
in

no . 1 6, a land tax receipt from Sawwal 1 5 6 (Aug. or Sept. 7 73 ) ,
s ays that the headman who was collecting the taxes had no right to
seek payments from the peasants beyond the month of Baremh at
the followi時 year (Feb . or Mar. 7 74) .

This would place the

start of the fiscal year in Baremhat.
It is Ibn f:Iawqal who provides the most detailed information on
th e installment system.

He says that since ancient times tax col

le ctio n in Egy p t was intimately collected to the Nile flood, and
comments on agricultural affairs and tax collection for every month
of the Coptic calendar. The start of the fiscal year （伊ita�） ， he
says, came after the Nile flood had receded, in the month of τUbe
when most of the principal crops except for sesame, cucumbers,
and cotton had already been sown . This passage goes as follows :48
(1)

I n the month of Tube, with the start of la吋 tax payment on

the b asis of the calculations (mu伊saba) of the tax-contractors (n叫0・

qabb ils) , everybody must pay one eighth of [the amount listed on]
the certi白cate of registration (sigillat) whether or not they have any

'

contract (al-ma�lul w a・ l- ma q ud ） ベ on all [the land] they own .
(2)

In Amsir, they must pay so as to complete one fourth of the

amount of land tax in th巴 certificate of registration .
(3)

In Baremhat, everybody i s t o pay the second fourth, and

one eighth of the land tax is collected.

Sugarcane and suchlike is

planted .
(4)

In Barmude, land surveys are carried out in all the fiscal

districts.

Payment of one half of the land taxes specified in the

regi町ation certificat巴 must be completed.
wheat is harvested .

Early-ripeni時 （badri)

(5 ) I n Bafans, the [land taxes based on the] land survey are
decided. Everybody must pay the taxes determined by the survey,
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such as cashier’s commission ({arj) , the cash handling charges

( gah bada) , pasturage, trefoil, and flax taxes, in accordance with loca l
usages .

One fourth of the amount：雪 fixed by con tract or survey is

to be paid up.
(6)

Everybody brings in the [wheat and barley ] harve st.

In Ba'une, there is part of the tax quota left over after th e

survey, but payment of one half of this amount which is not the
same [as the 自rst period payme叫 must be completed .
In Abib, payment of three fourths of the [remaining] lan d
tax amount must be completed . . . .
(7)

(8)

In Mesori, land tax payment is to be completed . . . . . .

The months ( 1 ) to (8) coincide almost exactly with January to

August.

Ibn I;Iawqal has written the foregoing in a style th at

invites confusion, but this seems to be because he is quoting doc u
mentary material, for he explains what all this means in another
place, as follows :
“This method means that first on巴 eight of the quota is collected,
then in the second period another payment so as to comple te one
fourth, then in the third another one eighth.

Thus by Barmude

one half of the land tax has been collected, and the rest is collected
in each installment (nagm) , which is a benefic凶 arrang巴ment in
accordance with their tax-collecting contracts （問／amalas) and saves
them from being oppressively overtaxed or falling into destitution :
there is no such oppression as might make all the cultivated land
into a wilderness.

This is not in accord with Islamic methods, b ut

follows those of the ancient kings of Egypt, and the tillers may pay
their taxes on rice in wheat and barley if they please, and similarly
may if they please pay their taxes on wheat and barley in sugarcane
and flax. "50

Actually Ibn I;Iawqal is explaining the situation which he found
under the tax-contracting sy町m (qabala)-for which see the next
section-but the periodization of the tax payments does not differ
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from what was in effect in the case of ordinarv taxes.
From the above it is dear that there was no uniform system of
installments .

In the month of Tδt land was reg istered and certifi

cates issued, and the basis of the tax assessment was the figure regis 
t ered at this time .

The people had to pay one half of this amount

between Tube and Barmude, during the first period.

One fourth

of th e total amount was taken as the unit to be paid in two -month
in stallments, which meant one eighth of the total every month.
Thus in Barmude one half of the total would have been paid in,
and at the same time land survevs were carri巴d out for lands which
were subj ect to them .

This “land survey” probably means a check

of the actual condition of the registered land and its crops and out
put.
The carrying out of the survey in Barmude means that it happened
before the wheat harvest .

v

APEL n o . 26551 i s the sole extant datable

acreage report一一from 20 Sa' ban 262/ 1 9 May 876, corresponding to

24 Bafans on the Coptic calendar-and this again antedates the
wheat harvest.

But the land survey was best carried out j ust a丘er

the Nile had receded .

In the late Fatimid period surveyors were

indeed sent out as soon as sowing had been completed following the
receding of the flood. 52 Under the 電Abbasids as well there was some
kind of investigation of acreage carried out as soon as sowing was
completed, but the d巴tails are destin巴d to remain obscure .
In any case, the land survey which was mainly concerned with
wheat fields was the basis of land taxes which were assessed in Ba
fans. Th ere were also taxes levied without such surveys on the basis
of contrac ts .

The contracts here probably refer to tillage contracts,

water wheel contracts, and sharecropping (muzara'a) contracts.
These taxes were paid in the second half of the year, after Bafans,
and

so constituted the so-called “remaining quota” （baqi', plural
bawaqi) . 53 In a normal year this would amount to a half of the
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registered quota.

In Bafans commissions and surcharges apart

from the regular taxes were also collected.

These are discussed

below.
There are receipts which are interesting so far as tax installments
are concerned .

These are APRL nn. I I I / 1 -2 for A . H . 295, in which

the same person has paid under the same conditions and received
two separate receipts ; in each month of Baremhat and Barmude

in the first period, he has paid 1/2 十 I I 8 十 1/ dinars, for each of
3
which payments no commission （�arf) was levied . Another example
also shows the same person paying under the same conditions : three
receipts of land tax for the A.H. 298 fiscal year, APRL nn. I I l/4-6 ,
which are really dated in A . H . 299.

These three receipts use th e
Islamic months rather than the Coptic ones, one from S a'ban an d

two from Ramac;lan : none give the days of the month.

But on e of

the two from Ramac;lan gives apart from one daniq (1/ dirham) of
6
what seems to be commission, the same payment of 1/ 2 + 1/ + 1/
3
8
dinars as the item from Sa 'ban, and the other document a paymen t
of 1/3 + 1/ 8 dinars + 5 daniqs : The one from Sa'ban W出 paid in
Baremhat, and the Ramac;lan ones in Barmude and Bafans. Thus.
th巴 period from Bafans to Mesori and the period from τUbe to Bar
mude, both four months in length, were installment periods wherein
the tax to be paid was calculated on the basis of different rates.
This was in principle : payments seem to have been delayed un til
Mesori on some occasions .54
The official responsible for these installment periods was of course
the tax administrator ('amil) of the k冨ra appointed, by the financial
I t was as a rule the tax administrator-in fact his deputy
（�alifa) and the cashiers under him- who received the taxes, the
taxpayers being issued by the cashiers with receipts . These cashiers
director.

were called "qus伊J” or "gahbadヘ and included many Copt1c
Christians. "Qus(al" corresponds to ( u r o σraτ村 in the Aphrodito

'
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The term gus{al as well was used under the Umayyads . s6·
This was a term used only in Egypt. " Gahbad " is of Persian

papyri . ss

origin, and was widely used under the 電Abb asids, gradually, in
Egypt, superseding qus(al.
Th巴 format of the receipts was fairly uniform ; the notations
in cluded the taxpayer’s name, the name of the fiscal district, the
amount of the taxes, t he cashier’s name, the tax administrator’S
n ame, the fiscal year, the actual year and month, and the name of
the 5巴cretary maki昭 out the receipt.

PERF no. 725 (i . e . , EPER

no . 8 ) i s specimen :
Tu巴sday, Pha口悶
In the nam巴 of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.

Yusuf

b. al・Layt has paid oロ account of that which was due from him
for the rest of land-tax of the [Capital] Usmilnayn on巴 quarter of
a di:nar as income [of the Treasury] to Isl;iaq b. Sim 'un, the
cashier, in the presence of Salil;i b. al-Walrd, the deputy of 'Abd
Allah b.

写alaf, the tax-administrator of Sa 'Id b. 'Abd al-Ral;i

man, [the financial director, ] cli巴nt of the Commander of Faith
ful - may God exalt him - set over the impost of [the districts
of] al-Usmilnayn, Lower-An�ina and Qu� for the impost of the
year 223.

Isl;iaq b . Sim、n

，

The expression “as income of th巴 Treasury" which occurs h巴1唱e
oft巴n appears as “standard money of the Treasury and its W巴ight'

(mitqal ba_アt a l’m a! wa-u
money (mitqal) '', which means that the cashier would accept th巴
tax payment after calculating its value in terms of the standard
gold unit of account. Since the taxpayers were apt to pay in the
most inferior coin they could lay their hands on, the commutation
rate was calc ulated according to both the standard unit of account
and the weight of the metal being paid in.
PE RF no ・ 76 1 ,s7 a fragment, probably

This is clear from

from al-Usmunayn,

of
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A.H. 2 3 7 tax conversion stub :

[

J

of

cash-money of the Treasury
1 2 1 ± 1 0 7 ± 34 1 + 405

dinar

912
今 and th巴 weight thereof 9 74
in th巴 presence of
al・ ＇Ala b . Sa'id,
tax”administrator of the
governor 'Anbasa b. Ishaa
・ ＇.
mi tqal

According to this the value of the two units was di釘巴rent, the stan 
dard money unit amounting to 9 3 . 6 % of the weight unit.

Th e

notation of only the standard money value of the taxes in the lan d
tax receipts represents, in fact, the end-product of a complica ted
accountmg process .
What is worth noticing here is that many receipts bear the legen d
“no �aゲ （commission) taken" or “neither �aゲ nor f!:asr (surch arge
for damage or loss) nor ugra (compensation) taker久 58

According

to Ibn I;Iawqal these surcharges were collected in the month of
Bafans .

“ Saゲ” normally refers to “money-cha時ing” or to fees

charged for exchange transactions.

Thus, it is possible to take it

as indicating a charge exacted for the service of calculating the
gold value of paym巴nts which were actually made in copper or
silver, but j udging from the references to taゲ in extant tax registers,
there was no fixed single manner of collecting it.

For example, in

APB no . 1 2 , th巴 rate of the taゲ which was collected from the pea
sants (muzari'un) is given as 1 1/ 2 carats on the dinar (i . e . , 6 .25 % ) .
APRL no. XII/ 1 1 gives 20 dinars of tarf on land tax of 325 1/2 十 1 /a
dinars (6. 1 4 %) . APEL no. 283 gives two di百erent formulae :
1 2 1/6 + 1/48 dinars on 481/ dinars of land tax (25 . 2 % ) , and a mere
3
1/3 + 1/ 2 + 1/4s of ta ゲ on 40 1 /8 dinars of land tax ( 1 .09 %) . P. Gair.
1
B.
Inv. 785 gives 1 31/ 2 dinars of tarf on 4 1 9 of land tax (3 .22 % ） ・

E.

t
，、
rι
o

land
mJScel laneous

1 266 1 %4

murロg

Sarf

1 141; � 4 1 1 52
880

ma baqil
mur口言’s �arf

land
m iscellaneous

872% 4

78�1i 2

mabaqil
mur百g 's �arf

murロ言 S 与arf
total

1 63 %
92 2

1 88% 4
6441;'! 2

2 1 !1;1i 2 2 1 341h
1 780九 2
4751;� 4

Pasture

232 1
97 2

��44

II

Palms

60

I Graz ing I
I lands I
1 48九4

Wei r

II

Oil

II

Bath

8

1 1 0%

32H 2
70

�

2n 2
9� 2

1 2%

2ss 1 H 2

5

�� �

� 4 57 1 2 %4

644H 2

1 0 1 5%
2345�1i 2

II

5999t)

1

�66�

�4

4389 1%4 1 780H 2

15

27 %

12

18

】吋
日

land
miscellaneous
mu rug
mabaqil

��；�1i 2

l 82 2 H4
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Sum total

1 8%

Poll

Pap.

880h2

1 1 1 01/s
206 %

I
I

625 1 17'! 2 333% 4
254%

60� i 2

total
land
miscellaneous
百mrng
mabaqil
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�2

2264%
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Maysara

Total

z3 ni 2
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I
I
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Taxes
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Districts

T UV

of Kufar, Q!向 and Maysara (PER Inv.
Account戸Book of Tax-Collection for E由tes in the Districts

1

List of Taxpayers with Payment of Different Taxes (Unit : Carat) (PER Inv. Ar. Pap. 5999v)
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%

Papnnte Apollo

%

Halimios Damone

%

Job Pelote & Chae! Petre

%
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’7 i 2
H2

Pamun Arnone

%

Pilatos Dorothe

%

Theodor Baquf
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%
%
%
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%
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H2

%

H2
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%
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%
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%
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弘
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%
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%
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？

？

？
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5
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？
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%
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Again, the account-book of tax collection PER Inv. Ar. Pap .
5999', for estates in three kuras, has 90 dinars of �aif collected from
the peasants against a basic tax quota of 1 000 dinars, hence 9 % , and
it is clear that this 9 弘
/ U surchar町
b was indeed collected and deducted
from the sum forwarded to th e Treasury .

But for poll taxes an d

pasturage and other taxes apart from the land tax, there were com
pletely di日ercnt methods.

The poll, pastur巴 and date palm taxes

(sometimes including the poll and bath taxes) being summed up in

the comprehcn町e name of “ tax on grazing lands” （ murug) , the �aゲ
surcharge was made up in multipling this sum, i . 巴 . , the figure of
this tax by a fixed rate and forwarded to the Treasury as part of
the tax payment without being deducted .

The rate of the �aゲ

was not uniform : in Kufur it was 38 %, in Q町 3 7 % , and in May同

sara 3 1 % . Tab！巴 XXI X gives the pertinent information . I t is evident

from these sources that Ibn I;Iawqal is correct in stating that �aゲ
was decided according to local custom and tradition, and that the
�aゲ is not a commission accompanying some exchange transac・
tion .

There is no agreement among scholars about the meaning

of �arf, but I believe that C . Leyerer is correct in suggesting that it
refers to a commission taken by the cashiers in r巴turn for guarantee
ing th at a certain portion of the taxes would reach the Treasury. 59
This guarantee commission was not the only surcharge required
of the taxpayers .

When the tax office collected taxes, it made up

a register of recorded payments .

The reverse of PER Inv. Ar . Pap.

5999r (Table XXIX) is an example of this, listing in addition to wグ

a “deduction” （wa4a'i') the meaning of which is unclear and

a re

ceipt surcharge (bara'a) .

frac

As the amounts ar巴 given in minute

tions I will not make a table for this as it stands, but by putting

it

all in carat instead of dinar units and omitting taxpayers whose pay
ments are not clearly recorded, Table XXX has been construc ted.
All the taxpayers on this list are Christians ; there are no Muslims.
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With some exceptions, the values record ed can be explained as
follows. The first item, wariq, gives the exch ange value in gold

''

units, probably mitqal, of the silver and copp er paym ents made bv
the peasants . This sum included �a if, th巴 dedu ction ( w aef,a i ) , and
th e receipt fee (bara匂） ， and what was left when these surcharges
h ad been subtracted was called the remainder (baq iya) . Actually
this was not yet the real remainder, as two more sums liste d in the
column of taxpayers had still to be subtracted . What these two
su ms meant is not clear, but perhaps they refer to amounts not yet
p aid in.

The “remainder", as is obvious from the fact that it

c oin cides with the total for land tax (&arag) , poll tax (galiJ羽 ） ， pas
tu re tax (mara'i) , and tax on grazing lands (murug) , means the
total regular tax quota assessed on each taxpayer.

The rates for

the deduction, the �aゲ， and the receipt surcharge come to 8 : 1 0 : 1 ,
wザ amounting to 1 0 % of the sum that was really paid . These
surcharge rates were not, it would seem, universal, as the estate
receipt book P. Cair . B. E. Inv. 1 400 from Tebytnis (near al-Fay圃
yum) for the year 308 suggests : the rates for three commissions
collected from the taxpayers - fragment (qi｛ゲ） daグ， and deduction
- come to 8 : 7 : 3. 60
On the basis of documents like this, called “ruz的nag", the tax
o伍ce prepared registers containing the totals derived 合om adding
up

all the figures in th巴 “ruznamag ’う and these regis rs were called

vψar" . APEL no. 285 is probably a fragment of one ; the cashier’s
name appears on it.

Procedures in the local tax office from this

stage onwards are not clear, but probably all the registers were collect
ed and a master register for the entire tax district compiled .

APEL

no. 279 is perhaps an example : it bears the date of the a仙 install
ment period for A . H . 3 0 1 .

These statistical reports formed the

basis for the reports of taxes collected at each payment period .

APEL

nn. 278 and 280/8 1 are specimens.

The former is a statistical
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report from the two villages of As [

] q and al-Badramt n, con・

stituting one fiscal district, and according to the beginning is for
the installment period of Abrb consisting of several payments ; the
amounts for which each cashier is responsible are written in.

The

latter is the same kind of document, for the installment period of
Amsir : this is a fragment, and only the beginning is extant.
The tax offices, along with compilation of these registers an d
statistical reports, had to prepare summaries of the amounts actua
lly collected, under the supervision of the tax administrators in th e
初日 ．

PERF no. 76 1 , from al-Usmunayn, which has already bee n

introduced, is probably a specimen of this sort of account book.
The original or a copy no doubt accompanied the taxes that were
forwarded to the Treasury.

When the taxes were forward ed,

they did not necessarily travel in the form of money : bills of exchange

(siiftaga) were also employed.

At the stage of compiling the ac ・

count book for each installment period, the cashiers discrimin ated

b etween cash payments （》n) and these bills ( safa tig) . 6 1

From a

letter from the bailiff of an estate in Edfu to the estate owner, ABPH
no. 1 (late 3rd ce山iry) , it is evident that taxes were also paid in
bills of exchange .

I n the case of this estate, thirty dinars of the

sixty dinars of land tax were remitted in this kind of paper.

In

the early third-century letter ABPH no. 2, again we find taxes
being paid in paper.

The cashiers themselves issu巴d bills of ex

change in the course of their work. 62

4.

The Evolution of the Fiscal 砂stem and the Rise of Tax-Contracting
A.

T h e Evolution of t h e Fiscal Sys tem

W巴 have seen that throughout the 'Abbasid period there were
considerable changes over time in fiscal institutions.

The decisive
event in determining the course of subsequent events was unques
tionably the rescript exempting converts from the poll tax issued
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by the first 'Abbasid, al-SaffaJ:i.
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This made the distinction between

land and poll taxes explicit, and p巴rfected the Isla mic system of
gizy正叩oll tax and barag-land tax.

The converts were not only

e xempted from poll tax but also from the previous necessity of
abandoning their homes and lands, so long as they continu ed to pay
their land taxes.

At the same time conquered land, on the basis

of the ｝砂’ theory, was taxed the same regardless of the occupant’s
religion or nationality, and the territorial principle on which this
la nd tax was based came to be applied quite consistently.
But the establishment of this system occurred mainly on paper :
the real ization of these principles in actual fiscal practice did not
go so smoothly. There was not yet any standard means of assesト
especially land taxes, the collection
ing either land or poll taxes
gave
rise
to
many
troublesome
problems .
of which
For example, the connection between the tax quota and the
Nile 臼ood has been alluded to .

With a precedent dating back to

'Umar I, th巴 Islamic law on land taxation stipulated ： “Whether or
not land is tilled and sowed, tax at a fixed rate shall be levied on
whatever is watered”. 1 There is no recognition here that tilling,
sowing, and th巴 harvest can be deeply influenced by the circum
stances of irrigation.

The agriculture of Egypt depended on the

Nile, but the extent of the annual flood was variable.

To measure

the Nile flood and then decide the amount of taxes was a venerable
custom in Egypt.

But in late Umayyad times this custom was

being disregarded .

Under Hi5am, even when the Nile did not

rise sufficiently and thus made a drought inevitable the tax quotas
were not changed, and the people consequently came to labor under
very heavy taxes. This program of taxation was of course con
tmued by the 'Abbasids ; when Abu 電Awn 'Abd al-Malik was in
office as governor (A.H. 1 3 7- 1 4 1 ) , even when the flood amounted
to less than fourteen cubits (dira') the amount of taxes required for
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a sixt巴en・cubit flood year was collected . 3
It was in the reign of al-Rasid that this rigid system was altered.
Al-MabzUmI reports the financial director Mal:tfu手 b . Sulayman
(in office A . H . 1 87- 1 9 1 ) as having stated that “when th巴 Nile flood
reaches sixteen cubits, thc full tax quota shall be paid ; seventeen
cubits will require an increase of 1 00,000 dinars, but eighteen cubits
will on the contrary lead to a decrease of 1 00,000 dinars . "4

Thu s

the standard flood was sixt巴en cubits ; variations led to di丘erent
tax assessm巴nts .

Under al-Ma’mun, if the Nile flood reached

sixteen cubits and ten fingers, the Egyptian tax quota was 4,257,000
dinars . 5

This reform was almost certainly carried out under al

Rasid .

Given the date, the tax resistance movements of early

電Abbasid times and in particular the rebellion of A . H . 1 86 wer e
certainly being taken into consideration .

The reigns of aトMan�Ur

and al-MahdI were also important periods in the adoption of a new
fiscal order by the Islamic Empire, and were marked by much trial
and error .
Under al-Man�ur, in the direct-rule areas of Iraq as well as

in

Egypt, 6 massive investigations were undertaken of the Coptic an d

Arab populations and as a result new tax quotas were imposed.
The fiscal investigation of the Arabs in the I;Iawf lasted from A. H .
1 52 to 1 56 . 7 But if one considers al-Man�ur's measures in Syria, 8
one must conclude that at this time the tithe for Arabs was still
recognized and heavy land taxes were not assessed on them .

But

heavier-than-ever land taxes were definitely imposed upon the
Copts, as their rebellions in al-Man�t r’s reign indicate.

Moreover

the expression ＂�arag-la吋 tax” was introduced into Egypt at this
time as part of al
Al－恥1an�Ur’s successor al開MahdI built upon the foundations he
had laid and estal】lished the new fiscal system once and for all.
The key figure in implementing al・MahdI’s policies was the v1z1er
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Abτi 'Ubaycl Allah Mu'awiya (cl . A . H . 1 70) , the author of the
first book on taxat間i in the Islamic world, the Kitab al-lfarag. 9

.

This work is not 巴xtant, but probably embodied a rather systematic
From A H . 1 59 he imple mented the
following
alふ1an�ur’s design, and changed
reform
in
the
Sawad,
fiscal
approach to fiscal policy.

the land survey method (misa&a) which required cash paym ents to
a system based on the amount of the harvest (muqasama) which was
p ayable in kind . 10

As vizier, he established the diwan al- azimma

as the central government office responsible for the supervision of
financial administration .11

He used Mul:iammad b . Sa 'Id,

the

fin ancial director of Egypt late in al-Man�ur's reign, as one of his
clo se advisors and was quite up-to-date as far as Egyptian fiscal
a百a irs ·were concerned .

Even a丘er leaving the viziership, he

con tinued to be the caliph’s right-hand man for financial questions.
Acco rding to al-MaqrizI, in A.H. 1 6 7 al-MahdI instituted the
shop -tax in Egypt for the first time. 1 2 This was perhaps to make
up for the decrease in revenue caused by conversions among the
Cop ts .
There are two especially important points with regard to al
MahdI’s

policy of strengthening the fiscal administration .

The

first is that in order to collect taxes from the Copts more efficiently,
the pow巴rs of the headmen (mazuts) were reduced and the fiscal
autonomy of the village communities abolished ; instead, direct
control by the tax administrator ('amil) and his deputies was im
p osed.

From this we know that the registration of taxpayers and

their lands with the tax offices and the collection of taxes by state
officials began during this time.

-

The second point is that on the basis of the territorial principle
the Arabs were required to pay � arag l and tax, instead of con
tinuing to hold a privileged fiscal position as Arab-Muslims tilling
conquered territory. But the result of this was from the first not
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what the authorities had anticipated .

This is clear from the Arab

revolts in Egypt in A . H . 1 67- 1 6 9 .

Then alふ1ahdI appointed

Musa

b.

Mu�＇ab, already notorious for his stern fiscal r巴gime

levied on the Arabs of al-Gazira under al-Mansロr, to be financial
director of Egypt, and concurrently governor.

There, in A. H.

1 68, he carried out a fiscal investigation and doubled the tax quota
pe r 《ddan , with the result that th巴 Arabs of the Delta rose in re
hellion and killed him .
The new tax quota for the Arabs in this case may still have been
lighter than what the Copts had to pay, but under al-Rasid also
the Arabs of the Delta repeatedly rose in revolt.

This took plac e

under the governor Isl;aq b . Sulayman in A . H .

1 78, u吋er
al-Layt b. al-Fac;ll in A . H . 1 86, and under al－早usayn b. G amrl in

A.H. 1 9 1 .

I n all these cases the Arabs were able to in日ict some

damage on the government, but ultimately they wer巴 suppressed
and the tax quotas imposed by the government remained in force.
Thus, at least in al··Rasid’s reign, the principle of equality betw een
Arab-Muslims and Copts so far as land tax was concerned became
established .

This establishment took place on the basis of the

authority of the state .

But the Arabs th巴mselves opposed to the

utmost the 'Abbasid system, albeit that it was created in the name
of

Islam, and their grievances remained unassuaged .
With the Arabs continuing t o resist on the one hand, the Copts,

on the other, were continuing to resist their taxes passively by such
methods as allowing arrears to pile up, and such activities came to
be treated with some tolerance.

Around A.H. 1 86, partial collec

tion of taxes in kind was abandoned and henceforth all taxes were
collected in money.

Before the reform, for instance in the Fayyum

the tax per Jaddan was 1 1/2 dinars, 1 /2 ardabb of whe at, and 1/s
ardabb of barley, but afterwards the amount W拙 2 to 21/2 dinars.
The reasons for the changeover are probably to be sough t in changes
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in grain prices at the time .
Under the Umayyads, twelve or thirteen ardabbs (artabas ) of wheat
sold for one dinar. From contemporary papyri from Aph rodito ,
it s巴ems that the propotion of grain to money was one arda bb to one
dinar for wheat, and as the grain could be paid in a cash com
mutation, this came as P. Lond . no・ 1 335 and PAF no . 1 0 show to
l 1/ 3 dinars. The price situation did not change much in late Umav
1
y ad times ; according to Severus, in A . H . 1 23, 1 4 ardabbs of wheat
were selling for one dinars. 13 But prices later rose to 1 0 ardabbs
fo r one dinar . 14 In early 'Abbasid times, in the second centurv,
on巴 dinar could buy 1 0 to 1 5 ardabbs of barley. 1 5

Converting to

wh 巴at, this would come to 5 to 71/ 2 ardabbs. Just before the
collec tion of tax巴s in kind was abolished, the wheat price was very
high, with 2 1/ 2 waybas ( 1 5 / 12 ardabbs) selling for one dinar. 16 A
docu ment from the same time says that one dinar was buying only

1 2/3 ardabbs. 17
Given the inflation in grain prices from late Umayyad to early
'Abb asid times, it is reasonable to suppose that it was the damage
inflicted on agricultural production by years of civil war and tax
resistance rebellions which brought the situation about.

With

the restoration of stability in the third century A . H . , one assumes
that the inflation rate would have slowed down and that consequently
the valu巴 of 'Abbasid currency would have dropped relatively.
Indeed, the production of gold and silver in the Islamic Empire
was increasing at this time and money was circulating more widely
than before . 18
Thus the switch from payment both in kind and in money to
payment only in money reflected the social conditions of the times,
but nonetheless, by tariffing 1/ ardabb of wheat and 1/s ardabb
2
of barley at 1 to 1 1/ dinars, a considerable tax increase was in
2
fact brought about. This was two or three times the actual grain
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prices, and represented an increase of from 1 40 % to 1 80 % of the
overall tax rate .

What happened as a result of this tax increase is

clear, as the tax resistance movements and rebellions of the sub
sequent reign of al-Ma’mun on the part of both Copts and Arabs
tell us.
That taxation under al-Ma’mun was particularly oppressive is
proved by a comparison of revenue figures in Egypt during di釘巴rent
periods .

Under al・Ma’mun the total was 4,25 7,000 dinars. 19

In

contrast to this, during 電Ubayd Allah b . al-J:Iabl;iab's tenure as
financial director, when Umayyad taxation was es p ecially heavy,
the figure was 2,723,837 dinars . 20 Under al-Rasrd, the governor
Musa b . 'Isa (in A.H. 1 7 1 1 72, 1 75- 1 76, 1 79- 1 80) collected 2, 1 80,00 0
dinars, and, accordi時 to al・ G ahsiyarI, the total revenue coll ected
for Egypt in the same period, leaving aside the figurでs for Tinnrs,
Dimya!, and al-Usmun, was 1 ,920,000 dinars .21

Qudama puts

the figure at 2,500,000 dinars in the 五rst half of the third century . 22
I n the later third century, under Ibn τロlun, when Egypt was en・
j oying exceptional prosperity, the figure was 4,300,000 dinars, and
under his son ljumarawayh it was 4,000,000 dinars .

Under the

Igsidids the total revenue figure was 3,2 70,000 dinars, which cam巴
to 2,000,000 when the revenues from the estates of the governor were
subtracted, and under the early Fatimids, the figure for A.H. 358
came to 3,200,000 dinars and for A.H. 359 to 3,400,000. 23
There are a number of noteworthy points in the process of change
which was induced by the oppressive taxation of the late second and
early third centuries via the resistance which it generated .
Firstly, and this is something that resulted from the rebellions,
tax collection carried out not by o伍cials appointed by the state
but on the basis of a “tax-farming" contract cam巴 into being.

As

far as can be determined from the historical sources, the first case
this in Egypt came in A . H . 1 8 7 when Mal;ifu干 b . Sulaym an con·

of

'
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tracted (rf.aman) for the taxes of the whole of Egypt with the caliph ;
in A.H. 1 94 there was the contractual agreement between the
governor and the Arabs of the I;Iawf, and in A.H. 207 the caliph
sent commissioners to conclude tax-farming contracts (rf.aman) with
in fluential persons who were in control of various localities.

These

tax farming arrangements were all at a rather high level and more
over wer巴 temporary, but the tax farming that began in this way
facilitated the transfer of fiscal power to the local elites and matured
in to the tax contract system (qabala) of later times.
Secondly, the increase in tax evasion on the part of the Copts led
to al-Ma’mun’s repression in A . H . 2 1 7, and thus to the abandon
rnent of armed resistance by the Copts, but they continued to us巴
.every possible means to get their acreage underassessed and so
es cap e from unduly heavy tax burdens .

The origin of such unfair

land surveys was indeed the government's own unfair survey in

A.H.

1 86 ; ultimately the surveys lost their meaning and were no

longer performed, giving way to the tillage contract (qabala bi-la

misa&a) whereby a fixed rate of taxes was as犯ssed without any
acreage figures being noted .
Thirdly, with respect to the drop in the land tax rate per faddan,
this had hitherto been 2 to 21/2 dinars, but it now fell to 1 to 1 1/ 2
dinars, and at the same time the previous payment of all taxes in
one lump sum now gave way to an extremely variegated arrange
ments.

This variability in the tax rate was not simply the result

-0f the di民rences between the estates which rapidly developed, at

the hands of the privileged, from the third century and barag land
m general : the variations show up even within a single tiny fiscal

district (see Table XXIV) , perhaps re丘ecti碍 changes i n the tax rate
�aused by the presence of different crops and different types of
land. The concept of taxation embodied here were eventually
司ystema tized by Ibn al-Mudabbir’s fiscal reform in A.H. 248 .
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We have already noted Ibn al-Mudabbir’s fiscal reforms so far as
Egypt was concerned, but before he implemented these he was
carrying out similar reforms elsewhere .

I n A.H. 236, under al

Mutawakkil (232・247/847-86 1 ) , he became director of the centra l
fina ncial administration in Ba吉dad, and appointed his underlings
as tax administrators in all the fiscal districts of the Sawad, where
they collected a great deal of revenue ; he himself supervised th 巴
operations of seven government offices including the diwan al

�arag and drwan a l-rf,iya'.

As in A.H. 2 3 7 h巴 overhauled fiscal

proce dures in Yamama and Bal:,lrayn on the Arabian peninsula,
it is po ssible that around this time he was introducing fiscal reforms
in many provinces and not only in the Sawad .

I n A.H. 240 he

was temporarily purged and imprisoned by the vizier 'U bayd
Allah b . 写aqan, but soon afterwards, in A . H . 240 or 24 1 , he became
financial director of Syria and Jordan and fixed new tax quotas after
making a fiscal investigation. 24
What sort of fiscal reforms Ibn al-Mudabbir carried out in areas
other than Egypt is not clear because th巴re is not enough informa
tion available .

But in Syria and Jordan also it W邸 said that the

taxation was very oppressive, so that perhaps, as in Egypt, the
changes were realistic and rational . 25
What all three early third-century fiscal reforms, including Ibn
al-Mudabbir’s, hav巴 in common is that they all indicate that the
Islamic tax structure, with its division into poll and land tax and
assessment of land taxes on the basis of the territorial principle

ad
twhiax·”ch
middle

and the land survey, and its collection of taxes by kura-level tax

ministrators who were appointed by the government, had ceased
to be congruent with reality.

Of all the changes that were taking

place in this structure, it was probably the evolution of the
contract system that mattered most .

I t was this institution

determined the nature of the Egyptian fiscal system from the
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of th e third century until the Fa.timid period .

Consequently

want to turn now to the issue of tax司contracting.
B.
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The Tax-Contracting S y s tem

Tax collection on the part of intermediaries between the people
and the state in Egypt involved both tax-contracting (qabala) and
tax-farming (rj,aman) ; references to the former often include both
subtypes of contractual taxation .

Tax-farming was conducted at

a rather high level, kura or province, while tax-contracting meant
that the influential men of a small locality contracted to supply
th e taxes of their native place .

This distinction however disap

p eared in F司imid times and the two terms came to be used in
terchangeably .
The sole literary sourc巴 which discusses tax-contracting and tax
farming

comprehensively is al司MaqrizI’s

al-!fitaf.

This

book

betrays traces of the author’s theories concerning Egyptian history,
and the chapter rel巴vant here with the following title attests this :26
“ On the tax-contracti時 system (qabala) for the lands of Egypt
after Islam was diffused among the Copts and the Arabs settled
in the villages, and what took place from this until al・Na�ir’s latest
cadastral survey (rawk) . "27

Al-MaqrizI first states, thus, that the Arab tribesmen settled in the
Nil巴 delta and took to agricultural ways, and that the Coptic mas
ses gradually Converted, whereupon the tax-contracting system
was put into effect in Egypt ; then he proceeds to discuss it substance.
The establishment and evolution of the tax-contracting system
will be dealt with below ; let us turn first to the details as al-Maqrizi
reports th巴m .
The most striking feature of the tax-contracting system was an
auction, b y competitive bidding of taxation powers, conducted in
the pres ence of the financial director (mutawalli al－�arag) at govern
ment head quarters in al-Fustat .

Al・Maqrizi describes it as follows :
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“When tax contracts for all th巴 lands were to be made, the ti
nancial director of Egypt took up his seat in the Mosque of 'Amr
b. al－ ＇互F in al-Fust可 and p巴ople from villages and towns assembled
there.

A man indicated the various regions by shouting out the

agreed quotas （�ゲaqat) for the contracts in turn, while the fiscal
scribes in front of the financial director wrote down the quotas
for k百ras for which the auction had already been finished an d
the agreed quotas for those people among the crowd who had
made a successful bid of their contracts for the taxes.

The tax

contractors (mutaqabbils) used to contract for the taxes of a specifi c
region (balad) for a term of four years on account of drought,
flood, and other causes”. 28
This auction at the capital was known as the "nida”に 29

It is que・

stionable whether it was operated with equality of treatm ent
all bidders .

for

The financial director might give special preference

to favored bidders in order to see to it that their bids were accepted .
According to al-MaqrizI’s citation of Ibn Zロlaq’s A�bar al・Ma

d。ra'fyin, the financial director Abu Bakr Mul;iammad b . 'Air al
Madara’r,30 having been asked by one Wahb b . Isma'Il at the time
of the auction to confer on him tax-contracting powers for an es ・
tate, ordered that the bid of this personage for tax-contracting
p owers on the estate be accepted, on the private condition of coo
p erative (Sirka) contracting. 3 1 The origins of the tax-contractors
lay in the strata of officials, land lords, soldiers, and Arab and Cop
tic local elites, and there must also have been professional tax
contractors . 32 Among them was one who bore the high status of
“ mawla of the Commander of the Faithful" . 33
Egyptian fiscal administration was governed, as we have seen ,
by the Coptic calendar, but al-MaqrizI does not tell us when the
a uction was held .

In early Fatimid times, when the tax-c ontract·

ing auction inherited from the 'Abbasids was held in A. H. 3 6 3,

電
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the date was 1 4 M時arram or 1 8 Babe ( 1 5 O ctober) . 34 Around
the eighth day of Babe, the Nile flood would normally have been
at its height, so that after this day the irrigatio n prospects for the
land would have been clear. It is not inconceivable that in A.H.
363 there were extraordinary political circumstances which caused
the auction to be held in the month of Babe, but as we will see below
it was one o[ th巴 duties of the tax-contractors to supe rvise the plou
gh ing and sowing of the peasants, and thus at the lates t the auction
would have had to be held before the Nile flood rece ded and plo 
ughing could begin . It may be said that the auction was held at
app ropriate times.
Al- MaqrizI says that auctions were held for each kura in turn,
b ut the unit being contracted for is d巴白ned only as the "bi lad",
which is rather vague. The singular, balad or balda, is a term used
to indicate a local community ; according to ancient tradition, the
local community was employed as the smallest administrative unit.
This local community actually corresponded to such villages as

qa抑， kafr, mi砂 a, and subra, which wer巴 generally referred to as
halad. Estates were included among them. 35 If all or part of a
village was included in an estate, it was possible for taxes to be
contract巴d out on the basis of the estate as a unit. 36

In early Fa 

-timid times, when estates had come to extend throughout Egypt,
instead of “bi lad” the term for the district whose taxes are contracted
becomes " cj.iya "' (estate) . According to Ibn Zulaq’s ＇ 明rat al・Mu'izz

for

li-Din Allah”， quoted in al・MaqrizI, there is a reference to the A.H.

-

363 case which alludes to “an auction for estates ( cf.iya') and all types
·of taxes

（ ぽ ir wug百h al a nnea l) " . 3 7 Th e parallelism of "estates”

and “all types of taxes" se巴ms odd at first glance, but in the usage
·of th e period th巴 former is “mal al-cj.i:ya＂’， meaning the land tax

｛�arag) levied on wheat and barley fields, and the latter refers to

}loll, pasturage, palm, and other taxes . 38
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Table XXXI

I

Villages
Samadan

S amama
S anawayh

Arable Land Acreages of Different Villages Contracted
for by a Tax-Contractor (From an Account-Book P.
Mil. R . Univ. I no. 7, 3rd/9th Century)
刷立n
2587

｜

a山 川

p. 1 06
1 07

770

｜

M…llti

p. 1 48

1 56

1 439

1 07

1 56

Bariiub

523

1 03

1 15

Qalat立

1 494

1 08

1 69

Baray量

2207

74

1 13

From the papyri it is clear that in addition to estates, one or
several villages would constitute a single area for which the taxes
were contracted .

For instance, AFG no. 4, a tax report

from

Upper Egypt, mentions the village of Marg al-HalibI bei時 con

tracted for by one Isma'II b. 'Isa al-MuhallabI, while seve ral un
nam巴d villages (more than two) are contracted for by Abu 1 -'Ag
fa Alfmad b . Mulfammad .

A statistical report (garida) on the

balance of the tax quota under th巴 tax-contract system, P. Mil.

7

(2nd or 3rd century A.H. ) , has six villages being
contracted for by 'Abd al-Ralfman b. Hilal . These villages alsoι
R. Univ. I, no.

occur in village lists from Ayyubid and Mamluk times ; the acreage
according to the land r巴gisters written by Ibn al- G ay'an u nder
the Mamluks is tabulated in Table XXXI . 39

Administrative divi

sions were di百巴rent under the 電Abbasids and und巴r the Mamh

ks,.
for

the thirty-three kuras of Lower Egypt having been transformed
into ten iqli附 or 'amals (provinces) .

Thus it is unclear whether

these six villages belonged to a single kura or not. But except
Burayg, all the villages on Ibn al- G ay'an’s list were in the province

of Minufiya in the central Delta and so quite close together. Bu
rayg belonged to the province of Garbrya which adj oined to the
north and was slightly separated from the other five villages, but
it is of course possible that the same person would for some reason
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contract for the taxes of areas that were not contiguou s.40
Mul;ammad b. 'Isa, who appears in the lease of land APEL no・
79 as the tax-contractor for “ ba q( [land] and maqburf [land］ ＇’， ap
pears in APEL no. 1 84 and PERF no. 786 as a kura tax adminis
trator, so that one guesses that he was contracting for taxes over a
rather wide area. But there is no extant qabala doc ument showing
taxes being contrac ted for an entire kura or an even larger area.
In such cases the term “rfaman" was employed . In the c出e of
APG no. 4, Abu 1 -'Agfa A与mad b. Mul;ammad is co ntracting for
the taxes of two villag巴s as subcontractor to the tax-farmer Ahmad

b.

Yusuf al-HasimI, and is listed as the latter’s agent (wakil) .

From

this one infers that al-Hasimi was farming the taxes of a rather
large area.

In ABPH no. 1 1 , a private letter from 25 Ramac;lan

304/22 March 9 1 7, Ab立 1 -Qasim b. Yaskur is referred to as farming
the taxes of all Upper Egypt.

Under the Fatimids, in Saban

363

/ May 974, Mul;ammad b . al-Q対I Abi 1 ・τahir Mul;ammad b.
A与mad was farming th巴 taxes of the religious endowment lands
( a&bas) throughout Egypt, with an annual quota of 1 ,500,000 dir
hams conditional on the proper persons paying their stipulated
·q uotas and the balance being forwarded to the Treasury. 41

Around

the same time, 'Ali b. 'Umar b. al-'Addas was farming the taxes of
the kura of Busir.42 These tax-farmers were known as mutadammin
· or damin. 43

Th巴 taxes taken charge of by the tax-contractors and tax-farmers
were not different from what was collected in the case of tax admini:strators and functionaries appoint巴d by the government : in addition
to the regular land taxes, there were palm, sugarcane, vineyard and
·oth er agricultural taxes as well as poll and pasture taxes.44

In

<>ther words, the taたcontractors contracted for all the powers of
th e fiscal administrators .

But given t h e variability in the Nile flood, it was impossible t o
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collect the same amount of taxes every y巴ar.

It was in the sense of

takin g the average available yield that contractual periods of fou r
years were established, whereby even when there occurred ba d
yea rs on account of drought or flood the tax-contractors wer巴 ob
lige d to forward the agreed amount to the government.
point seems to be made explicitly in the contracts. 45

Th is

The obliga 

tion to furnish the Treasury with a fixed quota of taxes every year
differed fundamentally from what was required of the ordinary tax
administrators .

But from ABPH no. 1 1 , from A . H . 304, we may

suspect that the tax contractors did not always live up to their com
mitments, as the term specified in this tax-farming is six y ears .
Here it is a case of farming the taxes for all of Upper Egypt, and it
does not seem that an auction had been held, but here the tax
farmer appears as a new competitor of one Abu Al:imad who was
already under contract, and successfully reenters the biddi ng so
that a new contract was drawn up with the government.
The interesting thing about this document is that at the time it
was drawn up the former contractor sent bills (safatig : plural of

suftaga) to the government (sultan) .

Of course in order to effect

the changes in the contract the bills involved should have been
returned to the issuer唱 by the date of the document, 25 Ramac;lan
304 ; the bills involved here were a kind of promissory note, whereby
taxes were collected and forwarded to the government within a
specified period of time and then turned into money.

This docu

ment is somewhat vague, but the phrase “bills belonging to the sul-

(an” means that these promissory notes were sent to the 電Abb asid

When the central government encountered
temporary difficulties with its balance of payments, and therefore
needed cash, short-term loans could be raised from merchants
central government .

by

using the promissory notes arriving from various places as colla
teral .46
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After the co ntract was drawn up at govern ment head quarters,
the operations of the tax司contractors were carried on, acco rding to

al・MaqrizI, as follows ： “When this was finished, the tax-co ntrac tors
or tax farmers proceeded to the fiscal districts ( na�iy a) for which
t hey were responsible and took charge of tilling and sowin g ( zi
r a'a) and improving irrigation earthworks (gusur : pl. of gisr ) and
o ther duties connected with taxation along with thcir kinsmen
and assista則s, and at each instalment (aqsil{ : pl. of qist) p eriod

t hey would 悶ld the taxes （�arag) for which they were responsibl e
[to aトFustat J . ”4 7
The tax contractor could not, of course, carry out his duties
alon e, and here we see kinsmen and assistants helping him.

Thes巴

c oll巴agues, quit巴 unlike anything in the cas巴 of th巴 tax admini
stra tors, wer巴 memlコers of the local elite in th巴 tax· ontractor' s
nativ巴 plac巴.

The papyri testify to this .

PERF no. 867 (i.e. ,

EPER no. 1 2 ) , a land tax receipt fo r A . H . 29 1 , mentions that 'Abd

Allah b. M吟ammad al-YamamI and his assoc凶es ( a｛�ilb) arc
contracting for the taxes of the village of !Sn baq . 48

Thus the tax contractor went to the area he contracted for and
supervised it with his associates ; he could also, on his own authority,
subcontract part of the area for which he was responsible .

APEL

no . 86/87 and no. 1 45 are subcontracti時 documents, drawn up
after competitive bidding at the village or
at the village level were called “dilala".

如何

level.

Auctions

The latter of these two

documents is for a three-year period, A . H . 2 7 1 to 2 73, and stipulates
a quota of 45 dinars a year for a total of 1 35 dinars .

The former is a document in which a tax-collector of al-Usmu
nayn, Muzal;i.im b . Isl;i.aq, contracted for the taxes over a four
year term, 3 1 2 to 3 1 5, and subcontracted part of his area, for th巴
two years 3 1 4 and 3 1 5, to a local Copt named Antanas b . Sisinna,

by means of an auction (dilala) held in the village of Nawaye in
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Lower Usmτm . 49 But the successful bidder at the auction is named
as G irge Quzman, suggesting that the circumstances of the auc
tion were rather complex.

The subcontractor takcs full respon

sibility for supplying the taxes in accordance with the conditions
laid down by th巴 tax office (dzwan al－�arag) .

The highlight of the

document is the passage reading ： “ … that this was his (Antanas’）
property and that of his ancestors before him, and that it is a tax
contract (qabala) of Muzal;iim b . Isl;iaq, it really belonging to him
(Muzal;iim) , that he handed it to him (Anatanas) . " 50

The firs t

demonstrative does not refer to the land being subcontracted for,
but rather the right to lease the land, or so it would seem from th e
contents of the document as a whole, and this is indicated to have
been hereditary in Antanas’ family.

Moreover, it was by me an s

of this subcontracting agreement that Antanas first obtained the
right to occupy and cultivate this land （�azaha li-nafsihi wa-zara

'aha) .

Thus he may if he pleases cultivate the land himself, but

one of the conditions specified in the contract is that others who
wish to till the land on his behalf may do so provided that they re ・
gister the fact with the tax office .

The real aim of the subcontractor

here is not so much to obtain the right to collect taxes as to gain
the right to lease the land and to manage the land and reap profits
from these activities ; in any case this document is a vivid expres
sion of the complexities of the Egyptian land system with respect
to tenure, leasing rights, and fiscal control.
The leasing out of subcontracted land to peasant tenants is again
something which is registered in the tax office, according to APEL no.
1 4.5, though the document is poorly preserved and the explicit sta
tement is lacking.

The agreement drawn up between the su bcon
tractor and the actual cultivators is the lease of land known as the
“kiraぺ or as the tillage contract for which the same term， “qabala” ，
is used . These contracts were registered with the tax o伍ce, and
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the cultivators received in return a certificate of reg istra tio n (siー

がI) .

s1

Although al-Maqrrzr does not say so explicitly, such co nt rac t s
with the actual cultivators were not drawn up only by the su bcon
tra ctors but were a prerogative of the ta》contractors thems elves ;
th e cultivators are collectively referred to as “muzari'un " . 52 Ibn
f:Iawqal has this to say about the Egyptian fiscal system in the
fourth century.
“The method of taxation in Egypt is the tax-contracting system,
whereby a fixed sum is imposed by contract (muqa{a'a) on each

jaddan, on which basis the cultivators (akara) , in whatever dis
tri ct they happen to be, are given schedules (manaszr) and bonds
(wata'iq) requiring the payment of a certain sum in accordance
with the land survey (misa�a) and the number of faddan. "53
The reference to “schedules and bonds" seems to mean the certi
ficates of registration, but the kinds and the scale of the contracts
note d in these certificates were very diverse. APEL no. 79 is re
garded as an example of such a kira’ in which the tax-contractor is
the lessor. The ultimate responsibilities for tax payments on a
given piece of land were registered with the tax o伍ce. In this
respect, there was no difference from the circumstances of regular
tax administrators and their management of fiscal affairs.
We have already seen that under the late 電Abbasids the registra・
tion of lands and the issue of certificates of registration normally
took place in the month of Tδt, and that at the same time loans of
seedgrain were made to peasants with no wherewithal to begin
planting ; the tax-contractors were also responsible for extending
such credit to the peasants . In P. Mil . R. Univ. I, no. 7, which is
an accou nt book for the balance of a contracted tax quota, there

is

in

an entry for the cost of seedgrain.

Among the duties involved

what al-Maqrrzr calls “the tax-contractor’s taking charge of
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tilling and sowing", the provision of seed loans seems to have been
a major task.
The duty of seeing to irrigation earthworks was listed next among
the tasks of the tax-contractor.

The term for irrigation earthworks

here, gusilr (plural of gisr) means the earthworks necessary to make
the basins for the unique Egyptian irrigation method known as
the basin system.

These earthworks were like long narrow earthe n

foundations running parallel to the canals, designed to trap Nile
water during the flood within the artificial “ basin” （�a wrf,) thus.
created and so act as a sort of reservoir.

Then a breach was m ade

in th e earthworks so that basins farther down the line could rec eive
Thus it was necessary to finish these earthworks before th e
Nile flood started .
water.

Al-Ma qrizI continues， “The contractors take from the quotas
assigned for tax四contracting and tax-farming the expe nditures
necessary for building the irrigation earthworks, for damming up
th巴 irrigation ditches, and for digging canals and calculate thes e
前 special impo山 54 (rf,ara’ib : plural of rf,ariba) payable to the mselves
as ordained by the tax o伍ce ( dzw an al司�arag) . "55

“ Calculate as

payable to themselves＇ ’ means that they subtract them from the
totals.

The cost of irrigation work was subtracted 企om the con・

tracted totals as local overhead .
The earthworks were th巴 main part of the irrigation work because
they had to be built anew every year, but Ibn MammatI and al
MaqrizI speak of two administrative distinctions that were made
here, between small-scale works carried out by village commum
ties and iq（ゲ holders on the one hand, and on the other large-scale

".

projects under government management ; the former were called

"al-gusilr al・baladりa",

the latter

“al-gus窃r a l ・sul t a nりa 56

It

is

uncertain when this distinction with respect to the earthworks came
into being, but it does not seem to antedate the Fatimid period.
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Concerning, especially, the latter type of irrigati on earthwork, al
MaqrizI goes on as follows :
“ Earthworks built under governme nt sup ervision are in general
for the public welfare, preserving the Nile water for the variou s
districts until it is no longer needed . The re is a special impost
(rasm) on the districts of S arqiya and Garbiya provinces to pay
for these earthworks .

[Forrr町ly (i . e . , under the ' Abbasids and
Fatimids) these earthworks were paid for out of the local taxes,
under the supervision of the tax-contractors of the places, who sub
tracted the expenses out of the tax-contracting quota for which
they were responsible.

But later on in all these provinces it was

made a special impost] and the fiscal functionaries in the tax o伍ces
collected it, paying out [what was necessary] for the earthworks
an d forwarding the balance to the Treasury. ”57
Ap art from the references to the 電Abbasids and Fatimids, Ibn
Mamm atI gives the 旨ame account as aトMaqrizI . 58

The special

imposts collected in Sarqiya and Garbiya refer to the “ mu qarrar

al-gusur" (irrigation earthwork tax) levied under the Ayyrrbids both
in these two provinces and in G azirat Quwaysina.59

The admini

strative geography differs from Mamluk times, but the places are
the same .

These three provinces occupy the central and eastern

Delta, where indeed most of the important irrigation works were
located . 60
The abolition of the kura in favor of the province ('amal or iqlzm)
took place at the end of the reign of the F可imid caliph al-Mustan�ir,
at the latest, it is thought, by A.H. 483 .61

But as we shall see below,

the tax-contracting system itself continued until quite late in the
Fa.timid period, and it would seem that the system whereby the
tax contractors took responsibility for maintaining the irrigation
Works re mained in effect throughout Fa.timid times. In any case,
this kind of management of irrigation work by the tax-contractors,.
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including what was called the "government-supervised irrigation
earthworks", came to an end under the Ayyubids and was taken
over by the government .

The main reason why the system was

abolished was probably the fact that the tax-contractors were suト
tracting deliberately overestimated irrigation expenses from the
contracted totals, and filching away the surplus from these padded
expenses, so that on the one hand less was coming in to the Tre a
sury, and on the other hand not all of the estimated expenses were
actually being spent on irrigation . 62
Under the Umayyads, irrigation proj ects were undertaken as a
form of pagarchy-level labor service under the pagarch’s directio n .
When labor power was insufficient it was borrowed from neighbo rin g
pagarchies.

Labor service was carried in between tax instalment

periods, so that laborers sent to other pagarchies were returne d in
time for the taxpaying periods. 63 There was of course no pay for the
labor service, so that the 'Abbasid system of having the tax-con
tractor 白gure the expenses for irrigation labor shows a certain im
provement over the Umayyad method .

But whatever provision

was made for the expenses of the irrigation proj ects, to what ex・
tent the labor force was budgeted for is a very di伍cult question.
The collection of taxes and their forwarding to the Treasury which
were the most important j obs for the tax-contractors took place,
as al-MaqrizI notes, at instalment intervals fixed at the time the
contracts were drawn up, as payments by the peasants were made
in instalments.
above .

The instalment system has already been analyzed

The people who cultivated the land and paid the land

taxes in areas which were under the tax-contracting system, the
"people of tax-contracting" (ahl al-qabala) 64, followed the same
principle of instalment payments. But in such cases the land tax
receipt notes that the tax is on “land which is part of so・and-so ’s
qabala’＇， thus indicating that the taxpayer is under the control of
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a given tax-contractor. 6 5 This sam e formulation appears in poll
tax receipts66 and pasture tax receip ts. 6 7
Something to note here is that the person who received the taxes
was not necessarily th巴 tax-contractor. We have seen above that
regular taxes were receivable by the tax administrators sent by the
五nancial director, but W巴re in fact collect ed by the cashiers ( qus

( als or gahbads) serving under their deputies （�alifas ) .

When the
-contractor
responsible
was
for
a
large area, and possessed powers
tax
those
of
the
rresponding
tax
to
administrators,
co
he could collect
the taxes in person . The land tax receipt APW no. 14 is an example.
This is for A.H. 2 6 1 ; the taxpayer is a Copt, the tax-contractor is
th e client of the Commander of the Faithful Abu Muhammad
f;I akim, the receiver of the taxes is his representative (wakil) Yunu:
b. al ，恥1uwaffaq, and the actual collector is a Coptic cashier named
Ste phan b. Boq tor.
But if the tax-contractor’s powers were confined to a village, it
was the tax administrator of the kura who collected the taxes. APEL
no . 1 96, and PERF no・ 867 (i. e . , EPER no. 1 2) are examples.
The former is from 1 Tube 262, and is a pasture tax （�arag d・ma
ra'i) receipt, in which the taxpayer is the shepherd Zayd, the tax
contractor is M時ammad b. al・Fa<;ll, the receiver is the deputy
（炉lifa) of the tax administrator Abu 1 -Qasim 'Abd al- [ ] b. al

Qasim, and the actual collector is the cashier 'AlI b. Sulayman .
The latter is a land tax receipt for A . H . 29 1 , in which of the two
taxpayers one is certainly and the other probably a Copt, the tax
contractor is 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad al-YamamI and his colle
agues, the receiver is the deputy of the tax administrator Iskandar,
who bears the title of client of the Commander of the Faithful, and
the actual receiver is the Coptic cashier Sanuda. I t also seems
that when the taxpayers were unable to pay, they might borrow
funds from the tax-contractor. 68
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The relations between the village-level tax-contractor and the
local tax administrator are unclear, and it is hard to d iscover any
details concerning what was done with the taxes once they were
collected .

But even when the tax administrator was the receiver

of the taxes, the tax-eontractor possessed considerabl巴 powers over
the dis p osition of revenue from the areas under contract to hi m .
al-MaqrizI says .
“Part of the annual taxes remain in the hands of the tax-far mer
or tax-contractor.

Since this is retained from the tax quota, it is

called the balance ( baqi’） .

Sometimes the government rigorously

demands this balance, but sometimes it overlooks the matte r." 69
We have seen above that the first instalment period was fro m

Tube to Barmude, and the second from Bafans to Mesori, th e
amount to be paid in the second instalment period being known as
the “balance" . What al-Maqrrzr's account means is that the sum
of taxes paid in the first period, in other words one-half of the
total amount as registered at the tax offiee, had to be sent to the
govern ment by the tax-contractor as each instalment fell due, wh ile
the amount for the second period, which depend巴d on producti
vity, was under the control of the contractor.

Probably it was

from this second-period sum that the overhead for irrigation works
was subtracted, with the balance to be paid into the Treasury.
But if the government’s supervision was lax, the contractors would
drain it off as their own profit (faif,l) .
But whatever the intentions of the tax contractors, if they failed
or died while their contracts were in effect it might happen that
the contracted taxes did not reach the treasury.

In such cas es

the contractor’s property could be attached on the ground of con
tract violation, but such confiscation could not be carried out s1m
ply on the basis of an administrativ巴 decision .

According

to a

:Story from the governorship of Al;imad b . τulun (A. H . 254-270) ,
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a tax-contract or (at the village level ?) died in debt, and the

kura

tax administrators requested the gover nor to order the j udges to
permit the forcible auction of the man’s house in order to make up
the debt . When the governor transmitted a decision to this effect
to the Egyptian j udge Bakkar b. Qutayba (in office A.H. 246 2 70) ,
t he latter demanded from the creditor, i . e . , the gover nor, affadavits
c ertifying the amount of th巴 tax-contractor’s debt and the fact that
th e house in question really did belong to him, and after ascertain
i ng the truth of what was attested to, proceeded to grant permis
sion for the sale to take place . 70

Thus ev巴n the authorities were in

legal terms no more than creditors like any other, and their rights
as creditors had to be exercised in accordance with the appropriate
legal procedures . Here one can see j ust how rigorous the applica
t ion of the Islamic law was .
But if the property of a deceased and indebted tax-contractor had
b een willed as religious property, regardless of the reason, the au・
thorities were powerless to confiscate it.

There aτE two stories about

the same judge, Bakkar b . Qutayba, which indicate this.

One goes

that a tax-contractor who died in debt had willed his house as
religious property （抑bus) , and the tax administrators tried via the
governor A与mad b. T副un to get Bakkar to permit the sale of the
religious property, which the judge refused to do on the ground
that religious property might not be so disposed of.71

The other

�tory is that a tax-contractor failed in his collections from one village
.and was saddled with a huge unpaid tax quota, and although he
·owned enough property to pay off the debt himself, instead he made
·over his wealth in the form of r巴ligious property （争ubus) to his own
sons and fled from his village . When Al;tmad b . τulun received
a report of this incident, he asked Bakkar to repossess this religious
prop erty, but the j udge refused . 72
At all events, the tax-contractor cast his accounts (garida) per-
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haps at the end of every year and when the contractual period was
finished ; in the case of village-level tax-contractors these accounts
were then forwarded to the kura tax offices, while the kura-level
large scale tax-contractors forwarded th巴ir accounts to al-Fusptt .
P. Mil . R. Univ. I, no 7 is, as noted above, a specimen of such an
account book.
With the expiry of the tax contract the work stopped, but al同MaqrizI contmues :
“At the end of thirty years, the fiscal year changes and all dis
tricts undergo cadastral surveys (raka) and new 自seal investiga
tions (ta'dil) .

•.

Then, with no regard to the tax-farming of th e

district, tax quotas are raised when possible and lowered whe n
necessarv . ,73
Here we are told that thirty years constituted the cycle duri ng
which the basic contractual tax quota went unchanged, and that
quotas were revised at the end of this term on the basis of fis cal
investigations beginning with a major land surv巴y .

The “change

in the fiscal year" here probably refers to the fact that after thirty
years the Islamic calendar and the Coptic calendar would get o ut
of phase to the extent of one year, so that one fiscal year would

be

skipped in order to align the fiscal year with the Islamic calendar.
C.

The Evol u t ion of t h e Tax-Contracting System

When was the ta》contracting system as I have been describing
it established, and how did it develop ?

Al-MaqrizI does not say

anything clear about its establishment apart from the statemen t
that “until AJ:imad b . Tulun buil t his great mosque, this [auction
of tax-contracts] continued to be held at the mosque of 'Amr b .
al・ ＇ A § " . 74 The construction of this mosque, the mosque of AJ:imad

b . Tulun, is said to have been completed in A.H. 265 or 266 .7�
But the tax-contracting system had certainly become institutiona
lized before this time.

Moreover there is material conc erning
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the tax-contracting system which is con nected with Ibn Trrl百n’s
reform in A.H. 259/60. 76 I t is possible to go a few years farther
back from this date . But it is not possible to do so on the basis of
the historical sources .
Among the papyri, which touch on the tax-co ntracting system
and are clearly dated, the oldest which I was able to see are the
land tax receipt APEL no・ 1 85, from 3 0 τ百be 2 6 1 /25 January 875,
and another land tax receipt from A.H. 261 fiscal year, APW no.
1 4, along with the pasture tax receipt APEL no. 1 96, from 1 Trrbe
262/27 December 875.

The tax-contractor named in the last of

these, Mul_iammad b. Fac;ll, appears also in BAU no . 6 from A.H.
259, which I have not seen . 77

The tax-contractor Muhmmad b.

'Isa, who is a client of the Commander of the Faithful, appears in
the lease of land APEL no. 79, which is not clearly dated, and
also in the A . H . 249 land tax receipt APEL no. 1 84 he shows up
as a

kura

tax-administrator ; and in the fragment of an official scri

bピs writing exercise PERF no . 786, his name is ranked along with
those of the governors Yazrd b. 'Abd Allah (in office A.H. 242253) and Muzal_iim b . 写aqan (in office 253-254) .

Thus APEL

no ・ 79, where he appears as a tax contractor, may be assigned to
the middle of th巴 third century.

Among clearly datable docu

ments which refer to the tax-contracting system, this one may be
the oldest.
Thus whether one looks in the historical sources or in the papyri,
it is impossible to date the origins of the tax-contracting system
back farther than the middle of the third century, but if one looks
at the whole outline of fiscal history in this period, one will notice
that in the 240’s, and especially under Yazid b. 'Abd Allah, a nu 
mber of important financial reforms were undertaken.

First, in

242 /85 6, came the selection of the “muft,tar”， who were installed in
each fiscal district (na�iya) to take charge along with the kura tax-
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administrators of tax assessment work ; this was an official with
deep local roots . 78

Second, there were in A.H. 247 the reconstruひ

tion of the Nilomcter at Rδc;la and the changeover of the officials
stationed there from Christians to Muslims. 79

In

connection

with the determination of the tax quotas in Egypt, this incident can 司
not be overlooked .

Third, in A . H . 248 there began the fiscal reforms

of Ibn al-Mudabbir, which we have already examined . 80
All these reforms indicate that the decade of the A . H . 240’s was
a period of fiscal reconstruction .

The years from A . H . 242 to

247, especially, were exceptionally stable.

Severus says that the

governor Yazid b . 'Abd Allah, the financial director Sulayman
b . Wahb (in office A . H . 24 1 247 ) , and the j udge al- I;farit b . Mi 
skin (in office A . H . 23 7-245) were all just and fair in their man a
gement of military, fiscal, and judicial affairs, and that their gover
nment was so excellent that people forgot the horrors and starvation
of the preceding years . 8 1

The next j udge, Bakkar b . Qutayba,

was famous for his outstanding qualities .

From a thorou gh read

ing of Severus it would seem necessary to conclude that his praises
of these men are on account of their efforts in bringing about the
restoration of civil order after long years of civil war, and that it
was in their time that this restoration happened .

Also, Yazid’s

predecessor as governor, Anbasa b. Isl;iaq (in office A.H. 238-242)
is praised for his fair administration of the taxes despite Severus'
hatred for him as the man who executed alふ1utawakkil’s anti
Christian decrees . 82

But in the ag巴 before this time of stability,

from A . H . 220 to 230’s immediately after the anti-tax rebellions
had subsided, many traces of oppressive taxation remained as the
papyri show.

APEL no. 1 70, thought to be a fragment of an orde r

addressed to a local tax official (early 3rd century A.H.) , goes

as

follows ·
They (taxpayers) have yet three days.

So if they bring the money
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of this tax well but if not then he will beat each of them every
day ten strokes of the whip and he will in臼ict on him a fine of one
dinar payable out of his own means . And i f Ahmad b . 'Abd Al
!ah, Pakar b. YaJ:iya and [So-and-so] b. 'Abd Allah commence
to carry through the reports of land-measurement (misa�a） …
Of the persons mentioned in this document, th巴 五rst two appear
as tax administrators in alべJsmunayn under the financial director
Sa 'Id b. 'Abd al・RaJ:iman, in both PERF no. 726 from 27 Mesori
2 24/20 August 839 and PERF no. 7 3 7 from 1 6 Abib 225/ 1 0 July 840,
so that the document in question must belong to approximately the
same time. 83

This document says that arrears were punished with

beatings and fines, but what is symbolized here is that it was general
in this period for the regular fiscal officials to collect taxes by force.
It would be impossible on the basis of this to foresee what Ibn !Jaw
qal says of the tax-contracting system:
“This [taxpaying by instalments] is a beneficial arrangement in
accordance with their (taxpayers' ) tax-collecting contracts and
saves them from being oppressively overtaxed or falling into
destitution : there is no such oppression as might make all the cul
tivated land into a wilderness” . 84
’Thus it would seem to be safe to assign the establishment of the tax
contracting system to the A.H. 240’s.

The reason why there is no

.date given in the historical sources is perhaps that at first there were
no

auctions of tax”contracts in the great mosque at al・Fus!a! but

rather private deals between contractors and the financial director,
which at first covered only a minute percentage of the r巴venues
・collected by fiscal officials .
But the tax-contracting system, from these beginnings, quickly
<:ame to be operated on a nationwide scale, and to be formalized as
an

ins titution ; by the A.H. 250’s there were already signs of in
詣titutio nal defects . According to the “Sirat A�mad b . Tulun'', in
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A.H. 259/60 AJ:imad b. Tu！ロn forbade the abrogat
lコetween tax-contractors and cultivators, indicating that when the
harvests failed on account of drought, tax contractors from the
strata of high military officers and landlords were unilaterally ab
rogating their agreements with the cultivators of estates and im
posing heavier tax burdens on them in order to shore up their own
losses. 85

I t also i吋icates that the la吋lords of estates (efiya') at the

village level were perhaps inclined to enhance their power as Ian
dlords by contracting for the taxes of their own estates, in short, to
become tax-contractors and to oppress their tenants with augmented
powers derived from substituting themselves for the tax administra 
tors .

It was in order to protect the cultivators that AJ:imad b . Tu

Jun prohibited the unilateral abrogation of agreements by the tax
con tractors .
7ロlunid Egypt after this time is known to have been very pro旬
sperous, and the reasons for this can perhaps be sought not only in
political stability and hydraulic construction proj ects but also in
the fiscal reforms of Ibn al-Mudabbir and the general adoption
of the tax-contracting system.

Just how important an element

the tax-contracting system was at thi s time can be discern ed in
the way in which the τロlunids, after being swept from power by
the 電Abbasid armies in 292/905, were able to regroup their forces
and regain their hold on power after only seven months .

After

the fall of the τulunids, when 'Isa al-Nufarr took office as governor
along with al-l:Iusayn b . AJ:imad al-Madara’z as financial director,
in the month of S a'ban of the same year the former Tulunid g巴園
田ral MuJ:iammad al-:tJalr gr revolted and proclaimed the restora
tion of the τulunids, marching on al-Fust司 thr巴e months later.
The governor and th巴 financial director at this withdrew from
al・Fus tat and headed for Alexandria ; the financial dire ctor took
with him all the basic records concerning taxation

for

the estates,
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i . e . for all the villages, from the tax office and also brought a band
of tax-contra ctors along with him . T his was in order to keep the
rebels from seizing the tax-contrac tors and gaining information
about the fiscal situation, so that they could not begin collecting taxes.
Even so, a丘er they occupied al-Fu stat the rebels located the remain
ing tax-contractors and imposed harsh conditio ns on them ; after
an other month they attacked Alexandria and retrieved the refugee
tax contractors and scribes, bringing them back to al・Fustat .86
In short, a battle for possession of the tax-contractors had been waged
b etween the contenders for power ; clearly they had become the
sine qua non of fiscal administration .
I n the fourth century the proportion o f taxes collected by tax
co ntract surpassed the regular revenues, and tax collection and
tax contracting became equivalent matters .

Ibn l;Iawqal’s stat巴－

ment that “the method of tax collection in Egypt is the tax-con
trac ting system"87 underscores this fact .
In the first half of the fourth century, there were also cases in
which the taxes of all or half of Egypt were farmed (rf,aman) by
central officials in Ba吉dad, bringing into being a double-layered
system of tax-contracting.

In the case of the farming of the taxes

for the whole of Egypt, the tax farmer received all the powers of
the financial director.

At Baきdad in A . H . 306 al-I;Iusayn b. AQ.・

mad al-Madara’I contracted to farm the taxes of all Egypt and
·Syria, arriving in Egypt the following year and staying until A.H.
3 1 1 .88

According to ABPH no. 1 1 , a letter from A.H. 304, one

Abロ 1 -Qasim b. Yaskur farmed the taxes of Upper Egypt for six
years, from A.H. 305 to 3 1 0 .

Indeed at this time the 'Abbasids

were permitting tax-farming in many places, and the case of al
l;Iusayn al・Madara'! is no more than one example among many.89
The tax contracting system remained in effect without any chan
ges und er the I hsrdids and early Fatimids. 90

The auction was
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conducted in the great mosque of Al;imad b. Tulun .

But the tax

contractors probably took advantage of the political chaos of late
I gsrdid and early Fatimid times to be delinquent about sending
the taxes into the Treasury.
λ1u'izz

According to Ibn Z1 laq’s Szrat al

li-Din Allah ル1a'add, in the year a丘町 Caliph al-Mu'izz’s

arrival in Egy p t from North Africa, A.H. 363, all administrative
responsibilities were entrusted to the vizier Ya 'qrrb b . Killis and
Uslug b . al-f:Iasan, but at the same time all th巴 tax-administrators
and tax-contractors were fired and a new auction of tax-contracts
held in the presence of the two high officials in the governor’s h巴ad
quarters inside the Ibn τ副包n mosque .

At this time the balan ce

of the tax quotas owed by tax-contractors, landlords, and tax admi
nistrators was sought from the people who participated in the au c・
tion, and two of them brought the matter before the Ma 子alim Court
for a decision.

There various persons shed light on the realities

of the situation, and as a result of the auction the contractual tax.
quotas were everywhere increased . 9 1
The first Fatimid vizier, Ya 'qub b . Killis, made an e丘ort to re・
store normal order to the tax-contracting system after the chaos of
the late I hsrdid ages ; he was, inde巴d, the real architect of the
timid administrative reorganization .

F a

But the vaunted prosperity

of the Fatimids also, in consequence of the struggle between the
Turkish slave troops and the black soldiers, and the famine and
plague which began in A.H. 45 7 late in al・Mustan�ir’s reign and
continued for seven years, approached collapse as the country
The Caliph in 466/ 1 073 summoned the Sy
G
rian general Badr al- amalr to Egypt and made him con currently
commander-in-chief (amir al-gu;us) and vizier, and intrusted the
lapsed into anarchy.

This meant the beginning of mili
tary rule in Fatimid Egypt, though Badr al- G amalI resp ected the
Caliph’s wishes and labored until his death in 48 7 / 1 094 to reassert

reimposition of order to him .
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internal stability, laying the foundati ons for the prosperity of later
Fa.timid times . 92 Not much is known for sure about the details o f
his reconstruction schemes, though he seems to have carried out
a determined reform of local administratio n . On巴 of his achieve
ments is said to have been the granting of perm ission to the peasants
to cultivate the land for three years without any fiscal obligations,
e nabling them to improve their living conditions. 93 P robably
there were also changes in th巴 tax administration during his time in
connection with reforms of this sort .
One may infer this from the fact that there were pronoun ced
d ifferences in the fiscal administration under Caliphs al－瓦mir
(reign 495-525/ 1 1 0 1 - 1 1 30)

and al- E;fafi干

1 1 49) from that of the preceding period.

（reign 525-544/ 1 1 30Al-MaqrizI describes

th巴 collection of taxes under these two rulers as follows .
(1)

After the Nile flood had receded and planting had been

completed, military o伍cers and fiscal functionaries, many of whom
wcr巴 Christian Copts, were dispatched from the capital to each
fiscal district.
(2)

These people, among whom were included surveyors (ma

si&s) , u吋crtook accurate surveys of the acreage of irrigated lands
- leaving aside fallow fields and unirrigated places - and in

scribed the results in registers of landed property (mukallafat) , in
which the tax rate (qa(i'a) per faddan w出 written in for each kind of
crop.
(3)

These land registers were forwarded to the capital after

being signed by the responsible O伍cials .
(4)

When four months of the Coptic calendar had elapsed, sol

diers known for their fierceness were sent to th巴 fiscal districts as
representatives of the tax collectors, along with a corps of scribes
who were different from those who had gone out at the time of
the land survey.
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When this band of tax collectors arrived, the landhol ders

of each village would b巴 assembled and one-third of their �arag
land tax would be collected on the basis of what was shown in the
registers .
(6)

Those who refused to pay were beaten .

The one th ird of the tax quota which was collected in th is

way was forwarded to the capital and used to supply military expenses.
(7)

The collection of taxes from the taxpayers was carried o ut
in instalm ents every year, but the “balanc巴” （ bawaqz) remain e d
in the hands of th巴 tax farmers or tax contractors .

This was b e 
cause in the villages of Egypt during this time the taxes were con 
tracted in money and in various crops, in kind . 94
For the sake of avoiding a profusion of needless detail I wil l no t
enter into an extended comparison of the late Fa!imid tax -con 
tracting system as reported by al・MaqrizI with that of late 'Ab 
basid and early Fa!imid times, but will instead point out several
important differences that his account reveals .
The special characteristics of the lat巴 Fa.timid tax-contra cting
system include ; ( 1 ) the rather greater degree of centraliz ation ;
(2) the reduction of the sum forwarded to the Treasury from one
half to one third of the total ; (3) the emergence of military officers
as the overs � ers of district司level tax collection . With respect to the
first point, whereas the old tax-contracting system had included
considerable leeway for arbitrary decisions about tax quotas on
the part of the tax-contractors, under the new system all decisions
about tax quotas were made by functionaries of the government
and there was no room for interventions by the tax-con tractors.
The collection of at least one third of the tax quota by government
o伍cials again was something in which the tax-contractors could
not intervene ・ Moreover, the s巳paration of o伍cials resp onsible
for tax assessment from thos巴 responsible for tax colle ctio n pre-
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vented the sorts of inj ustices li kely to arise when both functions
were performed by the same functionar ies . The power of the
central governmen t was being very effectively deploye d against
the tax contractors .

But the centrali zation of fiscal adminis tration

was a limited affair、 so far as the amount of taxes colle cted was con 
cerned .
As for the second point, under the old tax-contracting system the
tax- contractors had forwarded one-half the quota to the Treasury
a nd kept back the remaining half to cover the costs of irrigation work
and other expenditures, sending what was le氏 over, if anything,
o n to the Treasury.

In fact th巴 tax-contractors were prone to help

themselves to this remainder, little of it ev巴r reached the Treasury .
But under the lat巴 Fa.timid system, the basic amount sent to the
Treasury was reduced from one half to one third of the quota,
p erhaps because by this time the amount which the government
could hope to receive was limited by the tax-contractors’ propensity
to divert funds to their own use .

The remaining two thirds of

the quota were, in principle, to be treated as th巴 remainder always
had been in the past, but th e tax-contractors do not appear to
have worried much about forwarding the remainder to the Treasurv日 95

Concerning the third point, in the past also military men had
acted as tax-contractors, but soldiers had not been directly involved
in fiscal administration .

The tax administrators and their sub

ordinates were all civilian o伍cials, under the supervision of the
financial director who was himself in principle a civilian. But in
late Fatimid times, military men moved into tax administrator
positions, and while this was an expression of the contemporary
trend towards military government, it also must be deemed to have
foreshadowed the militarization of the iqtグ system under the Ay
yロbid s , whe reby in an organized fashion the concession for the
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iqta' was made over to the military.
Thus there wer巴 substantial changes in Fa.timid tax-contracting
arrangements, which occurred around the middle of the perio d,
but this does not mean necessarily that things were working smooth ly
as a result of the changes .

According to an entry for A.H. 5 1 5

in

the “ Ta'rz�＂ of Musa b . al-Ma’mun al-Bata'iJ:ir, cited by al-Ma
qrrzr, when th巴 vizier al・Ma'mun al・Bata'iJ:ir (in office A.H. 5 1 5 5 1 9) ordered th巴 preparation of the state budget, it became cle ar
that a huge amount of arrears had piled up in th巴 unpaid balances

th e
for
who
was
tchaoshe
of
th e
a about

of the tax contractors and tax collectors ; the vizier cancelled

debts owing up to A . H . 5 1 0 and promulgated a declaration to guar・
an tee this cancellation. 96 The Fatimids themselves lasted

another half century, but the tax-contracting system had by now

already fall巴n into a chaotic situation, well-illustrated in the language
of the declaration : on th巴 one hand there are “ tax-farmers

do not fulfill their responsibilities and incessantly shirk their j ob " ,

and on the other， “ tax administrators who are ruined by t he de
mands of the central 白scal offices” － a state of affairs which
the main reason for the financial debility of the dynasty.

Still, even though it is true that the F可imids, especially in

later years, allowed the ta｝←contracting system to slide into
and began the concession of iq！ゲ lands to the military97, the Fa
timid system was in principle very much within the boundaries

the early Islamic institutional framework and thus entirely distinct
from the post-Ayy百bid military iqtゲ system .

The “early Islamic

system” to which I refer means 'Umar I's diwan system, under
which the state’s administrative organs collected taxes from

peasants and distributed them to the armies ; but the Fat imids
had one third of the total tax levied by the government’s officials
supplied directly to the army.
the practice :

Al-Maqrrzr has this to s y
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“ One third o f the basic tax a s listed in th巴 land regi町rs (muka
llafat ) is collected, and [after being brought to the capital] paid to
the army. At that time there was no iq（ゲ for the soldiers as there
is nowadays (in al-M刊行zI’s own time） . 哨
5.

Conclusion
W巴 have examined the Egyptian fiscal system under the 'Ab・

basids and in some respects under the Fatimids, from various stand
points.

Her巴 I want to pick out the main points and try to genera

lize from the for℃going discussion .
The systematization of the land tax and its movement in the
direction of the Islamic fiscal system, which was occurring under
the late Umayyads, did not cease with the establishment of the
'Abbasids but rather was perfected with the first 'Abbasid Caliph
al-Saffal;i's poll tax exemption rescript, whereby the Islamic system
was at least in theory firmly installed .

The Islamic fiscal system

means a str山ture foundεd on barag-land tax based on the terri
tori且l principle and also on the gi毛ya-poll tax, a sort of religious
tax ; concretely speaking, it embodied three fundam巴ntal points .
(1)

Non -Muslims paid poll tax ; if they occupied land, they

paid land tax too .
(2)

Converts were exempt巴d from poll tax, but they continued

paying taxes on their land, and they did not hav巴 to give up their
lands and homes.
(3)

The possessors of lands in such conquered territories as Egypt

had to pay land tax whether or not they were Muslims and regard
less of their‘ nationality ; the Arab-Muslims who had previously
enj oyed exemptions or the privileg巴 of paying only the tithe had,

m

principle, to obey this rule .
But the establishment of these principles in actual tax administra
tion was not achieved until the reign of al・Rasid, after the reigns
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of al-Man�ilr and al-Mahdr ; during this time the Coptic p巴asants
an d th巴 Arabs who since mid-Umayyad times had come to settle
in the vil lages, especially the latter, resisted fiercely.
Important policies marking stages along the way to the establish
ment of the Islamic fiscal system included certain key measures of
al-Man�ilr's : ( 1 ) large呪ale fiscal investigations, and (2) the uni
fication of fiscal terminology.

Under al-Mahdi there were two

important policies : ( 1 ) the reorganization of the 五scal structure,
from one centered on autonomous villages and their headmen to
one based on tax administrators and their deputies appointed by
the government, and (2) the thorough impleme町ation of the re
quirement that Arab-Muslim landlords pay �arag-land tax.

The

introduction of th巴 shop tax in this period is also worth noticing.
Under al-Rasid came three more measures : ( 1 ) the establishment
of equality with regard to land tax between the AralトMuslims and
the Copts ; (2) the abolition of the old double-payment system of
collection of land tax in both cash and kind, in ord巴r to reduce
government losses owing to the inflation of grain prices, which led
not only to a system of completely monetized payments but also,
because the new money commutation schedules were tariffed at
rates higher than the market price of grain, to a d巴 facto tax in
cr四回 ； and also (3) the revision of u町ealistic aspects of the Islamic
tax system, such as was evinced in taking into consideration when
assessing the tax quotas the extent of the Nile flood, marking the
revival of a venerable Egyptian custom .
Building on the foundation of thes巴 reforms, under alふfa’mun
the 'Abbasids imposed the heaviest taxes yet upon Egypt, and
b oth Coptic peasants and Arab landlords rose in large-scale re
hellions. The impositions by the authorities exceeded the limits
of what local j urists regarded as the “lawヘ but the power of the
central government crushed the rebellions. The reasons for the
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frequent rebellions against t he early 'Abbasids, including al-Ma '
mun, lie in the fact that not only was th巴 tax rate per faddan too high,
but acreage was all that was taken into account while the kinds of
crops grown and Egypt’ s traditional crop rotation system were
ignored .
These sorts of contradictions in the " Islamic fiscal system" began
to be resolved in the A.H. 240弘

There seem to have been four

bases on which the resolution was achieved :
(l)

Expansion beyond tl

- sa�a) .
(2)

Respect for localism .

(3)

Abandonment of the existing scheme wherein land and

p oll taxes were the fundamental tax categories, and the expansion
of the scope of obj ects of taxation .
(4)

The relocation of the obj ect of land taxes away from mere

acreage and towards the kinds of crops grown, with tax rates vary
ing according to cropping patterns .
The concrete step which made ( l ) possible was the acceptance
of the “tillage contract”， which instead of l巴vying a fixed rate aga
inst acreage depended on contracts drawn up with the taxpayers
p ermitting them to cultivate the land on payment of a certain sum.
Two policies are connected with (2) .

One was the appointment

of “出sessors (n吋tars） ” for each fiscal district beginni時 in A.H.
242, who reflected local feelings when the time for individual as
sessments came up.

Another was the tax-contracting system,

which conferred subj ect to certain conditions tax-collecting powers
and the right to dispose of half the taxes upon members of local elites.
It is of course the latter of these two policies which really mattered.
Points (3) and ( 4) mainly have to do with Ibn al
forms : besides introducing hitherto unknown taxes such as th巴 pas 
ture tax and the weir tax, he reorganized the fiscal structure by
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taking cropping patterns into account.
The prosperity of Egypt under the τulunids in the lat巴 third cen・
tury reflected not merely political stability and attention to hydraulic
proj ects but also the generalization of the tax-co山·acti月 sy白m
and of Ibn al-Mudabbir’5 fiscal reforms .

Under the Tulunids,

the tax-contracting system had already become an indispensable
element in Egyptian fiscal administration , to such a degree that
in the fourth century we can read that “the method of tax-collection
in Egypt is the tax-contracting system”.

Thus the “ Islamic fiscal

system" of the 'Abbasids, with its emphasis not only on tax-assess同
ment but also on collection by centrally appointed officials and
their deputies, had more or less been phased out.
The tax-contracting system continued as it stood und巴r the I l]・
srdids and F可imids.

But when in the middle of the Fa.timid per 同

iod military rule began under a military vizier, there were many
changes in the tax-contracting system and soldiers began to inter
vene in it ; however the essence of the tax-contracting system did
not disappear and held firm until the end .

The tax-contractors

were at times quasi-autonomous local magnates who did not always
take their duty of forwarding the taxes to the Treasury very seriously,
so that from the viewpoint of the state the effectiveness of the
system was becoming very attenuated.
Even so, the institutions of the Fatimids belonged in principle
to the early Islamic system inherited from 'Umar I, and differed
from the militarized iq（ゲ system that followed .

It was perhap s

al-MaqrizI who first pointed out that in the history of political
and social systems of Islamic Egypt, the period from the Fatimids
He argues from what, m
modern parlance, we would call ( 1 ) financial institutions, (2) the
to the Ayyubids forms a watershed .

land syste叫 and (3) basic human relations .

Al

vations ar巴 not very systematic, but if one gathers together scat·
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tered statments it is possible to synthesize his views.
As far as the financial institution s are conc erne d, al-Maqrrzr
says :
Since the time of Caliph 'Umar, the custom of the caliphs of
the Umayyads, the 'Abbasids, and the Fatimids alike was to
levy !Jart:tg moneys and apportion it from d・dzwt:tn to governors,
officials, and soldiers on the basis of their status and their nu mbers
In the early period of Islam, this was called 'a(t:t'. Th is policy
was long upheld, but the kingdoms of the non-Arabs changed
this institution and distributed the land to th巴 soldiers as iq(a ' . . . 1

What al-Maqrrzr is saying. here is that the dzwt:tn system of 'Umar

I,

under which the state’s administrative agencies (dzwan) collected

taxes from the peasants and distributed them in the form of pensions

('at a’） to the army, was maintained up through the Fa.timid period .

This book has analyzed the mode of existence of and the process

of changes in the dzwt:tn system chiefly by focusing upon the aspect
of tax collection within its framework .
On the land system , al-Maqrrzr says :
The Umayyad and 'Abbasid caliphs used to give grants from
the lands of Egypt to some of their favorites .

It was not like

present days (the Mamluk era) ; the revenue (mal al屯arag) of
the lands of Egypt was spent on the pension for the troops and
all other extenditu目的 and what remained was sent to the
Treasury.

What was granted of land as qafi'a was in the hands

of the grantees.

But since the days of 号alal;i al-Drn Yで胤SU

b. Ayy1 b till our time, all the lands of Egypt have been granted
to the Sultan, his amirs and soldiers .2

Her巴 al・MaqrizI points out that the existence of qa(i'a, which may
be conj ectured to have resembled the iq(t:t' of the Mamli1ks - the
so -called military iq（ゲ － while discernible under the Umayyads
and 'Ab basids was yet very limited in scope, and that it was by
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no means the fundamental form of land t巴nur巴 in the state and
was moreover formally speaking different from iq（ゲ ； and he holds
that fro m Ayyubid times on, the military iq（ゲ system became the
fundam ental pattern of land tenure in the country.

As far as this

system in pre-Ayyubid times is concerned, he does not set forth any
clear concept, but he asserts that from the Ayyubids on there was
a new era in land tenure .
He discusses human relations in th e following manner :
It should be known that not only under the Fatimids but un der
the governors of Egypt who preceded them, there was for th e
armies of the country no iq（ゲ in the same manner as is held today
by the soldiers of the Turkish (Mamluk) state ; but the cou ntry
was co ntracted out, under th巴 well known system of tax-con tract
ing (qabalat) , to those who desired to do so, from among the
amirs, soldiers, prominent men, and district people such as the
Arabs, Copts, and so forth.

They did not know the abnormal

condition which is today called fila�a : [that is to say] , the cul
tivator (muzari') who lives in the village, being designate d fallah

qarrilr (peasant attached to the soil) 3, has become a serf ('abd
qinn) of the person to whom his district h回 been granted as iq(a ' .
However, he never wishes to be sold nor to be manumitted ; but
he is a serf for good, and his children the same .

In the past, as

is said above, whoever chose to cultivate the land contracted to
do so, and forwarded what was imposed upon him to the Tre
asury.4
Al-Maqrrzr here says clearly that the basic human relations of the
country changed, with the Ayyubids as the watershed period.
Before, the fundamental human relation was that between the state
and the peasants, and under the Ayyubids this gave way to the re
lation between the military masters of the iqtゲ lands and the serfs ;
and whereas the peasants had previously possessed many of the
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characteris tics of free people, they came to be subordinat e to the
iqt a ' proprietors and thus unfree, and their subordina tion was
hereditary .
The Coptic peasants of the ea rly Islamic period were, depending
on fluctuations in official policy, som巴times bound to the land and
sometimes free to move though subj ect to certain cons traints ; some
times they had to move. But one thing that can be sai d for the
whole span of time from the Conquest to the Fatimids is that they
were connected to the land by some sort of legal bond, that they
were subject to · the control of the 山te’s administrative agencies,
and that they paid their taxes to the state .

Even the tenants of the

private estates (rj,01ゲ ） which developed from the third century not
exceptions .

Under

the

tax-contracting system which

cvolved

from late 'Abbasid times, taxes were collected not by agents of the
state but by private tax-contractors .

But these contractors were

merely filling the shoes of the deputy fiscal administrators on th巴
basis of contractual agreements with the state : in essence, they did
not differ from the state’s administrative agencies.

In any case,

the fundam巴ntal human relations of the state in the early Islamic
period were certainly those between the state and the peasants . 5·
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Ibn Sa'd, VII, 5 1 4 ; .Qahabi, V, 200, 272-7 3 ; Tagribirdi, I, 238 ; Suy百ti, I ,
299.
Ibn Sa'd, VII, 5 1 6 ; .Qahabi, V, 208, 290 ; Suy百ti, I, 28 1 .
lbn Sa'd, VII, 5 1 6 ; Waki ', III, 235 36 ; Ma'arif, 505 ; Ya'qubi, II, 389,
40 1 , 403 ; Kindi, 1 34, 368-7 0 ; Tagrlbirdi, II, 7 7 ; Suy百ti, I, 30 1 ; EI2 art.
“Ibn Lahi'a”．
Suyut1, I, 305 06.
I;Iakam, 58 ; cf. !}itat, I, 289.
I;Iakam, 63; cf. J-!itat, I, 290.
I;laka町 63 ; cf. !}itat, I, 290.
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According to al-Balaguri, 'Amr left I:Iarほa b. tJ'ugayfa behind in al-Fustat
(Balagtiri, I, 259) .
J:lakam, 64-72 ; cf. tJitat, I, 290-93 ; Eutychius, II, 23 24.
J:>ahabi , V, 240 ; Suyati, I, 300.
Suyロti, I, 279.
Ibn Sa'd, V I I , 5 1 6 ; ]d ahabi, V, 1 8 5 ; Tagribirdi, II, 56 ; Suyuti, I, 300.
I . Payment of t口ibute, 2 . Armistice for eleven months, 3. The safe withdrawal
。f the Roman army in A lexandria du ring the armistice, 4. 1 50 military and
50 civilian b osta耳目， 5 . Cessation of all hostilities in thビ fぃture, 6 . Protection
of chu r c h es, 7. Permission for Jews to remain in Alexandria (John, 1 93- 1 9 4,
GXX, 1 7-2 1 ) .
tJitat, I, 293.
Bal吋url, I, 253 ; !:Ji tat, I, 1 63 .
J:Iakam, 72-7 3 .
Sa iru , PO, I, 494.
I n lbn 'Ahd al-I;Iakam, Yazid’s name is missing. I have supplement ed
his account wi t h Amwal, 1 42 and Balagurl, I, 253.
lbn Sa'd, VII, 5 1 3 ; Suyロti, I, 209.
;Qahabi, V, 61 62.
;Qahabi, VI, 54 ; Tagribirdi, I I , 4 ; Suyil tl, I, 2 7 3 .
;Qahabi, VI, 308 ; Suyuti, I, 278.
Ibn Sa電d, VII, 5 1 7 ; S uy ロ i , I, 283.
Ibn Sa'd, VII, 5 1 3 ; D ahab i , V, 1 84 8.5 ; Tagrirdi, I, 2 38, 308 ; Suyafj , I,
299.
Ibn Sa'd, VII, 5 1 7 ; Ma'arif, 505-0 6 ; Suyut1, I, 3 0 1 -02 .
!bn S a'd, VII, 5 1 8 ; Tagribirdi, II, 239 ; Suyut1, I, 346.
I;Iakam, 83, 87-88 ; cf. !}itat, I, 1 66, 294-95.
I:Iakam, 82-83, 84; cf. !}itat, I, 1 66, 294; E utyc hi u s, I I , 2 6 .
I:Iakam, 80 ; cf. i tat, I, 1 65.
I;Iakam, 84.
Cf. J. Shimada : Dhiimr.a and
An historical study ー （in Japanese),.
Chuo-daigaku Bungakubu Kiyδ， No. 1 7 ; id., The origin of antithesis ghanima
ぷザ of Muslim jurisprudence (in Japanese) , lsuramu Sekai, No. 1 ( 1 963).
I;Iakam, 83 ; cf. !}itat, I, 1 66 .
J:lakam , 72 ; cf. !}itat, I, 1 63.
T abari, I , 2 37 1 , 2468-69 ; cf. F. L世kkegaard : Islamic taxation in the classic
period ( Copenhagen, 1 950 ) , pp. 49-50 ; Shimada : Dhimma and ay’ ， p. 1 04.
Balag i , I I I, 550 ; M亙wardi : al-Ahkam al-sultanlya, (al-Qahira, n.d.), 1 92ι
& c . ; cf. EI2, art. “diwan” ； Shimada : Taxation system of 'Umar I in al
Sawad, p. 1 8f. ; id., The system of diwan in early Islam (in Japanese) , Chuo
daigaku Bungakubu Kiyo, No. 33, p. 2 .
Cf. S awlrus, PO, I, 494--95.
Ya'qubi, II, 1 79.
Sawirus, PO, V, 5, 1 3 ; E u tych i u s, II, 4 1 .
I;Iakam, 80.
J:lakam, 88-90.
I;Iakam, 9 0 ; cf. ibid., 1 54-55.
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Amw互I, 1 40 4 1 , no. 382.
Balagurl, I, 255, no. 54 1 .
I;Iakam, 86 ; cf. t)"itat, I, 7 9 ; Amwal, 1 44, no, 393 ; Balagu rr, I, 255, no・
542 .
From the name of al-Qasim b. Quzman, one may su rmise that he was a
Coptic convert.
Tabar!, I, 2584.
Cf. TagribirdI, I, 3 5 1 .
Ma'arif, 569.
Cf. Shimada : The origin of antithesis gha仇
CHAPTER I

1)
2)

3)

4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
1 0)

1 1)

1 2)
1 3)

1415))

16)
17)

Dennett, 7 3 .
Dennett asserts that hγag and gizya as synonyms meant simply tax and
that besides the general meaning, ea.ch of these words had a specific mean
ing from early times : !3ariig meant land tax, gi砂町 poll tax (pp. 1 2f. , 75正） ．
Wellhause出 established thesis, supported by Becker, is that gizya and
!Jariig both meant “tribute", and acquired the specific meanings of poll
tax and land tax in the second century.
Dennett, 7 1 -72. As noted in the introduction, the Muslim historians
transmit this treaty as the treaty of Babylon, but John makes clear that
the fall of the Babylon fortress and the surrender of the city of Mi�r must be
considered separately (John, 1 3 ; cf. E. Amelinau : La conquをte de l’豆gypte
par Jes Arabes, 2e partie, Reuve Historique, T. 1 20, 1 9 1 5) , and strictly speak
ing the “treaty of Babylon" should be called the “treaty of Mi�r" .
I;Iakam, 6 3 ; cf. 思巾t, I, 290.
I;Iakam, 7 0 ; cf. (!itat, I 292 ; Eutychius, I I , 2 3-24.
I;Iakam, 70, 7 2 .
I;Iakam, 7 0 , 86-87 ; cf. (!itat, I, 76, 293.
I;Iakam, 82 83, 84 ; cf. 耳ヰat, I, 1 66, 294; Eutychius, I I , 2 6 .
Cf. introduction pp. 8- 1 2, above.
Kindr, 340 42 ; Wakr' , I I I, 229 30 ; ;Qahabi, IV, 228 ; V, 1 7 ; Suyuti, I, 297 ;
I I , l :m.
In Eutychius, who is simply from Ibn 'Abd al-I;Iakar山 traditions, there
are phrases referring to Dennett's third, fourth, fifth conditions missing.
He must have omitted these references because it was quite impossible to
understand these conditions from the standpoinそ of the actualities of his
time. I n this point, his omission of the phrase regarding non-tax on lands
rs mterestmg.
Ya'qubi, II, 1 69.
Balagurr, I , 25 1 -52 .
Ibn Sa'd, VII, 494 96 ; Kindr, 46 ; ;Qahabl, I I I , 37-39 ; Tagrrbirdi, I, 1 7 1 ;
Suyntr, I, 2 1 5, 345, 585 .
I;rakam, 1 82 ; Ibn Sa'd, VII, 494 ; Kindr, 34; Tagrrbirdr, I, 1 1 6 .
Ibn Sa'd, VIII, 1 2 3 .
Cf. introduction p p . 8, 1 2 .
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Ibn Sa'd, VII, 372 ; Ma＇訂正 5 1 1 ; Tagribirdi, II, I 04.
Cf. al Ihladuri : Ansiib al-asriij, (al-Qahira, 1 960) , 1 6 1 , 1 77 .
Tagribird i, I I , 265.
I . Ab百 Firas Yazid b. Abi Habib-Harmala b. ' I mran 'Abd Allah b.
Yazid (I;Iakam, 1 82)
2 . Abu Firぉ－I;Iarmala b. ' Imran-'Abd Allah b. 号亙liJ;l (Ibn Sa電d, VII,
494) .
3. Abu Firas I;Iarm且la b. ' Imran-'Abd Allah b. Wahb-Ibn Sa'id al
Hamagani-AJ;lmad b. al-I;Iari! （日ndi, 34)
4. Abu Firas I;Iarmala b. 'Imran-'Abd Allah b. al - Mubarak-Na' I m b.
I;Iammag-YaJ;lya b. 'U�man-Ibn Qudayd (Kindl, 34)
Cf. Introduction p. 2, above.
I;Iakam, 1 53 .
alT-abari : Kitiib If!tiliif alゾuqalzii’， ed. J. Schacht, (Leiden, 1 933) , 2 1 8 ;
Abu Yusuf, 25, 28, 35 ; Qud互ma : K凶b al-lfarぜ 即a-{inii'at al-kitii. ba,
(MS de la Bibliotheque Nationale, Arabe 5907 ) , 92b, (Ben Shernesh : Tax a
tion, II, p. 26) ; cf Yal,iya, nn. 1 , 22, 47 ; Ba!aduri, I I I , 546 (no. 1 0 1 6) .
Den 口ett, 70, 72-7 3 .
Tabar!, I, 2809 ; cf. Amwal, 142.
Ya'qロbl, II, 1 89.
Sawlrus, PO, V, 5, 1 3 ; Eutychius, II, 4 1 .
C.H. Becker : Di e Entstehung von 'Usr und Barag La吋 in Agypten, Islamstudien, (Leipzig, 1 924-32) .
I;Iakam, 85, Bit t , I, 294.
Cf. introduction pp. 8, 1 2 .
Ibn Sa'cl, VII, 5 1 7 ; Suyatr, I, 279, 346 .
Cf. introduction p. 8.
Amwal, no. 385, p. 1 4 1 .
Suy 百 ti I , 2 7 2 .
早akam, 85 8 6 ; cf. Bitat, I, 208.
I;Iakam, 8 6 ; cf. Bitat, I, 208.
lbn Sa'd, VII, 508 ; Suyati, I , 244.
al-Balaflurl no. 544 (p. 255) is a simplified version of this tradition. Here,.
ad d it i on to applying this agreement not to the village in question but
to the people of Egypt the “no tax increases" becomes “they were assessed
!!arii.g which was not to incr四sed", an expression which is completely dis
torted on account of its modi日cation to suit the views of later times.
Ya'q臼bi, I I , 1 76 7 7 .
l b n Sa'd, I , 26 3 ; J. Shimada : Som己 aspects of MuJ;lammad’s taxation
policy
Japanese) , Shigaku-Zasshi, V ol . 69/ 1 0, pp. 1 -2 0 ; id., No t田 on
ull;-Conquest of the Arabs, pp. 88-90.
Cf. Dennett, chapter IV, Syria.
Cf. chapter II, pp. 83 84, below ; R. R emondon Payprus grecs d’Apollonos
Ano, (Le Caire, 1 953) , 1 09.
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I;Iakam, 1 62-6 9 ; John, 1 95, CXX, 3 1 .
Cf. Dennett, chapter IV, Syria ; L. Casson : The adminis tration of Byz antme
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and early Arab Palestine, (Ag_yptus 32, 1 952) , 60.
Cf. introduction p. 1 5.
Cf. John, p. iii.
John, 1 3 .
Cf. John , 1 95, CXX, 36.
In Severu円 the chief men of Mi�r made a treaty ('ahd) with ‘Amr, and
the Copts were not plundered but the Romans destroyed (PO, I, 494) .
John, 1 82 , CXI I I , 4.
Ibid, 1 84, CXV, 9- 1 L
Dennett, 70-7 1 John, 1 86 87.
Ibid, 1 93-94, CXX, 1 7-22 目
Ibid, . 1 94, CXX, 28.
Cf. introduction p. 1 5.
John, 1 99, CXX, 69.
Ibid., 1 94‘ cxx, 24.
Cf. ibid., 1 93, CXX, 1 8 ; 2 0 1 , CXXI, 7 .
Ibid., 1 99, CXX, 69.
Ibid., 200 CXXI, 4.
!hid., 20 1 , CXXI, 6.
Cf. ibid., 1 94-95, CXX, 29.
Ibid., 20 1 , CXXI, 7- 1 0 .
Ibid., 200, CXXI , 4, 6.
Sawirus, PO, V, 1 3 .
John, 200, CXXI, 3, 4, 6 .
Cf. introduction, pp. 1 2- 1 3, above. 日akam’s account of the conquest of
Alexandria. tends to reflect the opinions of, as a rule, the time after 'Umar
II’s re弔問 and these traditions say of the taxes collected at Alexandria
ti凶 they were l!:,1吋g. T2.xes levied on the Copts which were called t叩a,
became also l:!,�riig in later times, and 国 主主ya is used only in the sense of
“poll tax円 it is clear that the stoηr of Alexandria’s having been subdued
by force begun at an early date.
Sawirus, PO, I, 494.
John, 1 95, CXX, 36.
Ibid., 1 99, CXX, 67. According to John， 屯Amr “took none of the property
of the churches and he committed no act of spoliation or plunder, and he
preserved them throughout all his days’ ， (John, 200, CXX, 3) . This is a
contrast to the fact that in later times taxes were levied on the possessions
of churches.
Cf. ibid., 1 94-95, CXX, 2 9 ; 200, CXXI, 4; Sawirus, PO, V, 52 ; Remondon,

Op. Ci_t ., 5 .
74) John, 1 95, CXX, 30-3 1 .
Ibid., 1 82 , CXI II, 4.
A. Grohmann : From the world of Arabic papyri, ( Cairo, 1 952) , 1 1 3ー 1 6 ; id.,
Aper 9u de papyro/ogie arabe, (Le Caire, 1 932) , 44-46 ; cf. PERF nn. 559-56 1 .
According t o PERF no. 56 1 , one and one-third artaba were being paid out.

7756))
7)
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78)
7 9)

c仁 Kindi, 82.
As for “spoils’ ＇ ， a term which in Musli m writings ha s l ega l istic overtones,
the property of absconded Christians fell into this category an d so did t h ings
distributed to the troops during the conquest of Alexandria (John, 1 83, CXV,
4) , but whether land was included in the s po i l s is not clear. Before the con
quest of Alexandria, at any rate, it is believed that land was not included
and only moveables we r e awarded as booty.
80) I王al
8 1 ) Dennett, 88一9 1 ; Gro hman n : Aperru de pθ』りrolog日 G叩be, p. 62汀. ； K.
Fujimoto : On one of materials concerning tax collect i n Egypt of e ar ly
Islamic period (in J九pan白e) , Orienta, Vol. 6 ( 1 963) , pp. 85-93.
82) c仁 cha pt巴r I I , n. 87, below.
83) .John, 1 94 95.
84) Sawirus, PO, I, 50 1 .
8 5) Cf. this chapter p p . 2 3, 29 3 1 .
86) Cf. this chap te r p. 33.
87) Cf. APEL nn. 1 60- 1 6 3 ; P. Heid. I I I , p p . 82-85, 1 08- 1 1 3 .
88) Cf. pp. 40-4 1 , above.
8 9) Cf. pp. 32 33, above.
CHAPTER II

I)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
1 0)

F . L 世 k keg aard : Islamic taxation in the classic period.
C.H. Becker : Beitriige zzげ Geschichte Aιψtens unteγ dem Islam, (Stressburg,
1 903) , 8 ト 1 1 2 ; cf. Dennett, 4 5, 7 6 .
Grohmann : Aper仰 de pap;rologie arabe, 69 ; Dennett, 7 7 .
Dennett, 1 2- 1 3, 75 7 7 .
Cf. chapter I, pp. 48-49.
Dennett, 7 6-7 7 .
C f. c hapt e r I , pp. 23-25.
Cf. chapter I, p. 22 ; introduction p p. 1 2- 1 4.
Qud宜ma b. Ja'far’s Kitiib al- Kha ， （ e d . by A. Ben Shemesh ) , 44, 1 1 3
(90v) ; Qudam’s Paris MS, Arabe 5907, 1 03a-b.
This tradition follows the chain of transmitters consisting of 'Abd Allah
b. 'Umar, 'Abd Allah b. Dinllr, al-Qasim b. ミAbd All亙h， 電Abd al-Malik
b. Maslama, with the 自rst named transmitting the words of Caliph 冗Jmar.
'Abd A l l h h. 'Umar died in A.H. 73 (cf. EI2, I, p. 53f.) . 'Abd Alli;:h b.
Dinar died in A.H. 1 27 (cf. Tagribirdi, I, 204; :Qahabi, V, 3 1 , 93) , so his
da te s are at quite a remove. And al-Qlisim b. 'Abd Alli;:h is said to have
di e d in A.H. 1 20 (cf. l]ahabi, V, 1 23) , which creat田 a time lag between
him and ' Abd al-Malik b. Maslama.
Cf. c hapter I , pp. 26 2 7 .
Concerning the meaning o f gizya, lbn 'Abd al-Hakam transmi tted a
legal opinion as follows ： “Y時四 ［b. Sa'id] said, We say that the gizya is
of two kinds, the gi毛ya on the heads of men and the t円叫 Sゅa which is
incumbent on the people of a village who collect it from them [ collectively] .
If a man among those on whom is assessed the [total] gi�va specified in re-
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lation t o the village and not the gi 毛ya o n the he ads of men die without
children or heirs, th :n we think that his land reverts to the v illage to sati 均
the full amount of gi zJ >a which is incumbent on them. If a man amone:
those whose gi ζ問 is on the heads of men should die w ithout heirs. hi�
.
land reverts to the Muslims [ collectively］ ” （Ha kam, 1 54 ; Hi tat , I , 7 7 ) .
“To凶 tゆが ’ refers undoubtedly t o the “t巾ute＇ ’ Ya J:iya was a j u 巾 ，
who was the judge of Medina in the reign of Caliph al
became the j udge of Kufa in response to Caliph al-Sa 百亘h's summons
and then the j udge of Ba言d宜d at the time of al司Man守Ur, and died in A.H.
143. He indicates that the term
has two meanings, but ove rlooks
the fact that the differences between both meanings stem from those in
the dates of usage. It is unclear whether he does it deliberately in order
to support his l egal ideas, but it is undeniable that the above-mention ned
confusions of Muslim authorities originate partly in their ignorance of
historical change.
Cf. Kindi, 58 59 ； 草山t, I, 98 ; I;Iakam, 1 22 .
Cf. APEL nn. 1 60-1 63 ; P. Heid. III, nn. 5, 6, a I .
Cf. APEL nn. 1 49, 1 53 .
P. Oxon. Bodi. MS. Arab. d. 75. Cf. L. Casson : Tax-collection problems
in early Arab Egypt, Transaction and Proceedings of the American Philological
Association, 69 ( 1 938) , p. 289 ; Grohmann : Die Arabischen Papyri aus der Gies・
sener Universitatsbibliothek, (Gi岱sen, 1 960) , p. 2 5 .
APEL n o . 1 80.
APEL nn. 1 74, 1 75 .
PERF no. 601 ; cf. Grohmann, op. cit., p p. 31 3 3 .
Dennett, 8 1-82 .
PERF nn. 670, 677, 7 6 2 .
Cf. chapter I I I , p p . 1 75-76 ; APG, p. 25, n. 2 .
P. Lond. p. xxv ; H. J . Bell : The administration of Egypt under the Umay
yad Khalifs, Bizantinischer Zeitschrift, XXVI I I ( 1 929) .
It is questionable whether the “dapane" should be included in the gold
taxes, and this point is taken up below. There was also a fine （ζ可メtEα ：
tαrii.n ) levied on account of arrears and so forth, although Bell does
not touch on it except in passing. This was levied by the Arabs on the
responsibility of the pagarchy o伍cials, who allocated it to individual
taxpayers (P. Lond. nn. 1 345, 1 359 ; PAF no. 3 ; NPAF no. 3 ; P. Abbott
The levying of these fines continued at least until the early 'Ab
no .
basid period (cf. APEL no. 1 67 ; chapter I I I , p. 1 50, below.
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17)
1 8)
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20)
21)
22)
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24)
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2256))

Cf. chapter I, p. 47.
Concerning the nomenclature for tax moneys apart 仕om the gold taxes
(gizya) in the Arabic of the Umayyads, there are a papyri in the Oriental
Institute at the University of Chicago which use “ a l- ab 即li b ” or “ ab 即 lib
al-mal " and “al-:futf.ul", the former two of these referring to extraordinary
extraordinary
levies paid in money, and the latter to - so it would seem
levies in kind “to be paid in the governor’s granary o伍cials” （cf. P. Abbott
nn. 4, 5) .
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34)
35)
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38)
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P. Lon d . p. xxvi ; no. 1 4 1 9’s introduction, p. 1 68.
Johnson, chapter V, Taxation
G. Rouillard : L’administration civile de f’Egypte めzantine, (Paris, 1 923), pp.
69-70.
Ibid., pp. 7 1 -72.
Johnson, pp. 262, 268.
Ibid., pp. 259-62.
P. Lond. nn. 1 420, 1 42 1 , 1 423, 1 424.
Johnson, pp. 256 58.
Here “Arab poll tax" is quite di庁erent from Dennett’s Arab poll tax.
That he does not di汀erentiate the Islamic poll tax from the early poll tax
induces confusion.
Cf. P. I.ond. no. 1 356.
Indiction
was the cycle of fiscal years, each cycle running
fifteen years, left over from Byzantine times. Concerning the beginning
of the indiction, neither Bell (P. Lond. p. 1 04, n. 1 3) nor L. Ca岱on (Tax
collection problems in early Arab Egypt, p. 277, n. 1 0) indicates anything,
but judging from the dates on the papyri it was certainly the six d ay o f
Pachon, the ninth month of the Coptic calender ( 1 May on the Gregorian
calendar) . Cf. P. Lond . nn. 1 356, 1 357, 1 362, 1 1 1 3, 1 434, 1 435 ; PGAA nn.
20, 2 1 .
Bell identr日 es this 3rd indiction with 720, but this is an error. As Dennett
(p. 1 04) correctly points out, from the fact that line 478 of P. Lond. no
1 4 1 2 gives the quota paid into the treasury as 367¥3 solidi one can u nder
stand that this 3rd indiction belongs to the previous cycle and thus refers
to 705.
P. Lond. nn. 1 494, l .'i 24, 1 549.
P. Lond. nn. 1 52 1 , 1 552 .
P. Lond. no. 1 552.
Pnei Jijoi (fourth from bottom, Table III) was, according to P. Lond. no.
1 494， 五ve years later drafted as a sailor and sent off on corvee service
away from the village of Three Fields : he was perhaps a day-laborer wi th
out any fixed occupation.
al-I;Iakam’s (f) tradition, in its sixth article, is almost identical with what
is given here concerning people paying the poll tax (see Chapter I, p. 43) .
Bell id enti自由 the 、trangers" on Table III (original term ： 釘weeν） as t似－
payers who are separated from their households - thus perhaps migrant
laborers.
cι P. Lond. p. 225, n. 1 285.
Cf. P. Lond. nn. 1 334, 1 336, 1 34 1 , 1 346, 1 353, 1 354, 1 358, 1 366, 1 3 75,
1 379, 1 392, 1 403, 1 4 1 0, 1 4 1 4, 1 447.
The phrase “maintenance (rizq) of the governor and his dependents and
his subordinate o伍cials” also appears in an Arabic document, NPAF n o・
1 2 . This “rizq” refers to maintenance (dapane) and not to wheat pa id as
corn tax, because in this document it was ordered that th包 be sent 1n
“ma／”， i e., in money.
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P. Heid. I I I, no. I ; APEL no. 1 48 ; PAF no. 1 0 ; P. Lond. nn. 1 335. 1 349‘
1 357, 1 394, 1 404, 1 407 ; cf. P. Lond. nn. 1 433, 1 434.
P . Lond . no. 1 375 is for the 9th indi ction ; the deman d note for the pre・
vious year was issued on 6 Pachon ( 1 May ) of the 8th indiction. Cf. P. Lond.
no. 1 358.
The dema nd not田 for maintenance of skilled workmen employed on the
construction of the mosque at Jerusalem and others, P. Lond. nn. 1 334,
1 366, 1 403, call respectively for one skilled workman, two laborers and a
carpenter, and for wages and travelling expenses all the way to Jerusalem ;
according to P. Lone!. no. 1 4 1 4 the maintenance means twelve months'
worth o[ staple provisions such as oil, salt, vinegar, and so forth.
One o[ al-l:fakam’s traditions has women and children being exempted
from
but in a variant edition monks are also included in the
exemption. The variant h owever is of doubtful authenticity ; probably a
later forgery (Hakam, 1 5 1 ) .
Sawirus, PO, V, 7 2 .
As this pa p yrus is a fragment Bell says that n either the place nor the date
is clear, but since much of it coincides with P. Lond. n. 1 42 1 , it clearly
Three Fields. Moreover, if one compares the quotas of land
refers
tax [ ] :Ya solidi, poll tax 1 62 弘 solidi and corn tax 250 ar tabas given in
line 83 of this document with those of public gold and corn taxes in the
seeming demand note for Three Fields in the 6th indiction, P. Heid. I I I ,
n o . k, t h e corn tax quota i s same. Subtracting t h e poll tax 62 % solidi
from the gold tax figure 400% solidi, the land tax figure 238% solidi
turns out to be the same as that given in no. 1 42 1 . Thus P. Lond. no.
1 422 and P. Heid. I I I , no. k refer to the same place in the same year.
In P. Lone\. no. I 424, dapane is also recorded and the total includes this,
but in order to compare with no 1 420 the figures of no. 1 424 leave out
the dnpane and its totals only the land and poll taxes.

the‘宙ζya",
to

I

53)

54)

P. Lond. no. 1 442, E, line 54 giv白 as follows :

I Land tax I

T叩問 ： Ge0rgi白

I

The 5th indiction

The Gth indiction
55 )

�

Pol

I 立 ｜

To叫
3%

3¥2

I Corn tax

I

o

II

Bell says that both P. Lond. nn. 1 42 7 and 1428 are unclear with regard to
date and place. The word ulicα appears in the former, along with
some names from Table I I , suggesting that this is Two Fields, but such an
identification is very uncertain. Th巴 自 gures in these two documents have
many common points, however. The allocated quota of 1 8 1 solidi in Table
VI is the same as the epizWlmena quota of 1 8 1 solidi for Two Fields given in
P. Lond. no. 1 4 1 6 (cf. Table XIV) , and the prepayment quota of 6% solidi
is also the same. And 74% solidi, the amount of the quota remaining
wh en the prepayment is subtracted, is identical with the amount paid to
the treasury of 1 42 solidi for Two Fields in no. 1 4 1 6 if naval charge and
b alance are added ( 1 74% = 1 42 十 1 8 + 1 4%) . As for the date, although

I

2 74

56)
57 )
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Fragment of a Register for the Land-tax Arrears
Location of fields

n

Villages
Taxpayers

n
Ta
d aL
L aa

Table A

十－
－d
山
沼
E
ヨ
S
紅
白
巾

the 1 st indiction date does not appear on no. 1 427, the previous 1 5th
indiction does, and as this is the same as no. 1 428, the date of no. 1 127 i s
also the 1 st indiction and thus the latter is identical with no. 1 4 1 6, from the
same year. Bell could not date no. 1 4 1 6, but as far as the question of
which 1 st indiction is referred to here, in view of the fact that the ψizetil
mena quotas in no. 1 4 1 6 are completely different from earlier quotas and so
too the format is quite di町erent, this is clearly 732/33 or A.H. 1 1 4/ 1 .5 .
Dennett indicates this correctly (p. 1 02 ) .
Dennett, 1 07.
P. Lond. no. 1 4 1 6, D (Table A ) is perhaps a fragment of an investigation
。f land tax arrears compiled for each place of Aphrodito. In this docu
ment Theodosios Abraham at Five Fields is the same person as number
four of Table IV (P. Lond. no. 1 424 ) , who is holding two pieces of land
one of which is Hagiu Biktor with a tax quota of 1 solidus.

Five Fields
Theodosios Abraham

Pia Mel, vineyard ( ? )
Hagiu Bik悶， vineya吋 （ ？ ）

Menas Kolluthos

Kalamo

Horuonchios Georgios

Taplam [

Petros Basilios

Emphyteut百n
Theodosios Abraham

Barbaru

Dabid Apa Kyros

Santsitze

Enoch Pkui

I

\

Makatsal

The m叩 of St. Mar叩hurchJ Neu K句m山 由 旬叫
58)
59 )
60 )
6 1)
62 )
63 )
64)
65 )
6 6)
67 )
68 )
69 )
70 )
7 1)

I

1
I
I

1 1/z
2

Pia
%

Ph
?

？
%

cι n. 55 of this chapter.
According to P. Lond. no. 1 4 1 6, F, this demand note for the 1st indiction
dates from 23 Hathyr 3rd indictiori ( 1 9 November 734 ) .
Cf. P. Lond. no. 1 4 1 6 .
Bell : The administration of Egypt under the Umayyad Khalifa, p.
Kindl, 1 0, 1 1 .
Sawirus, PO, I, 50 1 .
PGAA, p p. 6 7, 24, 64.
Cf. P. Lond., pp. xxi-xxiv.
Cf. Chapter I, p p . 42-44.
Cf. P. Lond. nn. 1 338, 1 339, 1 356.
Cf. PGAA, pp. 6-7, 74.
Cf. pp. 60-6 1 , above.
Dennett, 97 98.
P. Lond., pp. 84-85.

2 79.

2 75
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72 )
73)

74)
75)
7 6)
7 7)

78)
79)

加）

PGAA, p. 1 75 .
The figure of demosia for the whole of Aphrod ito, 8049 solidi and 1 1 carats,
also oc curs in line 254 of P. Lond. no. 1 4 1 9, a tax reg目ter for the 1 5th indic
tion (7 1 6/ 1 7) .
P. Lond . , pp. 8 1 ff.
Dennett, l OOf.
See n. 52 to this chapter and Table VII.
Even if the allocation quota is the same the amount actually collected
(ekhomena) is not necessarily so. This point has already been gone into
above.
Sawlrus, PO, V, 64.
In this regis旬r also the gold 日gures are given in both eklwmena and arithmia
units, but here for the sake of convenienα only the latter are used. Com
plicated revisions of the 白gures were made in this register , but Table XII
gives the original unrevised figures. The revisions were not merely cor
rections of mistaken figure沼， but included the calculation of the eχtγαordi1
into the tax categories in cases sue】h1 as Pal仁aunis and Psyros where the
amount to be paid to the treasury in money exceeds the ψizetumena quota,
and when even so there r emains a surplus and the amount due the treasury
is very much smaller than the epizet ilmena quota in some places, it is 自gured
into the total assessment for Kome Aphrodito and made to be apportioned
as much as possible on the whole pagarchy.

－

The da臼 and conαete conten臼 a代 not clear, but according to P. Lond.
no. 1 442 , logisima amounting to 306 気olidi was levied on Aphrodito as
shown by Table B.
Table B

Assessment of Logisima for the Villages of Aphrodito

Villages

II

Amour

Aphrodito
Kom
Five Fields
Three Fields
Two Fields
Men of St. Mary
Total

I

II

Villages
Pakaunis

l 附 叫 Emphyteuton
Bunoi
35Ys

2 1%
1 81/s
3
1 941/2

I Amount
I

59%
5%
8%

Keramion

6%

Poimen

41/z

Psyros
St. Pinutionos

1 21h
41/2

Sakoore

2

A. Hermaotos Monastery

3

Pharou Monastery

%

Tarou Monastery

%

Barbaru Monastery
Mary Monastery
Sum Total

3
306 sol.

2 76
81)
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[of

For instance the statement in (h ) about “maintenance
offic凶s] in
the district and at Babvlon＇ ’ means what is shown in Table C. This table
gives only the cash values of the items listed, not the heads of sheep, units
of olive oil, and so forth .
Table C

⑥F Maintenance [of Officials] in the District (Aphrodito ) and
at Babylon

Villages
Aphrodito
Pakaunis

is1

1
1eep I Po
r u I t ry

55l/z
2%

Bunoi

3%

%

I

Oil
35¥3
4%

I ：判 官l卜門 官
2%

27 %

%

1%

2% ;

%

%！

%

Keramion

IVG

1 l/z

EmphyteutO n

%

2

3l/z

Poi men

%

2

! Va

Psyros

%

Sakoore
St. Pinuti百nos

%

7

'

2 Va :

l

1 321h

l :Y2

2弘
3 Va

7%
3 :Ya
2%
弘

%

Pharou Monastery

%
%

一

！

1 3%

:

%
Va

Tarou Monastery
Total
82 )
83 )
84 )
85)
86)

87 )

88)
89 )
90 )
91)

58%

4%

46%

3Ya

37%

1 65Va

Sawirus, PO, V, 75-7 6 ; cf. Dennett, 1 04.
Cf. chapter III, p. 2 1 1 , below.
I:Ial印n, 1 6 1 ; cf. 宮市t, I, 74.
cι Casson : Tax-collection problem in early Arab Egypt, pp. 286-87.
P. Abbott no. 4 is also a note on arears from Qurra, though the date is
uncertain. The arrears consisted not only of gizya but of the extraordinary
tax田 （al-ab回訪 山a- 1-.fueful) , and the pagarch and his subordinates are
ordered to present themselves in al-Fus t llt.
The 4th indiction item is supplemented by P. Lond. no. 1 433, a day by
day receipt ledger for the eictraordina. The date is certain becaus巴 this do
cument comes right after orders concerning the transport and forwarding
of taxes from the first and second collection periods.
P. Lond. no. 1 335.
P. Lond. no. 1 433.
P. Lond. no. 1 434.
The corn tax allocation for the various villages of Aphrodito appears m
the papyri as shown in Table D. The unit is the ar taba. As for the
買pizi!tfimena quota of corn tax for the whole pagarchy, P. Lond. no.
line 254 permits us to estimate it at 3265¥3 artabas. The sourc田 for th包
table are as follows : P. Lond. nn. 1 442 D, 1 42 1 , 1 420, 1 4 1 5 ; P . Heid.
I I I nn. 5, k, 1 , a, c ; APEL no・ 1 60 ; P. Heid, III no. e ; P. Lond. nn.
1 407 ; PAF no. 1 0 ; P. Lond. nn. 1 434, 1 436, 1 427, 1 428.

1419
1 3 5,

N O TES

て.. �.

277

n . -

Table D The Corn-tax Allocation fo r the Villages o f Aphrodite
I 円 I
I
I
"- Indictionl 官 l
8 II 1 4I I I 2 I 2
I 1I (709
川1 (708
� A .D.)I1 (702I 1I (70j4 1I ( 70川
5 1 ( 706
1(7 1 5 ! {7 1 8 1 (7 3
Viii中よ� I 1 03) I ,10s ) I 10 6 ) I 1 07 ) I 1 09 ) I 1 1 0 ) I 1 1 6) I / 1 9) I /34)

I

1

i

I

I

1

J

Aphrodite
1000 1 1 14
755弘
695 14
Five Fields ‘ 1 141 l [ 141J 141 1 1 76 I幻 3 �＇！ 21
I 300
Three Fields 119811/121 2 1 51/z 包151/zJI 2 1 5%1 250
200
Two Fields I 1 20 I
I
I 1 50 I 235 I
I 200 I
I 1 351/z
Monasteries I 50 I [50] I [50] I 50 I
I 83
I
Pakunis
I 70
1 1 28�'!2 ! 1 28�） 引
I
1 28%1
Bunoi
5
Psyros
Poimen
Sakoore
－－－
Total
2 526
両
�可
雨

105)
1 09 )
106)

107)

108)

｜

－

｜

FhJnUの3
1
1

99)
1 00)
101)
102)
103)
104)

「「 1

FhJ・10003
’1・1rL

98)

11

96)
97)

11

1

nU03
一 ’l
1

92)
93)
94)
95)

I

I I

%
%
1
A
「」
1a
一
E
lnu
loJ
E」
－E
EJ
1E
J
．．
、
fho
17
AU
η3
［
EL
rE
唱EA
r’EL
TJ
、」
R3
－－
nυ
η3
［
EL
「E
唱EA
rE’L
A
寸」
一

I

I

戸1

I

Cf. Chapter III, pp. 2 1 2-1 3, below.
Ya'q包bi, II, 277.
1 6 1 ; I;Iawqal, I, 1 35 ； 耳 itat, I, 98 ; Bala_c!uri, I, 253, 256.
Cf.
Cf. l;Iawqal, I , 1 36, 163; Sira Tロlun, 349 50 ： 耳 巾t , I, 99 etc. ; Chapter
III, pp. 227-28, below.
Sawirus, PO, V, 12, 48-49, 54 ; Kind!, 50, 59.
Theodoros went to Caliph Yazid I and received from him a diploma
giving him authority over the people of Alexandria, Maryut and all the
neighbouring districts, and declaring that the governor of Egypt had no
jurisdiction o岬er him (Sawirus, PO, V, 5 ) .
The administrator 。f Maryut was a man named Theophanes, who was
arrested by the governor of Egypt 'Abd al-'Aziz ( Sawirus, PO, V, 1 8 ; cf.
ibid., p. 52) .
cf. Kind!, 5 1 ; I;Iakam, 74ー75.
Eutychius, II,
Sawirus, PO, V, 50-5 1 ; cf. !}itat, II, 492.
Kind!, 5 1 .
Kind!, 53.
Kind!, 54.
H . I . Bell : Two official letters of the Arab period, Journal ef Z注ゆtian Ar・
chaeology, XII ( 1 926), pp. 265 74.
Dennett, 80-8 1 .
Sawirus, PO, V, 5 1-52.
Cf. chapter I, n. 72.
Sawirus, PO, V, 6; cf. ibid., 48-49, 5 1 , 58.
Cf. Sawirus, PO, V, 55. Under this governor the bishop ofv Aphrodito
had to pay taxes of some kind, and under the next, Qurra b. Sarik, there
is a letter to the pagarch Basilios demanding arrears from the bishop,
but this tax may well be levied either on the bishop’s private estates or

I;Ial叩n,

4I ;

2 78
1 1 0)
l l l)
1 1 2)
1 1 3)
1 1 4)
1 1 5)
1 1 6)
1 1 7)
1 1 8)
1 1 9)
1 20)
121)
1 22)
1 23)
1 24)
1 25)
1 26)
1 27 )
1 28)
1 29)
1 30)
131)
1 32)
1 33)
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on these together with ecclesiastical lands (P. Abbott no. 1 ) .
Sawlrus, PO, V, 62.
Sawlrus, PO, V, 68, 70-7 1 ; i a , II, 492-93.
Sawlrus, PO, V, 7 ト72.
Sawlrus, PO, V, 94.
Sawlrus, PO, V, 1 34, 1 39, 1 88, 1 90 ; X, 398.
II, 493.
Cf.
Sawlrus, PO, V, 54 ; Kindl, 58.
I;Iakam, 1 22 ; Kindl, 58 59 ; cf. [!i a , I , 98.
Sawlrus, PO, V, 55 56 ; cf.
I I , 492 .
c工 P. Lond. nn. 1 5 1 8, 1 5 1 9, 1 52 1 ; Sawirus, PO, 64.
Cf. PGAA no. 1 4.
c仁 P. Lond. no. 1 460’s introduction .
Cf. PGAA no. 9; P. Lond. no. 1 460.
Sawirus, PO, V, 64.
P. Lond. nn. 1 338, 1 339.
Cf. P. Lond. nn. 1 38 1 1 384 ; APEL no. 1 5 1 .
The amounts for 707 in both tables were actually assessed by Qurra b.
Sarik in 709/A.H. 90.
Sawirus, PO, V, 68.
Sawirus, PO, V, 69;
I I . 492-93.
APEL nn. 1 74, 1 75 ; PERF nn. 60 1 , 602 ; APG no. 6.
Cf. E I 2, art， ＇ ‘djawali’ う
Cf. pp. 6 0 62, above.
Sira 'Umar, 83 ; cf. H.A.R. Gibb : The 自seal rescript of 'Umar II, (Arabica,
II/ l ) , p. 7, no. XVI I .
WI
rul巴 to mεan an overall tax levied on the people of
with collection
from the village community in ont' lump sum being assumed as a precon・
dition, and even when this did refer to what was in reality a poll tax, the
fact was not expr白sed by the addition of some word like “mγ ’ （head) the
si mply used 田 it stood. As cases of use of gi宅ya to
mean an overall tax, one can adduce 'Umar I I ’s taxing the survivors of
deceased Copts (I;Iakam, 89, 1 54 ; Amwal, no. 1 2 7 ； 耳中t, I, 77), fugitive
peasants also being made to pay
(Sira 'Umar, 83 ; cf. Gibb ; op. cit.,
p. 7, no. XVI I ) , and so on (cf. I;Iakam, 1 54 ; Slra, 'Urnar, 79 ) . I n cases.
where poll tax is what is meant, there are rescripts such as the one saying
that those from whom
is exacted are of three categori田 ： the peasants
from their land, artisans from their earnings, and merchants from the
money wl山h they amass shall all pay t叩a (Slra ' Umar, 82 ; cf. Gibb, op .
cit., p. 6, no. XII), and the
here levied on artisans and merchants
corresponds to poll tax. The converts involved in ' Umar II's exempt10n
so that
of converts 合om 叩a and putting them down in the rosters
they could receive 'aぽ like the Arab-Muslims (I;Iakam, 1 55, 1 56 ; Ibn
Sa'd, V, 384) were people who at the time they converted b ecame t�e
clients of their Arab mentor and furthermore a member of the mentor ·s.

£! t t

ffM,

gヰat, t t

v

[!itat,

!fimma,

word “gizya＇’ was

t叫a
gizya
t
昭
v
a
t

(di；出a悶）

2 79、

NOTES

family, sometimes be coming liable to military service as well ; thus what
had been levied on the converts up to this time must have been the poll
tax itself. I n this fashion the term “2ゅa" was often used in a loose vaQ'ue
way, though by way of an exception there is al-Lay! b . Sa'd’s tradit o n
that “ ＇ Umar I I said : The t叩a is on the heads and not on the lands"
(I;Iakam, 1 54） ・ If 'Umar II did understand ‘宙:rya" in this way, there
is an inconsistency with the notion of comprehe nsive gi毛ya which includes
the land tax. Therefore this tradition has perhaps been supple mented with
later accretions here, with what is at issue being gizya which is in fact a
poll tax in the particular circumstances. I n short there was no question
for 'Umar I I whether t叩α means poll tax or land tax, but rather for
him the point that gizya was the tax exacted from the people of rJimma
was important. His use of t旬。 in this fashion was the same as that of
the term “!Jcriig＇ ’ which referred to the overall tax on the people of dimma
in Iraq and Persia. Certainly the oldest example of the term " gizvat mγ ’
in extant papyri dates from the time of ' Umar I I . In spite of this fact,
if one judges by his use of Ji砂川 it seems to be impossible to connect the
appearance of the term “gi:ryat mγ ’ with ' Umar I I .
Sawirus, PO, V, 67.
Sawirus, PO, V, 7 1 -72 .
Sira 'Umar, 82 ; cf. Gibb, op. cit. , p p. 6, 1 2 - 1 3 .
Sira 'Umar, 83 ; cf. Gibb, op. cit., pp. 7 , 1 4 ; Amwal, 527, no. 1 628 ; Ibn
Sa'd, V, 378, 383.
Sira, 'Urnar, 1 36-37 ; Tabar!, II, 1 36 6-67 ; Amw互1, 46-47, no. 1 20.
Sira 'Umar, 83 ; cf. Gibb, op. cit., pp. 7 , 1 4- 1 5 . For the corvees before
the time of 'Umar II, sec for instance P. Lond. no. 1 434, 1 1 . 7 1 -76 .
I;Iakam, 1 55 56 ; Ibn Sa'<l, V, 356, 384 ; Tabar!, II, 1 367 ; Amwal, 47, no.
1 20 ; [!itat, I, 77-78. The giモya exemption rescript was actually issued
by 'Umar II unlike Gibb’s inference. For this point, see also
Shimada :
The tax policy of 'Umar II and its legacy (in Japanese ) , Chuo-daigaku
Ki_yo, No. 55 ( 1 969 ) , pp. 99 1 03 .
J . B . Chabot ( e d . et tr. ) : Chronique de Michel le Syrien, 4 vols., (Paris,
1 899- 1 9 1 0 ) , II, 489.
Sawirus, PO, V, 7 2 .
Ibn Sa'd, V, 384 ; [!itat, I, 78.
I;Iakam, 1 55 ; B巾t, I, 7 7.
The grandfather of [!alid b. Barmak of the Barmakids “became a Muslim
at the hands of [Caliph] Hifam b. 電Abd al-Malik (aslama 、［iiyadi Hiliim
who gave him the name 'Abd Allah” （ ［！itat, I, 1 2 8 ) . The expression
for conversion “at the hands of" some one ('al ii .Ya day.hi) also appears among
the sayings of 'Umar II （ ［！巾t, I, 78 ) .
APEL no. 260 (2nd/8th century) is also a fragment of a converts’ list of
the same kind as APG no. 5 .
Kindl, 68 69.
Whether or not gizya was exempted, this was not the 五rst time that con・
verted mawiili were registered on the diwiin or roster and paid stipends.

i

1 34)
1 35 )
1 36 )
1 37 )
1 38 )
1 39)
140 )

J.

141 )
142 )
143 )
144)
145)

146)
1 47)
148 )

. … ・）
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and allowances, as can be seen from the Aphrodito miscellaneous taxes
day by day ledger (P. Lond. no. 1 433, I . 52) dated A.H. 87 /88 or 706/07
which refers to “dapane for the kiuhiigi u n and mau1iili, 1 00 artabas of wheat

r

1 49)
1 50)
151)

1 52)
1 5 3)
1 54)

1 55)

1 56 )

1 57 )
1 58 )
1 59 )
1 60 )

S lra ' Umar, 7 9 ; cf. 日 akam, 1 54 ； 巴市 t, I , 7 7 ; Gibb, op. cit. p . 3 , no. I I .
Ha l問問 1 54 ; Amw互I, no. 434 ; !:Jitat, I , 7 7 .
Sira 電Um ar, 83 ; Ibn Sa'd‘ V, 376 ; Amwal, no. 257 ; lbn 'Asakir ; al- Ta'ri{:I,
al-kabir, 7 vols. (Dimasq , 1 329-5 1 H ) , I, 1 83 84. According to Ibn 'Abd
al- I;Iakam, Malik b. Anas held views concerning the conversion of (fimma
people and the sale of land which were very close to those of 'Umar I I .
Malik’s statem巴nt o n this goes a s follows. “ I t i s legal fo r the people of
sul� to sell their lands, but in the case of lands conquered by force land
cannot be bought from just anybody at all, and even the smallest sale by
the inhabi tants of the land which is in their hands is not legal. The people
of places subdued by treaty may retain rights over their lands even if
they convert. But when those subdued by force convert, their Islam
serves to protect their lives but their lands must revert to the Muslims collec
tively. Those subdued by force have had their country conquered and
be Ion宮 to the Muslims as fa_v' , whi le thos巴 who concluded a treaty have
preserved their countries. Thus for them there are no taxes save w hat
the treaties stipulate. I think moreover that it is wrong to raise their
taxes or take more from them than 'Umar I imposed . . . . . . ” （I;lakam,
1 55) . Malik b. Anas like other early j urists locates the standard of
taxation in the mode of conquest, and like ' Umar II was a strong advocate
of the theory that Egypt had been subdued by force (cf. I ntroduc tion ,
pp. 1 6 - 1 7 , above) . Thus it was no contradiction in legal terms to de clare
converts’ land to be fay’ belonging to the Muslims collectively or to forbid
the purchase and sale of land.
c仁 pp. 1 26-2 7, above.
Cf. Sawirus, PO, V, 72 ; Michel le Syrien, II, 489.
Sawirus, PO, V, 72-7 3 ; Ya'qo.br, II, 372 ; Ibn 'Abd al-Rabbih (ed. A.
Amin etc.） ： αI-'fqd alゾarid, 7 vols. , (al-Qahira, 1 940-53) , IV, 44 1--42 ;
cf. Shimada : The tax policy of ' Umar II, p. 1 05.
Sawirus, PO, V, 74. The issue 。f tax receipts was already referred in
the rescript of 'Umar II, but it was in the reign of Hisam that it was insti
tut10nahzed.
cι N . Abbott : A new papyrus and a review of the administration of
'Ubayd Allah b. al司I;IabJ;iab, Arabic and Islamic Studies in the Honor
Hamilton Aλ Gibb, (Leiden, 1 965 ) , pp. 26-27.
Sawlrus, PO, V, 75ー7 6 ; Kindl, 7 3 ; !:Jitat, I, 75, 98-99 ; II, 492. Fo r the
sons of 'Ubayd Allah, see also APEL no. 1 7 5 and PERF no. 602.
Cf. pp. 89 9 1 , 1 07 08 above.
Cf. pp. 6 1 62, above. In APEL no. 1 80, the two terms g匂vat ra's and
are used exactly denoting poll tax.
of
According to Grohmann, the phrases such as “gi ζva t
your land ） ， “artf l・ z ar 'i gizya tuhii （ a rable land, its gizya ) and “m in

a

”

of
gizya
artfika” (gizya al-
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28 1

kur flrn ii t i d叩tuhii, mi11 al－仰 bi _iizya t11hii＇ ’ （ from the vineyard, its gizya,
fro m the sugar『cane land, its gizya) appear in papyri dating from the
2nd/8th century (P. Bero!. 1 50 1 6 ; J. Sperber, aa. 0. no. 42 ; PER Inv.
Ar. Pap. 8988 ; ibid., 3099) . Cf. APG, p. 2 1 .
1 6 1 ) Hakam, 1 55.
1 62) Though ' Umar II abolished corvees upon the cultivators (cf. pp. 1 2 7, 1 28
and n. 1 39 of this chapter) , 'Ubayd Allah gathered a body of men from
the pr,;> vinces of Egypt and forced them to build a large house for himself
at al-Giza and public buildings at al-Fustat (Sawlrus, PO, V, 7 6 ; cf. Kindl,
74) .
1 63) Sawirus, PO, V, 7 6 ; Kindl, 73ー74 ; cf. 耳ヰat, I, 7 9 ; II, 26 1 , 492 ; Tagri
bird!, I, 259.
1 64) According to Severus he levied 1
dinars for each dinar (Sawirus, PO,
v, 86) .
1 65) Sawirus, PO, V, 86-87 ; I:Jakam, 2 1 7 ; !:Ftat, I, 208 ; cf. Tagrlbirdi, I, 273.
According to a passport, PERF no. 60 1 , however, al-Qasim already ap
pears as financial director as early as Rabi' I of 1 1 6 . ( c仁 APG, p. 33 ) .
1 66) I:Jakam, 156; cf. !}itat, I , 74.
1 67) Sawlrus, PO, V, 94 95. By this time the use of Arabic in public documents
seems to have penetrated fairly far down the official hi巴rarchy ; there is a
census re宮ister from 1 1 6/734 written in Arabic (APEL no. 2 0 1 ) .
1 68) Sawirus, PO, V, 97-98, 1 1 2 .
1 6 9) Kindl, 8 1 ; !}itat, I, 79.
1 7 0) I:laf� b. al-Walid had been governor twice before, but he became governor
for a third time when Marwan I I 's appointee was rejected by disobedient
local garrisons.
1 7 1 ) Sawlrus, PO, V, 1 1 6- 1 7 ; cf. Kindl, 86-87.
1 72) Sawirus, PO, V, 1 89 .
1 73) P. Lond. nn. 1 335, 1 349, 1 357, 1 373, 1 394, 1 404, 1 407, 1 433, 1 434, 1 435,
1 447 ; P. Heid. III, no.
PAF no. 1 0 ; APEL no. 1 48.
P. Lond. nn. 1 349, 1 380.
1 74) P. Heid. III, no.

Ys

I; I ;

CHAPTER III

1)

2)
3)

I. Tax-Resistance Movements
Kindl, 73-74.
Sawlrus, PO, V, 76. According to a Greek papyrus 企om Upper Egypt
dated 20 Phaophi 1 1 th indiction ( 1 0 Mu];iarram 94/ 1 7 October 7 1 2 ) , slightly
before this there was a rebellion in the village to which the monastery be
longed. There are no details. The duke of the Thebaid calls the special
attention of the inhabitants to the payment of the poll taxes which went
unpaid during the rebellion. One infers from this that the rebellion took
place on account of the increasingly rigorous collection of poll taxes at
the time, and that as it was confined at best to a few villages it did not merit
the attention of the historians. Cf. H.I. Bell ; Two official letters of the Arab
Period, pp. 265-75.
Kindl, 8 1 .
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4)

5)
6)
7)
8)

9)
1 0)

1 1)
1 2)

1 3)
1 4)
1 5)
161
17)

1 8)
19)
20)
21)

22)
2 3)
24)
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Sawirus, PO, V, 94-95, 97-98.
Kindl, 83 ; Ya'quhl, II, 402 .
Kindl, 85-86.
Sawirus, PO, V, 1 1 6- 1 7.
On account of the usurping governor’s cancellation of the poll tax for con・
verts, 24,000 converts are said to have appeared in al-Fustat alone (Sawirus,
PO, V, 1 1 6- 1 7) . But there is no proof that this rate of conversion con
tinued. Those converts who were enrolled in the army were definitely
discharged by the newly appointed governor soon afterwards. This is
clear from the fact that the new governor I;Iass互n b. 電Atahiya eliminated the
n ew military salaries created by his predecessor I;Iaf� (Kindl, 85) .
Sawirus, PO, V, 1 1 8 ; Kindl, 93.
Sawlrus, PO, V, 1 1 8- 1 9, 1 34, 1 39 . The governor 'Abd al-Malik summoned
influential officers to al-Fustat and detained them for seven days, and at
the same time detained state secretaries, and pagarchy administrators and
village headmen , demanding that they produce tax registers and quotas for
which they would assume responsibility. The Coptic patriarch was also
summoned to answer for tax paymen ts on church property : because the
churches could not meet the steep quotas, the patriarch was imprisoned
and tortured.
Kindl, 94.
al-Basmur was a kura in the northern Delta, and was also called al-Bafarud.
Cf. Sawirus, PO, X, 502 ; Ibn f!urdagbih : Kitiib al-Mcsalik 即·a- I-mama
lik, ed. M. J. de Goeje, BGA, VI, (Leiden, 1 889 ) , p. 82 ; al-Ya'qub1 : Kitab
al-Buldan, ed. M. J. de Goeje, BGA, VII, (Leiden, 1 892) , p. 332 ； 日 awqal,
I, 1 38 ; Yaqut : Kitab Mu'gam al-b:Jldiin, Jacut’s geographisches Worter・
buch, ed. F. Wtistenfeld, 6 Bde. (Leipzig, 1 866 73), I, 633, 634; Mammatl ,
89 ; Hitat, I, 73.
Sawirus, PO, V, 1 56 57, 1 60, 1 62 ; cf. Kindl, 95.
Sawirus, PO, V, 1 72-73.
Kindl, 96.
Kindl, 9 5 .
Kindl, 1 0 1 , Sural;ibil b. Mugaylifa w h o had been the 五rst anti-Umayyad
rebel in the I;Iawf was granted the village of Manbロba, al-Aswad b. Nafi'
of Alexandria the Munyat Bロlaq and the house of Zubban b. 'Abd al
篭Aziz b. Marw互n in Alexandria, and 'Abd al-A'la b. Sa'id of Upper Egypt
the qafi'a of the villages of al-Maymun, i.e., f!arきa Oasis and Ahnas.
Sawirus, PO, V, 1 88.
Sawin同 PO, V, 1 88.
Kindl, 1 02 .
Sawiru民 PO, V, 1 8日 89 ; cf. Kindl, 1 02 . In this way the quota reverted
to what it had been under the Umayyads ; the same thing happened wi th
ecclesiastical land taxes (Sawirus, PO, V, 1 90 ) .
Sawirus, PO, V, 1 89.
Kindl, 1 1 1 -1 2 ; f!itat, I I , 338.
Kindl, 1 1 6- 1 7 .
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25)
2 6)
2 7)

28)
29)
30)

31)
32)

33)
34)
35)
36)
37)
38)
39)
40)
41)
42)

43)
44)
45)
46)
47)
48)
49)
50)
51)
52)

53)
54)
55)
56)

Kind!, 1 1 9.
Cf. Ya' qロbi, I I , 4 6 6 ; Tabar!, III, 4 1 2 ; ah siyan, 1 34, 1 37.
C f. Cl. Cahen : Fiscalite, proprie te , antagonism 回 sociaux en Haute- M eso司
potamie au temps des pre miers 'Abbasides d ’apr es Denys de Tell-M ah re,
(A rabica, I, 1 954) , pp. 1 36-52.
GahSiyari, 1 34.
Kind!, 1 24, 1 26, 1 28 3 1 ; Ya ＇叩 bi, II, 489 ; li i ta t , I, 308 ; Tagrilむの ， II,
60 6 1 .
Fo r the settlement of the A rabs including Qaysites in Egypt ian villages ,
sec my article， ‘Land tenure in Egypt during the early Islamic period ', Orient
(Report of the Society for Near Eastern S t t油 田 in Japan ) , Vol. X I ( 1 97 5 ,
published in Tokyo) , pp. 1 23 ff.
Kindi, 1 25-27 ; Ya'qubi, II, 483.
Al-Kindl d日目 not indicate how long M吟ammad b. Sa 'id’s term of o節目
was ; one infers 仕om al-Tabar! t� at he held office from 1 52 to 1 56. T abar!,
I I I , 370, 372 73, 377, 379 ; cf. Gahsiyari, 1 4 1 ; Kind!, 365-66.
Kindi, 77.
Kindl, 77.
Chronique de Denys de Tell-MaJ;ire, 4e partie, ed. et trad. J』. Chabot,
(Paris, 1 895) ; 1 07, 1 29 ; 1 65 ; cf. Cahen, op, cit勺 pp. 1 40-42.
APEL nn. 222, 223.
Cf. Tabar!, I I I , 374 75, 38 1 -84 ; Cahen, op. cit・， p. 1 37, n . 7.
Ya'qObi, II, 489.
Kindi, 1 3 6 ; Tabar!, III, 629-30 ; Ya'qロbi, II, 497.
Kind!, 1 39-4 1 .
Sawirus, PO, X, 400-0 1 , 404ー08.
For the tax-farming system operated by the central government, see my
article, Les 五nances publiques de l’Etat 'abbasside, Der Islam, Bd. 42 ( 1 965 ) ,
pp. 9ff.
Kind!, 142.
Kindi, 1 43--46 ; Tabar!, III, 7 1 1 , 732.
Kindi, 1 47.
Kind!, 1 47.
Kindi, 1 48 5 1 ; Ya'qロbi, II, 533.
Kind!, 1 5 1 .
Kindi, 1 52-6 1 ; Ya'qab1, II, 539, 54 1 ; Sawirus, PO, X, 427-28.
Kind!, 1 64.
Kind!, 1 70.
For the situation in Alexandria at this time, see Kind!, 1 53, 1 5 7-58, 1 6 165, 1 69-70, 1 72 ; Sawirus, PO, X, 428-32, 445, 449, 45 1 , 455-58 ; Ya'qilbi,
II, 54 1 42.
Kind!, 1 7と Tabar!, III, 1 044 ; Sawirus, PO, X, 457-59.

G

Kindi, 1 74-7 6 ; Ya'qilbi, II, 555-56.
Kindi, 1 76-77.
Kind!, 1 80 84 ; Ya'qロbi, II, 560-6 1 ; Tabar!, III, 1 086-9 6 ; Sawirus, PO,
x, 465, 467.
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Kindl, 1 82 .
al- Kindl says that this measure was take n 田 part of the agreement whereby
'Ubayd Allah b. al-Sari surrendered ; al-Ya' qabi says that one of 'Ubayd
Allah’S conditions was that he be allowed to collect taxes in Upper Egypt
for two months and that 'Abd Allah b. Tahir accepted this. This agree
m ent concerning taxes perhaps refers to the settlement involved here (Ya'
qubl, I I ,
He did not go to take up his post in person but sent a surrogate : he did
however retain power over appointments of financial directors and high
officials.
Kindl, 1 85 ； τabari, III, 1 099 1 1 00 ; Ya'qab1, IT, 567.
Here I fo �low al-Kind
All亙h b. Galls. al-Tabar! elates the rebellion of the Yemenite Arab 'Abd
al-Salam, which occurred at the same time as 'Abe\ All亙h b. I;Iulays’ rising,
to A.H. 2 1 3, but this is an error for A.H. 2 1 4.
Kindl, 1 85 88 ； τabari, I I I , 1 1 0 1 ; Ya屯qロbi, I I , 567.
Kindl, 1 1 0, 1 29, 1 48, 1 59, 1 66, 1 83-84, 1 87 .
Kindl, 1 89 ; Tabar!, I I I , 1 1 03.
Kindl, 1 89. I n al-Kindl the region appears simply as al-I;Iawf, but the
La!:Jmites were based in the West I;Iawf.
Kindl, 1 9 0 ; cf. Ya電qUbi, IT, 568 ; Tabar!, III, 1 1 05-07 ; Sawirus, PO, X,
485-86 ; Eutychius, II, 5 7 .
Sawirus, PO, X, 486.
Kindl, 1 40.
yぜqUbi, II, 539.
See n. 1 2 of this section. Al－τabari and Eutychius do not use both names
but not巴 it as “al-Bima”， and al-Ya'qUbi as “al-Bima and al-Bafarad＇’
while he explains that aトBima meant the Copts of al-Bafarud (Tabar!,
I I I , 1 1 0 6 ; Eutychius, I I , 5 7 ; Ya'qilbl, I I, 569 ; al-Buldan, 340) . Al-Bima
does not appear in the lists of kflras written in the various sources such as
Ibn gurd記bih, Ya'qab1’s al-Buldan, Ibn aトFaqih, Qudama and al-Maqri
zi’s al- t!itat. Eutychius says that al-Bima are the descendents of the Ro
mans who did not evacuate but remain there at the time of the Arab con
quest. At any rate the inhabitants of al-Basmilr were certainly called
al-Bima.
Sawirus, PO, X, 487.
For al AfSin, see τabari, I I I , 1 06 6 ; EF, art. “aらhin”．
τabari writes the name 電Abdus al-Fihri . He is a descendant of the com-·
mancler of the expedi tion to Barqa, 'Uqba b. Nafi' . Cf. n. 1 7 of this s ection ;
Kindl, 32, 95,
1 9 0 ; Suyilti, I, 220.
c仁 Sawirus, PO. X, 48 1 .
Most of the people in this area were Copts, as is clear from Severus’ s tate·
ment in A.H. 237, twenty years later, that all the people in D aml ra were·
Christians, for which reason the patriach at one point had established his·
reside恥e there (Sawirus, I I , 3 ) .
Kind!, 1 90 9 1 ; Ya'qロbi, I I , 569; Sawirus, PO, X, 487-88 ; cf.
tat, I, 1 73-
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Sawirus, PO, X, 488-90 ; Kindi, 1 9 1 .
Sawirus, PO, x; 492 95, 5 0 1 ー02 ; Kindi, 1 92 .
'Asqal ani : Raf' al-i{r, 1 68 6 9 ; Ya'qロbi, I I , 569.
Ibn I;Ia 量ar al-'Asqalani is named here as al-Ma ’man’s vizier, but this is
an error as he did not become vizier until the next year, after al-Mu'ta�im’s
accession. Tabar!, I I I , 1 1 8 1 -82 ; al-Tana)}! : Niswiir al-muhii da町 田a af:!:biir
al-murf/i.kara, Vol. VIII, IDimasq, 1 930) , 2 9 ; cf. D . Sourclel : Le vizirat
'abbiiside, (Damas, 1 959-60), pp. 233-34, 245 47.
8 1 ) The chief j udge (q丘qi αl-quefiit) in Ba言dad, a native of Merv. As the j udge’s
position in Egypt fell vacant after A.H. 2 1 5, he took up that post in Mu
J:iarram 2 1 7 as alふfa’mun’s appointee. Cf. Kindi, 44 1 -42 ; Waki' , I I I , 2 7 3 ;
Sourdel, op. cit., pp. 2 38-42 .
82) A judge from Ba�ra, later under al-Mu' ta�im 且nd al旬Watiq he wielded great
power as chief j udge・ Waki' , I I I , 294 98 ; cf. EI2, art. "A!Jmad b. Abi
Du’ad”．
8 3) Appointed at the beginning of A.H. 2 1 5 while ‘Abdawayh b. Gabala was
governor. Kincli, 1 89 ; Waki' , III, 280.
84) A famous Malikite jurist, after this incident he was confined in Bagdad from
A.H. 2 1 7 to 232. From A.H. 237 he was the j udge of Egypt and served
until A.H. 245, having been appointed by al-Mutawakkil. Kindi, 462,
467-75 ; I;Iakam, 247 ; 'Asqalani, 1 67-82 ; Waki日 I I I , 240 4 1 ; Sawirus, I I ,
1 0- 1 1 .
85) Kindl, 1 92 .
86) Sawirus, PO, X, 495-96.
87) J::F tat, F. I, 334-35 ; ibid., B. ed. I, 79 80, II, 494.

77 )
78)
79)
80)

88)
89)

90)
91)

92)
93)
94)
95)
96 )
97 )
98)

1)

2)

GahSiyari, 220.
APEL no. 288, a letter from about A.H. 236 detailing under司measurement
on the part of bribed o伍cials.
lJ itat, II, 494.
cι Sawirus, PO, X , 477, 483, 503. In A.H. 235, a l-Mutawakkil forbade
the employment of Christians as officials, and issued decrees discriminating
against non-Muslims (people of ef.imma) which two years later were applied
in Egypt with the result that many Copts were dismissed, but it was so
difficult to get on without them that they were rehired a few years later
(Tabar!, I I I , 1 389 94 ; Ya'qObi, I I , 565 ; Sawirus, I I , 4-6, 1 1 ) .
I;Iawqal, I, 1 6 1 .
Kindi, 1 93-94 ; lJitat, I, 94.
Kindi, 200.
Sawirus, II, 4-6.
Sawirus, II, 1 0 1 1 .
Kindi, 205ー 1 0 ; Ya'qUbi, I I , 6 1 2 ； 耳中t, 339 ; Sawirus, I I , 39-43.
Kindi, 2 1 1 1 4 ； 耳申t, I I , 339.

2. Methods of Assessment
Sawirus, PO, V, 1 89 90.
The oldest poll tax receipt among the papyri which I was able to see is
PERF no. 670. This records 弘 dinar of gi句1at ra’s for the fiscal year A.H.
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1 95 . Cf. PERF nn. 7 1 5, 7 1 8, 752. PERF no. 695 is the oldest land tax receipt
for A.H. 203.
There are few taxpayer lists that are datable, but PERF no. 677 (late 2nd
century) and APEL nn. 202, 203, 206 and 2 1 1 !3rd century) exist for the
poll tax, and for the land tax there are APEL no. 223 (2nd-3rd century )
and no. 222 (3rd century) .
For ' Umar I I ’s rescript on converts, see Chapter II, section 7 .
Cf. Chapter I, p . 26.
c仁 Yal;ya, nn. 22, 25.
Balatluri, I I I, 546, no. 1 0 1 6 ; Qudama, 92b, (Ben Shemesh : Taxation
I I , 26) ; cf. YaJ:iva, nn. 35, 6 1 4, 6 1 5 . In Egypt, judges who were followers
of Abu I;Ianifa were already being appointed in al-Mahd内 reign (cf. Kindl,
37 1 -7 3) .
YaJ:iy互， nn. 34, 36, 601 ; Amwal, 88, nn. 235-243 ; cf. Shimada : The tax
policy of 'Umar II, p. 1 07 .
Cf. Sawirus, I I , 4 6 .
Cf. Sawirus, I I , 26-27 .
Ibn I;Iawqal also says that “the people o f Egypt are Coptic Christians"
( I;Iaw qal, I, 1 6 1 ) .
APEL no. 1 95, a poll tax receipt for A.H. 3 1 8, is an exception which men
tions “主宅ya”． But in this document the phrase “of al-l';fakimi gold coins"
occurs, proving that this is a Fatimid document : A.H. 3 1 8 is an error for
A.H. 4 1 8. From the format as well it is clear that this papyrus with its use
of “主主ya" belongs to the same filiation as PERF no. 1 1 8 1 from A.H. 427
(cf. MPER, p. 1 69) . Apart from legal writings, outside the administrative
documents there are historical accounts which also mention “tゅat mγ’
(cι Sira τ包Ian, 1 1 8) .
Cf. APG, p. 25, n. 2 ; APEL nn. 2 1 1 , 2 1 2 ; MPER, II/III, pp. 1 62, 1 64.
APEL no. 1 5 1 ; P. Heid. I I I , no. 1 2 ; I;Iakam, 1 53 ; cf. Chapter II, pp. 1 20-26.
Abu Yロsuf, 4, 49.
In Iraq later on giiliya continued to be the word in use, at least until Buway
hid tim白． Cf. Hilal al・手互bi’ ： Kitiib Tuhfat al-umarii' Ji ta'rih al・即uzarii',
(Leiden, 1 904) , 1 58 ; A. v. Kremer : Ueber das Einnahmebudget des Abba
siderトReiches vom .Jahre 306 H. (9 1 8 9 1 9) , Denkschriften der Kaiserlich沼n Aka・
demie der Wissenschaften, (Wien, 1 887) , p. 307 ; Miskawayh ; Tagiirib al・umam,
7 vols.パLondo 巧 1 920-2 1 ) , I I , 25 ; Ib帥im b. Hilal al争bi’ ： al- M1必 tii r
min rasii’ii, ed. Sakib Arslan, (Ba'abda, 1 898) , 2 1 4 (Bitat, I, 279) ; Kitiib
al-/fii回i, apud C. Cahen : Quelques probkmes economiqu白 et fiscaux de
l’ Iraq Buyide d’apres un traite de mathematiques, (Anna/es de lnstitut d'
Etudes Orienta/es d'Alger, X, 1 952) , p. 335.

I'

1 7)

Abu Yusuf, 1 22 24 (Ben Shemesh, Taxation I I I, 84-85) ; Amwal, nn. 1 001 04 ; Qudama, 1 02b- 1 03a (Ben Shemesh, Taxation II, 43-44) .

1 8)

Ibn Mammat! and al-MagzUmi 宮ive the poll tax quotas under the early
Ayyubids, 41/s dinars a year for the rich, 237'.1 ·2 dinars for the middle bracket,
and 1 �'.i 2 dinars and 2 babbas for the lowest bracket. Mammat!, 3 1 8 ; Ma
』znmi, 77a ; cf. C. Cahen : Contribution a l 'etude des impots dans l ’ 亘 gypte
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medievale (JESHO, V, 1 96 2) , p. 248.
Sawirus, II, 26 27.
Mabzロmi, 77a.
I n Egypt the garrison town (am�a γ） policy was adhered to for a ce ntury after
the conquest, but the Arab・Muslims began settling in the cou ntrysi de in the
following century and eventually the important men amon耳 them became
powerful local landlords. For a description of the proce田 口f settle men t ,
see my article, Land tenure in Egypt . . . . . . , Chapter I I .
2 2 ) Abロ Yusuf, 86 : YaJ:iy’宜， nn. 63, 1 53 . Abu Yusuf deals with this po int more
concretely, as follows : No one has a right to convert l!arag la nd into 'uf r
land or vice versa. It is illegal for an owner of 'ufr land who bu下s a tract
of l!ariig land adjoining his land to include it in his '11'Sr land by paying the
電U:Sr tax for it or vice versa (cf. Ben Shemesh : Taxation III, 83) .
23) Abo Yusuf says : If the ruler makes peace with pagans on condition that
they should pay l!ariig, then they are considered as people of dimma and
their land is l!:ariig land . I n such cases only wh且t W出 agreed upon can be
collected from them in taxes. On the other hand land conquered by force
('an即a) if distributed amongst the Muslim conquerors, will become 'usr
land. But if it is not distributed and is left in the possession of the previous
owners, as 'Umar b. al- !}attab did in al-Sawad, then it becomes l!:ariig
land. I t cannot be taken away from them and it is the private property
(milk) belonging to them, which they can transfer their rights of possession
by inheritance or sale (Abu Yusuf, 63, 202) . Ibn Abi Layla and Abu
'Ubayd also j ustify it in the same fashion (YaJ:iya, no. 28 ; Amwal, 84) .
24) Qudama reports this polemic in summary form. Qudam, 94a (Ben She
mesh : Taxation I I , 29) .

1 9)
20)
21)

25)

26)
27)

28)
29)
30)

The fundamental di汀erence between the two schools was that Abロ Yusuf
emphasized the reality of landholding in the conquered territories with
his “l!:ariig land" doctrine, while Malik opposed the legalization of land
sale and inheritance by stressing the form of conquest and dividing conquered
territory into J 叫 z Jland and 電an帥 land - the latter as l!ariig land which
could not be bought or sold. al・Tabari : Kitiib llJtiliif al:fuqahii’， 2 1 8 1 9,
224; YaJ:iya, nn. 27, 28, 34, 35 ; I;Iakam, 1 55 ; Amw亙1, 79 80, no. 205 ; cf.
Abu Yusuf, 69, 8 6 ; YaJ:iya, no. 47.
For 'Umar I I ’s rescript against the sale of arable land, see Chapter I I ,
p. 1 33.
Ibn 'Asakir, I , 1 83-84. Al-Ma向日r sent commissioners to Syria in A.H. 1 404 1 to investigate transfers of land among the populace, as a result of which
only land remaining in the original inhabitants’ hands was treated as tax
able l!1吋t land while land which had changed hands w出 treated, along
with the old grants (qat i'a) of land, as 'ufr land on which l!:1同g was not levied.
Kindl, 7 6ー77 ; I;Iaka叫 1 43.
Cf. p. 1 5 3, above.
I n Upper Iraq under the early 電Abbasids, the taxes paid by Arab landholders
were called Jadaqa or Jadaqat al-miil even though they were the same as or
more than the amount paid by the Christian Syrians. This has been dis-
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cussed in the preceding section.
In PERF no. 624, from the reign of al-Rasid, the taxpayers are made up of
“Muslims and people of qimma・ C仁 A. Grohmann : From the ZLorld of
Arabic papyri, (Cario, 1 952) , pp. 1 32 34.
Cf. APW no. 36, n.
This document lacks a date, but MuJ:i.ammad b. ' Isa who appears in it as a
tax-contractor (mutaqabbil) is found also in APEL no. 1 84 from A.H. 249
and PERF no. 786 from A
There ar唱e other docur工ients in which ‘ ‘ baqt " appears : PSR no. 243 has “Ab{1
Bak内 b a7t [land] ' ) PERF no. 879 has “山 baqt [land] of Siya Sawa and
the baqt [land] of Sahrun＇ ’ Cf. APEL, I I , p. 40.
See my article, Land leases in 電Abbasid Egypt (in Japanese) , Toyoshi-kenkyu,
XXIII/2 ( 1 964) , pp. 26-5 1 .
APEL no. 79 gives the tenant who is contracting for thirty faddiins of baqf
land the title “client of the Commander of the Faithful”， so that he would
seem to have belonged to the privileged class.
See my article, Land tenure in Egypt, chapter I L
PSR no. 243 ; APEL no. 79.
PERF no. 879.
I:Iawqal, I, 1 36 ; [Jitat, I, 99.
Under the Umayyads, the standard rizq allotment for one Arab was ten tC'
twelve ardabbs of wheat (Kindl, 82 ) .
Kind!, 1 46, cf. Bayrilt ed. p. 1 72仁
cι Chapter I, section 4, above.
PERF no. 6 1 2 ; APRL no. IX/6.
PERF nn. 62 1 , 625, 626, 638r.
C f. I:Iawqal, I, 1 3 6 ； 思申L I, 99.
PSR no. 428 ; APW no. 2 5 ; PER Inv. Ar. Pap. 3638 ; APEL nn. 1 44, 80,
2 2 6 ; P . Bero!. 1 5093. The tax rate on baqt land and some estat岱 which
were more or less equivalent to it was rather low :
dinars
are some recorded rates. Cf. PSR no. 243 ; APEL no. 7 9 ; PERF nn. 633, 759.
PERF no. 684; APEL no. 222.
In the lease of land APEL no. 8 1 /82 from A.H. 253, the rate per faddiin of
wheat is 弘 dinars, while for afaddiin of flax it is P/z dinars ; PER Inv. Ar. Pap.
341 (3rd centnry) has % dinar for wheat, l Yz dinars for flax ; ib以 8689 gives
2 dinars for wheat, 4 for flax ; the tenancy list ibid. 6007 gives 2 % dinars
for wheat and 4 for flax.
日awqal, I, 1 63.
Cf. Grohmann : From the 即orld of Arabic papyri, pp. 1 32-34.
τabari, I I I , 7 1 7.
耳 i tat, I, 1 03-04.
Sawirus, I I , 24, 26-2 7 ; cf. Kindl, 203
耳 ヰat, I , 1 09.
耳i tat , I, 1 07.
耳ヰat, I , 1 07-08.
Sawirus, II, 24.
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The term cfariba was not always used for the grass tax and these others :
somctim�s they are called !!:arag. For example in PER Inv. Ar. Pap. 1 0 1 5 1
剖 well as APW no・ 1 3 the phrase “！！：ariig a t-!!:acfaγ wa句 1 -aqraf appears, and
f!:ariig al-karm or ！！：αT丘t al
PER Inv. Ar. Pap. 8527 ; APEL no. 234) . Cf. APG, p. 1 8仁
Cf. APW, beilagen IV, Archiv Oγientdlni XII, p. 1 09.
APEL no. 233 ; PER Inv. Ar. Pap. 5999r.
PER Inv. Ar. Pap. 5999r; cf. APEL no. 2 34.
APG no. 3.
APEL no. 8 1 /82 ; PER Inv. Ar. Pap. 343 1 , 6007.
PER Inv. Ar. Pap. 5999r.
PERF no 64 1 ; cf. PER Inv. Ar. Pap. 6 0 1 I . The term gc品zt al- a n. fr probably
for the governor and the high
corresponds to the maintenance
o伍cials in al-Fuspit in Umayyad times. C仁 P. Lond. no. 1 375 ; Chapter I I ,
p. 80-8 1 , above.
I;Iakarr,, 1 5 3 .
Cf. APEL, IV, p. 64f. For other references to the trefoi l tax, see APRL no.
VII/ 1 9 ; PER Inv. Ar. Pap. 1 0 1 5 1 .
c仁 PERF no. 62 1 ; APEL, II, p. 70.
D.S. Margoliouth reads “al-nawii' b " i n plac巴 of “αI-ab回iib", but A.
Grohmann points out his error. C仁 APG, p. 1 8, n. 2.

(oαn:aν7J)
i

3. The Tax Administration
Cf. A. Grohmann : Studien zur historischen Geographie und Verwaltung desfruhmit司
te!alterlichen Agypten, (Wien, 1 959) , p. 25f; APEL, II!, p. 1 43 ; Tagribirdi,
I I I , 146.
This letter is missi暗 the portion where the date should be, so that the period
is uncertain. A. Grohmann dates it to the first century A.H., but from various
facts one i口先rs it was around the year 1 80/796.
Sawirus, PO, X, 503.
Kincli, 1 53 , 1 57, 1 84, 205, 2 1 6, 2 7 4 ; S awirus, PO, X, 430, 467, 48 1 , 540 ;
II, 2 .
I b n !Jurd互gbih : Kit丘b αt
Bヰat, I , 72一 7 3 .
Kindl, 258 ; Tagribirdi, I I I, 1 45 .
This kind of situation seems to be connected with the number of villages
in each klirn. The kura could include only a few villages or over a hundred,
so that it was plainly impossible to take the kura as the basic fiscal unit.
According to a report by the financial director Boqtor under the Ibsidids,
Upper Egypt had 956 villages and Lower Egypt 1 439, for a total of 2395
villages. Cf. !Jitat, I, 72 7 3 ; Ibn Duqmaq : al-lnti{ii1 b i- w iisif at ' iqd al
am{iir, IV司V, (al-Qa:hira, 1 893 ) , V, 43 ; Mabzami, 46b-47a.
In APEL no. 1 8 1 , a land tax receipt from Tδt 233, Qu� along with al
Usm百nayn and Lower An�ina are considered as two M問、 and together
constitute a single 五scal district. Cι PERF no. 725 (i.e., EPER no. 8) .
According to the account book dealing with the remainder-quota under a
tax司contracting arrangement P. Mil. R. Univ. I, no. 7, the six villages of
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1 1)
1 2)
1 3)
1 4)
1 5)

1 6)
1 7)

1 8)
1 9)

U 町一

Taxpayers
The manured ( ?) tenement, which is in the hand of
IsJ:iaq b. I;Iamdan, originating from Batlis, eastly of the
. . . , a tillage contract without land survey, and a
surplus of 4 faddans of the tenement o f the “cheese
monger円 。n the northern bank of the canal. . . . correct.
And furthermore a surplus of 1 fa必向 。f this plot.
(details omitted )
S!sinne b. Psai
The tenement known as Bara ( ?) , which was in his hand
during the past year, a tillage contract without land
survey.

Z

Samadan, Samam亙， Sanawayh, Barsab, Qalat宜， and Bロray言 in the Delta
were having their taxes farmed by one 'Abd al-Ral;am亙n b . 日ilal, and
constituted a single fiscal district.
Cf. Saw!rus, PO, V, 1 34.
Kind!, 203.
Sira T百Ia n , 1 89-92.
Cf. Chapter I I , p. 93, above.
Kindl, 140; ABPH no. 7 ; APW no. 30. This is a Fa t imid document, but
under the Fatimids the usual term is “masih” ； cf. APW no. 48 ; Hitat, I, 405 ;
Mammati, 305 ; Ma!Jzumi, 99b.
APEL no. 288.
APW no. 48 (from A.H. 447 ) ; Mammati, 305 ; Ma!Jzumi, 99b ; cf. C. Cahen :
Contribution a l'etude des impδts dans l’Egypte medievale, pp. 267f. ; H.
R abie ： 幻ze financial system uj Egypt, A .H. 561:一71:1/A .D. 1 1 69 131:1, (London,
1 972 ) , p. 1 60.
Cf. APEL nn. 229, 2 30, 2 3 し
APEL no. 265. This document consists of the beginning only of an acreage
report ; it goes as follows :
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. vへihat has resulted
from the survey of Talfar ( ?J belonging to the land of [ ] for the land-tax
of the year 262. The survey in the land of [ ] , seed land : 2 5 l 31/48 fad
dans, turnip land : 235 / 48 faddans, fresh herbage land : 1 1/ 3 2 十 X faddans,
vine land : 19/48 faddan. 20th of Sa' ban, the year 262. Fallow-land : 37/48
fadda11. In the name of God， . ・ ・
Cf. APEL no. 1 70.
Cf. APEL no. 266.
Cf. APEL no. 269.
cι APW no. 35 ; see my article, Land tenure in Egypt, pp. 1 3 ト32.
For instance, APEL no. 270 (3rd/9th century) gives the contents as follows :
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1 0%

29 1

N OTES
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Telefos b. Papost olos
The plot of fallow land which is situat巴d on the “new
Canal" whose southern boundary is formed by the ten←
ment known 'Abd aトGabbar in . . . . . . and the northern
is the tenement which was in the hand of Qおim . . . . . .
during the past year ; and the eastern is formed by the
canal between this plot of fallowland and between the
tene ment of Quzman ; the southern and western is formed by the “new Canal’ う a tillage contract without land
survey.

I

8

;

I

Quzman, the farm supervisor
what was in the hand . . . . . . during the past year, a tillage contrac t ; and he owns some shares . . . . . . without any
controller or qabbiil of his harvest . . . . . . or constraint or
exacting of a fine.
2 5)
26)
2 7)

2 8)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)

34)

APEL nn. 280, 299, 3 7 6 ; APW no. 9.
I:Iit at, I, 84-85.
In aトMabzロmi, who is apparently reporting on the fiscal system from
F亙 timid to e旦rly Ayyubid times, the equivalent of the land survey system
( misii!Ja) is called “nuifiidana”， and tillage contract qabatα） is used as its
antithesis. Mabzロmi, 98a-b ; cf. H. Rabie, op. cit・， p . 75, n . 2.
Kindi, 1 40 ; cf. p. 1 54, above.
c仁 APEL no. 288.
Sira τalロn, 74-7 5 ; cf. !}itat, II, 266-67.
c仁 APEL, IV, p. 254.
Ma即nan, 305 ; cf. Mabzumi, 97a-99a ; C. Cahen : Contribu tion a l'etude
des imp6ts . . ., p. 26 1 ; H. Rabie, op, cit., p. 7 3 .
In Egypt there was, as is well known, a traditional custom that the arable
land was classified into a number of categories with a specific name for
each such as biiq, bariib£va, siraqi, and so forth. But the classification was
not based on the land i tself but on the situation of land watered by the
Nile flood or the kind of crops which were planted in the previous year.
Thus the class泊cation of the land changed from year to year. After the
late Fatimid period at least, the dalil must have entered the classifications in
the land registers. Under the 'Abbasids, however, there is no trace of such
entries though he might take account of the classifications in his drawing up
the registers. In the papyri which I could see, there is nothing but the
example of “sala'i!J" or “fallow land" among the names of the land sorts
in APEL no・ 86/87 (but in this document the spelling sala'i!J occurs) . Cf.
Mammati, 20 1-04; Mabzumi, 30a ； 耳itat, I , 1 00-0 1 ; Qalqafandi, I I I, 44648 ; C. Cahens Contribution a l'etude des imp6ts dans l’豆gypte medi己vale,
pp. 258-6 1 .
In PERF no. 633 the phrase “the names of those who are registered in
Tarsロb" occurs. Cι A. Grohmann : Einfiihrz吋 und Chrestomathie zur ara・
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35)
36)
37)
38)
39)
40)
41)
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bischen Paより’ruskrmde, (Praha, 1 954) , p. 1 25, n. 2 .
Mammal!, 2 35-37 ； 日 i tat, I, 270.
PERF nn. 6 1 2 , 62 1 , 625, 626, 638 ; APEL no. 7 7 ; APRL no. IX/6.
APEL nn. 78, 79.
APEL nn. 80, 1 44 ; PERF nn. 759, 835 ; APW no. 4.
PERF nn. 9.15, 967, 97 1 , 984; APEL no. 83.
de Goeje,
al- M u q a d<l as l : A&san al-taqlislm Ji ma'rifat al-aqlilim, ed. M .
(Leiden, 1 906), p. 2 1 2 .
Mammal!, 237, 235 n.l ; H i tat , I, 270. According to the Meγerhof MS. of
Ibn l\fammall, t h e amounts of seed loaned for one faddlin were : for trefoil or
fo r beans 1 ardahb ; for
ardab b ; fo r wheat % ; fo r barley
tu n ,
chikpeas, bitter-vetch, and lentils, Ya ; for flax 1 ardabb. Cf. 乱1ammati ,
p. 235, n. I .
MabzUml, 98a.
S!ra Tロlun, 1 92 .
A. Grohmann says that the term “ taquりd ’ appears in the tax-account books ,
P. Michaelides no. 4 and P. Cair. D.亘. Inv. 1 400 for A.H. 308. Cf. A. Gro h・
hann : New discoveries in Arabic papyri, An Arabic tax-account book,
BIE, 32 ( 1 95 1 ) , p. 1 66.
Cf. APEL no. 88.
In P. Bero!. 1 5099 the phrase “tillage contract without land survey and
tax on grazing lands without head count” （qablila bιta misa＆σ 出a-maγt b i・ t a
i�｛a) occurs. Cf. APEL, I I , p. 72, n. 2 .
Gahsiyarl, 220 ; Tabar!, III, 628 ; Ibn al-Mir : al-Klimil f i l - ta ' r i ,
1 9 65-67) , VI, 1 2 7 ; Tagr1bird1, I I , 80 -8 1 .
Cf. I:Iawqal, I , 1 36-3 7 ; Mammati, 235-58 ; Hitat, I , 1 0 1 , 270 73 ; Qal同
qafandi, II, 383-89.
Afa&lul and ma'qud refer to the determination of tax quotas by, r回pec・
tivcly, survey (misii&a) and contract (qaba!a) . I have already discussed
these two comparatively. C. Cahen ( Contribution a ! 'etude des impots, p.
265, n. 2) has contrasted munligaza and ηiuslitara and suggested that rnahlul
corresponds to the former, but this is a question.
I:Iawqal, I, 1 63-64.
c仁 n. 1 9 t o this section.
B i t at , I, 86, 405 ; c仁 C. Cahen : Contribution … … ， p. 26 1 .
Cf. B itat, I, 83, 86.
Cf. APEL no. 1 8 1 .
P. Lond. no. 1 4 1 2 .
APEL no. 1 49.
Cf. A. Grohmann : From the world of Arabic papyri, pp. 1 36-3 7.
APEL no. 1 89 ; APRL nn. I I I / I , I II/2, III/8 ; PERF nn. 866 (i.e., EPER
no. 1 1 ) , 888, 905.
C f. C. Leyerer : Die Verrechnung und Verwaltung von Steuern in islami
schen Agypten, Z仰chrift der Deutschen Morgenliindischen Gesellschaft, Bd.

.J.
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1 03, Wiesbaden, 1 953, pp. 44-46 .
cit.
Cf. A. Grohmann : New discoveries in Arabic papyri ; C. Leyerer, op.
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APEL no. 278.
APEL no. 1 99. The distinction between cash （＇ どryn) and bills (safii.tig) is
also made in APH no. 8, a document concerned with tax ation but of un・
certam purpose.

qf

the Fiscal S)'stem and the Rise of Tax-Contracting
4. The EvolutiJn
C仁 J. Shimada : Taxation system of 'Umar I in al-Sawad.
2 ) Sawirus, PO, V, 97-98.
3) Sawirus, PO, V, 1 93 94.
4) Ma)Jzロmi, 47a-b ; cf. Mamm却し 76.
5） 写 awqal, J , 1 36 ; cf. 思itat, I, 99.
6) Gahsiγ互ri, 1 34 ; lbn 'Asakir : al- T，α ＇rif5 al必abir, I, 1 84 ; C. Cahen : Fi町alit己，
propriete, antagon ismcs sociaux en Haute-Mesopotamie au temps des
premiers 'Abba副es d’apres Denys de Tell-Malm:, (Ar訪問， I, 1 954) , p .
1 38.
7) Cf. p. 1 52 , above.
8) In Syria, on the basis of a 五seal investiga tion A.H. 1 40ー 1 4 1 , lands which
Arabs had acquired by purchase or other means were assessed the tithe
like long-standin厚 qatz'a lands, and !Jariig-land tax was not ass自民d. Cf.
Ibn 'Asakir, I, 1 84.
9) c仁 A. Ben Shemesh : Taxation in Islam I , pp. 3 4; D . Sourdel : Le vizirat
ロibbaside, (Damas, 1 959-60) , pp. 93 1 1 6 .
1 0) Balaguri, 333 ; al-Mawardi : al-A!Jkam al叩ltaniya, (al句。，ahira, 1 966) ,
1 7 6 ; Abo Ya'la al-Farra ; al-A!Jkam al-sultii1ゅの （al-Qahira, 1 938) , 1 69 70 ;
Ibn al-Tiq taqa ： ιFaf5rz, (al-Qahira, 1 339H) , 1 3 1 ; cf. C. Cahen : Fiscalite,
propriete . . . . . . . . . , p . 1 44 ; my article, Les finances publiques de l’etat ' abヤ凶de, p. 20.
1 1 ) GahSiyari, 1 46 ; Tabar!, I I I , 493.
1 2) Bitat, I, 1 03.
1 3) Sawirus, PO, V, 99.
1 4) P. Oxon. Bodi. MS. Ara b e 7 l v ; CPR I I , nn. 1 0, 1 1 .
1 5) PAL no. 1 2- 1 3 .
1 6) APRL no. I/5
1 7) APRL no. Vl/20.
1 8) For prices in this period and the caus目 。f the inflation, see E. Ashtor : H：ル
toire des prix et des salaires dans l'Orien t medieval, (Paris, 1 969) , pp. 77 8 1 .
1 9) I;Iawqal, I, 1 36 ； 耳itat, I, 8 1 .
20) Ibn Burd宜gbih, 83 ; Ibn Ru山 ： Kitab al-A'/aq al-naflsa, ed. M . J . de
Goeje, EGA, VII, (Leiden, 1 892) , 1 1 8 ； 耳 ヰat, I , 99.
2 1 ) Ibn !:!urdadbih, 83 ; lbn Rusta, 1 1 8 ; lbn al-Faqih ・： Kitab al-Buldan, ed.
M.J. de Goeje, EGA, V, (Leiden, 1 885) , 7 6 ; Gahsiyarl, 287.
22 ) Qudama b.
a'far : Kitab al-ijarag, BGA, VI, p. 248 ; cf. Muqaddasi ,
212.
23) S r ra τロl百n, 349 50 ; Bitat, I, 82, 9 9 ; Bitat, ed. Wiet, I I , 67 ; Sawirus I I ,
224.
24) yぜqab1, II, 596, 599 ; Ibn 'Asakir, II, 59-60 ; Ibn Burda<;!bih, 7 7 , n . (o) ;
Qudama, EGA, VI, 249 ; Sawirus, I I , 24.
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S awr s, II, 24.
耳itat, I, 8 1 -87.
This cadastra l survey was carried out by order of the Mamlak Sultan al
Na�i Mul;ammad b. Qalawun in 7 1 5/ 1 3 1 5 . Cf H. Rabie, op. cit., pp. 5356 ; T. SatO : The development of Iq ta' system under the Mamluk Dynasty
focussing on the analysis of al-Rawk al-Na�ir r land surveying ( i n Japan
ese) , Sliigaku-Zasshi, Vol. 78 ( 1 969 ) , No. 1 , pp. 7 1 2 .
巳 ita t, I , 82.
耳巾t , I, 82 ; II, 5, 269 ; al司Maqnzl : ltti 'a子 。l－�unafii’ bi-afjbar al-a’iη1mat
αl-Fatimi
Mi{r, ed. H. Masse, (le Caire, 1 9 1 9) , 45.
He was in office as 五nancial director in A.H. 302 305, 3 1 8 323 and 3 35345 . Cf. てArrb b. Sa 'd : $ilat ta’ri{:I, a l- Tabari, (Leiden, 1 897) , 44, 65 66, 1 50 ;
Kinclr, 269, 2 8 1 -83, 285, 294, 485, 486 ; Tagrrbi1也 ， I I , 3 1 8.
t.Ftat, I, 82.
Srra τロIan, 75 ； 耳巾t, I, 82, 85 ; I I , 5 6 ; Tagrrbi d r, I I I, 1 50 ; APEL no.
86/87 ; APG no. 4. Examples of Coptic tax-contractors app e ar in APEL no.
1 00 and APW no. 85.
APEL no. 7 9 ; APW no. 1 4.
耳itat , I, 82 ; II, 5, 269 ; al Maq 巾［ ； ltti＇勾 αl－�unafa’ ， 1 96 ; Ibn Muyassar :
A!Jbar lvliy, 45 ; all of these are citations from Ibn Zul可s Sirat al司Mu'izz
Ii-Din Allah.
Sira τロJun, 1 7 9 ; Mamm 却 し 84 ; lbn al-Gay'an : Tu(ifat al-s仰のa bi-asma’
。l-bilad ol-Mi{r抑， （al-Qahira, 1 898) , 2 3.
Srra τロl江川 1 6 1-64 ； 耳申t, I I, 2 6 ; APG no. 4 ; P. Mil. R. Univ. I, no. 1 0.
c仁 n . 34 to this section.
APG no. 4. Cf. Section 2 to this chapter, pp. 1 92, above.
The village of Bロray言 appears w ith the same acreage in lbn Duqmll:q’s
al- lnt iiar bi-wilsi[at ' iqd al－仰ziar, IV司V, (al-Qah ira, 1 893), V, 1 1 5.
Nowadays all the villages except for Bロray言 in the markaz of Asmnn in
Minafrya Province, and Buray言 is in th巴 markaz of Tan tll: in Garbrya Pro
vince. Cι Mul;ammad Ramzr : al-Qiimus al司gugrafi li-biltid aιMiir抑，
(al-Qahira, 1 954 58) , 11/2, p. 97, 1 .5 9, 1 6 1 , 1 63-65.
i t a t, II, 295.
gヰat, II, 3 l .
耳ヰat, I, 82 83, 86 ; II, 5 ; lt ti'a宰 al－�u11afa', 1 97 .
APG no. 4 ; APEL n o . 1 96 ; P E R Inv. Ar. Pap. 8347 (MPER 11/111, p.
1 62) , PER Inv. Ar. Pap. 7850 (ibid , p. 164) .
Cf. APEL no. 87.
Cf. al-Tanuhr : Nis山ar al-muhadara 即a-ahbar al-muef.akara, Vol. VI II ,
(Dimasq, 1 930) , 2 6 ; Hilll:l al－�ll:bi’ ： Kitab TuVat aιumara’ fz ta’ r z!J aι
肌1zart1’， ed. H.F. Amedroz, (Leiden, 1 904) , 8 1 , 1 88 ; my article, L es fi
nances publiques de l ’ e tat abbasside, pp. 1 8-20.
!}itat, I , 82.
a
The name ISrabaq is probably ISrabah in B almas ll:wlya Province. Cf. M rn
mll:tl, 1 04 ; lbn al-Gay＇互n, 1 60 ; lbn Duqmll:q, V, 3 .
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Mammati, 1 9 7 ; Ibn al- ay'an, 1 83 ; Ibn Duqmaq, V, 2 2 .
APEL no. BG, 1 1 . 1 1 1 2 ; id., no. 87, 1 1 . 9 1 0.
Cf. my article, Land leases in 'Abbasid Egypt (in Japan白巴） ， Toyoshik自のu,
Vol. 23 ( 1 964) . pp. 26-5 1 .
Sira Taiロn, 7 4 ; cf. !:J itat, I I , 266.
I;Iawqal, I, 1 63 .
That the expcnsα for i凶gation work wer巴 called tfarzba is clear 仕om P.
Mil. R. Univ. I , no. 10 (3rd/9th century) ; the passage "concerni時 their
contract quot田 and the special imposts (tfara'ib) on the basis (duna ?) of
the development of the 岱tate contracted for by the tax-contractor ( muta
qabbilγ ’ occurs in the text.
耳itat, I, 82.
Mamm百ti, 232-33 ; Hitat, I, I O I ; Qalqafandi, I I I , 444-46 ; cf. Rabie, op.
cit., pp. 70f.
草itat, I, 1 0 1 .
Mammau, 232.
Mamma ti, 342 43 ; B巾t, I, 1 1 0.
Cf. Mammali, 206-2 0 ; Ma!:Jz口mi, 48b.
Ma!:J zami, 46a ; !:Jit叫， I, 1 00, 382 .
I n A.H. 3 1 2-3 1 4, the former vizier 'Ali b. ' Isa, who was sent to Egypt and
Syria as overseer (musarif) of fiscal a百airs, found that the estimates for ex pen・
ses in building the irrigation earthworks were inflated beyond the legal norms
and said that the central government was losing 60,000 dinars annually
becaus巴 of this (Bilal al- $abi’ ： Kitab T叫んt al-umara’ fl M’rif!: dー回uzara’，
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